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Abstract 
This thesis explores the ways in which vocational rehabilitation for vision-impaired 
people is socially constructed. Vision-impaired people are people with diverse eye 
functions, whose inclusion in the workforce is impeded, restricted or impaired in some 
way. Despite their hundred-year history of some form of vocational rehabilitation/ 
employment assistance, vision-impaired people continue to have one of the highest rates 
of unemployment, with the latest national survey reporting that 69% of vision-impaired, 
working-aged Australians do not have paid work. 
Such knowledge about vision-impaired people‘s high rate of unemployment was a driving 
factor for this research. Another was my professional and personal experiences with them, 
particularly in regard to their efforts to seek assistance to obtain or retain employment.  
While this study revealed that vision-impaired people‘s low employment rate in New 
South Wales, where this study was conducted, is consistent with comparable Western 
societies, it also revealed that the vocational rehabilitation/employment assistance offered 
to them differed according to their perceived social identities. This observation implies 
that vision-impaired people‘s social identities and relationships play some part in their 
employment opportunities, and should be a constituent part of their rehabilitation 
planning. 
Social and institutional assumptions about people, in poststructuralist terms, are enacted 
through discourse. Consequently, the methodology I adopted in this thesis is based on 
poststructuralism. It is a critical discourse analysis of a major source of vocational 
rehabilitation discourses, namely, rehabilitation practitioners‘ assumptions and practices 
found in texts used to educate them. This research critically analyses practitioner-
educational texts over a 20-year period from 1981.  
My critical discourse analysis revealed the institutional construction of vocational 
rehabilitation discourses, and the hidden nature of much of its knowledge and practices, 
which are centred on a bio-medical ideology that ‗vision impairment‘ is an individual 
biological anomaly or deficit. This ideology not only dominated discourses of vision-
impaired people‘s vocational rehabilitation, it was the only ideology contained in those 
discourses.  
My identification of practitioners‘ bio-medically oriented knowledge as their core 
knowledge, and the limits of that knowledge, is a significant contribution of this study, 
because it indicates directions for change or reconstruction of discursive and other 
practices of vision-impaired people‘s vocational rehabilitation. Such a reconstruction of 
rehabilitation practices, I argue, should include exploration of non-biological factors that 
may impair vision-impaired people‘s employment opportunities, which, in turn, may lead 
to increasing their rate of employment. 
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Chapter One 
Vision-Impaired People’s Employment Experiences 
1.0 Introduction  
This thesis investigates vocational rehabilitation available to working-aged vision-
impaired Australians (15 to 64 years), many of whom experience, in some way, 
significant constraints in their access to employment opportunities. This chapter begins 
the investigation with a description of vocational rehabilitation services designed to assist 
vision-impaired people to obtain or retain employment in the general workforce. It 
describes the development and nature of these services in New South Wales, where this 
research is located, comparing them with services available to other groups of people 
seeking employment in the general workforce. This description is followed by a profile of 
vision-impaired people‘s employment experiences, in order to demonstrate both their rate 
of employment and any restrictions in accessing that employment. I used multiple data 
sources to profile vision-impaired people‘s employment experiences, not only to quantify 
the extent of their employment in the general workforce, but to explore the nature of that 
employment and the nature of the employment assistance, or vocational rehabilitation, 
made available to them. Revealing vision-impaired people‘s employment experiences and 
the assistance available to them can, arguably, indicate basic assumptions about vision-
impaired people and their participation in the general workforce that underlie the 
construction of vocational rehabilitation services made available to them. The chapter 
goes on to discuss social constructions of vision impairment and vision-impaired people, 
indicated through my profile of their employment experiences. This discussion culminates 
in the meaning I ascribe to vision impairment in this thesis, presenting reasons for that 
ascription in this exploration of vision-impaired people‘s vocational rehabilitation. 
In Australia, vocational rehabilitation consists of two different systems, each having its 
own aims and practices for different groups of people. One system aims to compensate 
and restore workers to the workforce following work-related injuries. This system is 
regulated through workplace legislation and procedures that determine its practices and 
vocational consequences or outcomes. The other system of vocational rehabilitation aims 
to assist impaired and disabled people, who are positioned as ‗socially disadvantaged‘, to 
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obtain and retain employment (Department of Employment and Workplace Relations 
2006). According to the Department of Employment and Workplace Relations (DEWR), 
which regulates this latter system, vocational rehabilitation should: 
provide a comprehensive intervention, combining rehabilitation with 
employment assistance to help [people]…get or keep a job. Vocational 
Rehabilitation Services helps people with a disability…or health condition 
who need help to manage their disability, or the limitations of their 
disability…in order to get employment. (DEWR 2006, p. 1) 
These services are also government funded and regulated, and must comply with specific 
operating and reporting procedures. Access to this system is provided through the 
Employment and Workplace Relations Legislation Amendment (Welfare to Work and 
Other Measures) Act 2005 (Cwlth) and its procedures, which determine people‘s 
eligibility for income support and employment services. This legislation and its 
accompanying procedures imply moving people from a position of welfare recipient to 
worker. This, in turn, implies that many impaired and disabled people are unemployed, 
including vision-impaired people. The type of employment assistance offered to disabled 
people is determined through a Job Capacity Assessment procedure, through which they 
are referred to the mainstream Job Network, Vocational Rehabilitation Services or 
disability-specific Disability Employment Network services. These latter two services, 
which can be offered to vision-impaired working-aged Australians, are the focus of this 
thesis.  
Vision-impaired people‘s employment rates can be observed in Australian survey data 
over the past 10 years. These data show that vision-impaired people‘s rate of employment 
is significantly lower than that of their non-impaired counterparts. For example, a 
secondary analysis that I conducted, drawing on data from the Survey of Disability, 
Ageing and Carers, Australia 1998 (henceforth SDAC 1998), showed that approximately 
32% of vision-impaired men were in paid work, compared with more than 70% of non-
impaired men. Similarly, 27% of vision-impaired women reported being in paid work, 
compared with about 55% of non-disabled working-aged women (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics 1998a). This can be compared with data reported by Spriggs‘ (2007), that 31% 
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of working-aged vision-impaired Australians were employed more than one hour a week, 
compared with 64% of their non-impaired counterparts (Spriggs 2007). 
Vocational rehabilitation services for vision-impaired people have been documented since 
the 1870s, when workshops ‗for the blind‘ were established in Australia. These 
workshops were, and still are, operated by charitable organisations commonly known as 
‗blindness agencies‘, which have also operated educational and ‗home teaching‘ services 
for vision-impaired people. ‗Home teaching‘, or the teaching of what is now known as 
social skills training, was a forerunner of vision-rehabilitation services, along with 
assessing eye function and orientation and mobility training. In addition to their 
workshops, schools and daily living skills training programmes, blindness agencies also 
operated nursing homes for older vision-impaired people and hostels for workshop 
workers (Ollif 1992). The comprehensiveness of these services is significant in that it 
reflects a ‗cradle to grave‘ approach to caring for vision-impaired people. This in turn 
implies an underlying assumption that they need specialist care at every stage of their 
lives, including their working lives. 
Caring for working-aged vision-impaired people was the aim of the Sydney Industrial 
Blind Institute, which was the first and only blindness agency in New South Wales, where 
the current research was conducted, to operate a workshop for vision-impaired people 
living in this state. Starting in 1879, its aim was to train blinded men to do various 
‗suitable jobs‘ in order to provide an alternative income to begging on the streets (Ollif 
1992). This aim was in keeping with the prevailing philosophy of providing charity and 
other assistance to those considered less fortunate, and vision-impaired people, referred to 
as ‗the blind‘, were considered worthy recipients of charity (Lowenfeld 1975; Ollif 1992). 
In operating its workshop, the Sydney Industrial Blind Institute was following the practice 
of other blindness agencies in England, the US, Canada and other Australian states.  
Practices in workshops ‘for the blind‘ comprehensively influenced vision-impaired 
people‘s vocational rehabilitation and employment experiences. For example, in 1931 the 
Canadian National Institute for the Blind (CNIB) demonstrated that many industrial jobs 
could be performed by ‗…any blind person with ordinary ability, and with normal energy 
and determination‘ (Lowenfeld 1975, pp. 132-3). Such jobs included manufacturing and 
packaging jobs and machine operation. The CNIB‘s analysis of work tasks meant that 
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vision-impaired workers could be placed in many industries previously thought to be 
beyond them, and led to workshops training and placing vision-impaired people in such 
jobs whenever possible (Lowenfeld 1975, pp. 132–3).  
Blindness agencies continued to be a comprehensive source of vocational rehabilitation 
and employment for many years. This practice continued in Australia even after 
legislative changes to disability services through the Disability Services Act 1986 (Cwlth) 
(DSA). For example, in 1999 the Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind (RVIB) reported 
74 full-time workers in its manufacturing and packaging plant. It also employed vision-
impaired people in other areas, such as customer services. These vision-impaired workers 
unionised, in order to negotiate pay and working conditions with their employer, RVIB 
Enterprises. However, RVIB Enterprises also trained vision-impaired people to work in 
the general workforce (open employment), reporting that its Client Training Service had 
placed 50 vision-impaired people and supported another 75 in the general workforce 
(Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind 1999). The RVIB‘s report indicates that it still 
adopts a ‗train and place‘ approach to vision-impaired people‘s vocational rehabilitation. 
The practice of training people to perform specific work skills, and then finding jobs for 
them that require those skills, was initiated in workshops in the 1800s, where vision-
impaired people were trained in specific work processes such as making mattresses or 
packaging (Deschen 1980; Ollif 1992; Wheeler 1989). This ‗train and place‘ approach 
could also be inferred through agencies‘ tendency to train vision-impaired people to 
operate switchboards or use computers in order to place them in jobs where these skills 
are required. A disadvantage of this approach is that it limits workers‘ occupational 
choices to those jobs considered suitable for them, and for which they were trained. It 
thus impairs their vocational mobility and promotion, because workers are only trained in 
specific work tasks and placed in specific, often menial jobs (Ollif 1992; Rubin & 
Roessler 2008). 
Workshops ‗for the blind‘ in comparable Western countries used a similar ‗train and 
place‘ approach to vocational rehabilitation, although it was not known as such 
(Lowenfeld 1975). Workshop operators also lobbied for jobs to be performed exclusively 
by vision-impaired people. For example, in the US workshop operators were assisted by 
legislation such as the Wagner-O’Day Act 1938 (USA). This Act obliged government 
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departments to purchase certain articles exclusively from non-profit agencies for ‗the 
blind‘. This scheme continued for many years. In the United States (US) 83 such 
blindness agencies across 35 states were associated with this scheme. For example, in 
1973 the sales from this scheme totalled US$65,143,072 (Lowenfeld 1975, pp. 157–8). 
Such networking practices are significant because they supported blindness agencies‘ 
workshop training and other employment practices with vision-impaired people. 
The philosophical assumptions underlying such supported employment situations, and the 
‗train and place‘ approach to vocational rehabilitation, could be understood in terms of 
workers lacking the skills required for the job, or their inability to adapt their skills to 
tasks in other jobs. It also assumes that workshop operators can do so and that blindness 
agencies responsible for operating them are altruistically motivated. Indeed, such agencies 
have drawn on such an assumption in requesting more resources from government 
bureaucracies and donations from the general community to continue their ‗work for the 
blind‘. Such an assumption has permitted blindness agencies to become the public ‗voice‘ 
of vision-impaired people.  
However, there are other documented rehabilitation and employment assistance programs 
for vision-impaired people. Soldier repatriation schemes following the two World Wars 
were especially influential in the development of vocational rehabilitation services 
(Rothwell 1984). Such schemes focused on workers‘ choice of work, which ranged from 
workers establishing their own manufacturing and retail businesses, to home-based self-
employment such as repairing tennis racquets and gardening (Bledsoe 1958, p. 108; Ollif 
1992; Nobbs 1950). Rehabilitation programs operated by the military in Australia, 
Canada, England and the US were also more extensive than those available to civilians, 
providing financial assistance, education and social resettlement. In Australia, vision-
impaired veterans received assistance in all these domains, in contrast to their civilian 
counterparts, who only received assistance for employment and segregated services 
(Bledsoe 1958, p. 108; Nobbs 1950; Ollif 1992).  
Bledsoe‘s (1958) and Nobbs‘ (1950) histories of veterans‘ rehabilitation programmes 
illustrate how they differed from civilian workshops ‗for the blind‘. One difference was 
their approach to rehabilitation, which emphasised self-determination rather than the 
‗train and place‘ approach of the workshops. Another difference was that rehabilitees 
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were ‗seen‘ as war heroes with the right to compensation for their injuries, and the right to 
repatriation because of the social advantages they had forgone while participating in their 
countries‘ war effort. Soldier resettlement schemes also introduced the notion of 
citizenship rights and social responsibility to rehabilitation services (Rothwell 1992, 
1984). The success of those schemes and their underlying assumptions and philosophy 
were reflected in higher vocational outcomes for vision-impaired veterans than for 
civilians, who were only seen as worthy of charity (Bledsoe 1958, p. 108; Nobbs 1950; 
Ollif 1992).  
Further changes to vision-impaired people‘s vocational rehabilitation arose following 
civil rights movements in Western countries in the 1970s and 1980s. These movements 
included a discourse about disabled people‘s rights (Driedger 1989; Newell 1996, 1999). 
Subsequent to these social developments, the Australian Commonwealth Government 
restructured the nature and delivery of disabled people‘s rehabilitation services by 
enacting the DSA. The objectives of this Act focused on methods of service delivery to 
ensure disabled people‘s maximal potential as citizens, emphasising increased social 
integration, including increased employment opportunities. The Act stipulates that 
services to disabled people be delivered in such a way that they promote a positive image 
of disabled people in the community. The Act also specified comprehensive rehabilitation 
services for disabled people of working age to ensure their maximum social integration, 
including employment opportunities (DSA, s3). The Act allocates responsibility for 
disabled people‘s vocational rehabilitation/employment services to the Federal 
Government, which controls and administers the current system of vocational 
rehabilitation, which is the focus of this thesis. However, subsequent to the DSA, federal 
and state governments have enacted further disability discrimination legislation, including 
the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Cwlth) (DDA). The major objective of this 
legislation is to promote disabled people‘s right to equality of opportunity by making 
discrimination on the grounds of disability unlawful, including discrimination in 
employment. Ensuring disabled people‘s rights as citizens through ‗promoting‘ their 
inclusion is also the objective of the DSA, enacted through the delivery of their services, 
including vocational rehabilitation services. Whether service delivery follows the intent of 
the DSA is open to interpretation. For example, one disability employment service stated 
that it  
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provides advice and training to help people find and keep a job, make a career 
change, achieve a promotion or settle into a new role…. Consultants assess a 
person‘s readiness for work, taking into account their qualifications and skills, 
work history and independence. (Vision Australia 2006) 
While this rehabilitation service may follow the DSA objective of vision-impaired 
people‘s self-determination in its service delivery, it focuses on offering advice, training 
and assessment of an individual‘s skills (work-readiness, independence), rather than 
identifying extrinsic or social factors, such as inaccessible job advertisements or 
application forms that bar access to employment opportunities. The employment service 
quoted above goes on to say that its consultants know suitable jobs for vision-impaired 
people, stating; ‗our employment consultants partner with employers and other 
organisations to identify suitable vacancies for (vision-impaired) job seekers‘ (Vision 
Australia 2006). Statements such as these echo the activities of sheltered workshop 
processes of training and placing vision-impaired people. 
This overview of the development of vision-impaired people‘s vocational rehabilitation 
services shows their establishment through a ‗train and place‘ approach. This approach 
has dominated the development of services in Australia, as it has in comparable Western 
societies. Establishing workshops ‗for the blind‘ reflected and was motivated by social 
assumptions of the period. These assumptions were that vision-impaired people were in 
need of care and income-producing work that could provide them with an alternative to 
being a social burden and/or begging on the streets.  
Vocational rehabilitation services for vision-impaired war veterans differed from those 
offered to civilians, as did social assumptions about their social worth. The underlying 
view was that war veterans were entitled to compensation for their war efforts and 
injuries, and therefore entitled to assistance to restore them to civilian life. This view is 
similar to compensable rehabilitation available to injured workers, who are entitled to 
services to restore them to their former role as workers. These differences in vocational 
rehabilitation imply that rehabilitation means restoration of a former social identity, which 
is not necessarily so for people with diverse eye functions, who are excluded from 
mainstream society through its ocular-centric practices. It also implies that how a person 
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is socially valued, that is, their social identity, could be a factor in the vocational 
rehabilitation available to them.  
However, the most significant changes to vision-impaired people‘s vocational 
rehabilitation were legislative changes following civil rights movements. The DSA and 
the DDA were designed to ensure disabled people‘s self-determination, their social 
inclusion and their right to equality of opportunity. 
Although vision-impaired people‘s lack of opportunity to be included in the workforce 
could be inferred through the survey data cited above, which shows that they have a lower 
rate of employment than the general workforce, I found an accurate and comprehensive 
picture of vision-impaired people and their employment difficult to capture. For example, 
the 2003 SDAC estimated that 108,900 working-aged Australians had a ‗loss of sight‘ 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics 2003). However, the Australian Institute of Health and 
Welfare, using data from the 1998 SDAC, reported that more people (n=115,600) with a 
‗loss of sight‘ reported employment restrictions (Wen 2004, p. 93). These differences in 
the number of vision-impaired people, and the extent of their workforce restriction, 
appear to be influenced by the way vision impairment is conceptualised, which in turn 
influences who is counted as being vision impaired. For example, Wen (2004, p. 17) 
reported a 2001 National Health Survey finding that 51% of Australians had a vision 
disorder. Since vision disorders are usually degenerative, they eventually lead to 
employment restrictions and, in turn, to workforce exclusion (Winyard 1996). The 
following section provides a profile of vision-impaired people‘s employment experiences.  
1.1 A profile of vision-impaired people’s employment 
When profiling vision-impaired people‘s employment experiences, I drew on multiple 
data sources, to profile not only the extent of their employment status and diversity, but to 
explore factors that contribute to their inclusion or exclusion in the general workforce. To 
achieve these aims, I used historical and narrative accounts of vision-impaired people‘s 
employment experiences and survey data of their employment status. I took historical 
accounts from published texts that described vision-impaired people‘s employment 
experiences over time, relating them to macro-social and economic changes. The 
narrative accounts I used in the profile were biographical and autobiographical 
publications of vision-impaired people. They depict the micro-social or interactional 
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practices that influenced their employment experiences. Historical and narrative accounts 
were documented by vision-impaired individuals, their advocates and organisations.  
I also used survey-based data in the profile to provide snapshots of specific populations at 
specific times and lent quantitative precision to patterns of employment and rehabilitation 
assistance depicted in historical and narrative accounts. Although my use of these 
multiple data sources crosses theoretical and methodological boundaries, I crossed them 
intentionally, to profile and analyse not only the data produced but how those data were 
produced, who produced it, and the purposes of its production.  
The surveys I used in the profile were conducted by state authorities and organisations 
operating vocational rehabilitation programmes to vision-impaired people. The ostensible 
purpose of these surveys was to estimate vision-impaired populations and their principal 
characteristics. Although survey researchers presented their data as their ‗findings‘, in 
poststructural terms they produced the data, based on the meanings they used to 
conceptualise and operationalise their research. Four surveys were employment-specific 
(Burgess 1998; Royal Blind Society of New South Wales 1996; Spriggs 2007; Winyard 
1996), while some surveys were conducted to estimate the health/impairment of national 
populations (e.g., 1998 SDAC). 
As survey researchers used different constructions of vision impairment to identify 
vision-impaired populations, in my secondary analysis of the 1998 SDAC, I used 
Australian Bureau of Statistics researchers‘ primary concept of respondents reporting 
‗loss of sight‘ with a disability to identify vision-impaired people. However, unlike these 
researchers, I did not merge categories or exclude those people who reported that their 
disability from ‗loss of sight‘ was correctable in some way. Although there is a later 
survey, conducted in 2003, due to methodological differences its findings cannot be 
compared with those of the 1998 survey. Therefore, I profiled data from my secondary 
analysis of the 1998 SDAC data, and compared them with published data from other 
surveys of similar populations.  
1.1.1 Employment status of vision-impaired people 
As indicated above, to provide a profile of the number of employed vision-impaired 
people in the US, Britain and Australia since WWII, I sourced various surveys of vision-
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impaired people‘s employment (see Table 1.1). To place Australian data in a wider 
context of vision-impaired people‘s employment experiences, I compared surveys from 
comparable Western societies. 
Table 1.1 Survey reports of employed vision-impaired people 
Survey Published by Published 
Year 
Employed 
% 
Country 
NSW War Veterans 1950 75 NSW (Australia) 
US Veterans Administration 1958 49 USA 
Survey of Income & Program Participation  1991-2 26 USA 
The Blind in Britain 1996 25 UK 
When Even Glasses Don‘t Help 1996 21-25 NSW (Australia) 
Survey of Income & Program Participation 1997 29.9 USA 
Survey of Disability, Ageing & Carers 1998 29.5 Australia 
The Employment Survey 1998 60 Victoria (Australia) 
The Health Interview Survey 2001 29.9 US 
Vision Australia 2007 31 Australia 
 
Table 1.1 shows that national, representative surveys consistently reported that a smaller 
percentage of vision-impaired people were employed, while smaller surveys of specific 
populations (e.g., the survey of veterans in New South Wales (Nobbs 1950) and the 
Employment Survey by the Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind (Burgess 1998) 
reported larger percentages of employed people. However, the RVIB researchers reported 
possible bias through their method of selecting survey participants from among RVIB 
clients (Burgess 1998), many of whom were clients of their own training and employment 
services.  
Survey results should also be considered in specific socio-historic contexts. For example, 
surveys of vision-impaired veterans were conducted during a time of economic growth 
following World War II, when veterans were being repatriated. They received extensive 
assistance, which is reflected in the findings in Table 1.1. In addition to medical 
treatments and training in Braille, orientation and mobility, they received a pension that 
was not tax-assessable, as well as financial assistance to establish their own businesses. 
They were also entitled to free vocational education, in addition to housing loans and 
resettlement (rural) loans available to other non-impaired veterans. Lastly, they had the 
moral, financial and networking assistance of military and returned servicemen‘s 
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organisations. As mentioned above, veterans also had specific social identities as returned 
servicemen, and their vision function was generally perceived to be a consequence of 
giving service to their country.  
The other significant observation captured in Table 1.1 is the consistently low rate of 
employed vision-impaired people in national, representative surveys from the 1990s, 
when general unemployment rates in Australia were reported to be lower than they had 
been for some years (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1998a). However, Spriggs‘ survey, 
conducted in 2007, showed vision-impaired Australians experienced a similar low rate of 
employment, as compared to unemployment rates of less than 5% among non-vision-
impaired Australian workers (Spriggs 2007). It would appear that although labour market 
fluctuations contribute to vision-impaired people‘s employment opportunities, they are 
not the only contributors to vision-impaired people‘s unemployment. 
The influence of major social and economic developments, such as war and global 
economic fluctuations, were indicated through historical accounts of vision-impaired 
people‘s level of employment (Chevigney & Braverman 1950, p. 280; Johnson 1998; 
Lowenfeld 1975). Lowenfeld (1975) reported that vision-impaired people‘s employment 
in the general workforce increased during the labour shortages of World War I and World 
War II (Lowenfeld 1975), suggesting they were a secondary workforce able to do 
necessary work. In addition, many were able to retain their jobs after the war, when 
labour was more plentiful. Chevigney and Braverman (1950) reported that during the 
1920s, 115 vision-impaired people worked in various manufacturing plants in just one 
American city and another 55 worked in one factory in the Mid West. During this time, 
according to Lowenfeld (1975), vision-impaired people‘s educational opportunities also 
increased in the US as they were admitted to colleges and universities that had previously 
excluded them. Many completed postgraduate degrees and were admitted to university 
faculties, obtaining positions as psychologists, social workers, lawyers and business 
executives (Lowenfeld 1975, pp. 133–4).  
However, Chevigney and Braverman (1950) reported that when the Great Depression of 
1929 resulted in widespread unemployment, unemployment for vision-impaired people 
was total. Even workshops ‗for the blind‘ ceased to function (pp. 274–6). This was 
catastrophic for vision-impaired people, who usually returned to the workshops as their 
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only source of paid work in times of high unemployment in the general workforce. A 
similar economic downturn had occurred during the economic depression of the late 
1800s, when workshops such as the Sydney Industrial Blind Institute were established in 
Australia to provide training and employment for vision-impaired people (Ollif, 1992). In 
addition to being segregated from the workforce, vision-impaired people who worked in 
‗workshops for the blind‘ experienced working conditions and rates of pay that were 
worse than those of the general workforce (Ollif 1992). 
The establishment of workshops ‗for the blind‘ was prompted by unemployment. 
Following the Great Depression, American vision-impaired people‘s organisations 
lobbied for legislation to support workshops ‗for the blind‘. As mentioned above, this 
activism led to legislation such as the Wagner-O’Day Act 1938 (USA), which obliged 
government departments to purchase specified articles manufactured by non-profit 
agencies ‗for the blind‘. The advantages of being organised were quickly discovered by 
vision-impaired people in Australia, who formed their own union and advocacy 
organisations to lobby for improved, if segregated, working conditions. 
The final issue relating to the information in Table 1.1 concerns the surveys conducted in 
the 1990s, which show that most vision-impaired Australians continued to be positioned 
outside the general workforce. My secondary analysis of the raw data of the 1998 SDAC 
indicated that 29.5% of vision-impaired people were employed, whereas the published 
figure of employed vision-impaired workers was 43%. The latter figure is consistent with 
findings of similar surveys conducted by the Australian Bureau of Statistics in 1993 and 
2003.  
The results of my secondary analysis of the 1998 SDAC are based on a definition of 
working-aged respondents reporting ‗loss of sight‘ with ‗disability‘. My conceptualisation 
of vision-impaired people differs from that of the survey researchers, who arrived at their 
findings on the basis of working-aged people reporting ‗loss of sight‘, but excluding those 
whose sight could be corrected in some way by glasses or contact lenses from the 
population with a ‗disability‘. Like most biological conditions, most vision-impaired 
people‘s sight can be corrected to some degree, and so the survey‘s construction of 
‗disability‘ for vision-impaired people resulted in a much smaller number of people 
identified as having a ‗disability‘ due to ‗loss of sight‘, and thus different results for 
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employed vision-impaired people. Although the researchers did not follow this practice 
with regards to other disability groups, they used this methodological practice for people 
reporting ‗loss of sight‘ for all SDACs, but the two surveys of 1998 and 2003 remain 
incomparable due to other methodological differences. The ABS‘s response to 
discrepancies between the 1998 and the following 2003 survey was that the findings of 
the two surveys were derived differently (personal communication with K. Black, ABS, 
22 June, 2006).  
Methodological differences are reflected in the number of vision-impaired people 
reported. As stated above, the 2003 SDAC reported that an estimated 108,800 working-
aged Australians had ‗loss of sight‘ (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2003; Spriggs 2007, 
p. 14), compared with its (revised) estimate of 98,900 in 1998 (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics, 1998b). This indicates an increase of 10,000 vision-impaired working-aged 
Australians in five years. However, the findings of the 1998 SDAC are not consistent with 
similar national representative surveys of the same period, while my findings based on the 
ABS‘s unpublished raw data are consistent with other surveys.  
The latest Australian (national) employment survey (n=1864) of vision-impaired people 
reported that 69% of participants were not in the workforce; of these, 63% wanted to 
work (Spriggs 2007). This finding implies that only an estimated 31% of working-aged 
vision-impaired Australians were employed, an estimate consistent with other survey data 
over the past 10 years. Discrepancies between the 1998 and 2003 SDACs imply that the 
way in which survey researchers construct disability and vision impairment influences 
who they count as being vision-disabled or impaired, and that how many are counted can 
influence their findings, just as the way in which employment and other variables are 
measured in surveys can influence findings. These methodological practices can influence 
the picture of vision-impaired people‘s levels of employment just as much as relating 
their employment level to social developments such as war or economic depression. The 
constant measurement of who is vision impaired in the national surveys reported in Table 
1.1 is their reported difficulty in accessing printed or paper work tasks (Australian Bureau 
of Statistics 1999; Leonard 2002; Spriggs 2007; Winyard 1996). 
As stated above, my secondary analysis of the 1998 SDAC data identified respondents 
reporting a disability due to ‗loss of sight‘. My reason for using that definition of ‗vision-
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impaired people‘ was that such a group has impaired or reduced employment 
opportunities. Its employment position, expressed as labour-force status, is shown in 
Table 1.2 and compared with all disabled and non-disabled respondents. 
Table 1.2 Disability status of working-aged men and women by labour-force status  
Disability 
Status 
Labour-Force Status 
Not 
Applicable 
% 
Not in 
Labour Force 
% 
Unemployed 
% 
Part-Time 
Employment 
% 
Full-Time 
Employment 
% 
Men 
Loss of Sight 39 25 3 5 27 
All Disabled 34 24 3 6 32 
Non-Disabled 19 8 3 6 64 
Total Sample 21 11 3 6 58 
Women 
Loss of Sight 39 33 2 15 11 
All Disabled 30 36 5 19 12 
Non-Disabled 14 27 3 28 27 
Total Sample 17 29 3 26 24 
Source: Generated from the survey of Disability, Ageing and Carers, Australia (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics 1998a) 
 
As Table 1.2 shows, the number of vision-impaired people not participating in the 
workforce in 1998 was greater than those employed or registered as ‗unemployed‘. 
Spriggs (2007) called these non-participants ‗discouraged workers‘. Spriggs‘ description 
is similar to Winyard‘s (1996) report, in that vision-impaired workers have long-term 
unemployment as a result of their ‗seeing‘ problems, and spend many years finding an 
employer willing to employ them, or simply give up. However, the type of work 
employed vision-impaired people are reported as doing reflects the pattern found in the 
general workforce (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998a). 
1.1.2 Diversity of vision-impaired people’s employment 
Histories of vision-impaired people‘s occupational diversity in the Greco-Roman era were 
documented by Lowenfeld (1975, pp. 5–24) and Monbeck (1973, p. 43). Lowenfeld and 
Monbeck recounted that vision-impaired people occupied diverse prestigious and 
professional positions, as well as being artists, skilled tradesmen, farmers, manufacturers 
and marketers. Yet, these historians claim that like their contemporary counterparts most 
were excluded from the general workforce, earning their living as beggars, prostitutes and 
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slaves. Lowenfeld‘s (1975) and Monbeck‘s (1973) historical accounts of vision-impaired 
people‘s employment continue into the early Christian era, claiming that they continued 
in the occupations commonly held in Greco-Roman times. Yet, these historians claim, 
many vision-impaired people were still beggars and were considered worthy recipients of 
charity. In Christian, Jewish and Egyptian cultures, such charity was considered a 
religious duty (Lowenfeld, 1975, p. 30). 
In his editions of Biographies of the Blind, Wilson (1995) also documented that vision-
impaired people worked in diverse occupations. He recounted that, in the nineteenth 
century, they were teachers of the arts and professions, as well as carrying out other 
occupations. In addition to Lowenfeld‘s, Monbeck‘s and Wilson‘s more extensive 
histories of vision-impaired people‘s occupations, other historical accounts document 
their diverse employment experiences in China (e.g., Ching 1980), England (e.g., Hocken 
1977) and the US (e.g., Chevigney & Braverman 1950) during the twentieth century. The 
constant themes throughout these accounts are that, although they held varied and 
prestigious occupations, many vision-impaired people lived at the margins of the 
workforce (Ching 1980; Chevigney & Braverman 1950; Lowenfeld 1975; Monbeck 
1973).  
Historical accounts of vision-impaired people‘s occupational diversity are supported by 
survey data. The employment of vision-impaired women participating in the 1998 SDAC 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998a) reflects the occupational diversity of women in the 
general workforce, with their employment being primarily in teaching, health and welfare, 
retail sales and clerical work. Similarly, vision-impaired men participating in the 1998 
SDAC (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998a) reported the same occupational diversity as 
men in the general workforce (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998a; Russell & Schofield 
1986; Wen, 2004). Similarly, the Employment Survey of the Royal Victorian Institute for 
the Blind (Burgess 1998) reported that vision-impaired people were employed across a 
wide range of occupations, including education, health and welfare, retail sales, clerical 
work, manufacturing and other skilled and unskilled work. The most recent survey, 
commissioned by Vision Australia, reported that only 9.5% of its respondents were 
employed as manual labourers, 9.4% were employed by blindness agencies, while another 
9.4% were factory workers (Spriggs, 2007). The significance of Spriggs‘ (2007) national 
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survey is its implication that most employed vision-impaired respondents occupy 
positions in the general workforce that require skill and expertise. While this differs from 
historical accounts, it could reflect a changing Australian workforce. 
Although vision-impaired people‘s occupational diversity in historical and survey data 
was similar to that of the general workforce (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998a; 
Williams & Thorpe 1992), their rate of self-employment was different. Researchers of the 
1998 SDAC reported 25% self-employment among vision-impaired workers – nearly 
twice the rate (14%) among non-impaired workers (personal communication with B. 
McMorrow, ABS, 27
th
 October, 2000). A high rate of self-employment was also reported 
by the survey of blinded American WWII veterans, with 40% of employed veterans being 
self-employed (Bledsoe 1958, p. 108). Many Australian WWII veterans were also assisted 
to establish their own businesses (Nobbs 1950). Employment surveys conducted by 
Australian blindness institutions did not report self-employment. However, a British 
employment survey reported that experienced vision-impaired workers tended to generate 
an income through self-employment if they could not find an employer willing to employ 
them (Winyard 1996). Self-employment data are significant because they indicate that 
vision-impaired people are able to perform necessary work tasks, but not able to find 
employers willing to employ them. These data suggest that workplace practices, rather 
than the work itself, are major factors in vision-impaired people‘s workforce 
marginalisation. 
Vision-impaired people‘s occupational diversity was also illustrated through narrative 
accounts (Davis 2001; Downie 1999; Hull 1990; Kleege 1999; Magee & Milligan 1996). 
Like historical accounts, these narratives located vision-impaired people across the 
workforce, from professional and managerial positions to manual work. For example, 
Andrew Downie (1999) started his working life having been placed in a factory, but soon 
broadened his employment horizons. He stated: 
My first job was as a machine operator in a factory.… There was for me, 
though, a general feeling of being trapped…eternally drilling holes in 
thingymibobs and cutting chamfers into widgets…. In summary… I worked in 
a variety of clerical jobs while studying at TAFE and university, emerging 
with an honours degree in psychology. (p. 9) 
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Other narrative accounts depict similar experiences of segregated education, limited 
career expectations and placement in menial work considered suitable for the narrators. 
Narrative accounts also illustrate that vision-impaired people can find employment 
through their own efforts, despite restrictions imposed by social assumptions about their 
place in society, their eye function and employment restrictions (Davis 2000; Downie 
1999; Hull 1990; Kleege 1999). Downie‘s early employment experience was typical of 
his time, when vision-impaired people were trained to operate machinery and then placed 
in a job for which they were trained. This ‗train and place‘ practice could be construed as 
restricting his employment opportunities. 
1.1.3 Employment restrictions reported by vision-impaired people 
Other factors that could be construed as restrictions to vision-impaired people‘s 
employment opportunities are social developments (economic fluctuations), their 
perceived social identities (e.g., charity recipients), or how vision impairment is 
constructed (e.g., ‗loss‘).  
Unlike Downie‘s example, the Confidential Record File of the 1998 SDAC (Australian 
Bureau of Statistics 1998a) showed that researchers constructed employment restrictions 
as individual workers‘ needs for extra training, supervision, equipment, leave or support 
persons, in addition to the type of work they were able to do and the hours they were able 
to work. These variables were focused on the individual worker‘s inabilities or ‗needs‘. 
Underlying such a focus is an assumption that disabled workers need more resources than 
non-disabled workers, because they are disabled by their own biology. Table 1.3 shows 
how vision-impaired participants responded to questions about employment restrictions.  
Table 1.3 Vision-impaired men and women (%) by type of employment restriction 
 Lack of support person 
% 
Type of job can do 
% 
Hours worked 
% 
Men 29 26 14 
Women 26 28 14 
Source: Generated from the survey Disability, Ageing and Carers, Australia (Australian Bureau of Statistics 
1998a) 
 
Apart from the restrictions listed in Table 1.3, fewer than 7% of vision-impaired 
respondents reported that they needed further training, supervision, leave or equipment. 
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The association between employment restrictions and level of ‗sight loss‘ is shown in 
Table 1.4. 
Table 1.4 Working-aged people with disability from ‘loss of sight’ reporting employment 
restriction(s); sight loss category by sex 
Sight Loss Category Men 
% 
Women 
% 
Correctable by Glasses 62 58 
Partial/Not Correctable 48 67 
Total Sight Loss 43 18 
Source: Generated from the survey Disability, Ageing and Carers, Australia (Australian Bureau of Statistics 
1998a) 
 
Table 1.4 shows that more people with ‗correctable sight loss‘ reported employment 
restrictions than those categorised as having ‗partial/not correctable‘ and ‗total sight loss‘. 
It should be noted that respondents reporting ‗correctable sight loss‘ were a much larger 
group (n=3,560) than those with partial loss (n=305) and total sight loss (n=32) 
(Unpublished data, Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998a). The data in Table 1.4 were 
replicated by the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, which independently 
analysed the 1998 SDAC data (Wen 2004). As stated above, in contrast to those 
conducting national surveys in the US and England (Leonard 2002; Winyard 1996), 
Australian Bureau of Statistics researchers excluded people with ‗correctable sight loss‘ 
from their ‗disability‘ group. This effectively reduced the number of vision-impaired 
participants classified as being disabled (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1999, pp. 3–4). It 
also reduced the 1998 SDAC estimate of disabled Australians, which was reported as 
15%, a lower proportion than the 19–20% reported by other Western countries at this time 
(Leonard 2002; Winyard 1996).  
Constructions of vision impairment can be appreciated through Table 1.4, which shows 
that a greater percentage of those categorised as ‗sight loss corrected by glasses or contact 
lenses‘ reported employment restrictions than did people with non-correctable or no sight. 
This finding was also confirmed by the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare‘s 
analysis of the 1998 SDAC data (Wen, 2004). 
People with correctable sight loss mostly reported mild to moderate restrictions. 
Researchers of the 1998 SDAC merged those groups, despite defining ‗mild‘ restriction 
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as ‗no assistance is needed but needs aids‘ (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1999, p. 66). 
Merging these groups effectively eliminated recognition that those people needed visual 
aids in the workplace, reducing the problem of servicing this group, and discounting any 
workplace practices that restricted their performance at work. 
Table 1.5 Vision-impaired men and women’s level of employment restriction by category 
of sight loss and disability 
Employment Restriction Correctable Loss 
% 
Uncorrectable  
% 
Partial Loss 
% 
Total Loss 
% 
Men 
Profound/Severe 35 18 38 32 
Moderate 30 29 5 29 
Mild/None  22 25 5 22 
N/A 13 28 51 17 
Total 100 100 100 100 
Women 
Profound/Severe 31 23 0 35 
Moderate 30 19 18 33 
Mild/None 29 20 0 32 
N/A 10 38 82 16 
Total 100 100 100 100 
Source: Generated from the survey Disability, Ageing and Carers, Australia (Australian Bureau of Statistics 
1998a) 
 
In the glossary of terms for the 1998 SDAC, ABS researchers did not define ‗aids‘ 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics 1999). However, the 1998 SDAC excluded people with 
sight loss corrected by ‗aids‘ (glasses or contact lenses) who reported mild work 
restrictions. As discussed above, the ABS also excluded these people from its ‗disabled‘ 
group (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1999, pp. 3–4) but included people with hearing 
loss corrected by hearing aids in its ‗disability‘ count. This approach suggests that hearing 
aids are ‗aids‘, but glasses and contact lenses are not. Underpinning such a distinction, it 
seems, is the assumption that sight loss is such a common occurrence that a need for 
glasses or contact lenses is ‗normal‘. Accordingly, such an approach implies that diversity 
in eye function is ‗normal‘, rather than abnormal or a ‗loss‘. This assumption contradicts 
the World Health Organisation‘s definition of health, as discussed below. 
The 1998 SDAC respondents were also asked to report restrictions with paperwork. 
However, paperwork restrictions were excluded from employment restriction variables, as 
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employment was excluded from ‗core activities‘ for disabled people. Yet a paperwork 
restriction can limit vision-impaired people‘s choice of work and can restrict access to the 
job market altogether, as access is usually gained through written recruiting and 
application practices. 
Although Table 1.6 shows the percentage of vision-impaired people reporting paperwork 
restrictions doubles with decreasing eye function, respondents reporting correctable sight 
loss were the largest group (n=3,560). Those with partial loss numbered 305, and only 32 
respondents reported total sight loss (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998a). These 
numbers show that about 1,100 people with correctable sight loss reported paperwork 
restrictions compared with 146 people with non-correctable, partial or total loss (122 + 
24). 
Table 1.6 Working-aged people with loss of sight by sex: disability with paperwork 
restrictions 
Sight Loss Category Men 
% 
Women 
% 
Correctable Sight Loss 17 16 
Partial, Un-correctable Sight Loss 35 45 
Total Sight Loss 76 82 
Source: generated from the survey Disability, Ageing and Carers, Australia (Australian Bureau of Statistics 
1998a) 
 
Paperwork restrictions were also investigated in an employment survey conducted by 
Vision Australia, which reported that four out of every ten (40%) respondents had 
difficulties with paperwork when applying for jobs, and were restricted in other written 
and communication tasks in their job (Spriggs, 2007, p. 6). In a national survey of vision-
impaired people in the US, Leonard (2002) used the ability to read standard newspaper 
print as a determinant of who was vision impaired.  
In summary, this profile and analysis found that the employment restrictions most 
frequently reported by vision-impaired people were, in order of frequency, paperwork 
restrictions, the lack of a support person, the type of work they could do, and the number 
of hours they could work.  
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The number of hours people could work is a significant employment restriction among 
vision-impaired people in Australia. Spriggs (2007) reported that most vision-impaired 
people who worked part-time wanted more hours of work, while the national survey of 
disabled people reported most impaired/disabled people worked part-time, but the 
questionnaire it used to collect the data did not ask respondents if they would work more 
hours if offered (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998c).  
Another limitation of survey data is that surveys can only reflect circumstances at a given 
time, rather than reporting long-term patterns or changes in vision-impaired people‘s 
employment experiences. Survey data are also limited generally through the way in which 
survey researchers construct and measure employment restrictions. This, in turn, 
influences their findings, because survey research methods, by their very nature, only find 
what researchers investigate. This limitation of quantitative research methods was 
supplemented in this profile by published historical and narrative accounts of vision-
impaired people‘s employment experiences, including factors that could be construed as 
employment restrictions. 
Vision-impaired people‘s ability to overcome employment restrictions is depicted through 
narratives of their ability to find the job they want, and successfully work in that career 
(Ching 1980; Downie 1999; Hocken 1977; Kleege 1999; Michalko 2002). Harald 
Gration‘s entry into the workforce illustrates this ability: 
…at the age of sixteen,… [Harald]…left school. He was partially blind at this 
time, and the management of the Blind Institute was only admitting totally 
blind boys from the school into the Institute workshops. So Harald 
….commenced selling cookery and gardening books door to door on a 
commission basis…[Later]…Harald…qualified as an art and craft technical 
school teacher. …Harald‘s ambition was for one of the organisations for the 
blind to employ him to set up a day centre for blind people,…but they were not 
interested. However, his approach to the Association for the Blind was met 
with enthusiasm. He was appointed by the Association to establish and direct a 
craft centre in their hall at Kooyong. (Davis 2001, pp. 14–15) 
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Harald‘s work experiences show how institutional practice determined his employment 
opportunities. Harald‘s story also demonstrates his independent ability to realise his 
ambition despite restrictions imposed on him by the Institute‘s practices, which are based 
on assumptions about his ability that were based in turn on his assessable eye function. 
However, Harald did receive some kind of vocational employment assistance, even if his 
opportunities were restricted.  
1.1.4 Assistance received by vision-impaired people to obtain or retain 
employment 
Despite changes to such institutional practices and vision-impaired people‘s limited 
employment opportunities, their access to employment assistance does not seem to have 
improved under the DSA. For example, no vision-impaired respondent in the 1998 SDAC 
reported receiving any assistance to find or retain employment (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics 1998a). However, Spriggs (2007) reported that twice as many vision-impaired 
respondents in his survey reported using mainstream employment services (Job Network) 
than used Disability Employment Network services. The main reason respondents gave 
for their use of Disability Employment Network services was that they were disability-
specific. Unfortunately, Spriggs did not report his findings quantitatively, so the extent of 
Disability Employment Network users is unknown. However, vision-impaired people‘s 
use of mainstream employment services could be a result of the government‘s Job 
Capacity Assessment, through which job-seekers are referred to either mainstream or 
disability-specific services. 
Other data from national surveys consistently show that approximately 4% of working-
aged vision-impaired people report using vocational rehabilitation/employment services, 
while approximately 6% use any rehabilitation services at all (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics 1998a; Leonard 2002; Vision Australia 2006; Winyard 1996).  
The factors contributing to vision-impaired people‘s eschewal of employment services 
and their continuing increased rates of unemployment require exploration. As the 
evidence presented above demonstrates, the rate of self-employment among vision-
impaired people is almost twice that of non-impaired workers (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics, 1998a) and narrative accounts show that vision-impaired people have done 
whatever they can to secure employment, even accepting segregated employment or being 
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underemployed (e.g., Davis 2001; Downie, 1999; Spriggs, 2007). Clearly, vision-
impaired people want to participate in the labour market, and have been immensely 
successful in doing so when the social and economic circumstances permit. 
1.1.5 Summary of profile and analysis of vision-impaired people’s 
employment experiences 
This profile and analysis of vision-impaired people‘s employment experiences shows that 
vision-impaired people have a history of workforce marginalisation. Their marginalisation 
can be inferred from survey data that show an average 70% of working-aged vision-
impaired people are not employed (Table 1.1). Table 1.1 also shows that this figure is 
similar to other comparable Western societies.  
However, my critical reading of survey data and historical accounts used in the profile 
revealed that distinct groups of vision-impaired people had higher rates of employment, 
for example, American and Australian WWII veterans. This implies that the way in which 
vision-impaired people are socially positioned can influence the vocational rehabilitation 
and subsequent employment opportunities available to them. This suggests that vision-
impaired people‘s perceived social identities and relations contribute, in some way, to 
determining the vocational rehabilitation (employment assistance) offered to them and 
their subsequent employment opportunities. The extent and type of services offered imply 
certain values attributed to vision-impaired people that are seemingly based on their social 
identities and relations. For example, war veterans were assisted to find employment of 
their choice in the general workforce, while their civilian counterparts were placed in 
what were considered suitable jobs for them in the general workforce, or in sheltered 
workshops (Bledsoe 1958; Nobbs 1950; Ollif 1992; Vision Australia 2006).  
The profile also showed that many employed vision-impaired people found their own 
employment (Davis 2001; Downie 1999). Their employment-seeking and work abilities 
were also reflected in the diversity of their employment, which is similar to occupational 
trends in the general workforce and their higher rate of self-employment (personal 
communication, B. McMorrow, ABS, 27
th
 October, 2000). The higher rate of self-
employment of vision-impaired people implies they are able to perform their work tasks 
and organise their workload. This presents a picture of competent, productive workers, 
able to work and earn an income, when not restricted by institutional practices. The major 
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work restrictions reported by vision-impaired people were restrictions with paperwork, 
lack of support persons, restrictions in the type of work available to them and the number 
of work hours. Other restrictions to vision-impaired people‘s employment were 
institutional practices, as illustrated in the assistance given to Andrew Downie (1999) and 
Harald Gration (Davis 2001) to enter the workforce. 
However, the profile revealed that most surveys conceptualised work restrictions as 
related to individual ‗needs‘ (extra training, supervision, adaptive equipment). This differs 
from vision-impaired people‘s reports that the major work restrictions they experience 
were a result of institutional and workplace practices (e.g., paperwork, no support systems 
and limited hours of work).  
Alternatively, the assumption driving survey researchers‘ construction of ‗work 
restrictions‘ appeared to be that vision impairment was ‗loss of sight‘ or biological deficit, 
which was the cause of employment restrictions and unemployment. This assumption, in 
turn, implies that vision-impaired people‘s employment status is unrelated to social 
practices or economic developments such as institutionalised practices or labour market 
fluctuations.  
Researchers‘ constructions of vision impairment and work restrictions imply a particular 
point of view that researchers bring to their research from their personal or social 
experiences of vision-impaired people, even if somewhat unconsciously, in addition to 
their individual and institutional interests. For example, the survey data show that few 
survey researchers reported social practices or environmental barriers as restrictions to 
vision-impaired people‘s employment. Two exceptions were Winyard (1996), who 
discussed employers‘ reluctance to employ people who had ‗trouble seeing‘ as a 
restriction to their employment. The other was Spriggs (2007), who discussed multi-
skilling practices in the workplace. Both these workplace practices impact on vision-
impaired people‘s employment opportunities, the first through employers‘ power not to 
employ vision-impaired people, while the other demands an easy flexibility in accessing 
multiple work tasks and sites, which is very difficult for vision-impaired people who have 
reported accessing paperwork and unfamiliar worksites as major problems. Thus, the 
pivotal point in the identification and reduction of work restrictions is the identification of 
their causes, such as diverse eye functions and restricting social practices, rather than only 
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assessing the level of work restriction assumed to be caused by individual eye functions. 
Apart from the surveys reported by Winyard (1996) and Spriggs (2007), most survey 
researchers, including the ABS, did not collect data of restricting institutional or social 
practices. An example of a restricting social practice is paperwork, discussed at Section 
1.1.3, while other social practices that restricted vision-impaired people‘s work 
opportunities were illustrated in historical and narrative accounts in the profile of vision-
impaired people‘s employment experiences (e.g., Chevigney & Braverman 1950; Ching 
1980; Davis 2001; Downie 1999; Lowenfeld 1975). The fact that vision-impaired survey 
respondents did not report many work restrictions does not mean they did not experience 
them, or that they were therefore not to be counted as ‗impaired/disabled‘, it simply 
shows that survey researchers developed their list of work restrictions from their 
particular assumption that ‗disability/impairment‘ was biological deficit, and the sole 
cause of work restrictions.  
In addition to illustrating different ‗causes‘ of work restrictions, the data I used in this 
profile also suggest a lack of conceptual clarity in relation to vision impairment, and 
consequently vision-impaired people. Descriptions such as ‗loss of sight‘, ‗visually 
impaired‘, ‗blind‘ and ‗low vision‘ were used in the data. The SDAC researchers further 
categorised ‗loss of sight‘ on the basis of whether respondents were considered to be able 
to see ‗normally‘ with the aid of glasses or contact lenses. Whether survey participants 
could ‗see normally‘ with glasses or contact lenses was a question in the data collection 
questionnaire, which ABS interpreted as ‗correctable‘ or ‗non-correctable‘ sight 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998a). Thus, vision-impaired respondents to ABS 
surveys were classified as ‗partial/non-correctable‘ or ‗total sight loss‘, based on the 
assumed ‗correctability‘ of their sight by aids (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1998a). 
The researchers used these sub-categories to determine which vision-impaired people they 
would include in their group of ‗disabled‘ people, despite their definition of disability as 
capturing those who were restricted by ‗loss of sight‘ and reported having a ‗disability‘. 
This classificatory system was discriminatory in that it was applied only to respondents 
reporting ‗loss of sight‘ (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1999, pp. 3-4). Such 
discrimination could have been avoided if ABS researchers had categorised vision-
impaired people using their primary concept of 'disability'; that is, based on a self-report 
of ‗disability‘, regardless of the use of correcting aids. Not only would such an approach 
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avoid discrimination towards vision-impaired people, it could effectively identify and 
categorise a population reporting ‗vision-impairment/disability‘ that allowed comparison 
with other national surveys, as I did in my secondary analysis of the 1998 SDAC data (see 
Section 1.1). Therefore, it is not 'level' of sight or 'correctability' that is important when 
determining 'vision-impaired' populations, it is the way in which researchers construct 
'vision-impairment'. 
Other surveys variously constructed vision-impaired people as those who have ‗difficulty‘ 
or ‗severe difficulty‘ seeing standard newspaper print after correction and those who are 
‗legally blind‘ (Leonard 2002; Royal Blind Society of New South Wales and The 
Australian Capital Territory (2000); Winyard 1996). Defining vision impairment as 
difficulty reading newspaper print ‗after correction‘ implies that correction of vision by 
glasses or contact lenses does not mean ‗normal‘ vision, as asked in the ABS‘s data 
collection surveys.  
I also observed conceptual obscurity of vision impairment in narrative accounts, which 
described Harold Gration (Davis 2001) as ‗partially blind‘; Andrew Downie (1999) as 
having ‗…some limited light and colour perception…‘; and Barbara Bonfield as referring 
to her ‗bad eyes‘ (Bonfield, 2006). Notably, although she had some usable vision, 
Georgina Kleege (1999) described herself as ‗blind‘. All these researchers, historians and 
vision-impaired people had difficulty describing who was ‗blind‘ and/or who was vision 
impaired. The different constructions of ‗vision impairment‘ by the above people, and 
varying constructions of employment restrictions indicated in survey data and narrative 
accounts I used to profile vision-impaired people‘s employment experiences, suggest that 
various constructions of ‗vision impairment‘, and consequently of ‗vision-impaired 
people‘, depends on who is saying what about whom, and why. Therefore, the position I 
have taken, and my construction of ‗vision impairment‘ in this thesis, requires 
clarification. 
1.2 ‘Impairment’ 
The term ‗vision impairment‘ is commonly used to describe people with a diverse range 
of eye functions, whose opportunities to participate in the workforce can be impeded, 
restricted or constrained in various ways, depending on who is speaking and about whom. 
The World Health Organisation (WHO), for example, adopts a bio-medical approach to 
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impairment and focuses on individual ocular functioning as central. The World Health 
Organisation (2001), in its International Classification of Functioning, Disability and 
Health (ICF), describes impairments as: 
…problems in body function or structure…which can involve an anomaly, 
defect, loss or other significant deviation…[and] are usually parts of the 
‗disease process‘… Impairments have been conceptualised in congruence with 
biological knowledge… [and] represent a deviation from certain generally 
accepted population standards in the bio-medical status of the body…. 
Impairments are not contingent on aetiology; for example, loss of 
vision…[but] may arise from a genetic abnormality…[W]hen there is an 
impairment, there is a dysfunction in body functions or structures… 
Impairments are broader and more inclusive in scope than disorders or 
diseases; for example, the loss of a leg is an impairment of body structure, but 
not a disorder or a disease. (pp. 2–13) 
The above interpretations of ‗impairment‘ locate it in the individual body as deviation, 
defect, abnormality or loss. All these terms define ‗impairment‘ as negative, constituting 
impairment as a negative of a binary of what the World Health Organisation (WHO) 
refers to as ‗…certain, generally accepted population standard of the bio-medical status of 
the body…‘. This definition echoes the WHO‘s former definition of health: ‗Health is a 
state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of 
disease or infirmity‘ (World Health Organisation, 1946, p. 100). 
Contrary to the WHO‘s location of ‗impairment‘ and disability in a health context, The 
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (HREOC) in Australia situates 
impairment in a context of people‘s right to equal opportunity, stating: 
The second area of complaint that can be made under the Human Rights and 
Equal Opportunity Commission Act concerns the impairment of a person‘s 
right to equal opportunity in employment… (2006, p. 8) 
HREOC‘s use of ‗impairment‘ is informed by an ideology of equality and citizenship. 
From such a perspective, ‗impairment‘ is socially enacted or practised rather than a bio-
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medical event or process. Like the WHO, HREOC‘s use of ‗impairment‘ is also 
understood in terms of individuals, but the focus is on social practices and the ways in 
which they limit individuals‘ access to opportunities, thereby transgressing or infringing 
the rights of such constrained or impaired people. The concept of impairment as 
constraint arising from social or environmental factors is illustrated in the Blind in Britain 
survey, in which 30% of employers appeared to be impairing vision-impaired people‘s 
employment opportunities when stating that they would not employ people who have 
trouble seeing (Winyard 1996, p. 15). HREOC‘s implication that impairment is a 
constraint on equal opportunities and the right to participate departs markedly from the 
WHO‘s concept of impairment as a deviation, defect or abnormality in bodily function or 
structure.  
The WHO‘s concept of ‗impairment‘ in its ICF makes a clear distinction between it and 
disability, which the WHO defines as ‗…the outcome or result of a complex relationship 
between an individual‘s health condition and personal factors, and of the external factors 
that represent the circumstances in which the individual lives‘ (World Health 
Organisation 2001, p. 17). This meaning of disability departs significantly from its 
previous meaning in the International Classification of Impairment, Disability and 
Handicap (ICIDH) (World Health Organisation 1980), which stated that disability is 
‗…any restriction or lack (resulting from an impairment) of ability to perform an activity 
in the manner or within the range considered normal for a human being‘ (World Health 
Organisation 1980, p. 28). However, as Tanya Titchkosky (2001) points out, people‘s 
diverse biologies can be represented as ‗disabilities‘ or ‗impairments‘ only if such 
biologies are defined as anomalous or abnormal, as they were in both the ICIDH (World 
Health Organisation 1980) and the ICF (World Health Organisation 2001). If disability is 
persistently constructed by powerful institutions or social groups as individual biological 
anomaly or deficit, being categorised as disabled ascribes a negative identity to the person 
so categorised, as opposed to people categorised as non-disabled or able-bodied. 
Ascribing such negative identities could be seen as negative or disabling practice (Illich, 
Zola, McKnight, Caplan & Shalken 1977; Titchkosky 2001).  
However, the WHO changed its construction of disability from ‗any restriction or lack‘ 
resulting from impairment in its International Classification of Impairment, Disability 
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and Health in 1980, to the ‗result of a complex relationship‘ between health condition, 
person and external factors in its International Classification of Functioning, Disability 
and Health (World Health Organisation 2001). During this time, through their discourses, 
disabled scholars and activists had challenged the WHO‘s definition of ‗disability‘, 
developing instead the social model of disability.  
Developed in the disability rights movement in the 1980s and 1990s (Disabled People‘s 
International 1994), the social model posits that disability arises from external events or 
actions, implying that disability is social practice, rather than an individual biological 
anomaly or deficit, as proposed in the WHO‘s ICIDH (1980). According to Mike Oliver 
(1990, 1996b), the proposition that disability arises from external factors can be expressed 
through the use of the term ‗disabled people‘ to represent those so labelled, which Oliver 
(1996b) and other disabled people argue is preferred to ‗people-first‘ language, such as 
‗people with disabilities‘. The term ‗disabled people‘, Oliver (1996b) rightly argues, 
implies people are ‗disabled‘ through external factors, the adjective ‗disabled‘ describing 
people ‗acted upon‘ by some thin, process or person. This implicit description can be 
contrasted with the term, ‗people with disabilities‘, which, Tanya Titchkosky (2001) 
rightly argues, can be interpreted as describing disabilities are characteristics or attributes 
associated ‗with‘ or part of the people described. Titchkosky (2001) further argues that 
the use of ‗people-first‘ language can also legitimate and maintain the interests of other 
social groups. Interests of other social groups are suggested in the persistent use of the 
term ‗people with disabilities‘ in the language of government departments and service 
organisations involved in the governance of ‗disability‘, whose interests may be met 
through categorising people as biologically deficient or ‗lacking‘. However, analysing the 
use of ‗disability‘ terminology in the media or other public spaces is beyond the scope of 
this thesis, which focuses on the exploration of the use of language in its contribution to 
the construction of rehabilitation available to vision-impaired people.  
The WHO‘s construction of disability in its ICIDH as individual biological lack or 
restriction (World Health Organisation 1980) was not changed until some 20 years later, 
when the WHO, in its ICF (2001) conceded that ‗external factors may contribute to a 
disability…‘ (World Health Organisation 2001). However, it remains somewhat vague 
about what these actually involve.  
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The social model of disability, by contrast, provides significantly greater explanation 
about what these ‗external factors‘ are. As stated previously, this model proposes that 
disablement is not a result of biological deviations or health conditions, but a social 
practice (Oliver 1996b). Colin Barnes, another disability studies scholar and activist in 
Britain, proposes that: 
The social model of disability is, first and foremost, a focus on the 
environmental and social barriers which exclude people with perceived 
impairments from mainstream society. It makes a clear distinction between 
impairment and disability: the former refers to biological characteristics of the 
body and the mind, and the latter to society‘s failure to address the needs of 
disabled people. This is not a denial of the importance of impairment, 
appropriate medical intervention or, indeed, discussions of these experiences. 
(1998, p. 78)  
This social model of disability does not challenge the concept of impairment as bio-
medical defect or abnormality; however, it makes a clear distinction between impairment 
and disability. The social model constructs disability as social practice, which implies it 
originates from sources external to the individual, disabling them in some way. However, 
the social model accepts that ‗impairments‘ are biological events or states, separate from 
‗disabilities‘. In making this distinction between ‗impairment‘ and ‗disability‘, the social 
model fails to make a clear distinction between ‗impairment‘ as a biological diversity, a 
chronic health condition that requires some degree of medical intervention, and a disease 
process, which can be eliminated with appropriate medical intervention. 
This lack of distinction between biological diversity, chronic health conditions and acute 
disease processes obscures who is ‗impaired‘ and who is not. This lack of clarity can have 
implications for researching vision-impaired populations and the ontology of being vision 
impaired. As the profile of the employment experiences of vision-impaired people 
suggests (see Section 1.1), data used in the profile showed that researchers classified 
vision-impaired people in terms of arbitrary categories such as ‗blind‘, ‗visually 
impaired‘, ‗loss of sight, ‗restrictive disability‘, ‗low vision‘ and ‗difficulty in reading 
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newspaper print after correction‘ (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998a; Leonard 2002; 
Spriggs 2007).  
Conceptualising ‗impairment‘ as a biological loss or deficit also implies other discursive 
actions, and constrains meanings of ‗impairment‘ to medical discourses in a health 
domain (Wheatley 2002). Constraining the meaning of ‗impairment‘, in turn, constrains 
the exploration of social practices and environments that may create barriers to social 
participation, and the ways in which those barriers are created (Winyard 1996), because 
the basic premise is that the problem is within, and is the responsibility of individuals. 
Although the social model of disability explicated the political implications of ‗people-
first‘ language used to refer to disabled people (Titchkosky 2001), it failed to challenge 
the bio-medical model of impairment, leaving intact a deficit model of impairment. 
Two issues arise from a bio-medical model of impairment in the ICF and the social model 
of disability. The first is a dichotomous relationship between impairment and health, and 
the second issue, which arises from the first, is that such a binary relationship can play a 
significant role in creating hierarchical or divided social relationships, based on the 
perceived deficient biological status of those identified or classified as ‗impaired‘. The 
health/impairment dichotomy can be understood through binarist thinking processes 
(male–female, normal–abnormal, white–black, light–dark) in which the first term of each 
binary pair provides a point of reference for the second, which is understood as being in 
opposition to the first term in relation to its meaning, and vice versa (Davies 1994, p. 3; 
Tremain 2002, pp. 39–40).  
Poststructural theorists (e.g., Davies 1994, p. 3; Derrida 1978; Grosz 1989, p. xv; Lather 
1991, p. 13) argue that the process of ‗deconstruction‘ can be used to understand how 
people are socially ‗positioned‘ through binary categories. Derrida (1978) argues that 
deconstruction has three theoretical steps: The first is to identify the binary pair and the 
opposing views that structure the argument of opposition. In the example of health-
impairment, the first term, health, is given a positive, desirable value, defined as ‗a state 
of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease 
or infirmity‘ (World Health Organisation, 1946, p. 100). As opposed to health, 
‗impairment‘ is described as any biological state excluded from that state of well-being 
(World Health Organisation 2001). This approach proposes a world of two kinds of 
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people; the healthy and the un-healthy or impaired. The second step of deconstruction is 
to remove the second binary term (impairment) from its negative position, conceptually 
aligning it with the position of the first positive term (health). The result of this 
ideological move is that people are positioned and valued similarly, as neither ‗healthy‘ 
nor ‗impaired‘, but possessing a combination of negative and positive, or enabling and 
limiting, characteristics in various configurations. The final step in deconstructing binary 
thinking is to create more fluid or less oppositional language patterns and logical 
arguments that position people in both and neither opposite position, in this case, health 
and impairment.  
Shelly Tremain (2002) likened the binary relationship between health and impairment to 
the sex–gender distinction in feminist theory. The sex–gender distinction inadvertently 
invited criticism because sex was seen as a self-evident fact of biology while gendering 
was a social practice. Tremain argues the sex–gender distinction weakened feminists‘ 
theoretical rigour because ‗…the political and explanatory power of the category of 
gender depends precisely upon relativising and historicising the category of sex‘ (Tremain 
2002, p. 39). 
As Tremain suggests, the same argument can be applied to the social model of disability, 
on account of its failure to adequately conceptualise the historical and social construction 
of impairment and disability, and of the relationship between them. This conceptual 
inadequacy prohibits any challenge to the medicalisation of ‗impairment‘, which is 
strengthened by an impairment–disability division.  
The social model of disability also fails to challenge implied contributions of social 
practice to health, and fails to recognise the circular relationship between the biological 
and the social, which can also be inferred from WHO‘s statement that health is ‗complete 
physical, mental and social well-being…‘ (World Health Organisation 1946, p. 100).  
These conceptual limitations of an individual biological deficit model of impairment, as 
seen in the ICF and the social model of disability, can obscure who is ‗impaired‘ and who 
is not, because, according to this biological deficit model, everyone is impaired to some 
extent at some time (Shakespeare 1999, p. 26).  
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Whether people are classified by the bio-medical or the social model of ‗disability‘, 
Michel Foucault (1973) argues that such classification is a social practice, which implies 
the power of one social group to classify people by their bio-medical status. Foucault 
(1973), in his Birth of the Clinic, called this process ‗bio-power‘. Shelly Tremain stated 
that bio-power  
…refers to the strategic tendency of relatively recent forms of power/ 
knowledge to work towards an increasingly comprehensive management of 
life: both the life of the individual and the life of the species…the treatment of 
the body…[are]…a thing paralleled, and worked in concert with, the dividing 
practices… the term dividing practices…refer[s] to those modes of 
manipulation through which a science (or pseudo-science) is combined with 
practices of segregation and social exclusion: dividing practices categorize, 
distribute and manipulate subjects who are initially drawn from a rather 
undifferentiated mass of people. (2002, p. 35)  
Thus, Foucault‘s concept of bio-power implies a political agenda in dividing people by 
describing them according to their perceived biological status, that power is claimed or 
allocated to groups in the domain of health who have the biological knowledge to enact 
that power. This argument situates the classification of people according to a health/ 
impairment binary as a social practice, which, in turn, implies a political agenda of 
positioning people according to that binary, regardless of their abilities or resources 
(Stone 1984). Tremain further argues that such a social classification also impairs, 
constrains or excludes people from social positions and social participation.  
I observed such a classification based on vision-impaired people‘s perceived eye function, 
as contributing to impairing vision-impaired people‘s employment and other social 
opportunities. I also observed this classifying practice in narrative accounts in the profile 
and analysis of vision-impaired people‘s employment experiences (see Section 1.1). This 
means that their right to equal access to social opportunities was constrained or impaired 
by other social groups who have the power and knowledge to constrain or impair that 
right through their biological knowledge, as occurred in the case of Harald Gration (Davis 
2001) and Andrew Downie (Downie 1999).  
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1.2.1 A social model of impairment  
Contrary to the individual, biological perspective of impairment in the social model of 
disability, my approach to impairment, in this thesis, is that ‗impairment‘ is socially 
constructed; brought into being through social practice, including discursive practice. 
Underpinning this approach is the idea that, biologically, people have diverse eye 
functions, while some have chronic health conditions or acute disease processes; and 
some of these people are rendered impaired through social practices, such as those 
involved in cultural representation and meaning, e.g., practices that enact the 
classification and organisation of work and the labour market, and the conferral and 
distribution of power, authority and entitlement (Stone 1984). This means that it is 
theoretically possible that no person would be vision impaired, constrained or restricted if 
social practices were sufficiently flexible to recognise and include the full diversity of 
biological eye functions in all aspects of social organisation and practice.  
My proposed construction of impairment also suggests that the social and the biological 
are fluidly and dynamically connected, having a circular rather than a dichotomous or 
binary relationship. My approach, that ‗impairment‘ is social practice, allows recognition 
of diverse biological functions as being distinct from impairment, as are disease processes 
and long-term health conditions. Thus, constructing impairment as social practice allows 
recognition of the effects of disease processes and health conditions on people‘s well-
being and social participation. It proposes that a health-impairment and disablement 
dichotomy results in the positioning of people in politically hierarchical relationships 
associated with control by some over others. 
My construction of impairment as social practice views disability or ‗dis-ablement‘ 
(Barnes 1998, 1999; Shakespeare 1999) as a more complete exclusion of people with 
diverse biological functions through impairing social practices, which places disablement 
along a continuum of constraint or impairment to an extreme exclusion. This theoretical 
position challenges both the health-impairment binary in the bio-medical model of 
‗impairment‘ and the impairment-disability distinction in the social model of ‗disability‘.  
Constructing ‗impairment‘ as social practice proposes, in poststructural theoretical terms, 
a non-binary language that encourages investigation of both physical and non-physical 
factors impairing people‘s social participation, including workforce participation. The 
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conceptual specificity in constructing impairment as social practice allows clear 
boundaries between impairment, biological diversity and disease processes, while 
acknowledging the contributions of these separate factors to workforce participation. 
Conceptual specificity can also enable research validity and reliability, because ‗health 
conditions‘ are clearly individual events, as are biological differences. However, they are 
not necessarily the same thing, and as such can be named, linguistically defined and 
scientifically separated. Conceptualising impairment as social practice also enables the 
identification and measurement of social practices that may impair/disable social 
opportunities, including employment opportunities. It can be argued that a social model of 
impairment can extend rehabilitation practices to identify social practices, such as 
discriminatory worker recruitment practices, that may impair people‘s employment 
opportunities. This could mean that a rehabilitation strategy not only asks the impaired 
person what further supervision, training or equipment they need, but also what practices 
(e.g., work systems or management practices) contribute to the impairment or disablement 
of their workforce participation. This approach implies that practitioners can act as 
impaired workers‘ support person and advocate in the workplace, rather than impaired 
workers having to advocate for themselves. Practitioner–advocates could be more 
beneficial than self-advocacy in asymmetric employer–employee workplace relations. 
Further, it rectifies vision-impaired people‘s most frequent work restriction in the profile 
(see Section 1.1), namely, the lack of a support person in the workplace. 
This discussion of impairment argues that impaired people have been identified and 
positioned by meanings given to impairment in discourses of health; those meanings 
transfer across discourses, depending on who is saying what to whom (Fairclough 2001). 
Different meanings of ‗impairment‘ used by the World Health Organisation, the Human 
Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission and disabled theorists suggest different 
agendas and interests of data producers and other discourse participants, who claim the 
knowledge and right to name people as impaired, according to a particular group‘s 
interests or point of view (Valentine 2002). Valentine (2002) has also proposed that 
names create potent meanings of individual and group identities and relationships. Such 
potent meanings of a group‘s identity are implied in naming groups ‗war veterans‘ or 
‗injured workers‘. 
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Consequently, in this thesis, I also propose to challenge the negative identity attributed to 
vision-impaired people through the use of ‗blind‘, ‗impaired‘ and ‗disabled‘ people, by 
using the term ‗VIP‘, with its positive connotation of Very Important Person, to refer to 
Vision-Impaired Person(s). Although my use of this term only begins to challenge 
negative identities ascribed to ‗impaired‘ people in this thesis, it allows vision-impaired 
people a positive identity (and value) associated with this term. My use of the term VIP in 
this thesis is more than a playful appropriation of language, it is a claim to a more positive 
identity for people impaired by ocular-centric social practices. While using positive terms 
such as VIP to represent people labelled ‗impaired‘ or ‗disabled‘ may be ‗viewed‘ by 
some as naïve, paternalistic or simplistic, it can also be seen as representing VIPs as they 
prefer to be represented. As a VIP, I prefer this term, as do many of my VIP colleagues. 
The term VIP has also been used in government documents, such as VIP transport passes. 
Therefore, in using this term, as a VIP I am self-defining and choose to use this term to 
define other VIPs, as I have heard other VIPs define themselves. As people with diverse 
eye functions, we prefer VIP to ‗the visually impaired‘, ‗the blind‘ or ‗people with visual 
disabilities‘. Meanings implicit in these terms were also considered when I chose to use 
the term VIP to refer to those with diverse eye functions whose social participation is 
impaired in various ways. In a broader sense, disabled Australians have rejected use of 
the term ‗disability‘ to represent them, stating, in the National Disability Strategy 
Consultation Report (National People with Disabilities and Carers Council, 2009), that 
until the word ‗disability disappears altogether, and is replaced by the life experiences of 
people so labelled, they will depend on the goodwill of others, and goodwill is not 
synonymous with civil rights. Although the National Disability Strategy Consultation 
Report did not reveal names preferred by ‗people with disabilities‘, it does definitely 
convey their rejection of the term ‗disability‘ and all its implicit meanings. The ways in 
which we speak, Drewery and Winslade (1997) argue, influences the ways we exist in the 
world. 
Other discourse theorists agree that meanings implicit in discourses not only reflect 
realities, they contribute to the constitution of those realities, including discourse 
participants‘ social identities and relations (Fairclough 2001, 2003; Gee 1999; Meyer 
2001; Wodak 2001). I take this position in this thesis, in proposing to explore influences 
of current constructions of vision impairment on discourses of VIPs‘ vocational 
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rehabilitation/employment services by reviewing the vocational rehabilitation literature 
and critically analysing discourses of which that literature is a part.  
1.3 Summary and conclusions 
A major conclusion from the profile of VIPs‘ employment experiences is that prevailing 
understandings of impairment are informed by a bio-medical construction of impairment. 
This meaning given to impairment imposes significant constraints on the knowledge 
produced by researchers about VIPs and their vocational rehabilitation. These constraints 
can be explored through analysing vocational rehabilitation discursive practices, which 
focus on individual eye function as the only cause of restricted employment. Contrasting 
this bio-medical meaning of impairment and its ensuing practices, I propose in this thesis 
that impairment is social practice that can continue to an extreme of ‗disability‘ or 
complete exclusion. This meaning of impairment can allow the exploration of other social 
constraints to VIPs‘ employment in the vocational rehabilitation process. 
Another conclusion I draw from this chapter is that the texts used in the profile and 
analysis show a systematic viewpoint or ideology of vision impairment and VIP. This 
ideology was expressed in the language (e.g., ‗suffering loss of sight‘) researchers used to 
position VIPs and to guide their research of VIPs‘ employment experiences and 
restrictions. 
That ideology is challenged through my social model of impairment (see Section 1.2.1), 
which proposes that ‗impairments‘ are social practices that impair, impede, obstruct or 
restrict access to social participation, including the workforce. My social model of 
‗impairment‘ agrees that ‗impairment‘ can lead to ‗disablement‘, in that disablement is a 
continuum of participatory exclusion.  
The argument that impairment is social practice underpins this thesis. This argument 
suggests that, as social practice, discursive constructions are purposeful, and those 
purposes can be transferred across discourses, along with linguistic constructions or 
meanings, as was the WHO‘s construction of impairment as biological anomaly or deficit 
in its ICF (World Health Organisation 2001). I observed the WHO‘s construction of 
‗impairment‘ as biological deficit in other discourses, such as scientific discourses, to 
which data sources in the profile of VIPs‘ employment experiences belong. This suggests 
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that exploring the literature on VIPs and their employment opportunities, and other 
discursive sources, in some way contributes to constituting discourses about VIPs and 
their vocational rehabilitation, which can reveal how constructions of impairment 
contribute to the construction of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, and ultimately, their 
chances of being employed.  
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Chapter Two 
Discourses of Vision, Impairment and Vocational 
Rehabilitation 
2.0 Introduction  
The profile and analysis of VIPs‘ employment experiences in Chapter One illustrated that 
VIPs have a lower rate of employment than do non-vision-impaired workers. The profile 
and analysis also revealed that researchers‘ prevailing understandings of impairment are 
informed by a bio-medical construction of impairment, which imposed significant 
constraints on the knowledge researchers produced about VIPs and the vocational 
rehabilitation available to them.  
A second observation I made in Chapter One was that writers of texts used in the profile 
expressed their systematic viewpoint or ideology of vision impairment and VIPs in 
systematic language, such as, ‗loss of sight‘, ‗blind‘ and ‗disabled‘. Such language, 
discourse theorists argue, can be used to position VIPs and guide research of their 
employment experiences (see Section 1.1). I challenged researchers‘ bio-medical 
construction of vision impairment, through my social perspective of ‗impairment‘ (see 
Section 1.2.1), proposing that ‗impairments‘ are social practices that impair, impede, 
obstruct or restrict access to social opportunities, including workforce opportunities. 
The argument that impairment is social practice underpins this thesis. This argument 
suggests that, as social practice, discursive constructions are purposeful, and those 
purposes can be transmitted through and across discourses, along with linguistic 
constructions or meanings. This suggests that exploring discourses about VIPs and their 
vocational rehabilitation, through various sources or instances of those discourses, such as 
academic literature, can in some way reveal how the prevailing construction of 
‗impairment‘ contributes to the construction of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation. 
The objective of this chapter is to explore discourses that contribute to VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation. Such exploration begins with a review of literature that informs and is 
informed by both the bio-medical construction of ‗impairment‘ (World Health 
Organisation 2001) and the civil rights use of ‗impairment‘ (Human Rights and Equal 
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Opportunity Commission 2006), on which disabled people based the social model of 
disability (see Section 1.2). These differing constructions of impairment reflect and are 
reflected through opposing literature and discourses about ‗disability‘ and ‗disabled‘ 
people, upon which participants in VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation can draw to inform and 
enact their various practices. The body of knowledge and practice contained in the 
literature reviewed in this chapter also identifies the poststructural theories that underpin 
this thesis and the body of research in which this thesis is located. The literature review is 
then expanded to descriptions of the discourses of which those bodies of literature are a 
part.  
Discourse theorists argue that since the rise of poststructuralist thinking (e.g., Foucault 
1970, 1972, 1973) they have sought not merely to describe language use, but to 
understand how social practices (racism, gender, education, etc.) that might be termed 
‗communities of knowledge and practice‘ (Lave & Wenger 1991) are created and 
sustained through discourse. Therefore, my objective in this chapter is to describe how 
VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, as a community of knowledge and practice, is created and 
sustained through discourse(s). The chapter firstly reviews the literature that informs this 
thesis, and then describes the discourses of which the reviewed literature is a part, and 
which contribute to VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation. 
My use of ‗discourse‘ in this chapter stays within the meaning of Gee‘s ‗small d 
discourse‘ (1999, p. 17). Gee uses ‗small d discourse‘ to refer to ‗descriptive‘ analysis, 
while his ‗big D discourse‘ refers to ‗interpretative‘ and ‗explanatory‘ discourse analysis, 
such as my critical discourse analysis in Chapter Three.  
Gee argues that a descriptive analysis can provide a rich and detailed description of 
discourse(s), illustrating a relationship between texts and social constructions and 
practices. This meets the purpose of this chapter, that is, to describe or review the 
literature that informs this thesis, and the discourses of which that literature is a part, in 
relation to social constructions and practices enacted towards VIPs and their vocational 
rehabilitation, but not to interpret or explain that relationship.  
Thus, my description of discourses contributing to the construction of VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation differs from the explanatory power in a critical discourse analysis that I 
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draw upon to interpret and explain the vocational rehabilitation available to VIPs 
historically, ideologically and politically, in terms of its social determinants and effects. 
In this chapter, for three reasons I extend the literature review to a review of discourses 
that significantly contribute to discourses of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation. Firstly, as 
stated above, the written texts in a body of literature form only part of a discourse, which 
is comprised of much more than written and published academic texts (see Section 2.2). 
Secondly, discourse can be viewed as an integral part of social groups and institutions 
(Sarangi & Roberts 1999) that shape and are shaped by the agendas and practices of those 
and other social groups and institutions. Lastly, discourse is centred in, and central to, 
human interactions (Sarangi & Roberts 1999; van Dijk 1997), being the means of forming 
relationships between social members at a personal, institutional and social level 
(Fairclough 2001). 
Therefore, to describe discourses that contribute to VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation is to 
review not only a body of institutional knowledge and practice in a body of literature that 
participants draw upon to enact VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, but to describe the ways 
in which those bodies of literature draw upon and enact whole discourses, however 
unintended or unforeseen.  
For example, in Chapter One, survey researchers focused on VIPs‘ eye functions as being 
central to their inclusion in the workforce, despite evidence that labour market changes 
and values attributed to VIPs‘ social identities (e.g., war heroes and injured workers) have 
a significant influence on the vocational rehabilitation or employment opportunities 
offered to them. This focus on VIPs‘ eye function, constructed as individual biological 
deficit or anomaly, is visible in both the literature rehabilitation practitioners draw upon to 
enact their practices, and in meanings and assumptions of ‗vision‘ in everyday social 
communication and interaction. It can also be argued that Australia is an ocular-centric 
society in which it is assumed that vision is essential to social participation. This 
assumption, in institutional and social literature and discourses, can be seen to underlie 
the exclusion of people without a ‗generally accepted population standard‘ of vision 
(World Health Organisation 2001). Thus, specific institutional discourses, of which their 
literature is a part, can be ‗seen‘ to reinforce assumptions underlying social practices 
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towards VIPs in everyday and communicative discourses. Further, all these discourses 
contribute in some way to the development and practice of vocational rehabilitation. 
As stated above, my exploration of those social assumptions and practices in this chapter 
began with a review of the literature of institutions that participate in the construction of 
vocational rehabilitation available to VIPs. These bodies of literature, as part of 
institutional and social discourses, would have been available to practitioners, their 
educators and employers. Such literature continues to contribute to current discourses of 
vocational rehabilitation available to VIPs, contributing to changes in VIPs‘ access and 
use of such services, and to rehabilitation practitioners‘ vocational knowledge and 
practices. Following this literature review, I discussed how the term ‗discourse‘ is used in 
this thesis, and the role of language in discourse. This discussion points to a poststructural 
theoretical underpinning in this thesis. The remainder of this chapter describes how 
assumptions about ‗vision‘ and ‗vision-impaired people‘ are constructed and embedded in 
Australian language, and how these assumptions are enacted through discursive and other 
social practices, including the production of knowledge about VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation and their ensuing practices. 
Linguistic and discursive practices, Habermas (1988) argues, are based on people‘s 
shared assumptions and background ‗social‘ knowledge of the topic and objective of their 
communication and use of language. Language and communication theorists postulate 
that language is verbal behaviour, practice and artefact (Babbie 1995; Ellis & McClintock 
1990; Habermas 1988; Torode 1989). As a verbal behaviour or practice, language can be 
observed, categorised and analysed from texts of written or spoken language. 
As a poststructurally oriented researcher, I explore the social phenomena of VIPs‘ 
workforce exclusion, by tracing the sources, limits and effects of knowledge through 
definitions of difference. In this thesis, difference is not understood in the structuralist 
sense of difference between social constructions such as ‗health‘ and ‗impairment‘, but in 
the sense of being open to variations, allowing other words and concepts of ‗biological 
diversity‘ and ‗health condition‘ to be used. The effect of introducing other concepts can 
be a transformation, a change in the knowledge that contributes to VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation practices (Thwaite 2002), as I proposed through my social model of 
impairment in Chapter One (Section 1.2.1). 
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This again exemplifies Derrida‘s (1978) deconstruction of meanings, in poststructuralist 
terms, through determining their binary opposites, as discussed in Chapter One (Corker & 
Shakespeare 2002, p. 7; Davies 1994, p. 3). Binary thinking processes can be ‗seen‘ in the 
institutional literature reviewed in this chapter and in employment experiences (see 
Sections 1.0 and 1.1). They can also be ‗seen‘ through comparing assumptions about 
vision and VIPs in everyday social or ‗communicative‘ discourses, and in strategic, 
power-laden, goal-directed discourses of institutions.  
As discussed in Chapter One (Section 1.2), the main poststructuralist theories I drew upon 
and applied in this thesis are from the works of Jacques Derrida (1978) and Michel 
Foucault (1984). Derrida‘s work in the area of understanding meaning through a process 
of deconstructing binary ways of conceptualising phenomena has been applied in my 
proposal of a social model of impairment (see Section 1.2.1).  
As stated in Chapter One (Section 1.2), Michel Foucault‘s writings are significant for 
their poststructuralist analyses of knowledge, social institutions and the role of power. 
The descriptive analysis of knowledge is particularly significant in my review of the 
literature that provides a background to the development of vocational rehabilitation, and 
its hybridisation from other discourses described in this chapter. Just as Foucault argued 
that sexual beings were constituted through discourses of sex, such as sexology and 
psychology (Corker & Shakespeare 2002), I argue that bio-medical and other discourses 
of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, including their various institutional texts, contribute to 
the construction of vision impairment and the constitution of vision-impaired subjects. I 
also contend that such assumptions in the literature about VIPs and their vocational 
rehabilitation enact and are enacted through everyday social and institutional discourses, 
thus contributing to the shaping and sustaining of practices with VIPs and the vocational 
rehabilitation services available to them.  
2.1 Literature of VIPs and their vocational rehabilitation 
In this review of the literature about VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, I will discuss the 
literature that informs this thesis. This literature contains the core knowledge and 
practices of my own discipline, namely, Rehabilitation Counselling, indicating how 
knowledge and practice are shared with other disciplines, especially those oriented to 
health care. My review of these texts will address their subject matter and orientation, and 
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their common use among disciplines from which rehabilitation practitioners are drawn. I 
divided the literature reviewed into the four core areas of knowledge and practice in 
rehabilitation counselling: (1) human biology, (2) disability studies, (3) counselling, and 
(4) research methodologies. 
Texts about human biology discuss the structure, function and diseases of the body (e.g., 
Thibodeau & Patton 1992) and the mind (e.g., Matlin 1994; Sarason & Sarason 2002). 
Texts about human biology and disease are centred on abnormalities or deviations from 
normal body structure and function, the causes and consequences of those abnormalities 
and deviations, and interventions that could restore individual bodies to ‗normal‘ 
function. Much of this core biological knowledge and orientation is shared, in varying 
degrees, with many other health-care disciplines working in VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation, such as nursing, occupational therapy, orthoptics, psychology and social 
work.  
Bio-medically oriented texts used to educate health-care practitioners employed as 
rehabilitation practitioners also contain varying amounts of knowledge about the causes, 
impacts and treatments of eye disorders. The amount of such knowledge appears to have 
increased over time. For example, Trombly‘s (1989) text Occupational Therapy for 
Physical Dysfunction contained no information about VIPs or their employment, while 
the 2003 edition of this textbook, which Trombly co-edited, contained a chapter entitled 
Assessing Abilities and Capacities: Vision, Visual Perception, and Praxis by Lath and 
Radonski (2003, pp. 234–60). However, this example indicates that, at least for 
occupational therapists, extending their educational knowledge focuses on assessment of 
vision function and learning disciplinary-specific interventions to restore function and 
meet what practitioners perceive as VIPs‘ ‗needs‘. In practitioners‘ texts, assessing 
function refers not only to eye function, it can also refer to other biological functions. For 
example, many textbooks claim that psychological dysfunction can be assumed to be a 
consequence of being vision impaired (Dodds 1993; Nowakowski 1994; Welsh 1980). 
Consequently, health-care practitioners‘ core or seminal texts also address the ‗psycho-
social aspects‘ of ‗blindness‘, which implies that practitioners can, and should, refer to or 
design programs to treat VIPs‘ psychological maladjustments, poor motivation and low 
self-esteem (Dodds 1993; Blasch et al. 1999; Scholl 1986; Welsh & Blasch 1980).  
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However, rehabilitation counselling texts broadened the biological view of health as 
centred within the individual body to a more social concept of health. For example, Where 
It Hurts: An Introduction to Sociology for Health Workers (Russell & Schofield 1986) 
and Beyond Individual Sociology (Williams & Thorpe 1992) informed rehabilitation 
counsellors about social factors that could influence individual health, in addition to 
pathological events. Such texts also produced knowledge about social practices, such as 
gendering practices and ageism (Russell & Schofield 1986), racism (van Dijk 1997) and 
other marginalising practices in Australian society, including its workforce (e.g., Gee et 
al. 1996; Hill 1988; van Gellecum et al. 2008).  
This focus on the influence of social factors on health was reinforced by texts in 
rehabilitation counsellors‘ core subject of disability studies. Texts on disability 
encompassed the history and philosophy of ‗disability‘ and the development of disability 
services in Australia (e.g., Rothwell 1984, 2006). These texts informed rehabilitation 
counsellors not only of the history of rehabilitation in Australia, but also of the underlying 
philosophy or social assumptions driving the development of those services.  
This history and philosophy also provided knowledge about legislation that governs the 
design and delivery of vocational rehabilitation and employment services available to 
VIPs in Australia. Rehabilitation counsellors‘ knowledge of legislation extended to 
legislation governing workplace practices, such as the Occupational Health & Safety Act 
2000 (NSW) and the Workers Compensation Act 1998 (NSW). These public documents, 
in various ways, form part of rehabilitation practitioners‘ knowledge and practice, in that 
along with their accompanying standards and regulatory procedures they govern the 
nature and delivery of vocational rehabilitation/employment services. The DSA (see 
Sections 1.0 and 1.1), which governs service delivery, and the DDA (see Section 1.0), 
which defines both ‗disability‘ and ‗discrimination‘, are further examples of the 
legislative knowledge that rehabilitation counsellors draw upon in their rehabilitation 
practices. While some of this legislation, such as the Occupational Health & Safety Act 
2000 (NSW) and the Workers Compensation Act 1998 (NSW), are also familiar to 
occupational therapists, my experience has demonstrated that knowledge of legislation 
governing anti-discrimination and services for socially disadvantaged people is a 
necessary part of advocating for, and assisting, VIPs in the workforce.  
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VIPs‘ access to these services and other welfare benefits has also been legislated, through 
the Social Security Act 1991 (Cwlth) (see Section 2.5.1), while other legislation has been 
enacted to determine VIPs‘ right to occupy the position of ‗welfare recipient‘ or ‗worker‘. 
This legislation, such as the Employment and Workplace Relations Legislation 
Amendment (Welfare to Work and Other Measures) Act 2005 (Cwlth), was discussed 
briefly in Chapter One (Section 1.0) and is more extensively discussed later in this 
chapter (Section 2.5.2), in relation to workplace discourses, of which this literature is a 
part, and which contribute to discourses of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation. Because 
public documents and their purposes and contributions to discourses of VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation are incorporated throughout this thesis, they are only included as part of this 
literature review to emphasise that they are (1) part of the literature that informs this 
thesis, and (2) a source of knowledge upon which discourse participants may draw to 
construct and shape the vocational rehabilitation/employment assistance available to 
VIPs. To some extent, these public documents also form part of the knowledge employers 
and educators use to train and educate rehabilitation practitioners. Although all this 
legislation is part of rehabilitation counsellors‘ core knowledge, which informs their 
rehabilitation practices, it is unlikely that that knowledge is available to many 
practitioners from other disciplines, such as nursing, orthoptics, psychology and social 
work. 
In addition to informing practitioners of legislative knowledge, the history and philosophy 
of rehabilitation in the rehabilitation counselling literature also calls on texts from 
disability theorists and activists, such as Colin Barnes (1998), Mike Oliver (1990, 
1996a,b), Marion Corker and Tom Shakespeare (2002) and Shelly Tremain (2002). These 
writers joined Australian academics such as Mary Westbrook (1984) in producing texts 
about disability, both in rehabilitation counsellors‘ primary textbooks and supplementary 
journal articles. These texts about disabled people built on knowledge produced in earlier 
texts on disability identities, such as Goffman‘s (1963) Stigma: Notes on the management 
of spoiled identity. These texts imply that people‘s perceived or ascribed social identities 
play some part in their access to social resources and opportunities, an argument 
reinforced by research into attitudes towards disabled people (described below). These 
researchers reported that people generally viewed disabled people in various negative 
ways, as described by Beatrice Wright (1988) in Attitudes and the Fundamental Negative 
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Bias: Conditions and Corrections, and by Hench Livneh (1988) in A Dimensional 
Perspective on the Origin of Negative Attitudes Toward Persons with Disabilities.  
Negative assumptions and meanings practitioners attributed to VIPs can be understood 
through Beatrice Wright‘s (1988) theory of a ‗fundamental negative bias‘ toward disabled 
people. Wright based her theory on three dimensions: (1) the saliency of the disability; (2) 
the values attributed to it, particularly negative values; and (3) the context of the 
observation or interaction with disabled persons. Saliency of diverse eye functions is 
variable, depending on how visible it is to the observer, or the observer‘s experience of 
the variance. Much of the time, what is observed are stigmata and mannerisms. Wright 
argues that values attributed to disabled people can be determined by personal and 
vicarious experiences and knowledge. Many people only know of VIPs through literary 
portrayals or, in the case of practitioners, their disciplinary texts, all of which stress 
negative meanings and consequences of ‗being‘ impaired/disabled. The third dimension 
of Wright‘s theory is context. Context, according to Wright (1988), is both intrinsic to the 
observer and extrinsic or social. An intrinsic (or intra-psychic) context refers to the 
observer‘s personality, and is influenced by the observer‘s experience, knowledge and 
beliefs about people with diverse eye functions. Extrinsic (or extra-psychic) contexts refer 
to situational, social or cultural contexts (Wright 1988). Context can be especially 
significant for rehabilitation practitioners who ‗see‘ their role as returning or ‗restoring‘ 
‗impaired‘ people to ‗normality‘, or a perceived former social position. 
While accepting Wright‘s theory of a fundamental negative bias towards disabled people, 
Hanoch Livneh (1988) extended its dimensions. Livneh proposed six dimensions for the 
source/origin of negative bias towards disabled people: 
1. socio-cultural norms and customs; 
2. emotional reactions and mental models; 
3. past experience/present situations; 
4. observer consciousness or understanding of the event; 
5. personal internal/external situation; and  
6. theoretically based/empirically studied sources. 
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Livneh‘s six-dimensional perspective accords with Wright‘s more succinct theory of a 
fundamental negative bias in its references to saliency, values and the context in which 
the event occurs, such as social interactions or institutional settings, and contributions 
from the observer‘s personality and interests. Livneh‘s last dimension speaks directly to 
institutional practices to substantiate their statements and practices. These include 
research practices of presenting empirical data as ‗evidence‘ of a phenomenon, which, in 
turn, is not based on any social theory, but is conceptualised on social assumptions of 
‗normality‘ or ‗health‘, such as those proposed by the WHO, and other discursive 
practices. 
However, much of the literature by disability writers was theory based. For example, 
Mapping the Terrain (Corker & Shakespeare (2002) is based on constructions of 
‗disability‘ in poststructural terms, claiming that it is conceptualised and enacted through 
social practice, including discursive practice. The proposition that ‗disability‘ in social 
practice is the basic principle of disabled people‘s development of the social model of 
disability, which I have modified in Chapter One (Section 1.2.1) by proposing that 
impairment is also social practice that impairs, impedes or restricts a person‘s access to 
social resources and opportunities (see Section 1.2.1). This theoretical position has 
evolved through writings and attitudinal research conducted by disabled people and their 
advocates. For example, the texts by Wright and Livneh were published in Yuker‘s 
(1988) Attitudes toward Persons with Disabilities. Some 20 years previously, Yuker, with 
Block & Campbell (1960), had developed and published A Scale to Measure Attitudes 
towards Disabled Persons. The use of this scale by researchers, and their results, is 
discussed below in my review of the research literature.  
Disability studies-based literature not only provided knowledge about disabled people‘s 
social inequality, it informed rehabilitation counsellors about social theories that 
explained that social inequality. Those social theories speak directly to poststructuralism. 
Poststructuralism offers an oppositional perspective to modernism, arguing that 
modernism‘s view of the individual as an autonomous agent needs to be deconstructed, 
bringing it into a dissonant relationship or system of knowledge that can lead to change 
(Corker & Shakespeare 2002; Thwaite 2002). Poststructuralism emphasises social 
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identities and relationships, arguing that social members are not autonomous or creators 
of their worlds. Rather, they are embedded in complex social relations that determine 
which social identities or specific subject positions exist, where they exist and in what 
capacity (Corker & Shakespeare 2002). Corker and Shakespeare (2002) argue that such 
subjects do not exist prior to political or social structures, but are constituted in and 
through specific social-relational networks. Some poststructuralist thinkers (e.g., Foucault 
1972, 1973) assert that social knowledge is thus produced, rather than discovered or 
found. 
Poststructuralism also provides a theoretical underpinning of substantiating disciplinary 
knowledge and enacting that knowledge through rehabilitation counselling practices. 
Counselling practices, in a rehabilitation counselling discipline, focus on both vocational 
and avocational counselling. Vocational counselling, the area of interest in this thesis, 
includes vocational theory and practices, such as career theory and practices of vocational 
assessment and counselling. In order to enact these practices, knowledge about the 
workplace is necessary, as is knowledge about multiple counselling approaches and 
techniques. Rehabilitation counsellors‘ specific vocational counselling knowledge and 
practices have been informed through texts such as those produced by Brolin (1984), 
Smith (1984), Sheppard and Cooke (1984), Underwood (1984) and Rubin and Roessler‘s 
(1973) Foundations of the Vocational Rehabilitation Process. Rubin and Roessler‘s text 
was first published in the early 1970s, and continues to be updated; those updates are used 
to update rehabilitation counsellors‘ vocational rehabilitation knowledge and practice. 
Rehabilitation counsellors‘ knowledge about other counselling approaches and techniques 
that do not specifically focus on vocational practices is informed through generic texts 
about various counselling approaches (e.g., Beck 1976; Freedman 1996; Ivey et al. 
1987). However, a valuable counselling approach that has been and continues to be used 
to counsel VIPs and other disabled people in regard to workforce participation is based on 
poststructural theories. This approach is a narrative therapy approach (e.g., Biggs and 
Hinton-Bayre 2008, Crisp 2002, Freedman 1996 and Johnstone 2004), that is proving 
especially useful in counselling impaired people, including VIPs.  
Just as some literature discusses meanings and philosophies of ‗disability‘ and its 
governance, other academic texts discuss common negative assumptions or 
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misconceptions about blind people, such as the assumption that VIPs are dependent, 
helpless, depressed people who live in darkness, because they have ‗lost‘ their sight, for 
which the VIP ‗grieves‘ (Blasch et al. 1999; Carroll 1969; Dodds 1993; Jay 1995; Hull 
1990; Nowakowski 1994; Scholl 1986; Welsh & Blasch 1980). As stated above, these 
systematised bio-medically oriented knowledges in academic literature about VIPs were 
substantiated and extended by their own and others‘ research activities, as described in 
my profile and analysis of VIPs‘ employment experiences in Chapter One (Section 1.1). 
As stated above, research articles claim to produce new, ‗objective‘ or scientific 
knowledge about disabled people‘s social identities and their vocational rehabilitation. 
Such research articles are used to extend the systems of knowledge in rehabilitation 
counsellors‘ educational textbooks about research perspectives and methods, and provide 
directions in which that knowledge can be enacted.  
While some researchers may claim their findings are ‗scientific‘ fact or ‗truths‘, as 
opposed to opinions or assumptions about phenomena, Swales (1990) argues that 
‗scientific‘ truths usually follow researchers‘ specific systems of knowledge or interests, 
and benefit the disciplines or institutions to which researchers belong. Gunnarsson (1997, 
p. 305) argues that rhetoric and persuasion play an important role in documenting 
scientific facts, which, in turn, legitimate practitioners‘ institutional beliefs, practices and 
further research directions. To support this argument, Gunnarsson developed a framework 
to evaluate the veracity of scientific reports. The objective of that framework was to 
evaluate researchers‘: 
* knowledge and application of specific theories;  
* ability to classify or experiment;  
* knowledge of the group or phenomena being researched; 
* knowledge of the researched group‘s experiences or practices; and  
* knowledge of the benefits of their research in the public sphere (Gunnarsson 
(1997, p. 305).  
 
Gunnarsson‘s model has veracity when applied to journal articles of research studies 
about VIPs and their vocational rehabilitation. Such veracity is evident when applied to 
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the population surveys used to profile VIPs‘ employment experiences in Chapter One 
(Section 1.1). It is also an important aspect of this thesis, including this review of 
academic literature, and of the discourses of which that literature is a part, about VIPs and 
their vocational rehabilitation, because it highlights practitioners‘ knowledge about vision 
impairment, their knowledge of the ontology of being vision impaired, and their 
knowledge of the workforce in which they are assisting VIPs to obtain and retain 
employment. Lastly, Gunnarsson‘s analytical model asks who benefits from the 
knowledge produced in the literature and research studies about VIPs.  
As discussed in Chapter One (Section 1.1), most research surveys sought knowledge of 
vision-impaired populations and their demographic characteristics, including their 
employment status. These surveys were conducted by government bureaucracies and 
blindness institutions. My experience as a practitioner and researcher suggests that such 
survey research benefits institutions rather than those researched, and the many surveys 
conducted appear to have benefited institutions rather than leading to a higher rate of 
employment for VIPs. 
Contextualising survey data within the body of knowledge about VIPs‘ employment 
experiences in the profile revealed that government surveys continued to describe 
‗disability‘ as biological deficit (e.g., Australian Bureau of Statistics 1999, 2003). These 
surveys also produced knowledge about ‗disabled‘ social members, and the degree to 
which they were socially marginalised in regard to employment, and subsequently income 
and other social resources. The knowledge produced by these research surveys meets the 
government interests of monitoring the general workforce in its management of the 
country‘s economy (Stone 1984). It also meets the interests of organisations offering 
rehabilitation/employment services to VIPs, and the government‘s interests of managing 
its welfare budget, and modifying people‘s eligibility for government-funded welfare 
benefits and services. However, as discussed in Chapter One (Sections 1.2 and 1.2.1), 
knowledge about vision-impaired populations can be obscured by a lack of conceptual 
clarity about who is ‗vision impaired‘, and, therefore, who comprises the population 
under scrutiny. 
Prior to the conceptual shift of ‗disability‘ in the ICF (World Health Organisation 2001), 
‗disability‘ and ‗impairment‘ were used interchangeably by researchers to refer to 
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diseases or physiological difference as causes of dysfunction. This was evident in the 
SDAC surveys (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1999, 2003) and research reports by The 
Centre for Eye Research, Australia, which not only conceptualised impairment/disability 
as biological deficit or dysfunction, but declared it was a biological dysfunction related to 
age (Centre for Eye Research, Australia 2000). The same biological deficit model of 
impairment was evident in research articles in medical journals, such as The Australian 
and New Zealand Journal of Ophthalmology, and the Australian Orthoptics Journal (e.g., 
Banks & Kratochvil 1986; Casson et al. 1996; Chan & Billson 1991; Fitzmaurice 1996; 
Livingston & Taylor 1994).  
This lack of clarity in regard to ‗disability/impairment‘, it can be argued, enabled 
researchers belonging to medical and other health-care institutions to orient their research 
studies towards assessing and measuring individual ‗handicaps‘ or limitations from 
diverse eye functions. Despite their lack of clarity about what constituted ‗disability‘, 
‗impairment‘, ‗disease process‘, ‗deformity‘ or ‗chronic health condition‘, they were sure 
all these events were biological deficits or anomalies. Consequently, medically oriented 
researchers (e.g., Keeffe et al. 1999; Wright et al. 1999) related handicap to medical 
diagnoses, implying that biological dysfunction was a ‗medical condition‘, and, 
consequently, the sole cause of handicap. Assessing and measuring such handicap or 
dysfunction was these researchers‘ objective, which tended to benefit disciplinary 
interests rather than VIPs themselves. Journal articles also tended to evaluate disciplinary 
interventions, or what is commonly called ‗best practice‘, thus investigating the efficacy 
of their comparative interventions for disease or dysfunction. 
Reviewing evaluations of disciplinary practice can also reveal researchers‘ institutional 
interests. Indeed, there are numerous studies of vision impairment that suggest 
disciplinary interests. For example, Richardson (1993), an occupational therapist, 
investigated the assessment of activities of daily life and a model for prescribing changes 
to those activities or skills, illustrating her research with case studies. Richardson‘s 
research reported a change in occupational therapists‘ prescription practices, which helps 
occupational therapists. Although it may be argued that improving disciplinary practices 
eventually helps their clients, Richardson‘s research primarily benefits occupational 
therapists by showing how they can extend their skills and maintain their position as 
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teacher of those skills to their vision-impaired clients. Similarly, Allen was a nurse who 
investigated the meaning of being vision impaired to assist nurses to more effectively care 
for their patients (Allen 1989).  
Researchers used prescribed ‗scientific‘ methods of investigation and reporting, as 
prescribed in textbooks on scientific methods (e.g., Babbie 1995). Presumably, research 
claims to be ‗scientific‘ are also based on the independence, objectivity, validity and 
reliability or rigour of their investigations (e.g., Babbie 1995). Demonstrating or claiming 
rigour in one‘s research methods underlies a claim that one‘s ‗findings‘ are accurate, valid 
and free of bias or external influences (Babbie 1995; Swales 1990). However, the studies 
described above imply that many studies are devoid of any theoretical basis, other than an 
assumption that any deviation from complete physical, psychological and social well-
being is biologically located ‗impairment‘ (see Section 1.2). It also implies that many 
studies are possibly influenced by assumptions sub-consciously drawn from multiple 
discourses, or the interests of the institutions of which they are a part and, therefore, 
ideologically driven.  
Many of the surveys used in the profile of VIPs‘ employment experiences were published 
by government and blindness agencies. Claims that their ‗findings‘ are valid and reliable 
could be derived more from their authoritative position than any peer review of their 
research theories and practices. On the other hand, their claim to positions of scientific 
researchers can add to their social prestige and recognised authority to speak publicly 
about vision impairment and VIPs, including the rehabilitation ‗needs‘ thereof. 
Rehabilitation practitioners, allied to medicine, can legitimate their position of ‗expert‘ 
through their scientific discourses and identities. These are evident in the bodies of 
knowledge they draw on and their qualifications. 
Their expertise is further substantiated through journals of medicine and its allied 
disciplines, which publish scientific research and other articles on specified, disciplinary 
topics. The assumptions and topics in scientific texts reflect those in practitioners‘ 
educational textbooks, suggesting they draw upon each other for meanings and 
substantiation of the ‗truth‘ in their statements (Gee 1999, pp. 6–7).  
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Contrary to topics in practitioners‘ educational textbooks and research articles, research of 
attitudes towards VIPs has documented embedded negative assumptions about VIPs 
portrayed by writers and artists for centuries (Chevigney & Braverman 1950; Kirtley 
1975; Lowenfeld 1975; Monbeck 1973). These cultural and artistic portrayals are 
discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.2. Negative assumptions about VIPs, and the 
attitudinal behaviour arising from those assumptions, such as those reported by Siller et 
al. 1967), were confirmed by later researchers (Davis 1995; French 1994; Lighthouse 
International 1994; Wagner-Lampl & Oliver 1994). 
Research literature on the attitudes and subsequent behaviours of health-care practitioners 
towards disabled people were investigated by French (1994). Her journal article, Attitudes 
of Health Professional towards Disabled People (French 1994), concluded that 
practitioners‘ attitudes towards disabled people were no different from those of the 
general public. However, French reported that Brillhart et al. (1990) found that 
practitioners‘ negative attitudes became more negative during their vocational education. 
French reported that practitioners‘ negative attitudes towards disabled people were 
consistent across disciplines, stating that Brillhart et al. (1990) found first-year nursing 
students had more positive attitudes than did graduate nurses. This trend was also reported 
among medical student practitioners (French 1994, p. 689), while earlier research by 
Chubon (1982) was cited by French (1994) as proposing that occupational therapists 
expressed more negative attitudes towards disabled people than did the general public. 
Other attitudinal researchers, using the Attitudes towards Disabled People (ATDP) scale 
developed by Yuker, Block and Campbell in 1960, reported that medical and allied 
health-care practitioners‘ negative attitudes towards disabled people did not differ from 
those of the general public. 
Other attitudinal studies, such as those by Gething (1992, 1993), Gething and Westbrook 
(1993) and Gordon et al. (1990), were also reviewed by French, who reported that these 
studies supported the existence of health-care practitioners‘ negative attitudes towards 
disabled people, negatively judging their personalities and physiological and social 
competencies.  
In addition to researching attitudes towards VIPs, disability theorists and activists (e.g., 
Barnes 1998; Corker & Shakespeare 2002; Tremain 2002, 2005) continued to write about 
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the social constructions of ‗disability‘ and ‗impairment‘, as discussed above in this 
chapter and in Chapter One (Section 1.2). Disability theorists and activists continued to 
write books and articles, which were collected into texts as handbooks used to educate 
students of disability studies in some universities (e.g., Corker & Shakespeare 2002). 
More recently, these have been available to those rehabilitation practitioners who chose to 
include them in their curriculum. Disability theorists have also produced some research 
studies investigating non-biological barriers to VIPs‘ employment. These articles (e.g., 
Cridden & McBroom 1999; Rummill et al. 1998) were published, not in medical or allied 
health-care practitioners‘ journals, but in journals such as the Journal of Visual 
Impairment and Blindness, produced by the American Foundation for the Blind. 
Unfortunately, most health-care practitioners are unaware of, or choose not to draw on, 
this journal, so its research producers‘ knowledge is not widely disseminated among 
rehabilitation practitioners in Australia, and consequently does not enhance or extend 
their rehabilitation practices. This is unfortunate, because the literature review in this 
section shows that it significantly contributes to discourses of VIPs and their right to 
participate in society, including its workforce. Indeed, the journal articles on employment 
barriers by Roulstone (1998), Cridden and McBroom (1999), and Rummill et al. (1998) 
found that attitudes of employers and co-workers towards VIPs were a constant barrier to 
them obtaining or retaining employment. This supports Winyard‘s reporting in his (1996) 
Blindness in Britain survey that one-third of employees disclosed they would not employ 
a person who had trouble ‗seeing‘ (see Section 1.1.1). 
Reviewing the academic literature used to educate both health-care practitioners and 
disability studies students indicates that people participating in discourses of VIPs‘ 
vocational rehabilitation draw not only on that academic literature but on their respective 
different and similar experiences of multiple discourses to conceptualise and research the 
meanings and consequences of vision impairment and produce their knowledge about 
VIPs and their employment possibilities. 
2.2  ‘Discourse’ 
The term ‗discourse‘ has been used as ‗…a term covering a whole field of theories, 
approaches, arguments and studies that could be grouped together because they analyse 
recorded speech events‘ (Hak 1999, p. 29). Meanwhile, Candlin (1997) and van Dijk 
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(1997, 2000) stress an interactive relationship between discourse and other social 
practices. Candlin (1997) has proposed that ‗discourse is a means of talking and writing 
about and acting upon worlds, a means which both constructs and is constructed by a set 
of social practices within these worlds‘ (1997, p. xv). van Dijk states that discourse is 
‗…a new cross-discipline that comprises the theory and analysis of text and talk in 
virtually all disciplines of the humanities and social sciences‘ (1997, p. xi). His use of the 
term ‗discourse‘ positions it as a research method of virtually all the socially oriented 
disciplines, which include most disciplines participating in vocational rehabilitation. 
Fairclough (2001) also describes discourse as not only representing realities but as 
contributing to their constitution and reproduction. Fairclough‘s use of ‗discourse‘ 
suggests that it is integral to social life. That view is shared by James Paul Gee (1999), 
who differentiates between his use of (little d) ‗discourse‘, which he uses to refer to 
individual interactions, and (big D) ‗Discourse‘, which he uses to refer to broad, socially 
situated practices. As described above, Gee‘s ‗small d discourse‘ refers to ‗descriptive‘ 
analyses, while his ‗big D discourse‘ refers to ‗interpretative‘ and ‗explanatory‘ research, 
such as my critical discourse analysis methodology in Chapter Three.  
Gee (1999) goes on to state that discourse theorists are interested in how social practice, 
identities and relationships are enacted through language, symbols, gestures, attitudes, 
beliefs and values. Gee argues that when we get all these things ‗right‘ at the right time 
and place, we participate in ‗big D‘ discourse or social practices. Gee states that:  
We are all members of many, a great many, different Discourses, Discourses 
which often influence each other in positive and negative ways, and which 
sometimes breed with each other to create new hybrids. (pp. 6–7) 
Positioning language as social practice, Gee (1999) said:  
If I had to single out a primary function of human language, it would be not 
one, but the following two; to scaffold the performance of social activities 
(whether work or play or both) and to scaffold human affiliation within 
cultures and social groups and institutions (p. 1). 
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Thus, like van Dijk (1997) and Sarangi and Roberts (1999), Gee positions language and 
discourse as very fundamental to human activity and to the construction of social life, 
both on a personal and a social level.  
Gee‘s statement clarifies the social position and function of language and discourse, and 
explains why so many disciplines may have used discourse analysis to inform accounts of 
a variety of areas of human social life. It has been used to discuss areas of racism (e.g., 
van Dijk 1997), the nature of gender and sexism (e.g., Poynton 1985); education (e.g., 
Davies 1994); and a variety of workplaces (to which Gunnarsson et al. (1997) referred as 
‗applied discourse analysis‘). 
Discourse analysts have, since the rise of poststructuralist thinking (e.g., Foucault 1972, 
1973), sought not merely to describe language use, but to understand how social 
phenomena (racism, gender, education, etc.) are created and sustained through discourse. 
To describe how VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, as a community of knowledge and 
practice (Lave & Wenger 1991), is created and sustained through discourse(s) is the 
objective of this chapter, which firstly reviewed the literature that informs this thesis, and 
now goes on to describe the discourses of which the reviewed literature is a part, and that 
contribute to VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation. 
As stated above, my use of ‗discourse‘ in this chapter stays within the meaning of Gee‘s 
(1999) ‗small d discourse‘ (p. 17). Such a descriptive analysis can provide a rich and 
detailed description of discourses, illustrating a relationship between texts and social 
constructions and practices, so the purpose of describing discourses, in this chapter, is to 
describe those discourses of which the reviewed literature is a part, in relation to social 
constructions and practices but not to interpret or explain that relationship.  
Underpinning my description of discourses that contribute to VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation is Gee‘s perceptive argument that we are all members of multiple discourses 
that contribute to each other. My perspective, like Gee‘s argument, is that vocational 
rehabilitation is a hybrid discourse of many other discourses that contribute both 
positively and negatively. Discourse theorists postulate that discourse is constructed based 
on implicit propositions in texts that underpin its coherence, and are taken for granted by 
participants, who are subjected by them and are unaware of that subjectivity (Fairclough 
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2001; Gee 1999). Discourse theorists also posit that discourse is centred in, and central to, 
human interactions (van Dijk 1997, 2000), and particular discourses embody particular 
world views (Fairclough 2001; Gee 1999). Discourse theorists have also pointed out that, 
through its contribution to the constitution and reproduction of social realities, identities 
and relations, discourse is a form of social control (Coleman 1997; Fowler & Kress 1979). 
Lastly, discourse theorists agree that discourse contributes to and is constrained by social 
practice.  
As stated above, the position I adopted in this thesis is that vocational rehabilitation 
discourse is hybridised, bred from everyday communicative or social discourses, and 
discourses in other cultural and artistic accounts of VIPs. These discourses are reinforced 
through institutional discourses of medicine, science and the workforce, and the 
discourses of disabled people. These discourses not only contribute to vocational 
rehabilitation practices, they shape and constrain each other. Like the exploration of 
academic literature outlined above, these interdiscursive contributions and controls are 
explored in this chapter to investigate the sources of vocational rehabilitation‘s 
assumptions and practices in an attempt to discover how the ‗problem‘ of VIPs‘ low rate 
of employment developed and why it continues, despite their hundred-year history of 
employment assistance. 
2.3 Discourses of vision and VIPs 
This discussion of vision and VIPs draws on ‗eye‘ words embedded in everyday 
language, which is commonly termed ‗social interactive‘ or ‗communicative‘ discourse 
(Habermas 1988; van Dijk 1997). This section also explores discourses in cultural and 
artistic accounts of VIPs, followed by a discussion of multiple institutional discourses that 
contribute to meanings and assumptions about VIPs, thus contributing to and shaping 
discourses about their vocational rehabilitation. I present and discuss these discourses to 
describe discursive and social sources that can contribute to vocational rehabilitation 
language and practices.  
2.3.1 Communicative discourses 
Underlying my notion of communicative discourse is the concept of language as 
communicative action. This assumes that language is behaviour or practice, with 
observable functions. Distinguishing between the general linguistic functions of 
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communicative discourse and strategic discourse, Habermas (1988) argues that the former 
is situated in social settings and is centred on mutual understandings between participants 
who have symmetric relations in terms of power in their interactions. On the other hand, 
Habermas (1988) argues that strategic discourses are generally situated in institutions, are 
power-laden and goal directed, and their participants have asymmetric relations in terms 
of power. 
Through my experiences as a counsellor and social member, I have observed that 
everyday communicative discourses have many ‗eye‘ wordings, such as ‗sight‘, ‗vision‘ 
and their synonyms. These wordings are embedded in the English language and are 
associated with cognitive functions and abilities. Meanings of ‗eye‘, ‗vision‘ and their 
synonyms, I argue, are generated from sub-conscious assumptions, of which we are aware 
but cannot fully articulate (Fontana 1993, pp. 8–10). Such words and metaphors can be 
transferred across discourses, along with their meanings and values. Metaphors of ‗eye‘ 
words are often used to embody abstract concepts of awareness, knowledge, logic and 
morality within the eyes and their functions (Jay 1995). For example, ‗insight‘, ‗foresight‘ 
and ‗hindsight‘ are linguistic metaphors of ‗sight‘ used to describe a presence and process 
of awareness and knowledge, and ‗a good eye‘ is used to imply good judgement. ‗Vision‘ 
can be used to communicate a goal or objective, convey beauty or the ability to predict 
and plan the future. All these uses of ‗eye‘, ‗sight‘ and ‗vision‘ imply cognitive processes, 
abilities or qualities. Jay (1995) lists a large number of ‗eye‘ words used to describe both 
actions and objects. For example, he argues that a ‗view‘ is a concept but also an action, 
as are its variations ‗pre-view‘, ‗re-view‘ and ‗inter-view‘. These words are commonly 
used to convey cognitive assessments and functions. Likewise, the words ‗watch‘, ‗look‘, 
‗observe‘ and their derivatives are used to convey both social actions and qualities. When 
‗seeing‘ words are constantly used to convey awareness, vigilance, knowledge, 
comprehension and other cognitive functions, it is not surprising that eye function is 
assumed to be essential for daily life. Even the homophonic ‗I‘, used to describe oneself, 
as in ‗I will look for it‘, can imply the conscious self is centred within or associated with 
the eyes and an essential eye function.  
Historically, meanings associated with ‗eye‘ words and assumptions about the necessity 
of sight for daily functioning can be related to human evolution and social development. 
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Evolutionary bipedalism enabled humans to use their hands as tools in conjunction with 
their eyes, making people less reliant on their other senses for environmental information. 
That process made vision the dominant method of obtaining and exchanging information. 
However, humans‘ daytime sight requires light (Starr & Taggart 1995, p. 473); this 
reliance on light is a factor in the assumption that only the eyes appreciate light and both 
eyes and light are necessary for daily functioning. This assumption is one of the first over-
estimations of the role vision plays in everyday living (Chevigney & Braverman 1950, p. 
42). The assumption that sight and light are functionally ‗paired‘ implies that their binary 
opposites – sightlessness or blindness, and ‗lightlessness‘ or darkness – are related pairs 
(Davies 1994, p. 3). The assumption that sightless people live in eternal darkness is one of 
the most enduring misconceptions about VIPs (Scholl 1986), a belief that has developed 
from the binary thought processes described in Chapter One (Section 1.2). Because they 
depend on sight and light, sighted people can assume that VIPs are their opposite, namely, 
helpless people living in darkness, depending on others for their daily ‗needs‘ (Dodds 
1993, p. 5; Hull 1990; Jay 1995, pp. 5–13; Kirtley 1975, p. 20; Seeman 1968, p. 14). 
Just as positive meanings are communicated through ‗eye‘ and ‗vision‘ words, meanings 
and uses of the word ‗blind‘, the binary opposite of vision, are used to convey negative 
meanings (Monbeck 1973, p. 124). Dictionaries give multiple definitions of ‗blind‘, 
encompassing physical dysfunction of the eye and metaphoric meanings pertaining to 
comprehension, knowledge, awareness, intellect and reasoning. Alan Dodds (1993) 
argues that sighted people‘s assumptions about VIPs‘ lack of awareness, productivity and 
safety and need for care are based on sighted people‘s dependence on sight, and the 
assumed despair and helplessness they would feel if they were to lose it (p.1). Dodds‘s 
proposal is consistent with Beatrice Wright‘s statement (1988) that blindness is one of the 
most feared conditions, second only to mental illness. Dodds‘s and Wright‘s statements 
are confirmed by survey-based data and attitudinal research. Survey respondents have 
reported feelings of fear, admiration and embarrassment when interacting with VIPs 
(Kirtley 1975; Lighthouse International 1994; Lowenfeld 1975; Wagner-Lampl & Oliver 
1994). 
As discussed above (see Section 2.1), disability researchers have also explored and 
documented meanings attributed to ‗blind‘. Kirtley (1975) listed ten categories of 
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meaning for blindness, ranging from hidden, closed and deceptive, to defective, abortive 
and diseased, lacking mental ability, plausibility and judgment. Kirtley (1975) discussed 
these meanings in relation to meanings of blindness in Bartlett‘s Familiar Quotations. 
The most frequent quotations reported by Bartlett (1968) were imaginative language links 
to lack of intellectual, emotional, spiritual or moral ability (70% of quotations). The next 
most frequent quotations viewed ‗blindness‘ as associated with misery or degradation. 
Other linguistic uses implied pity, fear, death, compensatory abilities and castration 
(Kirtley 1975, pp. 34–41). 
Even though assumptions about vision and the absence of it abound in language, Gee 
(1999) points out that discourse is not only language, but encompasses dress, mannerisms, 
symbols and practices through which assumptions, beliefs and values, social identities 
and relationships are enacted. Discourses of VIPs encompass practices that mark or 
stigmatise them with visible symbols like white canes and dogs, symbols that signal 
specific social identities and characteristics. Such stigmatising practices, enacted only 
towards VIPs, makes them readily and visibly identifiably ‗blind‘ (Coleman 1997; 
Goffman 1997; Scott 1981).  
The interaction of symbols and language in discourses can be seen in stereotyping 
practices enacted upon VIPs in cultural and artistic portrayals of them. Documented 
stereotypes of VIPs are that they are depressed, helpless and vulnerable. Other 
documented stereotypes state that they are tragic figures or being punished for some 
unknown misdeeds (Chevigney & Braverman 1950; Ching 1980; Davis 1995; Dodds 
1993; Hocken 1977; Hull 1990; Jay 1995; Kirtley 1975; Monbeck 1973; Scholl 1986; 
Wagner-Lampl & Oliver 1994; Wheeler 1989). That blinded people are being punished 
has some historical basis, as blinding used to be a form of punishment for crimes of 
murder or insurrection. Additionally, blinding has been documented as a practice to 
render opposing combatants useless in battle as recently as the Gulf War in the early 
1990s (Dodds 1993, p. 9; Kirtley 1975, p. 5) and as long ago as the Crusades, when 
knights were blinded.  
Blinded knights have traditionally been associated with the Quinze Vingt, which was 
established by Louis IX of France in the 1520s. The Quinze Vingt was the first 
documented asylum established to house blind people (Wheatley 2002). Although it has 
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traditionally been documented as having housed 300 blinded knights, Wheatley (2002) 
argues that residents‘ identities were in fact enhanced from local citizens to ‗knight‘, 
which increased the volume of donations to the asylum, and subsequently, the Church, 
whose patronage was encouraged through receiving a percentage of residents‘ income 
from begging. Although their asylum was established by the King of France under the 
patronage of the Church, residents of the Quinze Vingt were still expected to beg for a 
living, as were most blind people of the time (Kirtley 1975, pp.1–5; Wheatley 2002, pp. 
194–212). These documented accounts imply that blinding is also a social practice 
imposed for social reasons, marginalising blinded people from mainstream society and 
forcing them into beggary, branded by the beggar‘s staff/white cane, and often 
accompanied by a dog (Lowenfeld 1975). Over time, the cane and dog guide have 
become institutionalised stigmata, branding people as ‗blind‘. 
Historical accounts of blinding combatants in order to remove their effectiveness and 
blinding people as a form of punishment confirms beliefs about the necessity of vision 
and assumptions about VIPs‘ unproductiveness and undesirability, a phenomenon present 
in ordinary everyday discourse and other social practices. Indeed, discursive practices 
marginalise or exclude VIPs; Lowenfeld (1975) documented the marginalising practices 
of primitive societies which excluded non-seeing people through annihilation or 
veneration (Lowenfeld 1975, p. 13). In contemporary Western societies, as the previous 
chapter has shown in relation to workforce participation, these people are labelled ‗blind‘ 
and excluded by ocular-centric social and institutional practices, such as education and 
employment practices. Thus, it can be argued that VIPs are constructed, through 
discourse, as a group of sick and infirm people who are excused from ordinary social 
responsibilities, including the responsibility to earn their own income.  
However, in Australian society they are also excluded from participating in many social 
practices, such as purchasing goods and services, transport, education and most types of 
employment, because these are ocular-centric practices that centre on visual access (Hull 
1990; Jay 1995). Ocular-centricity is also evident in social interaction, not only in 
language but also in other communicative and discourse practices such as eye contact, 
facial expressions, body gestures, posture, dress and proximity (Gee (1999), as discussed 
in Section 2.2). If VIPs do not ‗observe‘ visual communication because they do not have 
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the necessary eye function, they use other senses to interact or communicate. If 
participation is restricted to visual communication, such interactively diverse people are 
thereby impaired. These ocular-centric social practices impair VIPs‘ opportunities to 
participate in community resources; for example, purchasing goods and services requires 
both distant and near visual acuity to select goods from large displays in self-serve shops 
and websites. Shops are located in large shopping centres containing many shops in no 
particular order, with varying levels of light and flooring. Self-serve shopping practices 
can be interpreted as vision impairing, because participation in this social resource can 
only be done through using vision. Similarly, institutional resources can be impairing; for 
example, education, which is often accessible only through visual materials and practices, 
can restrict or impair VIPs‘ participation in education. Such restrictions not only impair 
VIPs‘ rights to educational opportunities available to sighted people, they indirectly 
discriminate against VIPs by restricting their resources to visual forms. Ocular-centric 
practices, therefore, can be seen as breaches of the DDA, just as the negative identity 
attributed to VIPs through the bio-medical model of impairment breaches the objective of 
the DSA, which obliges service organisations to promote positive images of disabled 
people in the delivery of their services to them. 
2.3.2 Cultural/artistic discourses of VIPs 
Impairing language and other social practices in everyday communicative discourses are 
reproduced in cultural and artistic texts portraying VIPs. ‗Cultural texts‘ in this thesis 
refers to artistic, fictional and cultural portrayals of the eye and of VIPs. In this sense, 
‗cultural discourses‘ refers to religious, fictional (including myths and legends) and 
biographical texts.  
Cultural portrayals of the eye and of VIPs are included in this discourse of vision and 
VIPs, because written and electronically recorded texts, like everyday communicative and 
historical discourses, contribute to systems of knowledge about vision and VIPs (Scott 
1981, p. 28; Shakespeare 2000, pp. 1–20). Cultural accounts of VIPs can also be seen as a 
microcosm of wider discourses of VIPs. Written texts, even fictional texts, can be inferred 
as factual because they portray ‗real lives‘. In respect of this, Gunnarsson (1997) has 
written that ‗…textual forms and definitions are found to impose structure on human 
activity and help to shape versions of reality‘ (p. 305).  
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Linguistically constructed realities of vision and VIPs experienced by social members can 
be substantiated by repetitive cultural and artistic portrayals. Written texts are especially 
potent because they can be seen as static, authoritative accounts of the real world, and that 
authority is transferred with semantic meanings across time, locations and cultures. In an 
attempt to illustrate the endurability and comprehensiveness of embedded assumptions 
and practices, this section discusses cultural accounts of the eye and VIPs along a 
timeline. 
In ancient religious and fictional writings, the eye was used to symbolise both light and 
omnipotence. It symbolised the sun god, Ra, the source of light and centre of the universe. 
Fishermen painted an eye on the bow of their boats to find their way home, and a wide, 
staring eye was used to symbolise perpetual awareness. Both the eye and light have been 
used to symbolise consciousness (Monbeck 1973, pp. 124–6). Contrary to the positive 
values attributed to the eye through these practices, the idea that blindness is a divine 
punishment has been a common religious belief (Chevigney & Braverman 1950, p. 62; 
Jay 1995, p. 24). For example, in India it was believed that blindness was punishment for 
sins committed in one‘s past lives, or the sins of one‘s ancestors (Kirtley 1975, pp. 1–5; 
Wagner-Lampl & Oliver 1994, p. 268).  
Lowenfeld (1975) described negative portrayals of VIPs during the Middle Ages. He 
cited Dante‘s (1265–1321) poem The Divine Comedy: Purgatorio Canto (XIII:55-69), 
Hans Sachs‘s play Eulenspiegel and the Three Blind Men and Pieter Breughel‘s (1525-
1569) painting The Parable of the Blind (pp. 38–41). All these citations, Lowenfeld 
claims, portrayed sightless people as morally or spiritually deprived or lacking. These 
portrayals mimic assumptions about VIPs in everyday communicative discourses (see 
Section 2.3.1). Lowenfeld‘s documentation shows that blind people have been 
represented negatively for centuries. 
In a similar fashion, Lowenfeld (1975) documented portrayals of blind people in 
nineteenth-century fiction, in which they were portrayed as cunning, cruel, immoral or 
evil, such as Blind Pugh in R. L. Stevenson‘s Treasure Island or the power-crazed, 
authoritarian, one-eyed general in Richard Adams‘s Watership Down. Lowenfeld (1975) 
also claims that ‗blind‘ people were also portrayed as greedy, cynical and ruthless; for 
example, Stagg in Charles Dickens‘s Barnaby Rudge and Dick Heldar in Rudyard 
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Kipling‘s The Light That Failed depicted blind people as helpless or useless. Lowenfeld 
(1975) also cited more recent fictional works differentiating vision-impaired from sighted 
people that included D. H. Lawrence‘s The Blindman and H. G. Wells‘s The Country of 
the Blind. 
In myths and legends, blindness has been presented as a punishment for breaking social 
taboos, and has been associated with sex and guilt. The legend about the Greek seer 
Tirerias variously states that he was blinded by Athena because he transgressed moral 
taboos (Chevigney & Braverman 1950, p. 62). Blindness has also been mythologically 
associated with castration, death and infertility (Carroll 1969; Cholden 1972; Kirtley 
1975). Fictional portrayals also symbolised blindness as punishment, as Shakespeare 
portrayed blind Gloucester in King Lear, and associated blindness with castration, as did 
mythologies and legends (Chevigney & Braverman 1950, p. 62; Wagner-Lampl & Oliver 
1994, pp. 226–9). 
Contrary to fictional accounts, biographies of VIPs usually portray them as courageous 
people overcoming adversity. Blind people‘s autobiographies also tell of exploitation and 
abuse from family, service personnel or the general community (e.g., Ching 1980; Davis 
2001; Downie 1999; Hocken 1977; Hull 1990; Magee & Milligan 1996; Wheeler 1989). 
Autobiographies have illustrated the experience of being vision impaired in an ocular-
centric community, and the relationships that sighted people choose to have with VIPs 
(Ching 1980; Bonfield 2006; Downie 1999; Kleege 1999; Michalko 2002). Meanings of 
blindness in autobiographies are often very different from those in fictional and artistic 
portrayals. Autobiographies also disclose personal and social experiences that frequently 
challenge the social values, attitudes and aspirations portrayed by fictional and religious 
texts.  
This description of cultural and artistic portrayals of VIPs implies that authors have 
consciously used myths and legends of blind people to describe concepts of divine and 
secular interventions for misdeeds, immorality and, as in deliberate blinding, to control 
the lives of others (Davis 1995, p. 101). However, cultural and artistic discourses about 
VIPs, like communicative discourses, contribute to the constitution and maintenance of 
their social identities and relationships. Construction of VIPs‘ identities crosses discourse 
and cultural boundaries (Kirtley 1975, p. 5). The most striking feature revealed in this 
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description of communicative discourses and of cultural and artistic portrayals is the 
extensiveness and pervasiveness of negative assumptions about being vision impaired, 
and the social relationships and practices arising from them, which have endured over 
centuries.  
Through their embedded negative assumptions and histories, cultural discourses can 
contribute ‗background‘ or ‗common-sense‘ knowledge to meanings and values attributed 
to VIPs, as do the discussions about meanings in everyday social, literary and institutional 
discourses (Fairclough 2001). 
2.4 Institutional discourses  
As stated in the introduction to this chapter, institutional discourses differ from everyday 
communicative and cultural discourses in that they are directed towards very specific 
goals, enacted by specific participants who enact specific activities and roles. Institutional 
activities and roles are enacted through specific language patterns in specified settings and 
circumstances (Drew & Sorjonen 1997, pp. 93–4; Levinson 1992, p. 74). For example, 
institutional discourses of medicine and its allied disciplines are enacted in hospitals, 
clinics or consulting rooms. Discourse participants have specific roles (doctors–patients, 
counsellors–clients) and specified activities, enacted through systematic patterns of 
language to achieve those activities. For example, doctors enact a diagnostic activity by 
asking specific questions, which patients are obliged to answer to enact their activity of 
seeking treatment for their illness (Burgoon et al. 1991). 
Although institutions have specified physical settings (e.g., medical clinics), equipment 
and circumstances, Foucault (1973) argues that institutions are primarily constituted by 
social relationships such as practitioners and clients/patients. Foucault argues that social 
relationships and the discourses through which they are enacted are the most important 
components of institutions, because they constitute institutional goals. Understanding the 
language and relationships is central to understanding institutions, but the most important 
thing is the relational nature between language and social relationships, for example, the 
way in which practitioner–client language patterns contribute to the constitution of the 
institution of medicine.  
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Foucault (1970, 1973) also distinguishes between public discourses of institutions and 
private ‗talk‘, with public institutional discourses having notions of ‗truth‘. He argues that 
institutions draw their authority from their right and capacity to publicly speak the truth 
about some situation. For example, the claim by the Australian Bureau of Statistics to 
speak the ‗truth‘ about population characteristics is recognised by the social body as 
having the knowledge and practices to speak the ‗truth‘ about populations. Similarly, the 
‗truth‘ about vision and VIPs is stated by institutions that are socially recognised as 
having the knowledge and right to publicly speak the truth about them. 
A key characteristic of institutional discourses is the asymmetry or inequality among 
participants in terms of power. Participants‘ asymmetric power relations can be seen in 
their right to constrain or control topics, activities and participation in discourse (Drew & 
Sorjonen 1997; Fairclough 2001, 2003; Habermas 1988; van Dijk 2000). For example, in 
clinical discourses, practitioners control the ‗talk‘, asking a sequence of questions about 
specific topics of bodily functions, to which patients are obliged to respond. The goal of 
these discourses is to assess and recommend prescribed treatment(s) for patients‘ 
‗problems‘. While patients are obliged to comply with practitioners‘ questions, they also 
have the right to accept or reject practitioners‘ diagnosis and treatment. However, 
practitioners also have public recognition of their expertise and right to occupy the 
position of practitioners. Through their role as practitioner/expert, they have more power 
in terms of public recognition that they are speaking the truth about bio-medical matters, 
and have more knowledge to do so than the patient.  
Like the discourses of medical consultations, this thesis argues that vocational 
rehabilitation discourses are institutional, with specific goals and activities enacted by 
specific participants in specified settings and circumstances. As institutional discourses, 
they sit somewhat uncomfortably between the institutions of medicine and the labour 
force, both of which, through their discourses, constitute and shape vocational 
rehabilitation, VIPs‘ participation in it, and their subsequent employment opportunities. 
2.5 Institutional discourses contributing to VIPs’ vocational 
rehabilitation 
Like the general society and cultural groups, institutional groups have their own language 
patterns and ways of communicating, which embody not only their ‗talk‘ but their specific 
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identity, relations, activities or practices and their ideology or philosophical interests. 
These properties of discourse can be transferred to other discourses, along with specific 
meanings and language, as illustrated in the data used to profile VIPs‘ employment 
experiences in Chapter One. The data used in the profile indicate that institutional 
discourses making major contributions to VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation are those allied 
to medicine, from which they bring their institutional identities, systems of knowledge 
and practices, enacted through their institutional discourses. Other institutional discourses 
contributing to vocational rehabilitation are those of the labour market and government 
bureaucracies that regulate eligibility for state-funded welfare benefits and services. This 
institutional trilogy, I argue, habitually draws upon the institution of science to create and 
legitimate its systems of knowledge and activities.  
Although members of this institutional trilogy may listen to discourses of impaired people 
and their advocates, they restrict them from direct participation in or contributing to 
vocational rehabilitation discourses. For example, impaired people‘s discourses, 
commonly known as disability discourses, have influenced legislative changes to 
vocational rehabilitation services and anti-discrimination legislation that may impact in 
minor ways on VIPs‘ employment opportunities. However, such impacts depend on the 
aggrieved person initiating and sustaining any discrimination complaint. Thus, the 
contribution of impaired people‘s discourses to their vocational rehabilitation, like their 
right to speak publicly about their social participation, has been constrained to minimal 
contributions to legislative changes to assist their grievance procedures. Therefore, before 
exploring the contributions of impaired people‘s discourses, I will first explore 
institutional discourses that have made major contributions to VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation discourses. 
2.5.1 Medical discourses contributing to vocational rehabilitation 
Medical discourses are a constituent part of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation. They assert 
and advance a bio-medical ideology of the world that positions VIPs as a damaged or 
defective social group. They also contribute medical practices in the form of specific 
activity sequences, classification and language. These practices are assessments of 
individual eye and other biological functions that are conducted in order to enact 
prescriptive medical goods and services called ‗treatments‘. Practitioners‘ objective, 
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through their prescribed treatments, is to normalise bio-medically abnormal or defective 
people as much as possible (Wolfensberger 1983; Yates 2005). These purposeful or 
strategic practices, enacted through medical discourses, define medical discourse as 
institutional discourse. 
Medical discourses are also mediated through discourses of disciplines allied to medicine, 
such as nursing, orthoptics, occupational therapy, psychology and social work, from 
which most practitioners participating in VIP‘s vocational rehabilitation are drawn. These 
disciplines, commonly referred to as the allied health-care disciplines, also bring their 
own disciplinary discourses to rehabilitation practices. Such disciplinary discourses are 
contingent on a bio-medical view of the world, where individual bio-medical status 
determines social identities and relations. 
These bio-medical discourses have effectively medicalised diverse eye functions, 
conceptualising them along a health–illness binary (see Section 1.2). Such a dichotomous 
perspective enables medical and allied health-care practitioners to enact a gate-keeping 
role between the worlds of ‗the sick‘ and ‗the well‘. Within the workforce, ‗the sick‘ are 
deemed not fit to work, and ‗need‘ medical care and/or financial assistance, while ‗the 
well‘ are expected to earn or generate their own income. Medical practitioners‘ gate-
keeping role between the worlds of welfare and work is based on a practice of dividing 
and distributing social members according to their perceived productive capacity, which 
is determined by medicine‘s bio-medical classifications of their biological diversity. 
Medicalisation of diverse eye function encompasses diversity in the anatomy and 
physiology of the eye. For example, variations in the structure of the eye itself, which can 
be associated with diverse acuity, are medically ‗diagnosed‘ or classified as 
‗astigmatism‘, while less than optimal visual acuity is medicalised as ‗refractory error‘. 
Another example of medicalising diverse eye function is the practice of diagnosing older 
people with ‗presbyopia‘, which occurs with lifespan changes. The underlying ideology 
of these practices can be inferred as follows: Any variation from a perfectly formed and 
functioning eye is an anomaly or impairment that can be acted upon by medical and/or 
allied health-care practitioners, whose goal is to correct or ‗normalise‘ the dysfunction or 
deficit. As many critical commentators have argued, medical discourses have contributed 
the language (terminology) and ideology of systems of ideas for the discussion of social 
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organisation, such as the divisions between ‗the well‘ and ‗the sick‘, who are then 
structured as ‗productive‘ or ‗non-productive‘ (Connell 2002). At an individual level, this 
dichotomous bio-medical classification positions VIPs as lacking or deviating from what 
is called ‗normal‘. Yet the norm, according to bio-medical discourses of eye function, is 
often constructed as optimal measurable vision of a perfectly formed and functioning eye 
(Guth & Riesser 1997, p. 10; Scott 1981, p. 39). The medical definition of ‗normal‘ vision 
renders ‗abnormal‘ vision as any deviation from an optimum (Flack 1994, pp. 98–9; 
Scholl 1986, p. 28; Scott 1981, p. 40; World Health Organisation 2001).  
In Australia, blindness has been legally defined based on two measurements. The first is a 
reduction in distance vision to discerning an object at one-tenth the distance that it can be 
discerned by a perfectly formed and functioning eye. Thus, a legally blind person can 
only discern an object at 6 metres that a person with a perfectly formed eye can discern at 
60 metres. The other measurement is a visual field restriction of 5–10 degrees of arc from 
a fixed central point (Scott 1981, p. 43; Social Security Act 1991, Part 2, s. 95). Medical 
classifications of eye function become even more obscure through sub-categories of ‗low 
vision‘, which range from ‗near normal‘ to ‗moderate‘ and ‗severe‘ low vision to legally 
blind and totally blind (Flack 1994, pp. 98–9; Royal Australian and New Zealand College 
of Ophthalmology 2006). However, the Australian construction of legal blindness (Social 
Security Act 1991, Part 2, s. 95) differs from that of others. For example, the definition of 
‗blindness‘ in the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) (World Health 
Organisation 1992) differs from that used by the Australian Social Security Act 1991. The 
ICD-10 defines ‗blindness‘ as the ability to discern an object at one-twentieth the distance 
discerned by a perfect eye (World Health Organisation 1992). It can be argued that these 
different bio-medical measurements used to define blindness demonstrate that, like 
‗impairment‘, ‗blindness‘ is socially constructed. Moreover, the definition can be varied 
according to institutional and social goals and interests.  
As I argued in Chapter One, medically classifying people in terms of their eye function is 
exercising bio-power, the power to socially position people based on their perceived 
biological function (see Section 1.2). Medical practitioners‘ gate-keeping role illustrates 
how bio-power can be exercised in terms of restricting people to distinct social groups. 
Gate-keeping based on eye function positions working-aged VIPs dichotomously as ‗able‘ 
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or ‗un-able‘ to work. Such a restriction or impairment can also be based on the meanings 
of blindness that medical practitioners draw upon from everyday communicative and 
cultural discourses. 
An important aspect of medicine‘s influence on vocational rehabilitation is that its 
practitioners are recognised as experts, having the authority and knowledge to publicly 
speak the ‗truth‘ about biological matters. Their claimed authority derives from their 
biological knowledge, their classificatory systems and their practices of prescribing 
medical goods and services. Recognition of their authoritative biological knowledge is 
demonstrated in the Australian Social Security Act 1991, s. 95, 1.1.V.60, where a 
medically recommended measurement of sight is used to construct legally defined 
blindness. 
Medicine‘s public voice concerning VIPs is repeated in the discourses of allied disciplines 
to which most rehabilitation practitioners and their educators belong. These practitioners, 
usually located in health-care and health-education institutions, bring their own 
disciplinary assumptions and practices to VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation. Like their 
medical counterparts, members of these disciplines draw upon discourses of educational 
and scientific institutions to substantiate or defend their approaches and practices. For 
example, psychology theorists imply that visual function is a constituent part of 
intelligence through its measurement of spatial relations, as a component of a person‘s 
overall intelligence. Spatial relation refers to the ability to identify relationships between 
objects in the environment, to know where things are in order to move between, among 
and through them. Spatial orientation is a visual process that is measured visually in tests 
such as the Wessler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS). Because spatial intelligence 
assessments only measure what a person sees, psychologists could assume that a VIP is 
less intelligent than other non-VIPs (Blasch et al. 1999, pp. 265–290). Such theories, 
which are taught visually using visual examples, can be interpreted as inferring that vision 
is the only way to obtain and process information (Gibson 1986, p. 223; Matlin 1994, 
Chapter 6). Psychological theories of concept formation, perception, identity, body image, 
self-esteem and grief and loss have been applied to rehabilitation practices with VIPs 
(Allen 1989; Carroll 1969; Dodds 1993; Holosko 1992; Michalko 2002; Nowakowski 
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1994; Welsh 1980). Other psychological theories associate eye function with basic 
(psychological) drives and emotions. 
Allied health disciplines also absorb assumptions and meanings from discourses in 
domains outside bio-medicine (Fairclough 2001, 2003; Gee 1999; Pomerantz & Fehr 
1997). For example, Sigmund Freud drew upon the Oedipus saga in Greek mythology to 
frame his theory of sexual development, which became embedded in psychological 
educational and theoretical discourses as his Oedipal complex. Freud‘s theory not only 
explains sexual development, it associates blindness with sex, social taboos and 
punishment, which are also meanings associated with blindness in the original Greek saga 
upon which he based his theory. These meanings can also be observed in everyday 
communicative and cultural discourses, as discussed in this chapter (Sections 2.3.1 and 
2.3.2). In such ways, meanings from cultural discourses and everyday social discourses 
can be transferred to discourses of social institutions such as medicine. Researchers have 
also drawn upon workforce discourses to represent their texts as objective legitimate 
investigations of that institution.  
2.5.2 Workforce discourses contributing to VIPs’ vocational rehabilitation 
Dominant representations of vocational rehabilitation for VIPs are located in discourses 
about the employment of impaired workers. As discussed above, the major participants in, 
or subjects of, such discourses are the government, which makes the rules for impaired 
people‘s employment services, and employers, who decide who they will employ. A third 
group of participants is impaired people themselves, who must manoeuvre within this 
domain to obtain or retain their employment. Major contributions to discourses of 
impaired people‘s vocational rehabilitation in Australia derive from the Employment and 
Workplace Relations Legislation Amendment (Welfare to Work and Other Measures) Act 
2005 (Cwlth) and other discourses to encourage employers to employ disabled people. 
The Employment and Workplace Relations Legislation Amendment (Welfare to Work and 
Other Measures) Act 2005 (Cwlth) came into force on 1 July, 2006, after survey data 
indicated increasing numbers of Australians were disabled (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics 1999, 2003), and that one in five unemployed people had a ‗disability‘ 
(Department of Family and Community Services 2003, p. 2).  
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When the number of people in the welfare world is greater than the capacity or the 
willingness of the work world to support them, welfare systems can become economically 
alarming to government. This economic dilemma existed when the Australian 
government legislated changes in the way disabled people were distributed between the 
worlds of welfare and work (Australian Council of Social Services 2005; Department of 
Family and Community Services 2003). For disabled people, the ‗Welfare to Work & 
Other Measures‘ legislative amendments mean their eligibility for income support is 
determined by an assessment of their capacity to work a minimum of 15 hours a week. If 
assessed as capable of doing so, they are not eligible for the Disability Support Pension 
(DSP). In such cases, they are obliged to apply for unemployment benefits (a lower level 
of income support), and these people are referred to the mainstream (Job Network) 
assistance system, which does not offer disability-focused assistance (Australian Council 
of Social Services 2005). The type of income support and vocational 
rehabilitation/employment assistance for which disabled people, including VIPs, are 
‗eligible‘ is determined through the government‘s Job Capacity Assessment (JCA) 
procedure. The JCA is biologically focused, assessing the severity of VIPs‘ bio-medical 
and other restrictions, and their effects on VIPs‘ ability to do the job. The Job Capacity 
Assessment, like VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation practices, is enacted by health-care 
practitioners. These practices governing VIPs‘ access to vocational rehabilitation services 
were a result of the government‘s ‗collaboration‘ with employers to develop an 
Employment Incentive Strategy. The outcome of this collaboration was a 
recommendation of specific actions to ‗encourage‘ employers to employ impaired people 
(Department of Family and Community Services 2003). 
Despite the government‘s ‗collaborative‘ relationship with employers, the government 
still plays a significant regulatory role in relation to the workforce, despite increasingly 
neo-liberal approaches to governance at national and state/territory levels. Within this 
context, the Department of Employment and Workplace Relations (DEWR) governs 
vocational rehabilitation services (VRS) and other Disability Employment Network 
(DEN) services available to VIPs and other impaired people. As described in Chapter One 
(Section 1.0), VRS are designed to assist workers with a ‗disability‘, injury or chronic 
health condition, by offering career and ‗disability‘ counselling, retraining and job-
seeking support (Department of Employment and Workplace Relations 2006). The 
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Disability Employment Network is less comprehensive, offering employment-seeking, 
on-the-job support and disability-management services (Department of Employment and 
Workplace Relations 2006).  
As stated in Chapter One (Section 1.0), these services were designed to assist VIPs, along 
with other impaired and injured people, to obtain employment in the general workforce. 
However, impaired and injured workers‘ assumed position in the workforce can be 
understood in terms of Hill‘s argument (1988, p. 269) that a basic tenet of capitalist 
societies like Australia‘s is to replace the least efficient or most costly component in 
production or distribution processes. Based on their history as a secondary workforce (see 
Section 1.1), it can be argued that if VIPs could be perceived as the least efficient or most 
costly component in productive processes, as is evident in everyday communicative, 
literary and medical discourses (see Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.5.1), employers can draw 
upon assumptions about VIPs from medical and everyday social discourses and exercise 
considerable discretion – their managerial prerogative – to decide whether to employ 
them. The findings of Winyard‘s (1996) survey of British employers showed that they did 
indeed exercise their prerogative, with 30% disclosing that they would not employ people 
who had trouble ‗seeing‘. 
The assumption that impaired workers are more costly to employ could be inferred from 
government schemes to encourage their employment by subsidising employers for 
disabled peoples‘ wages and workplace modifications (Department of Family and 
Community Services 2003). These schemes were incorporated into the Employment 
Incentive Strategy, developed collaboratively by government and employer groups 
(Department of Family and Community Services 2003). Their incorporation suggests that 
current policies, like prior policies, are based on social assumptions about VIPs‘ un-
productiveness, and the cost of their un-productiveness for employers. It can also be 
argued that such workforce discourses, which draw on the authority of medical and 
scientific discourses, render these assumptions ‗official‘ and play a central role in 
maintaining the status quo in regard to VIPs‘ employment opportunities.  
Vision-impaired job seekers must start with these constraining assumptions about their 
productivity and employability. Their employment opportunities can also be impaired 
through worker-recruitment practices and rehabilitation or employment consultant 
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practices (Gee et al. 1996). Practitioners in vocational rehabilitation services, recruited 
from allied health-care disciplines, have varying levels of knowledge, including their 
knowledge and experience of the workforce. Health-care practitioners‘ workforce 
knowledge can be limited to their experiential or vicarious knowledge.  
The costs incurred through employing vocational rehabilitation practitioners with varying 
knowledge and experience can also be understood through workforce discourses; 
government-funded organisations may not be financially able to employ more skilled 
workers, such as health-care practitioners. The cost of workers is also a consideration for 
organisations participating in the Disability Employment Network, who usually employ 
practitioners under a different, lower award system. The expertise and ensuing practices 
of rehabilitation practitioners are thereby constrained by employers‘ funding and other 
financial resources. These constraints on VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation are a constituent, 
albeit covert, part of workforce discourses that contribute to their vocational 
rehabilitation. 
Employer groups have other covert discourses, such as those resulting from the neo-
liberal ideology that has brought about extensive changes to the ways in which work is 
organised. Market and workforce changes can be explained through the trend towards 
global markets, which demand a faster, more flexible response in the production and 
distribution of goods and services. Changing market demands are employers‘ rationale for 
their insistence that workers be flexible in regard to work systems and working conditions 
(Gee et al. 1996). 
These changes, van Gellecum et al. (2008) argue, can be explained through changes in 
market focus on productive flexibility and market share, i.e., in the ways goods and 
services are produced and distributed, which has led to the introduction not only of neo-
liberal policies and workplace practices but to changes in the power relations between 
employers and workers. Van Gellecum et al. (2008) argue that neo-liberal workplace 
practices have had effects on workers‘ social lives, enabling employers to exercise control 
over workers‘ hours of work, their incomes and their workloads.  
This market-focused trend toward neo-liberal policies has affected every aspect of 
people‘s lives (Rizvi & Lingard 1996, p. vii). Such policies focus on an organisation‘s 
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ability to give a fast, flexible response to market changes, and to involve workers in every 
stage of production and distribution (Rizvi & Lingard 1996, p. viii). This change in 
organisational ideology has resulted in changed organisational practices, which have 
extended across manufacturing and service organisations in both private and public 
sectors of the workplace and are evident across the world. These new organisational 
practices include Total Quality Management, the notion that workers be involved in 
maintaining production/service standards at all stages, and Managerial Decentralisation, 
designed to replace centrally controlled working conditions and rates of pay with shifting 
and flexible ‗teamwork‘, performed under negotiated conditions and pay rates with 
individual organisations. These changes have demanded a flexible workforce, which can 
be taken on and dismissed as changes in the market demand (Rizvi & Lingard 1996, p. 
viii). This has led to a rise in casual and temporary work, and has popularised the 
organisational practice of ‗contracting out‘ work tasks, which enables management to 
quickly change its workforce (Rizvi & Lingard 1996, p. viii). However, this neo-liberal 
ideology is detrimental to workers. It has eroded their working conditions, through 
demands for extra administrative and ‗team‘ work. It can lead to extra hours worked with 
no increase in pay, and it can vary workers‘ times of work. Rizvi and Lingard (1996) 
assert that  
…workers are themselves required to be functionally flexible and multi-skilled 
so that they can perform a broader range of tasks and rotate their 
responsibilities…workers are viewed for their proactive commitment to 
organisational goals. (p. viii) 
The covertness of these workforce discourses lies in the changed power relations between 
employer and workers, between management and the workforce. The New Work Order 
(Gee et al. 1996) talks of ‗empowerment‘, ‗worker participation‘ and ‗teamwork‘, which 
suggest a sense of community in the workplace, where workers are ‗empowered‘ to think 
and act on their own, take risks, and value their place in the organisation (Razvi & 
Lingard 1996, p. viii). However, while appearing to talk of organisational democracy, the 
new capitalism does not allow workers to question practices or their underlying 
assumptions. Workers who are not compliant ‗team members‘ or who do not multi-
function as required are usually managed out of the organisation. Thus, the ostensible 
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organisational democracy is actually increased management control of workers‘ time, 
tasks, pay and skills. The de-valuing of specific work skills, through insistence on 
administrative tasks, multi-functional teamwork, flexible hours and work sites, can be the 
most sinister stressor for workers in the application of neo-liberal policies in the 
workplace. These neo-liberal practices are significant in their demands (and stresses) on 
VIPs in the workforce, and may be one reason for VIPs resorting to self-employment, 
thus by-passing many workplace demands and stresses. Demands and stresses can arise 
for VIPs through VIPs‘ different ways of interacting with print-based work tasks and 
systems, their diverse orientation and mobility practices, and their need to constantly 
request that work practices be made accessible to them. VIPs' different ways of 
interacting with their environment and their requests for accessibility can also stress 
employers and colleagues, who can consider VIPs as requiring more of their time and 
creativity.  
Describing workforce discourses highlights their participants‘ different goals, power 
relations and constraints. It shows how such power and constraints can shape and 
determine vocational rehabilitation available to VIPs and how their chances of being 
employed can be impaired. For example, employers have the power to constrain VIPs‘ 
access to employment, while governments constrain their access both to vocational 
rehabilitation services and income support. Similarly, organisations offering vocational 
rehabilitation services to VIPs are constrained through government funding and regulation 
of service delivery. After describing these workforce discourses, I argue that 
impaired/disabled people have the most constraints and the least power to determine or 
achieve their employment potential. This can be inferred through the high proportion of 
unemployed disabled people, which is presented as a ‗financial burden‘ on government 
and society as a whole. That disabled people are a ‗burden‘ is an inter-discursive 
assumption, evident in various discourses described in this chapter. However, this review 
of workforce discourses also implies that other, non-bio-medical factors are involved in 
VIPs‘ exclusion from the workforce, even though employers accept the notion that 
impairment and disability are bio-medical burdens that prevent people from working.  
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2.5.3 Disabled people’s discourses contributing to vocational 
rehabilitation  
In contrast to the focus on individual biological ability inherent in medical and workplace 
discourses, disabled people‘s discourses focus on their right, as citizens, to participate in 
the community of their chosen lifestyle (Barnes 1998; Oliver 1996a,b; Shakespeare 
1999). These discourses emerged primarily through the discourses of the disability rights 
movement in the late 1970s and early 1980s. They were accompanied by social action to 
encourage disabled people‘s social inclusion through improved services available to them 
(Driedger 1989; Rothwell 1984, 2006). Since the 1970s, discourses of the disabled 
people‘s movement have contributed to the development of vocational rehabilitation. The 
principal media through which this occurred were the discourses of civil rights and equal 
opportunities that heralded the enactment of legislation establishing rights for disabled 
people‘s social, economic and political participation. The DSA, for example, was passed 
to replace the previous Handicapped Persons Assistance Act 1974 (Cwlth). The objects of 
the DSA are to promote a positive image of disabled people and to promote their social 
inclusion and right to self-determination. This includes disabled people‘s right to be 
included in the nature of services and the ways in which they are provided. Disabled 
people‘s discourses have also contributed to vocational rehabilitation through their 
contributions to anti-discrimination legislation. The DDA promotes impaired people‘s 
equality in specified areas of social participation and inclusion. Social inclusion and 
participation are promoted by making discrimination on the grounds of perceived 
‗disability‘ unlawful. This legislation applies to discriminatory workforce practices. 
However, as stated above, the DDA is complaint-based. Complaints of discrimination, 
including discriminatory workplace practices, are investigated by HREOC, which is the 
government instrument established to promote social inclusion of disadvantaged people 
and to manage complaints by those people regarding discriminatory practices. Despite 
these measures, the New South Wales Disability Discrimination Legal Centre 
(NSWDDLC) and HREOC both report that discrimination complaints related to 
employment far exceed complaints about any other area of life (Human Rights and Equal 
Opportunity Commission 2007; New South Wales Disability Discrimination Legal Centre 
2000, p. 18). HREOC reports that 46% (n=802) of all discrimination complaints for the 
year 2006–7 were related to employment (Human Rights and Equal Opportunity 
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Commission 2007). To provide some context for the Commission‘s report, 29% of its 
discrimination complaints were about goods and services, and 7% were about educational 
services. These statistics are significant in view of the fact that there has been no 
agreement among stakeholders on employment standards to support the application of the 
DDA. Another problem with this and similar anti-discrimination legislation is that they 
place the onus of proof and the responsibility for initiating and carrying through any 
complaint on the aggrieved person, who has the least power to act on discriminatory 
workforce practices. Although the DDA was amended in 1997, employment standards 
have not yet been implemented. 
Disabled activists further challenged biologically oriented discourses of disabled people 
in the 1990s through their development of the social model of disability (e.g., Oliver 
1996). The social model of disability introduced the opposing or dissonant discourses of 
oppression and social exclusion. Disabled people‘s social model of disability in the 1980s 
to 1990s crystallised disability as social practice, challenging the dominant bio-medical 
concept that positioned it as a result of individual bio-medical disease, disorder, 
abnormality or loss. Disabled people‘s discourses originated from their own personal, 
academic and professional knowledges and experiences to challenge the prevailing bio-
medical ideology that underpins many discourses relating to impaired people and their 
‗needs‘, such as vocational rehabilitation. These disability discourses, through their 
specific purpose, goal, participants and setting, are categorised, in this thesis, as 
institutional discourses. 
2.5.4 Vocational Rehabilitation and its discourses 
Vocational rehabilitation discourses can also be categorised as institutional discourses, 
based on their specific goals or purposes, topics, circumstances and participants, 
equipment and settings. The ultimate purpose of vocational rehabilitation, whether via a 
Vocational Rehabilitation Service or Disability Employment Network service, is placing 
VIPs in the general workforce. That purpose is enacted through discussion of specific 
topics, namely, VIPs‘ work history, interests, skills and eye function in relation to work 
systems and practices.  
Assessing and documenting VIPs‘ workforce histories, experiences and eye function are 
enacted within the circumstances of their referral to the rehabilitation practitioners for 
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assistance to find employment. Vocational rehabilitation is usually enacted in the 
practitioner‘s workspace, where specific, professional tools can be used. As discourse 
participants, practitioners and VIPs can be seen to have, in an institutional discourse, an 
asymmetric relationship in terms of power. Practitioners control the process through their 
socially recognised and accredited expertise. Their vision-impaired clients, like clients 
and patients in health clinics, are obliged to recognise practitioners‘ expertise and 
recommended employment-seeking strategies. 
VIPs and practitioners, as participants of vocational rehabilitation discourses, bring shared 
and different assumptions and experiences of vision impairment, rehabilitation and the 
workforce to their interaction, drawing upon them to imply and infer meanings in their 
discourse, and assess each other‘s knowledge, skills and abilities to achieve the 
rehabilitation goal. In this way, assumptions about VIPs and health-care practitioners are 
drawn from other discourses and experiences. These in turn contribute to rehabilitation 
discourses, influencing their effectiveness in obtaining or retaining employment. 
Practitioners working in vision rehabilitation are employed on the basis of their 
disciplinary knowledge of rehabilitation, which can be enhanced through workplace 
training in regulatory and organisational procedures. An anomaly in rehabilitation 
encounters between VIPs and practitioners is medicine‘s – and consequently, allied 
health-care practitioners‘ – historical construction of rehabilitation. 
The term ‗rehabilitation‘ has been and continues to be used to describe special areas of 
medical, nursing and occupational therapy practice. It is basically understood to mean the 
process of restoring physical functioning (Fletcher 1992). Such meaning frequently 
renders the conceptualisation of vocational rehabilitation as a restorative process that 
rectifies biological dysfunction and returns the injured or ‗sick‘ person to ‗usefulness‘ or 
to a former social position, including that of worker. Conceptualising vocational 
rehabilitation as a restorative process was a major contribution of medical discourses.  
Rehabilitation theorists have tried to separate medical ‗restorative‘ practices from their 
social aspects by conceptualising rehabilitation as having various stages. For example, 
some rehabilitation theorists argue that the first (medical) stage of rehabilitation is one of 
treating injury or illness through medical interventions. The second stage is one of 
functional restoration, again through medical and allied health practices enacted by 
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nurses, occupational therapists, physiotherapists and psychologists. The last or tertiary 
stage of rehabilitation centres on a person‘s return to their former or preferred lifestyle, 
including the workforce, enacted through practices of occupational therapy and social 
work (Brolin 1984; Rubin & Roessler, 2008). This model of rehabilitation appears to 
support the assumption that restoring bodily functions will lead to restoring people to the 
workforce. 
However, applying a restoration model to vision-impaired Australians is problematic. 
Among working-aged Australians, diverse eye functions are associated with variations in 
eye structure and function (e.g., astigmatism and presbyopia), untreatable degenerative 
eye diseases such as Retinitis Pigmentosa, and systemic health conditions such as diabetes 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998a; Centre for Eye Research, Australia, 2000; Spriggs, 
2007). This means that most people‘s vision cannot be restored, but can only be enhanced 
or corrected to some degree through vision aids. As few health-care practitioners have 
expertise in vision or vision rehabilitation, these gaps in expertise can be filled through 
assumptions from other discourses and social experiences of vision and ‗blind‘ people. 
Regardless of their limited knowledge about diverse eye functions and their role in work 
systems, workplaces and work cultures, health-care practitioners continue to occupy the 
position of expert in relation to their vision-impaired clients. At the same time, VIPs 
themselves are excluded as experts, despite their knowledge and experience of diverse 
eye function in relation to workplace, culture and systems (Dodds 1993; James 1988). 
These subject positions, and the asymmetric relationship between VIPs and rehabilitation 
practitioners, are enhanced through practitioners‘ role of gate-keeper between the worlds 
of welfare and work, as described above (see Section 2.5.3). The dominance of health 
practitioners, their knowledges and the underlying ideology in vocational rehabilitation 
discourses not only imply that VIPs‘ bio-medical status is the dominant cause of their 
‗need‘ for rehabilitation, but obscure impairing social practices, including workforce 
practices, such as those discussed in Section 2.5.3. 
2.6 Conclusions  
In this chapter, my review of the academic literature demonstrated how that literature 
reflects opposing views of ‗impairment‘ and impaired people. These views are aligned 
with the binary constructions of ‗impairment‘ in Chapter One (Section 1.2). The literature 
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review also showed that practitioners‘ knowledge, which informs vocational rehabilitation 
practices with VIPs, is guided by these opposing constructions, including their research 
practices. However, while a construction of ‗disability‘ has some basis in social theory, 
constructing ‗impairment‘ and/or ‗disability‘ as individual biological deficit appears to be 
based on ideologically driven discourses of medically allied institutions. 
A primary conclusion of this chapter was that vocational rehabilitation has been 
symbolically shaped as a hybrid of multiple discourses, with each contributing meanings, 
knowledges, participants and ideologies. Among these discourses, the bio-medical 
discourse of medical institutions is predominant in conceptualising meanings and 
knowledge of vision impairment and vocational rehabilitation practices. Medicine‘s role 
in VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation is recognised by government bureaucracies through its 
position as knowledgeable expert and gate-keeper between welfare benefits and services, 
on the one hand, and the workforce on the other. Workforce discourses demonstrate that 
workforce institutions assume that workers‘ bio-medical status governs their access to the 
workforce, and that employing impaired people entails a financial burden. This was 
concluded through the financial incentives in the Employment Incentive Strategy 
developed by government bureaucracies and employer groups (Department of Family and 
Community Services 2003). These institutions claim the right to speak publicly about, and 
have the power to decide, VIPs‘ access to employment and the avenues of access, such as 
vocational rehabilitation. VIPs‘ access to employment and employment assistance 
services is enacted through practitioners allied to the institution of medicine.  
As mentioned above, a bio-medical construction of impairment predominates in 
discourses that contribute to VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation. It could be argued that this 
bio-medical model of vision impairment was constructed, transmitted and reproduced 
across discourses of social interactions, cultural and institutional discourses. In their book 
The Construction of Professional Discourse, Gunnarsson et al. state: 
…cultural knowledge and representations of reality are interactionally 
constructed, socially transmitted, historically sedimented and often 
institutionally congealed, and finally communicatively reproduced in situ. 
(1997, p. 2) 
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Gunnarsson et al. (1997) illustrate the circular interdiscursivity of producing meanings, 
knowledge systems and social realities through language in discourse. The interdiscursive 
meanings and assumptions about VIPs and their productivity in discourses were revealed 
in their shared language, implying not only meanings and assumptions, but speakers‘ 
social identities and relations, and their underlying ideologies. 
Therefore, in this thesis I contend that discursive meanings and practices, with their 
contained ideologies and power relations, can be investigated through a critical analysis 
of the use of language (Fairclough 2001; Fowler & Kress 1979; Gee 1999; Meyer 2001; 
van Dijk 2000; Wodak 2001). It can also be concluded that institutions such as those 
discussed in Chapter Two are more likely to adopt meanings and assumptions of other 
institutional discourses, such as medicine, rather than those of disabled people 
themselves. It can further be argued that institutions have more power and resources to 
promote and align their interests (Fairclough 2001).  
Prominent in discourses contributing to VIPs‘ social identities and their vocational 
rehabilitation services is a common theme of VIPs‘ ineptness and non-productiveness, 
which was represented as being related to their bio-medical state, which assumes that they 
are biologically and functionally deficient, compared to sighted people. However, the 
dissonant voice of VIPs‘ discourses, which are notably less public or socially recognised 
than institutional discourses, imply that VIPs are oppressed through institutional practices 
(Ching 1980; Davis 2001; Downie 1999).  
Dissonance between institutional discourses was illustrated in Rod Michalko‘s account of 
his conversation with Cheryl while she was instructing a blind girl on cane use. Michalko 
stated: 
She [Cheryl] explained [that] Jenny had no concept of the sky and what it was. 
What surprised me was how Cheryl so confidently ‗knew‘ that Jenny was 
bereft of the concept of the sky when she so confidently spoke of it. Language 
and concepts did not seem to have any connection at all…in Cheryl‘s eyes. 
Jenny‘s explanation of telephone poles, aeroplanes and the sky apparently had 
no effect on Cheryl. (2002, pp. 177–8) 
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Michalko‘s statements not only highlight Cheryl‘s negative view that ‗totally blind kids‘ 
cannot form concepts, they reveal her assumed right to correct Michalko, and inform him 
of what blind children cannot do, even though she knew Michalko himself was vision 
impaired. It could also be argued that Cheryl assumed the authority to correct Michalko 
(an observing researcher), because she knew he was vision impaired. In addition, 
Cheryl‘s statements reveal the limit and source of her knowledge about blind kids‘ ability 
to develop concepts. Cheryl‘s knowledge of concept development echoes the views 
expressed in the chapter on Concept Development by Hill and Blasch (1980), in 
Foundations of Orientation and Mobility (Welsh & Blasch 1980). This textbook was the 
seminal educational text for mobility instructors for twenty years in Australia and other 
Western countries, and would have been a seminal text in Cheryl‘s education. Cheryl‘s 
assumptions are significant because they illustrate Livneh‘s (1988) proposition that 
theories and their ensuing practices in practitioners‘ education contribute to their negative 
assumptions about VIPs. A theoretical conclusion drawn from this chapter is that the 
discursive construction of vocational rehabilitation available to VIPs can be explored 
using a poststructuralist perspective. Saussure‘s theory that language is significatory 
rather than representational (Thwaite 2002) provides a theoretical foundation for an 
approach and method of analysing texts developed by the English critical linguist Norman 
Fairclough (e.g., 1992, 2001, 2003). Fairclough‘s work investigates the ways in which 
discourses actively contribute to constituting relations of power and do not simply reflect 
them. His approach and method are discussed in more detail in Chapter Three.  
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Chapter Three 
Researching Vocational Rehabilitation: 
Methodology and Methods 
3.0 Introduction 
The primary concern of this thesis was to explore how VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation is 
socially constructed. Although vocational rehabilitation has been available in some form 
to VIPs for more than a hundred years, those services, and legislative changes in relation 
to those services, have not rectified VIPs‘ low rates of employment, as illustrated in 
Chapter One (Table 1.1). However, my profile of VIPs‘ employment experiences in 
Chapter One (Section 1.1) identified certain social factors, such as war veterans‘ social 
identities and labour-market fluctuations, which have significantly influenced their 
employment opportunities. Similarly, Chapter Two identified institutional practices that 
have also influenced VIPs‘ employment opportunities, as well as the nature of vocational 
rehabilitation services available to them. Through my exploration of various texts I 
interpreted these social influences as instances of public discourses. Social factors that 
influence VIPs‘ employment experiences can be seen as presupposing that vocational 
rehabilitation, as it is available to VIPs, consists of institutional practices that have 
strategic purposes enacted through specific participants and practices (see Section 2.3). 
This supposition was my first step in analysing vocational rehabilitation through its 
discursive practices. 
However, identifying instances of vocational rehabilitation discourses for the purposes of 
analysis was problematic, as it is enacted by various participants in varying circumstances 
and settings. Consequently, I decided to analyse a primary source of vocational 
rehabilitation discourses, namely, texts used to educate and orient practitioners in 
disciplines employed in the fields of vocational rehabilitation services available to VIPs.  
Underlying my decision is the argument that it is reasonable to regard practitioner-
educational texts as repositories and instances of rehabilitation discourse, since they claim 
to represent practitioners‘ required systems of knowledge, assumptions and practices to 
assist VIPs to obtain and retain employment in the general workforce. Such discourses are 
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initially transmitted through practitioners‘ professional education. It is also reasonable to 
investigate the construction of these discourses through the education of the agents of 
vocational rehabilitation practices, including discursive practices. It can further be 
assumed, in poststructural terms (see Section 2.1), that analysing such texts can reveal 
vocational rehabilitation participants‘ social identities and relations in terms of power. 
Practitioner-educational texts can also reveal a system of meanings and knowledge (or 
ideology) that guides practitioners in their rehabilitation practices (Fairclough 2001, 2003; 
Meyer 2001; van Dijk 2000; Wodak 2001).  
These analytical possibilities indicate that practitioner-educational texts can be discourse 
sites suitable for analysing how some vocational rehabilitation conceptual constructions 
and practices influence VIPs‘ employment opportunities. The methodology, research 
methods and procedures I used to analyse practitioner-educational texts are discussed in 
this chapter.  
This chapter begins with the research questions that, together with the research topic, 
determined my methodological approach. This is followed by a discussion of my selected 
methodology and my reasons for its use. The chapter goes on to describe other aspects of 
my research design, outlining their rationale and theoretical bases. This is followed by an 
outline of the methods I employed to conduct the research, the reasons for their use and 
their objectives. It then details the specific procedures I used, explaining how such 
procedures addressed research objectives and other methodological issues of the research, 
such as analysing a large volume of text data. 
Two key questions structured my study: One addressed the issue of how prevailing 
constructions of vision impairment influence VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation and 
employment opportunities; the other involved possible changes in vocational 
rehabilitation practices, aiming to increase VIPs‘ chances of employment. The first 
research question emerged from: (1) my professional experiences as a rehabilitation 
practitioner; (2) profiling VIPs‘ employment experiences; (3) my critical review of the 
literature regarding vision impairment; and (4) the identification of the dominance of a 
bio-medical approach in much of the international policy and research literature on 
impairment and disability. A basic supposition of my review of contributing discourses 
was that a bio-medically centred system of knowledge about vision impairment is a major 
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factor in shaping or structuring vocational rehabilitation knowledge and practices, and 
that this bio-medical construction can be identified through analyses of texts used in 
practitioner education. Consequently, it is reasonable to expect that such an analysis can 
provide some direction for change in VIPs‘ low rates of employment. 
3.1 The research methodology 
The methodology I employed to explore how VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation was 
constructed was a critical discourse analysis (CDA) of texts produced and used to educate 
practitioners employed in vocational rehabilitation services available to VIPs. In this 
section, I describe what critical discourse analysis is, my reasons for its use, and the 
framework I used in applying this approach to analysing practitioner-educational texts. 
Critical discourse analysis differs from other discourse analysis approaches (e.g., 
conversational analysis) in that it focuses on explicating implicit meanings in texts, and 
the ideologies contained in those meanings. Its explication of meanings includes discourse 
participants‘ social identities and relations, in terms of power, that are implicit in and 
enacted through texts (Fairclough 2001; Wodak 2001). Norman Fairclough and Ruth 
Wodak (1997) have stated that critical discourse analysis aims to: 
…make more visible these opaque aspects of discourse…[namely,]…the 
ideological loading of particular ways of using language and the relations of 
power which underlie them. [Then, to]…intervene on the side of dominated 
and oppressed groups against dominating groups, and…openly declare the 
emancipatory interests that motivate it. (pp. 258–9) 
Fairclough and Wodak's (1997) statement echoes Karl Marx's original conceptualisation 
of 'ideology' as referring to the ways in which the dominant or ruling classes controlled 
and positioned other social groups through predominantly unconscious, common-sense 
assumptions and ideas, enacted through discursive and other social practices (Marshall 
(1998, pp. 297–8). While Marx‘s concept of ideology relates it with the enactment of 
power and dominance, Tuen van Dijk (2000) rightly argues that various meanings have 
been ascribed to the term. For example, in scholarly discourses ‗ideologies can be used to 
refer to competing theories, while, in everyday discourses, it can be used to refer to the 
prevailing ideas of the time. Tuen van Dijk (2000, p.3) describes 'ideology' as commonly 
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defined as the political or social systems of ideas, values and practices of a group, its 
function being to organise or legitimate the knowledge and practices of that group. 
Fairclough and Wodak‘s (1997) statement implies that a principal function of CDA is to 
explicate implicit ideologies in discursive actions or practices in texts, relating them to 
social practices and events outside the texts. Fairclough and Wodak (1997) propose that 
discourse is constructed through implicit propositions in texts, which are taken for granted 
by participants and underpin the text‘s coherence. They also postulate that discourse 
participants are sub-consciously ‗subjected‘ to or brought into being through discursive 
and other social practices (Fairclough 2001; Meyer 2001). Critical discourse theorists 
argue that particular discourses embody particular ideologies or world views and that 
discourse helps constitute and reproduce social realities, including social identities and 
relationships (Fairclough 2001; Fairclough & Wodak 1997; Meyer 2001; van Dijk 2000).  
In addition to these explicatory and relational features of CDA, its interventionist or 
activist approach also distinguishes it from other modalities of discourse analysis. CDA‘s 
interventionist aspect was a major reason for my use of a CDA methodology for this 
research. CDA has been used by scholars to demonstrate the ways in which power 
operates textually to marginalise and subordinate a wide range of people (Fairclough 
2001; Meyer 2001). As Chapters One and Two showed, VIPs are one such group, as 
evident in their consistent exclusion from the general workforce. It has been argued that 
the adoption and application of CDA seeks to assist such groups to challenge their 
marginalisation and subordination by revealing factors that contribute to the construction 
of their social identities and relations with others, and exploring directions for change that 
can lead to their emancipation from their disadvantaged or dominated position 
(Fairclough 2001; Meyer 2001). 
My use of a CDA methodology in this thesis presupposes that: (1) discourses of VIPs and 
their vocational rehabilitation embody specific meanings, and possibly, the articulation of 
a particular ideology; (2) practitioner-educational texts not only reflect, but help constitute 
and reproduce implicit meanings and ideologies about VIPs, their social identities and 
relations with others; and (3) the language used in texts is a mechanism by which 
ideologically driven systems of knowledge and practices in relation to VIPs and their 
vocational rehabilitation are socially reproduced.  
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3.1.1 Applying critical discourse analysis to practitioner-educational texts  
Critical discourse analysis describes, interprets and explains patterns of implicit meanings 
in texts (Fairclough 2001, 2003; Fairclough & Wodak 1997; Meyer 2001; van Dijk 2000, 
Wodak 2001). In this thesis, I used Norman Fairclough‘s approach to CDA extensively to 
explore the political meanings implicit in texts used to educate practitioners involved in 
providing vocational rehabilitation to VIPs. Fairclough (2001) used a three-stage analysis, 
namely, a close analysis of texts, followed by an interpretation and explanation of those 
texts. 
Fairclough‘s textual analyses draw on poststructural and linguistic theory insofar as 
language is understood as significatory, constituting and being constituted by social 
practice (see Section 2.2). He also draws on Halliday‘s theory of Systemic Functional 
Linguistics (SFL) (1994), which posits that language is ideational, expressing ideas about 
the world; interpersonal, expressing identities and relationships; and textual, expressing 
values and beliefs (Fairclough 1992, 2001; Halliday 1994). Fairclough follows this close 
textual analysis of language in texts with an interpretation and explanation. Interpretation 
and explanation take the analysis beyond the texts, embedding them and their discourse 
practices as social practice. Fairclough (2001) also advocates analysing social practices, 
the aim of which is to uncover ideological and hegemonic effects (Chouliaraki & 
Fairclough 1999). In this thesis I used the term ‗ideology‘ in the context of the definition 
by Hodge and Kress (1993), who define it as: 
…a systematic body of ideas, organised from a particular point of view. 
Ideology is thus subsuming category which includes science…[and]… political 
ideologies of various kinds, without implying anything about their status and 
reliability as guides to reality. (p. 6)  
The function of ideologies, van Dijk (2000, p. 3) argues, is to organise or legitimate the 
actions of dominant groups. According to Fairclough (2003), ‗Participants‘ ideologies are 
important components of their social identities and relationships…because they guide and 
legitimate participants‘ actions and their interpretation of communications and social 
interactions‘ (p. 9). 
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Therefore, an ideological effect of texts, as instances of discourse, can be to sustain or 
change expressed or implied systems of ideas and values. Because ideologies are implicit, 
they need to be explicated through analysing textual features or patterns of language use. 
In addition to analysing texts for their implicit ideologies, texts can be analysed for their 
hegemonic effects. Hegemony has been used in Karl Marx‘s historical materialism, 
referring to the representation of the ruling class‘s interests as being the universal interests 
of the whole society. The interests of the ruling class can be represented through their 
discourses, and it is reasonable to assume that the ruling or dominant class in society will 
claim the right to speak publicly about social interests. I used the term ‗hegemony‘ in the 
sense of Gramsci‘s ‗cultural hegemony‘ (Marshall 1998, p. 272) to refer to dominant or 
ruling discourses and their implicit ideologies, such as a bio-medical ideology that has 
driven and shaped discourses of medicine and its allied disciplines. The hegemonic 
effects of medicine‘s bio-medical discourses can be seen in its colonisation and 
absorption by, and influence on, other social domains, through their discourses. For 
example, I discussed the embedded use of ‗people-first‘ terminology in Section 1.2 to 
maintain meanings of individual biological anomaly or deficit. In Chapter One, I also 
discussed the ABS‘s use of a bio-medical construction of ‗disability‘ in its national 
surveys of disabled people, and I interpreted a bio-medical ideology as the guiding 
ideology in Centrelink‘s Job Capacity Assessment. This procedure was used to classify 
job seekers as ‗fit to work‘ or ‗disabled‘ (see Section 1.0). Accordingly, the ideological 
and hegemonic effects of a bio-medical ideology are the broadening of its systems of 
knowledge and ensuing practices, which can lead to a domination of other discourses and 
social domains. These are the social effects that Fairclough proposes can be analysed 
through his model of critical discourse analysis. Therefore, Fairclough‘s three-stage 
model analyses discourses at textual (micro-social) and broader social (macro-social) 
levels. Although such an analysis has a clearly defined, rigorous framework, it has its 
critics. Slembrouck (2001), for example, proposed: 
Description, interpretation and explanation are also very much labels which 
denote particular types of research activity – customarily scaled from ‗lower‘ 
to ‗higher‘ level activities (‗description‘ as unproblematic, routine activity; 
‗explanation‘ as activity which is heavily invested with theoretical assumptions 
and ambitions). One of the problems with Fairclough‘s proposal may be that it 
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maps research activities on to social phenomena at different levels in a way 
which may well endorse such traditional associations: description is text-
oriented (micro), interpretation is oriented towards situated interaction (meso), 
while explanation is oriented towards the broader societal picture (macro). Of 
course, the higher-level appeal to social-theoretical traditions has been 
important in accomplishing a break with ‗descriptivism‘ and ‗autonomist‘ 
conceptions of language use (in which explanations refer to the language 
system), but it is also true that each of the three activities plays a role at each of 
the three levels and that one has to be wary of viewing even the most 
‗rudimentary‘ activities, say transcription, as theory-free. Can one describe and 
not interpret? Can one interpret interaction and not appeal to theory? (p. 42) 
Therefore, like all research methodologies, CDA is problematic in some way, and 
demands awareness of the dialectical nature of Fairclough‘s three-stage analysis. CDA is 
also an interpretative research approach, so is subject to the interpretations of the analyst. 
This means that this critical discourse analysis of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation does not 
claim to be objective, and that I freely concede that I, as the analyst, am also a producer of 
discourse, produced from a specific point of view.  
CDA also demands an adherence to agendas of emancipation and social change. This last 
demand is consistent with the principal objective of this research in relation to VIPs‘ 
employment opportunities. CDA is also an ongoing influence on all discourse analysis, 
stimulating attention to the influence of ideology, and its possibility of empowering and 
emancipating VIPs. This could be seen as the benefit of this research. Exploring the 
beneficiaries of this research takes us to the final stages of a critical discourse analysis. 
The final stage of a critical discourse analysis is thus concerned with the dialectical 
constitutive effects of both social practice and text (Fairclough 1992, 2001, 2003; 
Fairclough & Wodak 1997; Meyer 2001; Pomerantz & Fehr 1997; van Dijk 1997, 2000; 
Wodak 2001). Explaining the social practices that shape vocational rehabilitation 
practices, including their discursive practices, and the effects of those practices on VIPs‘ 
employment opportunities, was the key objective of this study.  
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To achieve this objective, I drew upon Fairclough‘s (2001) three-stage framework of 
CDA to analyse the systematic language patterns used to convey particular meanings, 
social identities and relations of discourse participants, their systems of knowledge and 
ideologies that reflect, constitute and reproduce vocational rehabilitation practices. As 
stated above, the data recovered for analysis were texts used to educate practitioners who 
work in the field of vocational rehabilitation available to VIPs. My rationale behind the 
use of these data was that to analyse discourses of VIPs and their vocational rehabilitation 
is to look at the institutional knowledge and the wider social knowledge about VIPs that 
may be produced and held in common among rehabilitation practitioners. A major source 
of such knowledge is the written texts of institutions from which rehabilitation 
practitioners are drawn. However, a limitation of analysing practitioner-educational texts 
is that it excludes consideration of the ‗consumption‘ of text. Fairclough, Wodak (1997) 
and other discourse theorists posit the idea that discourse is understood in the processes 
and practices of text production and consumption, of which the analysed texts are 
historical artefacts. Therefore, by analysing texts alone, I did not analyse any material on 
how the texts are read or used in classrooms or by practitioners, which is a limitation of 
this study.  
A key tenet of my analysis was that authors or producers of such texts exercise agency in 
using particular patterns of language from a range of choices available to them. 
Accordingly, a constituent part of the analysis involved explicating those choices, and the 
reasons for producers‘ linguistic choices. This critical linguistic approach proposes that 
there are implicit meanings in speakers‘ choices, of which they may not be aware but 
draw upon as ‗taken for granted‘ assumptions, such as VIPs are ‗unsafe‘ in the workplace 
because they are ‗blind‘. I chose to use a critical linguistics approach in this thesis 
because it can offer a model of language that includes attention to the relationship 
between the social and linguistic worlds, and, when used as a starting point for analysis, 
can more readily enable explanation of ideological leanings (Rogers 2002). 
It must be noted that the texts proposed for this analysis are institutional texts, produced 
for the strategic purpose of educating practitioners of disciplines allied to medicine. 
Consequently, they use language that makes meanings as ‗traces‘ of medical and other 
health clinic discourses (see Section 2.4). Words used to refer to ‗patients‘ and 
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‗practitioners‘ in clinical discourses signify participants‘ asymmetric relationships in 
terms of power. Such relational values implicit in discourse were a particular focus of this 
critical discourse analysis, which explored vocational rehabilitation participants‘ social 
identities and relations.  
And, just as participants‘ social identities and relations can be signified through lexical 
choices, they can be signified through grammatical choices. Grammatical choices can also 
imply ideologies that underpin and motivate linguistic choice (Fairclough 2001; Hodge & 
Kress 1993; Stubbs 1996; van Dijk 2000). In addition, text producers‘ structural choices 
can signify, together with their choice of topics, systems of knowledge. Thus, systems of 
knowledge can be seen to be ‗produced‘, and reproduced or changed through the topics 
text producers choose to include in their texts, and the ways in which those topics are 
presented. For this reason, and based on the premise advanced in poststructural theories 
(e.g., Foucault 1972), I use the term ‗text producers‘ to refer to authors of texts, who 
produce their interpretations of VIPs and vocational rehabilitation in their texts. 
My methodology assumes that text producers‘ linguistic choices can be central to the 
description and interpretation of texts. Underlying this centrality is the premise, in 
poststructuralist terms, that language is social practice, contributing to the constitution of 
social realities, rather than merely representing or reflecting them (Marshall 1998; 
Thwaite 2002). The idea that language is social practice or action presumes that context is 
necessary in some way to understand and analyse language (Pomerantz & Fehr 1997, pp. 
66–7). The idea that language as social practice is a major determinant of discourse is a 
basic tenet of critical discourse analysis (Fairclough 2001; Meyer 2001). This tenet 
enables analysis of discourse and broader social meanings through a close analysis of 
language (Fowler & Kress 1979). Fowler and Kress postulated that languages embody 
particular worldviews or ideologies. Their claim can be extended to varieties in language, 
that is, particular texts embody particular ideologies or theories, and the aim of critically 
analysing such texts is the critical interpretation of those texts: recovering the social 
meanings expressed in discourse, by analysing the linguistic structures in light of their 
interactional and wider social contexts. 
Van Dijk (1997) discussed critical discourse analysis in a context of research, describing 
it as ‗…a new cross-discipline that comprises the theory and analysis of text and talk in 
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virtually all disciplines of the humanities and social sciences‘ (p. xi). Van Dijk‘s cross-
disciplinary view of CDA endorses it as a legitimate research methodology to explore 
social problems such as VIPs‘ continuing exclusion from the workforce community. 
Researching how VIPs‘ workforce exclusion has been addressed by vocational 
rehabilitation practices was my objective in this thesis. Researching the work practices of 
one‘s professional group could be considered a sensitive research topic, requiring a 
research design that addresses sensitive issues, such as practitioners‘ lack of awareness of 
the need to evaluate their professional practices, or that there is a ‗problem‘ requiring 
examination. Whatever the reasons for analysing sensitive research topics, such an 
analysis should be sensitive to adverse repercussions. To counter this methodological 
research problem, I employed an unobtrusive research perspective to rigorously explore 
the research questions. In order to investigate my own and my colleagues‘ professional 
practices, I employed an ‗unobtrusive‘ research design (Lupton 1999). Unobtrusive 
research refers to research that is conducted through activities in which the group being 
researched is unaware of the presence of the research or the researcher(s). Unobtrusive 
research can be conducted by studying behaviours, objects or artefacts (Babbie 1995). 
This research studied written language in textbooks and journal articles, which are both 
behaviours and artefacts (Babbie 1995). Unobtrusive research also avoids having a 
‗Hawthorne‘ effect on research results (Babbie 1995), which can occur when the group 
being researched consciously or unconsciously alters its behaviour in response to the 
researcher‘s presence, through changes to their environment or relationships, such as 
being observed or, in some way, treated differently (Babbie 1995). A Hawthorne effect 
could occur if I were to conduct this research through direct observations of vocational 
rehabilitation practices or interactions. The possibility of such confounding was an 
influential factor in my decision to analyse practitioner-educational texts rather than 
transcribed observed interactions. Another advantage of an unobtrusive design was its 
avoidance of bias from self-reporting methods of data collection, which could occur with 
subjective interpretations or opinions. This is especially so with articulate, educated 
groups such as health-care professionals (Babbie 1995; Lupton 1999). Further, self-
reporting implies awareness of the phenomenon being reported. Critical discourse 
analysis explores implicit meanings in language, of which discourse participants, 
including the researcher, may not usually be aware. Nor may they be aware of how that 
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language subjects them to specific social identities, or of the role that ideology and power 
relations play in shaping discourse and other vocational rehabilitation practices 
(Fairclough 2001, 2003; van Dijk 2000). 
An advantage of an unobtrusive research design is that it is useful when researching 
sensitive topics (Lupton 1999). As discussed above, a critical discourse analysis of one‘s 
professional group practices could be considered sensitive research. Further, a critical 
discourse analysis could be construed as a criticism of practitioners‘ abilities rather than 
an explication of implicit meanings and the ideologies contained in them that determine 
practices. CDA theorists postulate that these discursive processes are often outside 
practitioners‘ consciousness or control, subjecting them and VIPs (Fairclough 2001, 
1992; Widdowson 2000).  
3.2 Researching sensitive issues 
In addition to regarding it as sensitive research, I argue that it is reasonable to consider a 
critical analysis of one‘s own professional practices as ‗insider‘ research (Babbie 1995; 
Fairclough 2001). Insider research refers to situations in which the researcher-analyst has 
membership of a participant or topic group of the research. That membership can provide 
cognisance of discourse participants‘ meanings, knowledge systems and practices, their 
social identities and relationships, their histories and their ideologies (Fairclough 2001; 
Gee 1999; Pomerantz & Fehr 1997). The position of the researcher is now widely 
recognised in the literature of discourse analysis (Fairclough 2001; Fairclough & Wodak 
1997; Gee 1999; Meyer 2001; van Dijk 2000; Stubbs 1996). Gee (1999) argues that 
having membership of particular discourses enables researcher-analysts to observe and 
interpret aspects of such discourses. In these ways, I argue, my experiences of discourses 
of health-care education and practice, VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, vision impairment 
and the workforce enabled me to observe and describe aspects of those discourses, and 
interpret them as would other discourse participants. However, my experience and 
knowledge as a researcher also enabled me to analyse discourse through a critical and 
theoretical perspective of discourse and language. To do so in this thesis, I drew upon my 
knowledge and experiences as a researcher, an analyst, a VIP employed in the workforce, 
as a vocational rehabilitation practitioner, a nurse practitioner and a social member. I 
drew upon all these knowledges and experiences to design and conduct this research.  
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In addition to all these considerations and experiences, my research design was, in part, 
prompted by the different knowledges produced by historical, narrative and empirical data 
I used to profile VIPs‘ employment experiences in Chapter One. Based on these different 
knowledges, and the research perspectives that produced them, I used both quantitative 
and qualitative research methods and procedures to closely scrutinise practitioner-
educational texts, as instances of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation discourses. Although I 
am aware that using quantitative and qualitative research techniques crosses the 
theoretical divide in regard to the epistemology of knowledge (see Section 2.0), I adopted 
the position that both quantitative and qualitative research create or ‗produce‘ various 
different knowledges about VIPs and their place in their society, and these different 
knowledges are part of discourses that contribute, in various ways, to VIPs‘ employment 
opportunities. That different knowledge is produced by different research data was 
demonstrated in my profile of VIPs‘ employment experiences (see Section 1.1). 
In addition, in this thesis, my aim was to draw upon the strengths of both research 
perspectives, namely, the reflexivity and explication of a critical discourse analysis, and 
the descriptive precision of quantifying actions and phenomena. I also aimed to reduce the 
limitations of both research methods, namely, the subjective interpretations in qualitative 
research, while complementing quantitative researchers‘ covert use of social assumptions 
to conceptualise and operationalise their research methods, with critical (explicative) and 
theoretical interpretations of their actions. For example, my profile and analysis of VIPs‘ 
employment experiences explicated survey-researchers‘ actions of operationalising their 
studies on a construction of ‗impairment‘ as biological deficit, which can be interpreted as 
meaning that such deficits are the reason VIPs are not in paid work (see Chapter One). 
My use of both qualitative and quantitative data to profile and analyse VIPs‘ employment 
experiences also showed the different research perspectives can produce different 
knowledge. The notion that knowledge is produced, is the epistemological underpinning 
of this thesis (Foucault 1972). However, I employed both research perspectives because, I 
argue, it produces a more comprehensive picture of discourse participants‘ knowledge, 
which, in turn, can indicate how their knowledge has, or can, change to increase VIPs‘ 
chances of being employed. 
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3.2.1 Researching change  
In addition to an unobtrusive perspective, I designed this study to identify how systems of 
knowledge, ideologies and participant relations were maintained or changed over time. 
The period covered by this study was the 20 years following the International Year of 
Disabled Persons (Gingras 1981). I selected this period because it heralded many changes 
for disabled Australians, particularly in the area of civil rights. The civil rights movement 
was followed by legislation that recognised disabled people‘s equal right to employment. 
Legislation governing the delivery of employment assistance services to disabled people 
was also enacted during this time (see Chapter One and Chapter Two). I considered this 
period of change for impaired people and their rehabilitation services an ideal time to 
explore how such social and institutional changes could alter VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation, and subsequently, their employment opportunities. 
The timeframe of the research also covered workforce changes, which trended toward 
temporary and casual work. As discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.5.2), decreased job 
security was enhanced by trends towards organisational and workforce re-structuring, 
based on a neo-liberal ideology of ‗democracy‘ in the workplace, where workers are 
included in every phase of production and distribution of goods and services (see Section 
2.5.2). My longitudinal perspective of this thesis was intended to identify how vocational 
rehabilitation managed these changes, and, in turn, VIPs‘ employment opportunities. As 
stated above (see Section 3.1), the way in which VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation enhanced 
their employment opportunities was investigated through a critical analysis of texts used 
to educate rehabilitation practitioners. 
3.3 Analysing practitioner-educational texts 
Formed when utterances about the world are constructed through interconnected 
sentences, texts can be analysed to identify assumptions about aspects of the world 
(Fairclough 2001, 2003). My text analyses focus on both text contents and the contexts in 
which they are produced, distributed and interpreted (Fairclough 2001; Stubbs 1996; van 
Dijk 2000). The term ‗text‘ in this study refers to written language in textbooks and 
journal articles used to educate practitioners employed to enact vocational rehabilitation 
practices with VIPs. Textbooks and journal articles are planned, edited publications used 
as authoritative accounts of institutional knowledge and practice, rather than spontaneous, 
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informal interactions or subjective opinions. As published texts, they are assumed to have 
completed processes of editing and publication, so that, as discursive events, practitioner-
educational texts analysed in this study reflect and help constitute discourse related to 
both VIPs and their vocational rehabilitation (Fairclough 1992, 2001, 2003; Gee 1999; 
Halliday 1994; Hodge & Kress 1993; Meyer 2001; Stubbs 1996; van Dijk 2000; Wodak 
2001).  
The position I adopted in this research is that textbooks used by university lecturers and 
others working in the field of vision and vocational rehabilitation to educate rehabilitation 
practitioners represent a specific system of knowledge about VIPs and their vocational 
rehabilitation. Practitioners are also educated through the use of journal articles, which 
claim to contain more recent knowledge and research areas considered appropriate for 
practitioners to follow (Swales 1990).  
As discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.1), journal articles can also be used to produce 
new knowledge and to educate health-care practitioners in that knowledge. Thus, 
discourse and linguistic theorists postulate that both textbooks and journal articles, as 
discursive events, can be interpreted as reflecting and enacting vocational rehabilitation 
participants‘ social identities and relations, and their systems of knowledge, and can 
reveal ideologies implicit in them.  
My analysis of practitioner-educational texts presumes they can be a site through which to 
introduce emancipatory changes to constructions of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, and 
subsequently, their workforce exclusion. To introduce emancipatory change, Fairclough 
(2001) asserts, 
…there must be people who have the theoretical background to enable them to 
act in this [emancipatory] way, as well as sharing the experience of the 
oppressed to a sufficient extent for them to be accepted as catalysts [of 
change]. Very often they will be educators in some formal or informal sense… 
(p. 194) 
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3.3.1 Methods used to select sample of educational texts 
To select a sample of practitioner educational texts for analysis, I selected texts from a 
cluster of texts used to educate rehabilitation practitioners (Babbie 1995, pp. 218–9). I did 
this because compiling a list of every text that could be recommended by every 
practitioner, educator and employer participating in VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation in 
New South Wales is not possible. Therefore, I selected texts from a cluster of such texts 
to gather, as far as possible, a sample of texts that I considered: 
* optimally reflected the population of texts used to educate practitioners working in 
vocational rehabilitation; 
* reflected the variety of disciplines from which practitioners working in these fields 
were drawn; 
* produced a sample of texts from which results could be generalised to a wider 
population of practitioner-educational texts (Babbie 1995, p. 317; Lupton 1999, p. 
453); and 
* avoided bias from analysing a sole text, or texts produced by a sole author, 
organisation or discipline (Stubbs 1996). 
 
As stated above, I selected a sample of texts for analysis from the list of texts 
recommended by university lecturers, research librarians, practitioners, their employers 
and those involved in educating practitioners working in the field of vocational 
rehabilitation with VIPs in New South Wales. Although most recommenders of the 
sample texts were located in the Sydney metropolitan area, my experience in the field 
informs me that most practitioners working with VIPs throughout New South Wales have 
been educated and trained in the institutions in which recommenders of the sample texts 
work.  
The procedures I used to select the sample texts were: 
* reviewing sampling methods appropriate to the objective, questions and design of 
the research;  
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* listing educational texts recommended in interviews and discussions with other 
practitioners in the field, research librarians, students and educators at universities, 
reference and service organisations that train and employ rehabilitation 
practitioners; and 
* selecting sample texts from the list of recommended textbooks and journal 
articles, based on their explicit titles and/or topic.  
 
I inferred the topic of each text in the sampling frame of recommended texts from the text 
title or explicit wordings referring to: 
* vocational rehabilitation available to VIPs; 
* employment of VIPs;  
* rehabilitation for VIPs, and its connotations, e.g., psychological aspects of 
adjustment to vision impairment; and 
* rehabilitation with disabled people generally. 
 
All texts about employment were selected first, followed by all texts about rehabilitation 
for VIPs, followed by texts I examined on the list of recommended texts for each topic in 
the order of priority listed above so that all were based around its ‗psychological aspects‘, 
and, lastly, rehabilitation with disabled people generally. I then examined the selected 
texts for the disciplines to which they belonged or through which they were produced. 
This second stratum in the sampling procedure was to ensure the selected texts reflected 
the variety of disciplines from which rehabilitation practitioners were drawn. This 
procedure revealed that no texts specific to my own discipline of rehabilitation 
counselling had been selected. A further examination of the list of recommended texts 
revealed that no rehabilitation counselling-specific texts had been recommended. I also 
omitted some texts by authors in the sample, such as two journal articles by Dodds 
(1993), because these articles did not address the sample selection criteria. Another text in 
the list of recommended texts was the DDA. This text was omitted because it has been 
discussed, in relation to VIPs‘ employment and the employment assistance available to 
them, elsewhere in this thesis.  
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In the text-selection procedures, I found that some disciplines had few or no texts about 
VIPs or their employment or rehabilitation services. In these cases, I included the most 
appropriate identified or recommended text on disabled people as a sample of that 
discipline‘s education about VIPs. The rationale for my decision was that VIPs are 
generally included in discourses of disabled people, for example, the text written by Wade 
(1983), an occupational therapist, who wrote about blind people as a specific disabled 
group (among many others) in Hopkins‘ (1983) edition of Willard and Spackman‘s 
Occupational Therapy. This textbook was recommended by occupational therapy 
practitioners and a research librarian as a seminal text in occupational therapy‘s graduate 
curriculum. The reason for selecting this particular text was to reflect educational texts of 
disciplines working in vision and vocational rehabilitation. As occupational therapy is a 
major contributor of practitioners in these fields, their educational texts had to be included 
in the sample to reflect practitioners‘ knowledge and practices. Other texts in the sample 
were produced by health-care practitioners working as practitioners, administrators, 
educators or researchers in the field, and were included on these bases. The texts selected 
are listed in Appendix B. The size of the sample, listed in Appendix B, was determined by 
the number of texts in the sampling frame that could be selected according to the above 
criteria and their word volume. 
However, analysing the contents of texts forms only part of a critical discourse analysis. 
As stated in Section 3.1, a principal function of a critical analysis of texts is to relate 
discursive meanings and action in texts to social practices and events outside them. Some 
critical discourse analysts postulate that discourse participants are sub-consciously 
‗subjected‘ to or brought into being through discursive and other social practices, which 
text producers draw upon to produce their texts (Fairclough 2001; Meyer 2001).  
3.3.3 Analysing social issues drawn upon in producing sample texts 
Therefore, my analysis of the sample texts began with an analysis of the production of the 
body or corpus of selected texts. This analysis included: 
* the time and country of publication; 
* publication type or genre; 
* the topic of each text;  
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* the size of each text (expressed as number of words); 
* who recommended each text; and  
* the demographic and disciplinary characteristics of text producers. 
 
The year and country of publication were included in the analysis to track changes in text 
content over time and place, while analysing publication type enabled tracking changes in 
language use between genres. Analysing the disciplinary backgrounds of texts producers 
can give insight into who is producing what information about VIPs and their vocational 
rehabilitation. Although texts produced by authors in some disciplines addressed disabled 
people generally rather than VIPs in particular, these texts were recommended as holding 
seminal positions in the field of vision impairment, rehabilitation or practitioner-
education institutions. Knowing who recommended what texts can illustrate the focus of 
particular institutions in relation to VIPs and their employment opportunities. For 
example, Allan Dodds has professional qualifications in psychology, has worked in the 
field of vision impairment research for some years, and has produced many journal 
articles and textbooks on topics of rehabilitation for VIPs. His disciplinary and research 
experiences suggest his texts are very pertinent to researching and teaching innovative 
and effective vision rehabilitation practices. Analysing different genres and producers‘ 
disciplinary context in this way allowed analysis of texts produced in the major 
disciplines working in the field. This, in turn, enabled exploration of institutional or 
disciplinary systems of knowledge and practices, revealing their underlying ideology, that 
have shaped and constrained VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation. Finally, as stated earlier, I 
inferred text topic from the title or explicit wordings in its purpose or theme(s). Themes 
were inferred from systematic activities in the texts (e.g., training) and the most 
frequently used words in each text. 
The richness and variety of the data in practitioner-educational texts demanded a selection 
of text examples rather than selecting one text from one discipline for analysis, as is the 
preferred method advocated by some discourse analysts. The richness of the data in the 
sample of practitioners‘ educational texts also reflected the variety of disciplines from 
which rehabilitation practitioners are drawn. This further illustrates the problem of 
selecting one particular text as a representative or pivotal text used by rehabilitation 
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practitioners, as advocated by some discourse analysts. Following the sample selection, 
my next problem was finding a way into this rich data source. I resolved this problem by 
using a computer-assisted text-analysis program, to provide a precise description of all 
wordings and their use in the texts. The methods and procedures used closely scrutinised 
the texts, in order to describe text producers‘ habitual language patterns and ways of 
representing VIPs and the practices enacted on them.  
3.4 Methods used to analyse sample texts’ content 
Numerous examples of linguistic properties are provided in the literature on discourse 
analysis for the analysis of text contents, in order to explicate their implicit meanings and 
the relationship between texts and social practice (Pomerantz & Fehr 1997, p. 71). Many 
of these were used in this thesis; for example, semantic meanings (Fairclough 2003), 
passive grammar (Stubbs 1996), modal words (Eggins 1994) and verb uses (Fairclough 
2001). My main objective in analysing the sample texts was to describe the patterns of 
language participants used and the meanings implicit in their preferred language use. To 
achieve this objective, I adopted the position that quantitative and qualitative methods of 
text analysis are dynamically related, the perspective used being determined by the 
research objective and the type of knowledge being produced by the current research.  
My objective in this research is to produce knowledge about the social construction of 
VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation by describing systematic language patterns in its 
discourses (Babbie 1995; Lupton 1999). Therefore, although critical discourse analysis 
belongs in the realm of qualitative research, as described above (see Section 3.2), I used 
both quantitative and qualitative principles to analyse and describe central and systematic 
use of properties in the sample texts. I used a quantitative analysis initially to identify 
patterns, and the extent or prominence of those patterns, in the characteristics of text 
production (as discussed above), and explicit vocabulary, grammatical and structural 
features used in the contents of the sample texts. 
I used a quantitative text analysis to more precisely describe and quantify what was 
overtly expressed in texts, such as what and how words were used. I also used it to 
determine the frequency of preferred sentence construction and connective devices. In 
doing so, I could describe the centrality or prominence of these linguistic patterns. 
Language and structural patterns in texts can reveal producers‘ cognitive habits and 
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repetitive actions, indicating, according to discourse analysts, their consistent ways of 
reflecting and constituting their views of VIPs‘ place in the world, and their relationships 
with other social members (Fairclough 2001; Gee 1999; Halliday 1994, 2005; Hodge & 
Kress 1993; Pomerantz & Fehr 1997; van Dijk 2000). 
In conjunction with the quantitative analysis of vocabulary I used in the sample texts to 
identify the extent and centrality of text producers‘ language patterns, I used qualitative 
research principles to explore and interpret the meanings implicit in their use. Further 
analyses of text producers‘ grammatical choices in sentence construction and connections 
were followed by my analysis of the ways in which text producers chose to structure 
larger sections of their texts, such as theme, rhetoric or purpose. I used these analyses of 
grammar and coherence to explore more subtle meanings, participants‘ implicit actions, 
social identities and relations. I also used text producers‘ systematic use of language to 
explore their systems of knowledge about VIPs and their vocational rehabilitation, 
expressed or implied in the sample texts. While I used qualitative methods to explore 
meanings, my objectives in using the quantitative procedures were 
* to describe producers‘ most frequent consistent wordings in terms of their 
centrality or prominence;  
* to describe relationships between prominent word use and processes of text 
production; and 
* to establish the presence or absence of a fundamental negative bias towards VIPs, 
as discussed in Chapter Two. 
 
Within the parameters of the last point, hypotheses tested by the quantitative analysis are 
that: 
1. text producers more frequently used negatively valued words to describe VIPs 
than positive words; 
2. negatively valued words were used to describe VIPs in all of the sample texts;  
3. negatively valued words used to described VIPs were not used with words 
describing or referring to work situations; and, lastly,  
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4. negligible changes in 1 and 2 have occurred over the 20-year timeframe of the 
research. 
 
3.4.1 Procedures used to analyse vocabulary in texts 
A. Data entry 
In order to meet my analytical objectives, the selected texts were entered into the 
computer as files compatible with the computer-assisted text analysis programme, 
TextQuest™, Version 1.2 (Klein 2001). This programme was used because it 
* quickly and quantitatively listed all words used in texts; 
* searched for and quantified specific text features in a large volume of texts, 
indicating frequent and recurrent word use in texts that may indicate recurring 
statements or themes, by showing co-occurring words and phrases; 
* enabled coding errors from tiredness or repetition, common in manual coding 
procedures to be reduced or eliminated; and 
* allowed repeated analyses of the data, and enabled efficient data retrieval and 
transfer of attested data (quotes) throughout and across texts (Klein 2001). 
 
TextQuest also produced a syntax file of commands that exported its results to the 
computer programme Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), Version 10. As 
explained below, I developed a syntax file to conduct a statistical analysis of the data 
collected through the TextQuest programme. This was necessary because a statistical 
analysis able to analyse the centrality, consistency or associations of words used in texts 
was beyond both a subjective observation and interpretation of critical readings of the 
texts, and beyond the functions of TextQuest. The available TextQuest programme was 
also limited to 100,000 characters, so each selected text was analysed separately, and its 
findings (.tab files) were merged for further analysis of the sample corpus. However, this 
limitation brought with it analytical advantages, allowing comparison of disciplinary 
differences in and between the text contents, and identification of changes in texts over 
the period covered by this research. Consequently, I electronically scanned and formatted 
each sample text for the TextQuest analysis. 
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B. Compiling word lists 
After the texts were electronically entered, my first procedure was to compile word lists 
of all words used in each text (.wb files), showing the number of times each word was 
used. My objective in compiling such word lists was to provide an overview of words 
used, and how frequently these words were used. The frequency or repetition of words 
used can indicate their prominence, importance or interest to the speaker. 
C. Compiling dictionary file for analysis of vocabulary in sample texts 
Following the compilation of word lists, I developed a dictionary file to enable the 
TextQuest programme to analyse the use of these words in the sample texts. The 
TextQuest dictionary (.dic) file searched for and quantified specified words in each text, 
the results of which were recorded in an output (.ta2) file. The word dictionary was used 
to quantify and compare word occurrence and use in the sample texts (Popping 2000, p. 
18; Stubbs 1996).  
To develop a valid, reliable analytical tool that avoided coding errors due to ambiguity in 
meaning and stylistic variation, I categorised words in the dictionary file (.dic file) and 
used TextQuest‘s delimiters to avoid counting words within other words, such as ‗lack‘ 
contained within ‗black‘ (Klein 2001; Popping 2000; Weber 1990; Stubbs 1996). 
Ambiguity in word meaning was more difficult to manage. Ambiguity (and word 
frequency) can be biased by negation in texts (Hodge & Kress 1993; Stubbs 1996). 
However, I did not eliminate words indicating linguistic negation (e.g., ‗not‘). This was 
because, linguistically, negation can be a form of modality or opposition, acknowledging 
that the original (positive) assumption exists. Its existence is acknowledged through the 
process of stating it is not so. For example, the sentence, ‗Similarly, some activities are 
not reliant on good vision‘ (Wright et al. 1999) negates the assumption that all activities 
rely on good vision.  
Another reason I did not eliminate linguistic negation was that it can also indicate 
negative descriptions and statements about VIPs, negative bias towards VIPs being a 
hypothesis of this thesis. Linguistic negation can also identify how a negative 
construction of vision impairment contributes to VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation and 
employment opportunities. In a poststructuralist sense, negation is an important aspect of 
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understanding meanings, and this perspective is used in this research. Recognising 
negative–positive binaries is a first step in Derrida‘s deconstruction process (see Chapter 
One). Deconstruction of a health–impairment binary was also central to my construction 
of the social model of impairment and the basis of the impairment–health divide in bio-
medical discourses (see Chapter One).  
To develop the dictionary file, I categorised:  
* frequently used words from the word lists;  
* focal words observed in repeated readings of the sample texts;  
* word meanings based on the hypothesis of practitioners‘ fundamental negative 
bias towards VIPs; and  
* words expressing binary opposites to negative representations of VIPs, as noted in 
my profile and analysis of VIPs‘ employment experiences (Davies 1994; Derrida 
1978; Thwaite 2002).  
 
I categorised such words according to whether their perceived negative value (depression, 
despair, low, suicide, unhappy) or positive value (happy, good, elated) was used in 
everyday language. Words in the word lists that have neither negative nor positive values 
(e.g., person) were also entered into the word dictionary as ‗non-valuing‘ words. This 
procedure was employed to avoid bias from identifying only negative descriptions of 
participants in the text sample, and to provide a comparative context to the findings of the 
quantitative analysis. 
In this way, I could analyse word categories attributing positive or negative values to 
participants by searching for (1) words describing their emotional states, (2) actions 
enacted upon or by participants, (3) cognitions of participants, and (4) descriptive words 
used to relationally position discourse participants. The conceptual basis of the category 
of cognition words was Tuen van Dijk‘s writings (1991; 1997; 2000) on the role of 
cognitions in discourse. He argues that cognitions are ideas or assumptions, not 
necessarily related to truth or evidential proof, but mental models that can have their basis 
in belief, knowledge or experience. Discourse theorists (e.g., Meyer 2001; van Dijk 1997, 
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2000; Wodak 2001) argue that personal or social cognitions are the link between 
discourse and social practice. Therefore, in this analysis, cognitive words are words that 
imply assumptions or mental models that are not necessarily fact or evidential truth, but 
that are used to socially position people. For these reasons, I added a category of 
cognition words to categories of other words used to refer to VIPs.  
I also used these categories of words to search for associations between their use and 
other words implying employment and rehabilitation, and producers‘ certainty or 
commitment to their statements (Appendix A). Thus, my conceptual bases for word 
categories in the dictionary file were: 
* negative, non-valuing and positive words used to describe discourse participants; 
* ‗work‘ words referring to employment; 
* modal words implying text producers‘ commitment or uncertainty about their text 
statements;  
* rehabilitation words, including words referring to training or behaviour changes;  
* words describing psycho-social aspects of rehabilitation or vision impairment; and 
* words connoting beliefs about, and help for, VIPs. 
 
Categories of words implying emotional, actional, cognitive and descriptive assumptions 
about discourse participants were developed to identify words indicative of social and 
personal assumptions and beliefs in discourses of VIPs, as discussed in Chapter Two.  
After I had compiled and entered the word categories into the dictionary (.dic) file, I 
repeatedly tested this file to identify and eliminate errors from coding or ambiguity 
arising from words within other words or repeated words in or between categories (Klein 
2001; Popping 2000, p. 18). I tested the dictionary file for coding errors to strengthen its 
validity and reliability, and piloted it with one of the sample texts. 
To provide further validity and reliability to the analysis of vocabulary, and to provide 
textual context to vocabulary choices, I produced concordance lines showing ‗key words 
in context‘ (.sis files) for each word in the dictionary file. This procedure showed the co-
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occurring words, revealing their contextual meanings. I conducted this procedure to 
exclude words that expressed a different meaning from that implied in the categories. For 
example, if ‗blind‘ was used to describe a window covering rather than eye function, I 
excluded that occurrence from the count of cognition words. Thus, concordance files 
showed how words were used, adding depth of meaning as well as reducing coding errors 
due to ambiguity, whereas the dictionary (.dic) and its output (.tab) files merely quantified 
word use.  
D. Statistical analysis of vocabulary in sample texts 
The above TextQuest analytical procedures of each sample text produced: 
1. a list of words used and their frequency, from which 
2. a dictionary file of words was developed, to consistently analyse all the sample 
texts; 
3. a concordance (.sis) or ‗key word in context‘ (KWIC) file of each word in the 
dictionary file (Weber 1990; Stubbs 1996); and  
4. an output (.tab) file for each text, which I merged to show: 
a. the production characteristics of each sample text, followed by 
b. its word count, and  
c. a count of each word category.  
 
I exported the merged output (.tab) file to the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 
(SPSS), Version 10 for the conduct of a statistical analysis of TextQuest‘s findings. I used 
SPSS to calculate the relative frequency of word categories, expressed as a percentage of 
all words in each text. It also calculated the distribution of their use in the texts. I used 
frequency and distribution procedures to track the centrality of key words in the sample 
texts and to detect changes in their use across text genres and the time period covered by 
this research. I used an SPSS correlation programme (Spearman’s rho correlation) to 
more precisely describe contexts of focal word use in relation to other words outside their 
immediate textual context. I used a context of correlating words, such as concordance 
lines, to add depth and precision to the meanings of focal words, indicating central themes 
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and implicit meanings in the texts. However, these quantitative and statistical procedures 
only provided a preliminary description of the vocabulary in the texts. 
E. Implicit word meanings 
While lexical choices can indicate meanings, I searched for evidence of institutional ‗talk‘ 
that could locate these practitioner-educational texts as examples of their institutional 
nature, described in Chapter Two (Drew & Sorjonen 1997, p. 97 ff.). Drew and Sorjonen 
(1997) argued that the institutional ‗voice‘ could be heard through the use of: 
* person references, such as the institutionally inclusive pronouns ‗we‘, ‗us‘ and 
‗our‘; 
* words that are ‗traces‘ of the institutional field or roles that note the prestige 
claimed by participants, such as ‗doctor‘ or ‗practitioner‘; 
* grammatical forms or features such as modal words, imperatives (‗you must‘) or 
conditionals (‗if …‘); and  
* institutionally specific references such as ‗patients‘ or ‗practitioners‘; these word 
‗titles‘ can also be described as ‗…orientations to the strategic purpose of 
utterances in texts‘ (Drew & Sorjonen 1997, p. 104). 
 
I used all these institutional cues in this analysis of practitioner-educational texts. This 
procedure was more a qualitative explication of meanings implicit in the vocabulary of 
the sample texts than a quantification, with such explication being based on discourse and 
linguistic theories. Explicating implicit meanings of other words systematically used in 
the texts also called on the principles of a qualitative analysis of the sample texts. 
Similarly, my analysis of grammatical forms combined quantitative and qualitative 
procedures. 
3.5 Methods used to analyse grammar in sample texts  
Although it involved some quantification to identify habitually used grammar in the 
sample texts, my grammatical analysis emphasised a qualitative approach to explicate 
implicit meanings and actions in text producers‘ grammatical choices. Grammatical forms 
can, therefore, be analysed to reveal ways of talking about and enacting vocational 
rehabilitation available to VIPs. In addition to explicating participants‘ subject positions 
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and relations, text producers‘ grammatical choices can reveal their ideological interests 
and their systems of knowledge motivated by those interests (Fairclough 2001).  
To describe such ideologies and systems of knowledge implicit in and enacted through 
text producers‘ grammatical choices was the aim of my grammatical analysis. More 
precisely, I aimed to describe ways in which text producers systematically constructed 
and connected their sentences. In doing so, my analysis described text producers‘ 
grammatical choices through which they encoded their ideologies and knowledge of the 
world, including participants‘ social identities and relations, in terms of power, implicit in 
their representations of the world (Fairclough 2001, 2003; Gee 1999; Halliday 1994; 
Hodge & Kress 1993; Stubbs 1996; van Dijk 2000).  
Representations of interest in this thesis were text producers‘ knowledge of vocational 
rehabilitation practices, the workforce and the social identities and relations of 
participants of those institutions. These properties can be analysed through text producers‘ 
representational choices, which are driven by their ideological interests or purpose(s) in 
producing their texts (Fairclough 2001; Meyer 2001; van Dijk 2000). Consequently, 
ideologies that motivate text producers‘ representations can be explicated through an 
analysis of meanings and actions implicit in their texts that were used to orientate and 
educate vocational rehabilitation practitioners.  
3.5.1 Procedures used in grammatical analysis  
I identified grammatical features systematically used in the sample texts through repeated, 
close readings of the texts, coding and quantifying them to determine text producers‘ 
grammatical preferences, and the functions implicit in their use. I discussed the 
implications of text producers‘ preferences according to discourse and linguistic theories 
(Fairclough 2001; Hodge & Kress 1993; Stubbs 1996). Grammatical features I analysed 
in the sample texts were: (1) sentence construction, (2) grammatical mood or the type of 
sentences constructed, such as declaratives, interrogatives or imperatives, and (3) text 
producers‘ actions through their use of tense or other modalities. 
A. Grammatical mood or method of constructing sentences 
Sentences can be constructed in three major ways: as declarative, interrogative or 
imperative utterances. Declarative utterances are declarations of what is, was or has been. 
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For example, Dodds (1993) declared, ‗As well as being depressed, many blind people are 
simultaneously anxious‘ (p. 36). Interrogatives are questions or inquiring utterances, and 
imperatives are orders or commands (Fairclough 2001). For example, Dodds said: ‗Tell 
them that you know best…‘ (1993, p. 30). These different ways of constructing sentences 
in texts can reveal text producers‘ intended speech function, such as declaring facts, 
making orders or demands, or asking questions (Fairclough 2003, pp. 115–8).  
B. Use of tense 
Text producers‘ use of tense can be examined to identify grammatical mood, as shown in 
Dodds‘s choice of the simple tense verb in ‗…blind people are also…‘. He could have 
said ‗…blind people might also be…‘, but preferred to use verb tense to imply a fact 
rather than a possibility (Stubbs 1996).  
The use of simple tense in sentences can also signal relationships between text producers 
and their readers (Stubbs 1996). For example, Dodds claimed the authority to declare to 
his text readers what blind people are rather than what they might be. This implies his 
certainty of his declarative statement, rather than expressing it as a possibility. In claiming 
his authoritative identity as information possessor and ‗giver‘, he implied that his 
relationship with his readers was one in which he had the right to impose his 
representations of blind people on others. 
C. Modality 
In addition to encoding relations between text producers and consumers, modality is an 
important text feature. ‗Modality,‘ according to Fairclough (2003, p. 217), ‗is a matter of 
what one is willing to commit to.‘ Modality in this thesis refers to the writer‘s authority or 
power along the dimensions of relational and expressive values, depending on the 
orientation of that authority. Relational modality refers to the implicit authority of one 
participant in relation to others. Expressive modality signals the writer‘s certainty or 
authoritative claims to the truth of representations of reality in their texts (Fairclough 
2001, 2003; Hodge & Kress 1993; Stubbs 1996).  
I interpreted both relational and expressive modality through the (respective) use of 
obligatory auxiliary verbs in the analysis of vocabulary in texts, and in the use of tense in 
sentence construction. Modal grammar can also be analysed to explore participants‘ 
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ideologies. The ideological interest implicit in relational modality is the claim of one 
participant group to enact its particular ideology on others (Fairclough 2001, 2003; Hodge 
& Kress 1993; Stubbs 1996; van Dijk 2000).  
D. Passive versus active grammar 
Constructing a clause as active or passive can be interpreted as a signal of text producers‘ 
intent, in relation to who is doing what to whom in their texts. One discursive intention of 
using passive rather than active clauses can be to express actions as events (Fairclough 
2001). I used this procedure to identify how actions in text were represented. Passive 
grammar can also be used to express opinions as objective facts (Hodge & Kress 1993, p. 
134). This was an important factor in educational texts, which claim to be repositories of 
facts for aspiring practitioners, those ‗facts‘ forming systems of professional knowledge.  
Passive clause construction can also be used to avoid mention of the agent or cause 
responsible for actions in texts (Fairclough 2001; Hodge & Kress 1993; Stubbs 1996). 
Swales (1990) argues that passive grammar has a widely reported usage in research 
articles, where their function is to create and convey knowledge through reports of 
‗objective‘ observations or ‗scientific‘ facts. Passive grammar is also typical in academic 
textbooks, where its impersonal expression implies objectivity (Hodge & Kress 1993; 
Stubbs 1996, pp. 140–3). I analysed ‗facts‘ in the sample texts to identify systems of 
knowledge in vocational rehabilitation discourses. 
Like passive grammar, agency is a linguistic device that can be used to control the 
visibility of actors who enact the actions in texts (Chilton & Schaffner 1997, p. 223; 
Fairclough 2001, pp. 100–1; Hodge & Kress 1993, p. 88; Stubbs, 1996). To understand 
the functions of passive clauses, commonly without agent, and nominalisations is to 
understand the significance of their use, which was my reason for analysing them. The 
function of a passive clause without an agent, commonly referred to as ‗agentless passive‘ 
(Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech & Svartvik 1985, p. 162 ff.), is to express text contents from a 
specific ideology to meet a specific purpose. As discussed above, practitioner-educational 
texts have specific purposes of presenting ‗facts‘ or specific ‗knowledge‘ as the ‗true‘ 
statements of representations of the world. To that end, the grammatical forms discussed 
contribute to expressing text contents as events or established facts rather than 
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assumptions, opinions or ideologies. Expressing utterances as factual truths also positions 
text participants, reflecting and enacting their relations in terms of power. 
Such positioning practices prompted me to explore the use of negative sentences in the 
sample texts that may not have been detected through specific negative words in the 
TextQuest dictionary files (see Section 3.4.1). In this study, ‗negative sentence‘ does not 
refer to linguistic negation, but to statements that implicitly or explicitly attribute negative 
qualities or identities to VIPs, thus testing the hypothesis that practitioners have a 
fundamental negative bias toward VIPs, as discussed in Chapters One and Two. Thus, 
analysis of grammatical features in the sample texts adds depth and rigour to the initial 
quantitative analysis of vocabulary.  
The grammatical features discussed above were analysed to explicate implicit meanings 
about text participants‘ social identities and relations in terms of power, and to explore 
how they were enacted through the sample texts. The grammatical analysis also attempted 
to identify how information was represented as necessary ‗knowledge‘ for practitioner-
readers. However, to comprehensively analyse the systems of knowledge and their 
underlying ideologies implicit in the contents of the sample texts, I analysed coherence in 
the sample texts, which has both local and global dimensions (Fairclough 2001; Stubbs 
1996).  
I used the term ‗local coherence‘ to refer to coherence or sense-making in texts, while I 
used ‗global coherence‘ to refer to how whole texts ‗fit‘ the world. Global coherence will 
be discussed below in Section 3.6, which deals with the second and third stages of 
Fairclough‘s framework of critical discourse analysis, on which this analysis is based 
(Fairclough 2001, p. 65). 
3.5.2 Procedures used in analysis of local coherence  
I used the procedures in this section to analyse local coherence, or how text interpreters 
could make sense of texts through the ways in which component parts of texts were 
connected or structured. Making sense of sentences can be influenced by the functions 
implicit in words and phrases through which sentences are connected. For example, logic 
can be implied through connecting words such as ‗because‘ and ‗in order to‘, while 
temporal words ‗when‘ and ‗after‘ can be used to imply consequential or sequential 
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events. Utterances can also be implicitly associated: ‗As well as being depressed, many 
blind people are simultaneously anxious‘ (Dodds 1993, p. 36). This sentence can prompt 
readers to infer that many blind people are anxious, in addition to being depressed. 
I analysed the coherence of whole texts through explicit headings and, where headings 
were absent or insufficient, the topic sentences of those sections. This sequential 
structuring of selected issues cues readers‘ sense-making or interpretations (Fairclough 
2001; Stubbs 1996). I used this profile of texts to analyse how knowledge was 
systematically structured to determine the overall topic or ‗point‘ of the text. For example, 
most journal research articles used a common sequence of headings (abstract, 
introduction, methods, results, discussion and conclusions). These explicit headings give 
little information about the topic being researched or the benefits of its findings. In those 
circumstances, topic sentences that clarified the contents of that section or paragraph were 
included in the structural analysis. 
3.6 Interpreting and explaining discursive construction of VIPs’ 
vocational rehabilitation 
I designed the text analysis outlined in this chapter to comprehensively describe the 
contents and production processes of a sample of rehabilitation-practitioner educational 
texts. My aim in developing that description was to enable such texts to be interpreted and 
explained as instances of the ways in which vocational rehabilitation available to VIPs 
can be enacted, as it would be by text producers and readers. Text interpretation is a 
matter of explicating implicit meanings in texts, which prompt those interpreting those 
meanings to decide to which discourse type texts belong, and which text interpreters can 
draw upon to make sense of those meanings. Sense-making is a matter of generating 
specific meanings to understand what is going on in texts, who is involved, the 
relationship between participants and how it relates to various aspects of the world 
(Fairclough 2001; van Dijk 2000). For example, as discussed in Chapter Two (Section 
2.3), the social and institutional implications of the word ‗practitioner‘ are traces of 
clinical discourses that prompt text interpreters to determine practitioners‘ particular 
identities and relationships with others (Fairclough 2001). In this way, expressed or 
implied meanings in texts are interpreted by both producers and their practitioner-readers. 
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Text interpreters can also draw upon ‗cues‘ external to the texts to explain texts in relation 
to the world. External ‗cues‘ can be physical settings, participant characteristics, 
equipment or circumstances of their interpretation (Fairclough 2001). Text interpreters 
also consider these external ‗cues‘ when deciding upon textual meanings, and the 
discourse type to which texts belong. Deciding to which discourse type texts belong 
contributes to ‗fitting‘ the texts to interpreters‘ institutional and social experiences. Thus, 
according to Fairclough (2001), interpreting and explaining texts in relation to aspects of 
the world is: 
…to portray a discourse as part of a social process, as a social practice, 
showing how it is determined by social structures, and what reproductive 
effects discourses can cumulatively have on those structures, sustaining them 
or changing them. (p. 135) 
I applied Fairclough‘s interpretative and explanatory objectives to explain enduring social 
practices or structures that determine discourses of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, and 
the cumulative effects of such discourses on VIPs‘ employment opportunities. Fairclough 
posits that text interpreters‘ background assumptions and experiences can mediate such 
enduring practices (or structures) that shape discourses. Discourses, in turn, contribute to 
sustaining (reproducing) or changing social practices. Such reproductions or changes are 
the effects of discourses (Fairclough 2001, p. 135). 
3.6.1 Procedures used to interpret and explain discursive construction of 
VIPs’ vocational rehabilitation  
Interpretative procedures are text interpreters‘ processes of drawing upon their 
assumptions or ‗background knowledge‘ or what Fairclough (2001) called their 
‗Members‘ Resources‘ (MR) to understand meanings in texts, in conjunction with the 
situations in which practitioner-educational texts are interpreted. In this thesis, I will use 
these same interpretative procedures, and my various experiences of being an experienced 
vision-impaired rehabilitation counsellor, familiar with workforce cultures and practices, 
to interpret meanings and any ideology-driven systems of knowledge and practice implicit 
in practitioner-educational texts. 
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The term ‗interpreter‘ used in this thesis includes text producers and readers, including 
myself as reader–analyst. Text producers interpret aspects of the world in their production 
of their texts. Text readers interpret producers‘ expressed or implied interpretations of the 
world in conjunction with meanings from other texts or series of texts, and the situations 
in which they interact with these texts (Fairclough 2001).  
For text readers to generate specific meanings from the ‗right‘ discourse(s), text producers 
must assume their readers share common experiences or discourse ‗types‘. Such 
references to shared discourses and experiences are in the ‗cues‘ or prompts producers use 
in text features, and the situations or purposes for which they have produced their texts 
(Fairclough 2001). Therefore, interpretation is not only a dialectical process between text 
content and context, but between reflecting and constituting meanings and subject 
positions between discourse participants, who transfer meanings and ideologies across 
discourses for strategic purposes. Thus, interpretation can be understood through three 
dialectically related interpretative procedures: 
* Interpreting a text‘s contents in terms of its overall topic or point, which, in turn,  
* assists interpreters to decide the type of situation in which interpreters are 
involved; and 
* decide the discourse type(s) of which the text is a part, and which interpreters 
should draw upon to generate their interpretations (Fairclough 2001, p. 121) 
 
As they do with ‗cues‘ in text contents, interpreters generate the meanings and global 
coherence of text from external factors, such as other texts, their physical settings, 
equipment, or properties of other participants. Interpreting the situation through external 
cues is also mediated through aspects of interpreters‘ MR, through which they ascribe the 
meanings to the current situation (Fairclough 2001, p. 123).  
However, when drawing on their assumptions and experiences to interpret texts and 
situations, interpreters also draw upon ideologies and power relations associated with 
those assumptions and experiences. Interpreters may agree with or resist those 
assumptions, ideologies and relationships, so that the reproduction or transformation of 
discourse is mediated through interpreters‘ MR (Fairclough 2001; van Dijk 2000). These 
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interpretative procedures or processes are significant, because they imply that 
interpretation is more than understanding the language in texts, i.e., that the knowledge 
and experiences interpreters draw upon from other discourses can also act upon the 
discourse by reproducing or changing discursive practice, such as its systems of 
knowledge, the power dynamics arising from that ideology and ensuing practices.  
These interpretative processes contribute to the effects of the dominant discourse in 
practitioner-educational texts. 
If interpreters can clearly and easily decide what is going on, who is involved and the 
relations between participants, according to a particular familiar discourse type, the 
discourse and its situation is normative or unproblematic and can be easily reproduced. 
Conversely, if the discourse in texts cannot be clearly or readily recognised, interpreters 
cannot draw upon clear-cut types of discourse or situations to ‗type‘ the text. 
Consequently, discourse and the current texts ‗miss-match‘, requiring interpreters to draw 
upon other knowledge or experiences, to creatively interpret and explain these 
problematic discourses and situations (Fairclough 2001). Such problematic discourses can 
constitute moments of dissonance for interpreters. Discursive dissonance can also occur 
when relations of power are destabilised, struggles between social groups become overt or 
ideologies are challenged (Fairclough 2001; French 1994). 
As stated above, the effects of discourse can be to reproduce enduring social practices or 
to transform them. Transforming social practice can be effected through transforming or 
reconstructing discourses that contribute to their constitution, and directions for changing 
discourse can be indicated by dissonances in those discourses (French 1994). The 
possibility of such changes in the construction of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation is the 
interventionist objective of this critical discourse analysis, which may then effect changes 
in social and institutional practices that determine VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation 
practices and, ultimately, their employment opportunities.  
Thus changing or reconstructing VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation discourses can change 
social practices, such as their exclusion from the general workforce. Social practices can 
be changed through changing discourse participants‘ systems of knowledge, which, in 
turn, can change the power relations between social groups. To uncover discourse 
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participants‘ social identities and relations, constructed in terms of the interests of the 
more powerful participants, can reveal these power relations. Explicating participants‘ 
subject positions and power relations can thus change social practices by changing the 
power dynamic in social/institutional relations (Fairclough 2001, p. 13). 
The power in practitioner–VIP relationships was one dimension of my explanation of the 
determinants and effects of vocational rehabilitation discursive practice in this thesis. The 
other dimension was the processes of social struggle between VIPs and practitioner-
carers, depicted through their histories described in Chapters One and Two. I investigated 
and explained both these dimensions in this thesis because they are related, the processes 
of past struggles having contributed to their present and future relations of power 
(Fairclough 2001, p. 138). 
While explaining the determinants and effects of discourse at the institutional and societal 
levels could easily lead into a detailed sociological analysis, an extensive social analysis 
was not my intention in this thesis. Rather, I focused on how vocational rehabilitation 
available to VIPs is constructed and on uncovering the determinants of that construction 
and the effects of that construction on VIPs‘ employment opportunities. 
As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, this research question led to another 
research objective, namely, seeking directions in vocational rehabilitation that could lead 
to changes in VIPs‘ employment opportunities. Therefore, institutional determinants and 
the effects of vocational rehabilitation discourses, particularly their effects on VIPs‘ 
employment opportunities, was the major emphasis in explaining vocational rehabilitation 
discourses. 
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Chapter Four 
Analysing Meanings, Social Identities and Relationships 
in Practitioner-Educational Texts 
4.0 Introduction 
The text analysis in this chapter was the first stage of a critical discourse analysis of VIPs‘ 
vocational rehabilitation (Fairclough 2001, pp. 21–2). It analysed productive aspects of 
the sample texts selected through the sample-selection procedures described in Chapter 
Three (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). Details of these sample texts, together with the 
educational and workplace institutions that recommended and used them, as important or 
pivotal texts to educate and train rehabilitation practitioners, can be found in Appendix B. 
This analysis of the contexts in which the sample texts were produced and used is 
followed by the results of my various analyses of text contents. My purpose, through 
these analyses, was to explicitly describe the patterns of language text producers used to 
express and imply particular meanings, particularly in terms of the social identities and 
relationships of vocational rehabilitation participants. These textual properties can, in 
turn, reveal participants‘ systems of knowledge, and any ideologies that may guide and 
motivate these knowledges. As discussed in Chapter Three (Section 3.1.1), in this thesis I 
did not analyse the ways in which practitioner-texts were used in practitioners‘ education. 
However, as described in Chapter Three (Section 3.3), I did analyse characteristics of the 
production of the sample texts. 
I followed that analysis with an exploration of textual properties through a series of 
analyses, each one analysing the texts at a different level (vocabulary, grammatical form, 
etc.). I conducted these analyses using both quantitative and qualitative analytical 
procedures, as described in Chapter Three (Section 3.4). The results of those procedures 
are presented in this chapter, as quantitative measures and textual contexts of text 
producers‘ seemingly habitual linguistic choices and habits, in regard to meanings they 
expressed and implied in their texts. Qualitative descriptions of vocabulary used to 
express or imply text participants‘ meanings are also presented, particularly in respect to 
their social identities and relations.  
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This chapter begins by describing some productive characteristics of the sample texts 
selected for analysis. To do so, I tabled the sample texts along the dimensions of (1) year 
and country they were published, (2) text type (textbook or journal article), (3) text topic, 
(4) word count, (5) institutional identities recommending the text, and (6) text-producer‘s 
name, sex and discipline. I then discussed the sample texts along these same dimensions, 
based on critical discourse theory that text producers interpret aspects of their world in 
producing their texts. My reason for analysing aspects of their production was to 
explicate, if possible, those aspects of text producers‘ worlds they are reflecting, 
reproducing or enacting through their texts, however unaware or unintended (see Section 
3.3). Chapter Three also described the procedures I used to analyse the contents of the 
sample texts through the major themes, vocabulary, grammatical forms and coherence 
used in them. In this chapter, I focused on the first of these analytical procedures, namely, 
test producers‘ vocabulary, describing their most frequent or prominent word choices and 
their less frequent word choices, through these analyses, and explicating implicit 
meanings in that vocabulary, particularly in terms of participants‘ social identities and 
relationships. 
4.1 Production of sample texts 
Using the sampling criteria described in Section 3.3.1, I selected for analysis 13 book 
chapters and 7 journal articles used to educate rehabilitation practitioners. As discussed in 
Chapter Three, the texts I selected were recommended by practitioners, their educators 
and employers as pivotal or primary texts used to educate and train those practitioners 
working in the field in New South Wales, where this research was conducted. I also 
selected texts to reflect, as far as possible, the disciplines from which most rehabilitation 
practitioners are recruited (see Section 3.3.1). For example, the texts by Trombly (1989) 
and Wade (1983) are primary texts, recommended and used by practitioners, university 
educators and librarians, to educate practitioners in occupational therapy, a discipline 
from which a large number of vocational rehabilitation practitioners are drawn. Similarly, 
I selected the two texts by Dodds (1993) from a seminal textbook recommended and used 
by the only vision-rehabilitation organisation offering disability-specific employment 
assistance to VIPs. This organisation used Dodds‘s texts to enhance its employed 
practitioners‘ knowledge and practices to assist VIPs to find and retain employment. 
These and other selected texts are shown in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Sample texts 
Year 
Published 
Country 
Published 
Text Type Chapter # Text Topic Word 
Count 
Recommending Identities  Author Author’s 
Sex 
Author’s  
Discipline 
1999 Australia Journal article N/a Research 1923 Employer & practitioners Keeffe et al. Female Visp 
1999 Australia Journal article N/a Research 1938  employer & practitioners  Wright et al. Female Visp 
1994 US Book chapter 2 Psychosocial 3694 University educator  Nowakowski Male Doctor 
1994 US Book chapter 1 Rehabilitation 4284 University educator Nowakowski Male Doctor 
1993 UK Book chapter 2 Rehabilitation 5788 Employer, employer & university educator Dodds Male Ahp 
1993 UK Book chapter 3 Psychosocial 7152 As above Dodds Male Ahp 
1992 US Journal article N/A Rehabilitation 5788 Employer & educator    
1989 UK Journal article N/a Psychosocial 4626 Employer, librarian & educator Richardson Female Visp 
1989 US Book chapter 21 Employment 9117 Practitioners & text author Allen Female Ahp 
1988 UK Journal article N/a Rehabilitation 2318 Employer and text author Trombly Female Ahp 
1986 US Book chapter 2 Psychosocial 6672 Employers James Female Visp 
1986 US Book chapter 22 Employment 8817 Employers Scholl Female Edu 
1983 US Book chapter 28 Psychosocial 13687 Librarian, employer & educator Simpson Male Visp 
1980 US Book chapter 8 Psychosocial 24627 Employer and practitioners Wade Female Ahp 
1973 Australia Journal article N/a Rehabilitation 3814 Employer Welsh Male Ahp 
1973 Australia Journal article N/a Employment 3440 Employer Pressey Male Visp 
1969 US  Book chapter 5 Psychosocial 1624 Practitioners, librarian & text author Smith Male Visp 
1969 US Book chapter 6 Employment 2001 Practitioners, librarian & text author Carroll Male Visp 
1969 US Book chapter 15 Employment 5868 Practitioners, librarian & text author Carroll Male Visp 
          
Note: * ahp = allied health practitioner; ** visp = vision impairment specialist 
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The table of the sample texts, showing some aspects of their production, suggests that the 
choice of texts to educate rehabilitation practitioners was influenced by some institutional 
and social practices.  
The year of publication given in Table 4.1 suggests that some educational texts have been 
used for many years, which may imply that their contained meanings are reproductively 
embedded in practitioners‘ assumptions about VIPs and their own practices. For example, 
Welsh‘s (1980) text was selected from the seminal textbook, Foundations of Orientation 
and Mobility by Welsh and Blasch, published in 1980. This textbook remains a seminal 
text for practitioners in New South Wales in 2009 (personal communication with Client 
Services Manager of The Guide Dogs of NSW, 5th June 2009). Welsh‘s text on the same 
topic, with the same title of Psychological Dimensions in the 1999 edition of this book, 
was identical to his 1980 edition. Likewise, Carroll‘s (1969) book on the meaning of 
blindness is another example of reproduced and enduring information. Carroll‘s text was 
cited by other text producers in this sample, and is still, according to library records, 
regularly borrowed by student-practitioners from university libraries in the twenty-first 
century. However, my critical reading of their contents revealed that the sample of 
educational texts did not appear to address the influence of Australian society, social 
events or economic fluctuations, as described in Chapters One and Two, on VIPs‘ 
vocational rehabilitation or employment opportunities. 
Listing the sample texts in Table 4.1 also showed that only 20% of sample texts (n=4) 
were produced and published in Australia; two in 1973 and two in 1999. I selected the 
two 1973 publications from a list of texts recommended by an employer of rehabilitation 
practitioners. These texts were conference papers that were used to educate rehabilitation 
practitioners. The two conference papers presented a history of vision services in 
Australia (Pressey 1973) and a discussion of motivation and mobility in relation to 
employment (Smith 1973). These papers‘ topics were selected because they most closely 
met my selection criteria for sample texts in Chapter Three (Section 3.3.1). The 1999 
research articles were based on data from the Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind‘s 
Employment Survey (Burgess 1998). However, these research articles reported the 
development of a tool to measure ‗handicap‘ from eye disorders (Keeffe et al. 1999; 
Wright et al. 1999). It can be argued that, although these articles were recommended for 
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this study by an organisation offering employment services to VIPs, these research groups 
chose to use data from a VIPs‘ employment survey to research the ‗handicap‘ arising 
from vision impairment. This choice revealed their institutionally preferred area of 
research, as much as it reported their findings. Other areas they could have researched 
from employment data were barriers to employment, VIPs‘ occupational diversity or 
opportunities, best practices in vocational rehabilitation, or gaps in services or employer 
attitudes to vision-impaired employees. However, they chose to develop a tool to measure 
individual ‗handicap‘. Their choice implies their institutional interests. Similarly, the two 
conference papers implied institutional interests through their descriptions of vision-
rehabilitation services and activities to assess VIPs‘ individual ‗motivation‘ in relation to 
employment. That these Australian text producers chose to describe services (Pressey 
1973; Smith 1973) and ways of measuring handicap (Keeffe et al. 1999; Wright et al. 
1999) implies disciplinary interests in Australian practitioner-researchers, particularly 
when compared to the number of texts about employment in their list of recommended 
texts.  
The remaining 80% of sample texts was published in the US and the UK, so may not be 
applicable to Australian rehabilitation and employment conditions or practices. The only 
disability-specific organisation offering employment assistance to VIPs recommended 
and used Rehabilitating Blind and Visually Impaired People: A psychological approach 
(Dodds 1993) as its seminal educational text. That organisation recommended four of the 
five English-published texts (Table 4.1), but did not recommend or use any texts 
published in Australia or the US, e.g., Hoehne, Cull and Hardy‘s excellent text, 
Ophthalmological Considerations in the Rehabilitation of the Blind, published in the US 
in 1980, or Foundations of Vocational Rehabilitation by Rubin & Roessler in 1973. 
Similarly, The Guide Dogs Association of New South Wales and The Australian Capital 
Territory recommended and used a US publication as its seminal practitioner-educational 
text. The particular choice of educational texts used and recommended by blindness 
agencies can be interpreted as meaning that it was influenced more by their historical 
institutional relationships than their evaluation of the knowledge needed by practitioners 
to work with VIPs. Like recommenders of the sample texts, producers of the sample texts 
could also be seen to be influenced by social practice. 
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The sample texts comprised two basic types of publication; educational textbooks and 
journal articles. Seminal textbooks about VIPs and rehabilitation can assume the authority 
of being the text in practitioner-education, especially when recommended by powerful 
discourse participants in academic or workplace institutions in educational or workplace 
settings. The second type of publication in the sample was journal articles, which were 
reports of ‗scientific‘ investigations in a particular field, as well as demonstrations of 
producers‘ credentials in research and the field of vision science. The journal articles were 
selected from five different journals addressing aspects of vision, VIPs and rehabilitation 
services to exemplify texts published in a variety of institutional journals. 
I selected the book chapters, according to the criteria in Section 3.3.1, from seminal 
textbooks recommended and used by practitioners, their employing organisations and 
academic institutions. Consequently, the sample corpus exemplified systems of 
knowledge and practices of vision rehabilitation informing and underpinning vocational 
rehabilitation. The sample was also selected to reflect the disciplines from which most 
rehabilitation practitioners were drawn, namely, medically allied disciplines and other 
‗helping‘ disciplines such as teaching, that have historically been employed in vision 
services, such as nurses, orthoptists, occupational therapists and psychologists (Table 
4.1). All texts had been published, which assumes completed processes of structuring, 
editing and locating their topic(s) in a body of knowledge about VIPs and their vocational 
rehabilitation. 
In listing the sample texts in Table 4.1, I explored where the texts, with their particular 
topic, were placed in whole textbooks. I did so because where a chapter is placed in a 
textbook can imply or infer the importance of its topic, or where that topic is situated in 
the body of knowledge about VIPs (Fairclough 2001, p. 93). For example, chapters about 
employment were invariably placed as end chapters of books (e.g., Carroll 1969; Holosko 
in Robertson & Brown 1992; Simpson 1986; Trombly 1989), while chapters about the 
psycho-social aspects of being vision impaired were placed towards the beginning (e.g., 
Dodds 1993; Nowakowski 1994; Scholl 1986). In these educational textbooks, chapter 
placement can imply or be interpreted as the importance or value practitioners should 
attribute to employment issues, compared to the psycho-social aspects of being vision 
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impaired. Text producers also placed chapters about VIPs towards the end of 
rehabilitation texts for disabled people (e.g., Wade 1983). 
Where chapters were placed in textbooks follows a recognisable pattern. The pattern, I 
observed in the sample of textbooks, was that each book started with a chapter 
conceptualising or defining its overall topic, such as a specific discipline (Trombly 1989), 
models of rehabilitation (Dodds 1993) or VIPs (Scholl 1986). This beginning chapter was 
followed by further chapters covering other ‗aspects‘ of the phenomenon being discussed. 
Each text continued to hone in on more specific aspects of its general or overall topic 
throughout the rest of the book. My experience of many such textbooks confirms this 
pattern. However, this pattern does not necessarily justify a pattern seen in the sample 
texts of all chapters about VIPs and employment being placed at the end of such texts.  
One reason text producers chose to place chapters about VIPs and employment at the end 
of books could be drawn from their limited social experiences with VIPs, or could reflect 
their focus on bio-medically oriented practices of assessing and intervening, as occurs in 
medicine, psychology and other practices in medical texts and discourses. Other 
institutional texts, such as consecutive SDACs produced by the ABS, indicate that this 
government bureaucracy does not construct employment as a core activity in disabled 
people‘s lives. Chapter placement may also reflect text producers‘ knowledge about 
employment and their assumptions about VIPs‘ employability. Yet another influence on 
placing employment topics towards the end of educational textbooks could be that text 
producers and/or their editors are not aware of the significance of employment or 
effective employment-assistance practices as an important topic in VIPs‘ social inclusion. 
The overall topic or point of a text, in this thesis, referred to a summary of its themes or 
topics (Fairclough 2001, p. 133). I determined the text‘s topic from the topic stated or 
implied in the title and from key words used in the text. For example, I inferred that the 
topic of Psychosocial Dimensions (Welsh 1980) is as stated, and Models of Rehabilitation 
(Dodds 1993) could reasonably be about rehabilitation models. Table 4.1 shows that there 
were more texts with psycho-social topics than any other, and Table 4.1 shows that the 
number of texts about employment decreased over time (1981–2000), while the number 
of psycho-social texts remained constant, and texts about rehabilitation increased. That 
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trend occurred during a period when the DSA and the DDA were enacted (see Section 
1.0). 
The increasing number of ‗rehabilitation‘ texts may be a consequence of the legislative 
changes, as many service producers had to change their method of service delivery to 
comply with new legal obligations. A decrease in texts on employment during the same 
period could also be due to market changes, because, as described in Chapter Two 
(Section 2.5.2), the period from 1981 to 2000 saw an increase in the information and 
service industry, a decrease in the manufacturing industry, and changes in workplace 
culture and practices, including the health and welfare industry (Gee et al. 1996; Williams 
& Thorpe 1992). However, text producers could not draw on Australian social or 
institutional situations or practices to produce their texts because they were produced in 
other countries, the majority in earlier years. However, text producers did seem to draw 
on other social and institutional practices, such as gendering and disciplinary practices, 
even though they may not have been aware of their actions of drawing on these practices. 
I analysed text producers‘ sex and disciplines to explore whether they influenced the type 
or contents of texts produced. Some social analysts argue that work is distributed 
according to a person‘s sex; men generally having dominant roles, while women have 
supporting roles (Connell 2002; Fairclough 2001, pp. 164; Russell & Schofield 1986, pp. 
83–5; Williams & Thorpe 1992, pp. 57–87). 
Gendering processes appeared to influence who produced which types of texts. Men 
produced 85% of book chapters (n=11) and 60% of the total sample texts. Table 4.1 
shows that men produced most ‗employment‘ texts (n=4, 80%). Women produced 
shorter, exploratory journal articles. The only articles not produced by women were the 
two published conference papers about employment and other vision-services, and both of 
those male producers held key positions in their respective organisations. Women 
produced 71% of journal articles (n=5), as well as the only two collectively produced 
texts. Gendering in text production is significant in this research in that it reveals that text 
producers/practitioners enacted gendering practices of their community, in addition to 
their disciplinary roles.  
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Just as I identified text producers‘ sex through their stated or interpreted names in their 
texts, I identified text producers‘ disciplinary backgrounds and experience in vision-
rehabilitation through their stated biographical details in their texts (e.g., Scholl 1986; 
Simpson 1986; Wade 1983; Welsh 1980). I investigated text producers‘ disciplinary 
backgrounds based on the argument that text producers, in various ways, draw upon their 
background knowledge and experiences, or MR, to produce their texts. Their MR can 
reveal text producers‘ disciplinary orientation and knowledge systems about VIPs and 
their employment experiences, which they draw upon in producing their texts (Fairclough 
1992, 2001, 2003; Gee 1999; Pomerantz & Fehr 1997). My decision to explore text 
producers‘ disciplines was based on the argument that disciplinary orientation could 
influence text producers‘ choice of topic, the orientation of that topic to their disciplinary 
knowledge and experiences (Fairclough 2001, pp. 21–2; Gee 1999, pp. 6–7). 
However, some text producers only stated their highest qualification, such as PhD, 
leaving readers, including myself, to infer their disciplinary credentials from their 
language and text topics. I categorised sample text producers with unknown disciplines as 
vision specialists (visp) in Table 4.1. Fifty percent (n=8) of text producers were 
categorised as vision specialists. Table 4.1 shows that the eight vision specialists 
produced half (n=10) of the sample texts. Their stated qualifications indicate that 
producers have research backgrounds. However, their vocabulary suggests medically 
allied knowledge systems and practices.  
Practitioners from a variety of disciplines produced texts about psycho-social aspects of 
being vision impaired. Producers of psycho-social texts were from ophthalmology 
(Nowakowski 1994), psychology (Dodds 1993; Welsh 1980), nursing (Allen 1989) and 
the clergy (Carroll 1969). I observed a similar disciplinary diversity among 
‗rehabilitation‘ texts (Dodd 1993; James 1988; Nowakowski 1994; Pressey 1973; 
Richardson 1993), and employment (Carroll 1969; Holosko 1992; Simpson 1986; Smith 
1973; Trombly 1989). That variation in text producers‘ disciplines, and my knowledge as 
a rehabilitation counsellor of the scope of their disciplinary knowledge, suggests that 
producers were drawing upon a variety of assumptions or knowledge sources apart from 
their disciplinary knowledge and experience. 
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My professional knowledge and my analysis of the sample texts‘ production revealed that 
many practitioners from disciplines that do not have a specific psycho-social orientation 
decided to write about such matters. However, this was not my only reason for including 
the length or size of texts. Listing the sample texts showed that the psychological aspects 
of being vision impaired was the main topic in the sample texts, based on the number of 
texts with this topic, and their length.  
The variation in text length was problematic to me when comparing the text producers‘ 
apparent habitual language patterns, because longer texts could contain a higher 
frequency of particular words. This could also be a problem when comparing language 
patterns between texts. I resolved this problem by reporting frequency as a relative 
frequency or percentage of a text‘s total number of words, or of the sample corpus 
(Krippendorff 1980, p. 109; Stubbs 1996). Reporting language use as a percentage of the 
total sample enabled me to estimate the prominence of key words in practitioners‘ 
educational texts. I used this procedure to report key words or other text features (Stubbs 
1996; Krippendorff 1980; Weber 1990). This logistical conclusion was not the only 
conclusion I drew from this analysis of the sample texts‘ production. 
Another conclusion was that text producers were constrained through social practice. 
These constraints were evident in the types of texts women produced (journal articles) 
compared to men, who tended to write textbook chapters. Another social practice 
constraining text producers was producers‘ orientation to bio-medically centred topics, 
illustrated in Table 4.1 and in the above discussion of the texts, e.g., Keeffe et al. (1999) 
and Wright et al. (1999). I also inferred a bio-medical orientation through the most 
prominent topic of psycho-social aspects of being vision impaired, which implies 
practitioners drew upon (psychological) meanings in other disciplinary discourses, while 
being ideologically oriented and constrained in their institutional subjectivity. I explored 
some of these constraints, identities and relationships further through the analyses of 
themes in the sample texts, and the vocabulary used by text producers.  
4.2 Themes in sample texts 
My first step in analysing meanings, identities and relations expressed or implied in the 
sample texts was to analyse general themes through which their topics were expressed 
(Fairclough 2001). I analysed text themes through the two procedures described in 
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Chapter Three (Section 3.4). The first was identifying activities in main clauses of 
sentences, expressed through verbs, or verb phrases, that described what was going on, 
who was involved in those actions and the purpose of those activities (Fairclough 2001, p. 
123). I used the term ‗activity‘ in this thesis to refer to actions performed, for example, as 
in the following sentence: ‗The only role the occupational therapists have at this stage of 
vocational rehabilitation is to evaluate the patient‘s need or design for the necessary 
adaptations that the person will need to do the job for which he is training‘ (Trombly 
1989, p. 448). 
In Trombly‘s sentence, the actions were evaluating need or designing adaptations, so I 
inferred that the theme of that sentence, based on the actions in it, was the occupational 
therapists‘ action (role) of evaluating and adapting. The occupational therapy practitioner 
was the person doing or enacting these activities upon ‗the patient‘. Through describing 
activities in sentences in the thematic analysis, I identified participants involved in 
activities and their relationship. I categorised activities and relationships through the way 
in which actions were enacted, which, in turn, revealed that the relationship between 
practitioner and ‗patient‘ was asymmetric, in terms of who performed the activity and 
who chose the type of activity performed. Practitioners were also represented as having 
the right (power) to assume that ‗patients‘ have ‗needs‘, which the practitioner can meet. 
It could also be assumed that practitioners control the talk through which they acted upon 
‗patients‘. Such asymmetrical relationships, in poststructural terms, subject participants to 
specific positions, as discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.2). However, analysing 
activities in sentences was not the only procedure I used to determine the most frequent 
themes. 
The second procedure I used to identify text themes was identifying the most frequently 
used words in each text, which signalled who or what was regularly foregrounded in texts 
(Fairclough 2001). Klaus Krippendorff (1980) and Teun van Dijk (1991, 1997) argue that 
people most frequently talk about issues they consider most important to them. This 
argument implies that the most frequent themes and words used in the sample texts were 
of most importance to their producers. The most frequently used words in the texts were 
also prominent in their titles. This was the case with Carroll (1969), Dodds (1993), Keeffe 
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et al. (1999), Richardson 1993) and Wright et al. (1999). Table 4.2 shows the results of 
my thematic analysis procedures.  
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Table 4.2 Year of publication & text topic by main theme and ten most frequently used words  
Year of Publication Text Topic by Main Theme Ten Most Frequently Used Words 
1999 Research Measuring level of handicap and loss from 
vision impairment  
46 vision, 21 items, 19 impairment, 17 people, 17 handicap, 16 loss, 12 IVI, 10 rehabilitation, 
10 degree, 9 significant 
1999 Research Measure of handicap from vision impairment 47 vision, 35 impairment, 22 people, 18 Difficulty, 15 disability, 14 activities, 13 study, 12 visual, 11 
participants, 10 handicap, 10 blind  
1994 Rehabilitation Incidence of sight loss in populations 71 vision, 69 visual, 67 blindness, 39 impairment, 36 acuity, 26 loss, 22 legal, 22 eye, 22 age, 18 study 
1994 Psychosocial Assumptions about & management of vision loss  As above 
1993 Rehabilitation Rehabilitation theory and practitioners‘ role 79 people, 77 client, 53 rehabilitation, 50 blind, 43 loss, 40 training, 37 sight, 31 feelings, 26 depression, 
25 need 
1993 Psychosocial Psychological dimensions of sight loss and 
models of adjustment to same 
as above 
1993 Rehabilitation Classifying changes in activities 55 work, 48 change, 29 class, 17 worker, 17 Use, 14 workplace, 14 case, 13 tasks, 12 equipment, 11 
vision  
1992 Employment Impact of disability and practitioners‘ role 63 unemployed, 49 client, 46 work, 40 persons, 38 counsellors, 32 social, 22 family, 20 disability, 18 
assessment, 17 support 
1989 Psychosocial Meaning of vision impairment  82 impairment, 70 visual, 36 meaning, 25 informant, 22 loss, 21 study, 18 process, 18 life, 16 adjustment, 
15 new 
1989 Employment Practitioners‘ skills and tools  138 work, 73 job, 42 person, 35 worker, 31 occupational, 31 disabled, 31 ability, 30 training, 29 tasks, 27 
skills  
1988 Rehabilitation Practitioner training curriculum 36 training, 27 course, 26 rehabilitation, 25 worker, 14 specialist, 14 impaired, 13 visually, 13 skills, 12 
hours, 12 agencies  
1986 Psychosocial Meaning of visual handicap 86 handicapped, 84 visual, 79 blind, 70 career, 60 school, 58 persons, 57 development, 56 skills, 56 
children, 50 begins 
1986 Employment Practitioners‘ role in transition from school to 
work 
72 personal, 70 career, 57 development, 54 skills, 50 begins, 44 school, 40 community, 36 students, 34 
work, 31 rehabilitation 
1983 Psychosocial Assessing VIPs‘ needs and training with aids 99 blind, 61 persons, 51 client, 45 Occupational, 40 use, 34 visual, 33 therapist, 30 need, 28 development, 
27 vision 
1980 Psychosocial Psychological reaction to sight loss 122 client, 97 person, 87 mobility, 69 anxiety, 55 specialist, 30 situation, 30 impaired, 28 motivation 27 
training, 26 visually 
1973 Rehabilitation Rehabilitation goals 118 blind, 57 rehabilitation, 25 Australia, 20 Royal, 18 centre, 17 training, 17 society, 17 foundation, 15 
services, 13 persons 
1973 Employment Meaning of employment 29 individual, 24 job, 22 person, 18 blind, 17 client, 13 well, 12 work, 12 instructor, 11 skills, 11 
particular 
1969 Psychosocial Loss of appreciation from loss of sight 63 loss, 62 work, 62 job, 60 blinded, 55 person, 39 sight, 38 rehabilitation, 28 blindness, 28 training, 25 
security, 23 financial 
1969 Employment Loss of activities & finances  
1969 Employment Vocational rehabilitation strategies  
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The most frequent theme in the sample texts was the assessment and measurement of 
‗loss‘ or ‗handicap‘. Forty-five percent (n=9) of the sample texts had an overall theme of 
practitioners‘ role or activities, while half the sample texts‘ main themes foregrounded 
being vision impaired as a negative value of ‗loss‘, ‗blindness‘, ‗impairment‘ or 
‗handicap‘. These words were the words most frequently listed among the 10 most 
frequently found words in texts. 
The two thematic analytical procedures revealed that these two themes were consistent 
across both textbook chapters and journal articles (Fairclough 1992, pp. 84–5; Meyer 
2001, p. 83). For example, the word ‗loss‘ was systematically used with ‗vision‘, ‗sight‘ 
and other words by Allen (1989), Carroll (1969), Dodds (1993), Keeffe et al. (1999) and 
Nowakowski (1994) to describe VIPs. The consistent theme of ‗loss‘ was extended to 
other forms of ‗loss‘ by Carroll (1969), who used it to describe VIPs‘ loss of appreciation 
of beauty, loss of activities, financial security, job and career. Carroll‘s book theme of 
‗loss‘ was cited by Allen (1989), Dodds (1993), Nowakowski (1994), Welsh (1980), and 
the book containing Holosko‘s (1992) text on unemployment. These texts cited Carroll‘s 
text on ‗loss‘ to validate their statements about sight or vision ‗loss‘. How the concept of 
diverse eye function as ‗loss‘ was transferred to or absorbed by other discourses, such as 
scientific discourses, could be inferred through the data (Australian Bureau of Statistics 
1999, 2003; Leonard 2002) used to profile VIPs‘ employment experiences in Chapter One 
(Section 1.1).  
Thus, through analysing themes using these procedures, it can be interpreted that 
practitioners‘ actions of assessing and measuring VIPs‘ vision ‗loss‘ was the dominant 
theme in the sample texts. Implicit meanings could also be inferred through those themes, 
along with their use in other institutional discourses. The bio-medical meaning of vision 
impairment as ‗loss‘ in text themes indicates that practitioner-educational texts, and their 
subsequent rehabilitation practices, are constrained to a focus on individual deficit or 
‗loss‘. 
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4.3 Meanings expressed through key words in sample texts  
In this thesis, I argue that meaning is derived not only from individual words, but also 
from frequent and consistent use of words, which produces repetition and consistency in 
word choice. Such choices are used to construct and maintain meanings and social 
realities (Halliday 2005, p. 92; Stubbs 1996, p. 89). Repetition can reinforce and 
reproduce meanings and develop semantic habits or habitual ways of thinking and 
speaking, which are then expressed in systematic tendencies or the probability of 
selecting meanings. Therefore, meanings in texts can be conveyed not only through 
meanings of individual words, but through the frequency and consistency of their use, 
their collocation and correlation with other wordings (Fairclough 2001, pp. 93–4; 
Halliday 2005, p. 64; Krippendorff 1980; Stubbs 1996, p. 90 & pp. 152–3). Such 
systematic language patterns embed specific word-meanings in discourse and social 
practice. Describing systematic patterns of word use in the sample texts was my objective 
of this analysis of meanings. I explored systematic meanings in texts through text 
producers‘ key words. Key words can also contribute to describing participants‘ social 
identities and their relations with other participants, as exemplified in Trombly‘s sentence 
above. 
I analysed key words using the dictionary file in the TextQuest computer program 
described in Chapter Three (Section 3.4) (Klein 2001), then contextualised key words 
through TextQuest‘s concordance line files, and analysed their associated use with other 
words through Spearman’s rho correlation procedure. I used Spearman’s rho to explore 
associations between words used and the statistical strength of those associations. The 
statistical strength of correlating words refers to the probability that words were 
associated with each other by chance. This thesis used a level of probability of one chance 
in one thousand (1:1000) that word association ‗just happened‘ (Babbie 1995). The 
correlation matrix of key wordings in the sample texts is shown in Appendix C. 
I used the key word analysis to explore the texts for text producers‘ key or focal words, 
and their expressed values (positive to negative), in addition to non-valuing words, as 
discussed in Chapter Three (Section 3.4.2). Key words found through this analysis 
included: 
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* ‗person‘ and ‗client‘, as the main non-valuing descriptive words which were most 
frequently used; 
* ‗blind‘, ‗impair‘ and ‗loss‘ were the key cognition words; 
* ‗work‘ and ‗job‘ were the main ‗work‘ words used in texts; 
* ‗anxiety‘ and ‗low‘ were key negative-emotion words; and 
* key modal words ‗will‘, ‗must‘, ‗may‘ and ‗but‘ were used to encode text 
producers‘ commitment to their statements in their texts. 
 
Although reported much less frequently or prominently than the above key words, the 
words ‗able‘ and ‗good‘ were the most frequently used words to express positive emotion 
in the sample texts. The total count for ‗able‘ was only 73 occurrences, and for ‗good‘ 
there were only 53 occurrences in a sample corpus of 121,231 words. The scant use of 
‗able‘ and its other word forms, such as ‗ability‘, is significant in discourses that purport 
to ‗enable‘ people to participate in the community.  
4.3.1 Key words: their use and meanings 
The most frequently used words in the sample texts were categories of (a) non-valuing 
description words such as ‗person‘, (b) negative-value cognition words such as ‗blind‘, 
and (c) emotion words expressing both negative and positive values. Negative values 
were consistently used to describe VIPs, with that use established through the collocation 
and correlation procedures. Similarly, positive emotion words were used to describe 
practitioners and their activities. The relative frequency of each word category in the 
sample corpus is shown in Table 4.3.  
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Table 4.3 Category of search entries by percentage of words in sample corpus  
Category  Relative Frequency of Occurrence 
 Negative-value 
Words 
% 
Neutral-value 
Words 
% 
Positive-value 
Words 
% 
Total 
 
% 
Emotion words 0.62 0.46 0.62 1.70 
Action words  0.15 0.51 0.21 0.87 
Cognition words 1.77 0.58 0.39 2.94 
Description words 0.88 1.90 0.19 2.97 
Belief words    0.24 
Help words    0.44 
Imperative (modal) words    0.81 
Qualifying (modal) words    0.83 
Work words    1.34 
Psychology words    0.42 
Behaviour words    0.32 
Teaching words    0.53 
‗Rehabilitation‘    0.28 
 
Table 4.3 includes summed relative frequencies for negative-value, neutral-value and 
positive-value word categories of emotion, action, cognition and description words in the 
sample corpus. Those words had the highest relative frequencies in the sample corpus, 
followed by ‗work‘ words. Table 4.3 shows a higher frequency of negative words 
compared with positive words (average of 3.43% compared with 2.41%). This table also 
shows that words describing personal qualities were used much more frequently than 
‗work‘ words or any other group of words signalling, for example, rehabilitation. This 
linguistic practice could reflect the greater number and length of psycho-social texts 
compared with employment texts in the sampling frame of recommended texts used to 
train vocational rehabilitation practitioners (Table 4.1). Since words used to describe VIPs 
were the most frequently used words in the sample, these will be discussed in order of 
their relative frequencies. 
A. Description words 
Table 4.3 shows that words categorised as neutral or non-value description words (person, 
people, client, patient, they, them, consumer) had the highest relative frequency in the 
sample corpus. I measured the consistency of their use throughout the sample texts by 
their symmetric distribution (mean=1.63, SD=0.67 in a range of 2.44). The list of the 10 
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most frequently used words in Table 4.2 supports the statistical evidence of their 
distribution. ‗Person‘ (n=1,066, 0.88% of wordings in the corpus) and ‗client‘ (n=460, 
0.38%) were the most frequently used neutral-value description words in the sample 
corpus. 
Through the word-collocation procedure, I discovered that ‗person‘ and its word forms 
‗people, persons‘ were used to refer to many differing individuals and groups (e.g., 
sighted people) in the texts, but most frequently collocated with words referring to VIPs.  
Collocating ‗person‘ with ‗blind‘ and ‗impaired‘ can be interpreted as extending negative 
values of ‗blind‘ and ‗impaired‘ to ‗person‘, because they specify ‗person‘. Such 
collocating words changed with the type of publication. ‗Person‘ was used more 
frequently with ‗impaired‘ in journal articles, while in book chapters it was more 
frequently collocated with ‗blind‘. ‗Impaired‘ also tended to be used more than ‗blind‘ in 
later rather than earlier articles. This signals a change in words text producers / 
practitioners used to describe VIPs over the period of the research. 
However, some text producers omitted ‗person‘, describing VIPs as ‗the blind‘ (e.g., 
Nowakowski 1994, p. 4) or ‗the visually impaired‘ (e.g., Allen 1989, p. 640). These 
descriptions of VIPs are significant because the practice of defining people only by a 
single, salient, negative characteristic is considered a form of stereotyping practice that 
marginalises them. This practice also supports Wright‘s theory of a fundamental negative 
bias towards VIPs discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.1). 
The second most frequently used description word ‗client‘, implying a social or subject 
position (Fairclough 2001), referred specifically to VIPs. ‗Client‘ and ‗patient‘ were used 
to describe the object of others‘ actions in the sample texts. These words were also 
collocated with the possessive pronouns ‗your‘ and ‗her‘, and the definite article ‗the‘. 
Possessive pronouns imply ‗clients‘ and ‗patients‘ are the possession of persons acting 
upon or owning them. In these texts, those actors or owners were most frequently 
practitioners. Such word use describes a ‗client‘ as the object or recipient of a 
practitioner‘s activities, which describes a dependant of a less powerful position than the 
position of the agent or of the activity in the text (Chilton & Schaffner 1997, p. 223; 
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Fairclough 2001; Stubbs 1996). The other linguistic device to specify a particular subject 
position was ‗the‘.  
‗The‘ is a linguistic determiner in that it specifies a particular ‗client‘, so the reader knows 
the writer is not referring to ‗a‘, ‗any‘ or ‗some‘ client(s), but ‗the‘ (specific) client. The 
client also tends to be ‗the patient‘ or object of an agent action. As shown in the case of 
Trombly (1989, p. 448) in Section 4.1, the practitioner is the agent evaluating the patient 
and designing adjustment programs for them (Chilton & Schaffner 1997, p. 223). The 
following sentence is an attested example of this process: ‗Bledsoe stresses the need to 
accept the client and his feelings and to communicate genuine caring for the client‘ 
(Welsh 1980, p. 229). With implied words inserted, that sentence is saying: ‗Bledsoe 
stresses…[that you] need to accept the client and [you need to accept] his feelings and 
[you need] to communicate [your] genuine caring for the client‘ (Welsh 1980, p. 229). 
With omitted agency inserted, the meaning of ‗the client‘ is visibly ‗your client‘, just as 
the identity of ‗you‘ being the agent/practitioner is made visible. 
While use of neutral-value description words (‗person‘, ‗client‘, etc.) was consistent 
throughout the sample texts, text producers‘ use of description words categorised as 
having a negative value (‗need‘, ‗handicapped‘, ‗fail‘, ‗hopeless‘, ‗marginalise‘, ‗other‘) 
fluctuated in texts used during the years covered by this study (1981–2000). These 
negative description words had a higher relative frequency (0.88%) than the average 
relative frequency of 0.64% in the sample corpus). The most frequently used negative-
description words were ‗need‘ (0.31% of the sample corpus) and ‗handicap‘ (0.14% of the 
sample corpus). ‗Handicap‘ was most frequently collocated with ‗person‘ in texts. 
Negative-description words were symmetrically distributed in the sample texts 
(mean=0.81, SD 0.36 in a range of 1.42).  
Negative description words (need, handicapped) were also frequently collocated with 
‗person‘. ‗Need‘ was used in 95% of the sample texts, having a relative frequency of 
0.31% (n=372) of the sample corpus. ‗Need‘ was most frequently collocated with words 
describing VIPs, such as their assessment and rehabilitation needs, their training needs, 
their need for support and vision aids, and their need for self-esteem. The most frequent 
meaning interpreted through ‗need‘ expressed something VIPs are assumed to require or 
lack, e.g., ‗Clients who are suffering from depression and anxiety need to be referred to 
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the appropriate professional…‘ (Dodds 1993, p. 28). Dodds‘s use of ‗need‘ also prompts 
an interpretation of an asymmetry of power in the practitioner–client relationship, with 
the practitioner performing actions that clients receive on the basis of the practitioner‘s 
assessment of clients‘ abilities to act for themselves. This relationship also positions or 
subjects vision-impaired clients and rehabilitation practitioners in specified social or 
subject positions.  
B. Cognition words  
Words categorised as cognition words had the second-highest relative frequency in the 
sample corpus. As discussed in Chapter Three, in this study cognition words refer to 
mental models or ‗…socially acquired conceptual categories…‘ (van Dijk 2000, p. 24). 
The relative frequency of cognition words expressing negative values (blind, loss, impair, 
unaware, stigma, demand, prejudice, difficult, problem) are shown in Table 4.3. The 
relative frequency of these words was three times that of non-valuing cognition words, 
and four times the frequency of cognition words expressing a positive value. The mean 
relative frequency of negative-value cognition words in texts was 2.18, and their use 
showed a similar relative frequency in all texts. (SD 1.18 in a range of 3.71), indicating 
they were used consistently throughout the period covered by the study. 
Text producers‘ most frequently used negative-cognition words were ‗blind‘ (n=800, 
0.66% of the sample corpus), ‗impaired‘ (n=490, 0.4%) and ‗loss‘ (n=256, 0.21%). These 
words were also prominent in the 10 most frequently used words of most texts (Table 
4.2), and were used in many text titles. Negative meanings and uses of ‗blind‘ and 
‗impaired‘, as fixed meanings, have been discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.3) and 
Chapter One (Section 1.2). There I argued that meanings attributed to ‗blind‘ often 
assume total sightlessness or darkness, and absence or lack of cognitive and social 
abilities, while ‗impaired‘ is conceptualised as an obscure characteristic, intrinsic to the 
individual, but generally implying abnormality or deviation from ‗…a generally accepted 
population standard [of health]…‘ (World Health Organisation 2001). Assumptions about 
‗blind‘ and ‗impaired‘ have also been used to describe a continuum of abnormality or 
deviance, as was implied in empirical data sources used in Chapter One to profile VIPs‘ 
employment experiences (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998a, 2003; Leonard 2002). In 
the sample corpus, the most frequently chosen word to describe VIPs, ‗blind‘, can be 
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assumed to express the extreme negative value in a continuum of eye function, compared 
with ‗impaired‘ (0.4%).  
Through use of the Spearman’s rho correlation procedure, I demonstrated that negative-
cognition words were negatively correlated with ‗work‘ words (r=-.683, p=.001), so that 
when ‗work‘ words were used in texts, they were not used or associated in any way with 
words describing or referring to VIPs. The collocation of ‗blind‘ and ‗impaired‘ with the 
key descriptive word ‗person‘ was discussed above. As with ‗client‘, ‗blind person‘ and 
‗impaired person‘ were identified as patients or objects of others‘, most often 
practitioners‘, actions. ‗Blind‘ and ‗visually impaired‘ were also collocated with other 
negative words such as ‗handicap‘ and ‗loss‘. ‗Loss‘ was collocated most frequently with 
‗sight‘, ‗vision‘ and other abstract nouns (Stubbs 1996, p. 127) representing qualities 
attributed to VIPs, e.g., loss of self-esteem, ability, support and skills. ‗Loss‘ was most 
frequently used as a noun, rather than in its original verb form ‗lose‘. Such nominalising 
of verbs is a process of describing an action phenomenon as if it were an event that just 
naturally happened or occurred. Naturalising actions as events can be used to conceal 
agency or cause, or to attribute responsibility. Conceptualising changing eye functions or 
structure as ‗loss‘ of sight could imply that the individual is responsible for that change 
(Chilton & Schaffner 1997, p. 223; Hodge & Kress 1993; Stubbs 1996). It can also 
conceal the true cause(s) of change, such as work that causes constant eye strain, disease 
or medical treatments that have adverse reactions, as has occurred with Retrolental 
fibroplasias being caused by too much oxygen being given to premature babies. 
Conceptualising being vision impaired as a ‗loss of sight‘ can also be interpreted as 
meaning that the VIP has responsibility for its management, thus allowing any impairing 
social factors to be ignored. The same process can be used to understand statements about 
people ‗losing‘ their jobs, even though no one ‗loses‘ (misplaces, cannot find) their jobs. 
In the real world, people are dismissed or ‗managed out‘ of jobs. In the same way, ‗loss of 
sight‘ can also allow cause and responsibility to be unclear. It can also prompt readers of 
these texts to assume that everyone starts with an unstated level of eye function, but that 
some people ‗lose‘ part or all of their eye function. Such assumptions ignore biologically 
diverse eye function.  
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Compared to cognition words expressing negative values, text producers used positive-
value cognition words (skill, resource, asset, provide, benefit, excel, assure, solve) much 
less frequently (0.39% of corpus; mean=0.38, SD 0.37 in a range of 1.29). The use of 
positive-cognition words was positively skewed, the mode being 0.15, indicating most 
text producers rarely used positive-cognition words. Further, the correlation procedure I 
used to explore which key words were used together showed a positive correlation 
approaching statistical significance (r=.653; p=.002) between positive-cognition words 
and ‗work‘ words, such as ‗worker‘. This association indicates that words categorised as 
positive-cognition words (skill, provide, etc.), were used in relation to those people 
identified as workers. The above discussion about key cognition words used to represent 
VIPs concluded that VIPs were not identified as ‗workers‘ in the sample texts.  
Text producers‘ most frequently used positive-cognition word was ‗skill‘ (n=255; 0.21%). 
‗Skill‘ was used in conjunction with ‗independent‘ and ‗daily living‘, but also with ‗work‘ 
and ‗job‘. Further investigation found ‗work‘ skills and ‗job‘ skills were evaluated and 
taught as part of practitioners‘ interventions for their clients/patients (e.g., Trombly 1989). 
Some uses of ‗skills‘ described practitioner skills, such as teaching skills, but the main use 
of ‗skills‘ described those ‗needed‘ by VIPs. This use attributes negative meanings to 
VIPs, and positions them as lacking skills, while practitioners are positioned as possessors 
and instructors of skills. Again, this implies an asymmetric relationship in terms of values 
attributed to practitioners and their vision-impaired ‗clients‘ or ‗patients‘. 
Text producers‘ second most frequently used positive-cognition word was ‗provide‘ and 
its other word forms (n=63). ‗Provide‘ was most frequently collocated with ‗services‘ and 
words representing services, such as programs and evaluation. In other corpus analyses, 
‗provide‘ has traditionally been collocated with the words ‗care‘, ‗opportunities‘, 
‗employment‘ and ‗protection‘ (Stubbs 1996, p. 174). All words collocated with ‗provide‘ 
described actions of practitioners. The only occasion of ‗provide‘ occurring with a 
disabled person was in a negative context, where unemployment disrupted the role of 
family ‗provider‘ (Holosko 1992, p. 227). Words collocated with ‗provide‘ in the sample 
texts described practitioners as agents who ‗provided‘ ‗skills‘ to VIPs, through evaluation 
and teaching them as ‗clients‘. Although meanings of ‗skills‘ and ‗provide‘ were 
collocated with ‗work‘ words, their use attributed negative meanings to VIPs, and the 
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paucity of those positive-cognition words highlights text producers‘ focus on negative 
models of VIPs. This supports Wright‘s (1988) proposition of a fundamental negative 
bias towards disabled people, if only in relation to VIPs.  
C. Emotion words 
Text producers‘ third most frequently used group of words in the sample corpus was 
words categorised as expressing emotions. The relative frequency of words expressing 
negative emotions (distress, sad, anger, fear, stress, anxiety, low, severe, poor, frustration, 
threat) was 0.62%, the same as that for words expressing positive emotion (manage, 
confident, able, easy, empathy, high, best, achieve, content, joy, great, good, love, 
pleasure, stable, happy, happiness, elation, capable, cope). The mean for negative-
emotion words was 0.52 (SD 0.61 in a range of 2.64) and their distribution in the sample 
corpus was positively skewed. This positive skew indicates that few text producers used 
words categorised as positive-emotion words, and their texts were published later in the 
period covered by this research. 
Nowakowski (1994) used the highest number of words categorised as emotion words. 
Nowakowski was an ophthalmologist who wrote about rehabilitation and psycho-social 
aspects of vision impairment. However, while Nowakowski used more overall ‗emotion‘ 
words, two other text producers with higher relative frequencies of negative-emotion 
words produced texts with ‗psycho-social‘ topics, namely, Dodds (1993) and Welsh 
(1980). These two text producers were psychologists who researched and worked in the 
field of vision rehabilitation and wrote extensively about it. It is reasonable to assume that 
the institutional positions Dodds and Welsh occupied attributed that authority to meanings 
and values they gave to VIPs, especially when their texts are recommended by 
educational and workplace institutions that educate and train practitioners working in the 
field. 
The most frequently used words categorised as ‗negative-emotion‘ words were ‗anxiety‘ 
(n=107) and ‗low‘ (n=66). For negative-emotion words the mean was 0.52 (SD 0.61 in a 
range of 2.64). Text producers‘ use of both positive and negative-emotion words was 
positively skewed, indicating that few producers used such words. Among words 
categorised as ‗negative-emotion‘ words, ‗anxiety‘ was collocated most frequently with 
‗fear‘ and ‗high‘. Other collocated words described the level, character, experience and 
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state of such ‗anxiety‘. The lemma of anxiety most frequently used was the noun 
‗anxiety‘.  
As stated in the introduction to the analysis of key words, text producers more frequently 
used ‗able‘ (n=73) and ‗good‘ (n=53) to express positive emotions or characteristics. 
‗Able‘ was most frequently collocated in verb phrases such as ‗able to guide‘, ‗able to 
monitor‘ (Dodds 1993). Those collocated words mean practitioners‘ abilities to act with 
or for VIPs. Likewise, ‗good‘ was collocated with ‗mentor‘, ‗think‘, ‗deal‘, ‗motivation‘ 
and ‗progress‘. Consequently, the word ‗good‘ was used most frequently with abstract 
nouns or qualities attributed to practitioners, not VIPs. 
4.3.2 Values expressed by key words in sample texts 
In 60% of sample texts, the percentage of words expressing meanings with negative 
values was twice that expressing meanings with positive values. Only two texts, Trombly 
(1989) and James (1988), used more positive-value than negative-value word groups (see 
Table 4.4). Both those texts focused on practitioner activities and skills rather than issues 
relating to VIPs. Trombly‘s (1989) text focused on practices with physically disabled 
people, while James‘s (1988) text documented the development of a new rehabilitation 
workers‘ training course. 
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Table 4.4 Year of publication and author by relative frequency of negative, neutral and 
positive words in each sample text 
Year  
Published 
Author Negative Words  
% 
Neutral Words 
% 
Positive Words 
% 
1999 Keeffe 4.74 2.23 0.36 
1999 Wright et al. 5.26 2.52 0.92 
1994 Nowakowski 4.18 1.30 0.94 
1994 Nowakowski 7.24 1.75 0.75 
1993 Dodds 2.45 4.17 1.37 
1993 Dodds 3.78 4.71 1.10 
1993 Richardson 2.16 2.19 1.81 
1992 Holosko 1.69 4.07 1.05 
1989 Allen 4.15 2.51 0.87 
1989 Trombly 1.40 3.38 1.53 
1988 James 1.73 1.47 2.75 
1986 Scholl 4.96 2.66 0.70 
1986 Simpson 2.50 3.65 2.43 
1983 Wade 3.93 3.78 1.18 
1980 Welsh 4.18 4.91 1.59 
1973 Pressey 4.35 1.54 1.36 
1973 Smith 2.74 3.63 1.48 
1969 Carroll 4.43 3.21 2.40 
1969 Carroll 4.20 3.20 .0.95 
1969 Carroll 3.55 3.34 1.78 
 
Table 4.4 shows that the prominence and permeation of negative-value words used 
throughout the variety of texts covering 20 years demonstrates text producers‘ focus on 
negative aspects in rehabilitation practitioners‘ education, especially towards VIPs, who 
were most frequently described by the most extreme negative eye function word ‗blind‘. 
However, across text genres, less frequently used, positive words consistently described 
and referred to practitioners and their activities. That practice can be seen as a consistent 
implication that VIPs and practitioners have an oppositional relationship, with VIPs 
firmly positioned as ‗lacking‘, ‗handicapped‘, ‗anxious‘, ‗blind‘ people who are the 
passive recipients of practitioners‘ assessments, evaluations, training and work-hardening 
activities. This finding is significant in its reproduction of the dichotomous or binary 
relationship between ‗impairment‘ and ‗health‘, which can be inferred as guiding the talk 
about impaired people and providers of health services. 
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4.3.3 Meanings given to key ‘work’ words 
Similarly, the analysis of ‗work‘ words found that they were used to convey specific 
activities and people. Table 4.3 also showed ‗work‘ words (employ, career, occupation, 
vocation, job and work) had the next-highest relative frequency in the sample corpus 
(1.34%) after key words used to refer to VIPs. The mean relative frequency of words 
categorised as ‗work‘ words was 1.23 (SD 1.32 in a range of 4.56; mode=0.5). That 
distribution indicates a low frequency of occurrence in many of the sample texts. 
The most frequently used of the categorised ‗work‘ words were ‗work‘ (n=708, 0.58% of 
words in the corpus) and ‗job‘ (n=287, 0.24%). ‗Work‘ was used in 70% of the sample 
texts and ‗job‘ in 40%. Text producers used various forms of ‗work‘ to refer to different 
actions and people. For example, Richardson (1993) used ‗work‘ to discuss practitioners‘ 
actions of evaluating and conceptualising activities of daily living rather than paid 
employment. Fewer ‗work‘ words were used in texts with topics of research (Keeffe et al. 
1999; Wright et al. 1999), rehabilitation (Dodds 1993; Nowakowski 1994) and psycho-
social aspects of being vision impaired (Dodds 1993; Nowakowski 1994). The most 
recent text with a topic of ‗employment‘/‘work‘ discussed aspects of unemployment 
(Holosko 1992). Texts with the largest percentage of ‗work‘ words focused on (a) 
assessing physically disabled people‘s work skills (Trombly 1989), (b) VIPs‘ employment 
options (Carroll 1969), and (c) levels of change in daily living activities (Richardson 
1993). Trombly‘s (1989) text, entitled Employment for the Physically Disabled in 
Occupational Therapy for Physical Dysfunction, had the highest use of ‗work‘ words. In 
contrast, Allen‘s (1989) text, on The Meaning of Visual Impairment to Visually Impaired 
Adults, did not use any ‗work‘ words, indicating the author‘s lack of awareness of the 
importance attributed to VIPs‘ employment issues, within their meanings of ‗blindness‘.  
The most frequently used ‗work‘ lemma was ‗work‘ (n=495), followed by ‗worker‘ 
(n=211). The word ‗work‘, Stubbs (1996) argues, has evolved in the English language to 
represent purposeful activity, while ‗employment‘ has come to represent paid work in the 
general workforce (pp. 176-78). In the sample texts, ‗work‘ was used far more frequently 
than ‗employment‘ (n=495 compared with 217, respectively). However, only Richardson 
(1993) defined her use of ‗work‘. Words most frequently collocated with all forms of 
‗work‘ were ‗nature‘, ‗value‘, ‗meaning‘, ‗tasks‘, ‗skills‘ and ‗capacity‘. Consequently, 
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the textual context of these words identified work as a specific, learned activity, rather 
than paid work or employment.  
As stated above, the second most frequently used ‗work‘ word was ‗job‘. ‗Job‘ was 
collocated with ‗seeking‘, ‗loss‘, ‗opportunities‘, ‗skills‘ and ‗choice‘. Those collocations 
indicate that ‗job‘ was used to describe processes of entering the workforce rather than 
specific types of work, managing workplaces, work colleagues or assistance to retain a 
current job. Consequently, the use of ‗job‘ implied practitioners were addressing issues of 
VIPs‘ unemployment or seeking employment. 
‗Job‘ was also used to describe paid work, job loss and unemployment, job skills and job 
analysis (Carroll 1969; Holosko 1992; Smith 1973; Trombly 1989). In addition, the 
sample texts used ‗job‘ to describe tasks VIPs could and could not do (Carroll 1969). The 
use of ‗job‘ throughout the sample texts was skewed, with 45% of texts not using the 
word at all. The text most frequently using ‗job‘ (Trombly 1989) focused on assessing 
and enhancing physically disabled people‘s work capacities, and the text by Holosko 
(1992) addressed unemployed people‘s ‗losses‘. Carroll (1969) and Smith (1973) 
discussed VIPs‘ employment more specifically, but these were early publications and 
spoke in general terms. Simpson (1986) focused on the role of young VIPs and other 
significant participants during young VIPs‘ transition from school to work. The frequency 
and distribution of ‗job‘ suggests the word had a low priority in vision rehabilitation. 
Texts referring to practitioners‘ activities of assessing (your, her, their, the) clients‘ 
‗work‘ skills, tolerance and readiness, and designing programs to work-harden clients 
(e.g., Trombly 1989) could only be describing practitioner tasks or skills to be learned and 
practised upon their clients. Likewise, assessing and modifying workplace situations and 
practices (Dodds 1993; Trombly 1989) are vocational rehabilitation practices learned 
from educational texts. Immediate textual contexts of ‗work‘ words also identified VIPs 
as passive recipients (‗clients‘, ‗patients‘) of practitioners‘ actions, and practitioners were 
the agents who acted upon them (Chilton & Schaffner 1997, p. 223). Text producers‘ 
apparent practice of not using ‗work‘ words to describe or refer to VIPs was confirmed 
through the statistically significant negative correlation between words categorised as 
negative-cognition words (‗blind‘, ‗impaired‘, ‗loss‘, etc.) used to describe VIPs and 
‗work‘ words (r=-.683, p=.001). 
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4.3.3.1 ‘Workers’ in sample texts  
In all, 24% of ‗work‘ words described practitioner titles, such as rehabilitation worker, 
e.g., ‗the worker‘, and social worker. The word most frequently collocated with ‗worker‘ 
was ‗rehabilitation‘. Consistent collocation of these words in the sample corpus revealed 
the identity of ‗worker‘. That identity was also observed in employment recruitment 
practices in New South Wales, where ‗Rehabilitation Worker‘ was used as a job title to 
recruit practitioners (Sydney Morning Herald, 2004). An important consequence of 
identifying practitioners as ‗workers‘ in this thesis is that practitioners, not VIPs, were 
always assigned the position of workers in the sample of their educational texts. This 
habitual use of ‗worker‘ can be seen as embedding the notion that practitioners are 
‗workers‘, while VIPs are not. 
The collocation procedure I used in analysing key words in the sample texts showed that 
while ‗worker‘ described practitioners, ‗job‘ more frequently represented their practices. 
For example, ‗job analysis‘, ‗job placement‘, ‗job modification‘ and ‗jobs‘ (practitioners 
thought) that VIPs could or could not do. The relatedness of these words is supported by a 
positive correlation between ‗work‘ words and words such as ‗skills‘ and ‗provide‘ 
(r=.653; p=.002), and a negative correlation between ‗work‘ words and words describing 
VIPs. 
Although, as stated above, the uses of ‗job‘ in the sample texts imply practitioners can 
and should ‗provide‘ assessment and training of ‗job‘ ‗skills‘ to VIPs, who are assumed to 
‗need‘ these activities, no text in the sample showed how these practitioner skills could be 
acquired. That practitioners could restore VIPs to the general workforce through practices 
of job analysis and their clients‘ work skills and work readiness evaluation implies that 
VIPs would be employed if they were assessed as ‗able‘ to work. This restorative 
meaning of vocational rehabilitation can imply that enhancing VIPs‘ eye 
function/diversity/health condition by providing them with aids (equipment and training) 
will ‗enable‘ their employment. Text producers‘ certainty about restorative vocational 
rehabilitation practices was also revealed through other words they used in texts.  
4.4 Other significant words used in sample texts  
Other significant words used were auxiliary verbs and other modal words modifying text 
producers‘ commitment to or ‗stance‘ in relation to their utterances in their texts 
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(Fairclough 2003, pp. 165–6). Modality can be expressive and/or relational. Expressive 
modality implies text producers‘ authority or commitment as to the truth or probability of 
their representations of reality, while relational modality refers to the authority of the text 
producer in relation to other participants (Fairclough 2001, p. 105; Hodge & Kress 1993, 
p. 126; Stubbs 1996, p. 203). This analysis of meanings, identities and relations in the 
sample texts focused on expressive modality or the force of authors‘ stance or viewpoint. 
However, some key modal words also indicated authors‘ relations with other text 
participants in that they indicated relational identities.  
The relative frequency of modal words in the sample corpus was 1.64%, indicating they 
were more frequently used than ‗work‘ words but less than words referring to VIPs 
(emotion, cognition, description) (Table 4.3). Their frequent use suggests they were 
systematically used words. However, different modal words tended to signal various 
writers‘ different intentions.  
I categorised modal words implying imperatives or demands or implying certainty or 
commitment (‗must‘, ‗should, ‗ought‘, ‗will‘, ‗has to‘, ‗have to‘, ‗always‘, ‗never‘) as 
‗imperatives‘. The relative frequency of these words was 0.81% of the sample corpus 
(mean=0.70, SD 0.41 in a range of 1.44). The most frequently used words encoding 
commitment or certainty to the truth or probability of statements were ‗will‘ (n=289; 
0.24% of sample corpus) and ‗must‘ (n=193; 0.16% of sample corpus). Words collocated 
more frequently with ‗will‘ referred to practitioners (‗you‘, ‗worker, ‗instructor‘, 
‗therapist‘). The modal auxiliary ‗must‘ was also more frequently collocated with words 
describing practitioners (‗teacher‘, ‗you‘, ‗he‘, ‗one‘, ‗counsellor‘, ‗worker‘, ‗therapist‘).  
The correlation procedure I used showed that text producers tended to use modal words 
signalling commitment/certainty with words encoding non-commitment/uncertainty 
(‗may‘, ‗but‘, etc.) (r=.614; p=.004). However, text producers used modal words 
signalling commitment/certainty to refer to practitioners, while using words signalling 
non-commitment/uncertainty to refer to VIPs.  
I categorised this latter group of words as ‗qualifiers (‗may‘, ‗might‘, ‗could‘, ‗perhaps‘, 
‗but‘) and interpreted them as expressing uncertainty or text producers distancing 
themselves from the ‗truth‘ of their statements (Fairclough 2003; Stubbs 1996). The 
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relative frequency of ‗qualifying‘ words was 0.83% (mean=0.90; SD 0.53 in a range of 
1.82). Their frequency of use was similar to modal words signalling writers‘ certainty or 
commitment to the truth of their utterances. The most frequently used ‗distancing‘ modal 
words in the sample corpus were ‗may‘ (n=507), 0.42%) and ‗but‘ (n=239, 0.18%). ‗May‘ 
was the most frequently used modal word in the texts. Words most frequently collocated 
with ‗may‘ described VIPs (‗they‘, ‗he‘, ‗individual‘, ‗person‘). ‗But‘ was collocated with 
a greater variety of words (‗it may‘, ‗not‘, ‗it‘, ‗loss‘, ‗function‘, ‗you‘, ‗your client‘, ‗if‘ 
and ‗teaching‘). Words collocated with ‗but‘ referred to VIPs, their eye function, 
practitioners and their activities. However, ‗but‘ also had other linguistic functions in the 
sample texts. It often functioned as a connecting or conjunctive word between clauses, 
implying a logical consequence or sequence in utterances. The following sentence 
exemplifies a logical connection using ‗but‘ in the sample texts: ‗This list is not 
exhaustive, but as one may surmise, some of the questions or issues are not easily or 
readily answered‘ (Holosko 1992, p. 232). 
Holosko used ‗but‘ to connect the first clause about the list not being exhaustive to 
‗…some of the questions are not easily or readily answered…‘ through a persuasive 
clause appealing to the reader‘s logic. Logically, the exhaustiveness of a list of questions 
has no relationship to the ease of answering them. The author has also hedged his 
commitment to the utterance through the modal auxiliary verb ‗may‘ with the mental 
process of ‗surmising‘, which prompts readers to draw their own conclusions. However, 
Holosko implied his utterance was the logically correct conclusion of surmising, and he 
expressed his conclusion with the authority of a producer of a recommended, seminal 
educational text over the period covered by this analysis. 
Scholl (1986) also used modal words signalling certainty when referring to practitioners 
in her statement: ‗teachers should identify situations and behaviours in the life space or 
ecology of visually handicapped children and youth that may be potentially handicapping‘ 
(Scholl 1986, p. 26). Scholl was certain that teachers should identify handicapping effects 
of situations and behaviours, but distanced herself from committing to the nature or 
effects of those behaviours and ecology, with both ‗may be‘ and ‗potentially‘. Scholl 
committed herself to the stance that teachers ‗should‘ do, but was less sure about what 
and if situations/behaviours are or do handicap.  
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I observed that fewer modal words were used in research reports than in textbooks, but 
the use of words encoding uncertainty (‗may‘ and ‗but‘) peaked in the text of Carroll 
(1969), a priest writing about employment, and Nowakowski (1994), an ophthalmologist 
writing about Psychosocial Aspects of Vision Impairment. Both producers wrote about 
topics outside their disciplinary expertise, which implies text producers‘ 
certainty/uncertainty was influenced by their disciplinary knowledge and experiences. 
Text producers‘ use of qualifying or ‗distancing‘ modal words (‗may‘, ‗but‘) varied much 
more than those signalling commitment (‗will‘, ‗must‘). This word use is significant in 
that text producers were committed to their statements about practitioners, but tended to 
distance themselves from utterances about VIPs. Text producer certainty about 
practitioners‘ activities that they enact upon VIPs is problematic because text producers 
do not explain how those activities can help VIPs become employed, except for their 
assumption that restoring VIPs‘ eye function to as near ‗normal‘ as possible will enhance 
their employment opportunities. This supposition was reproduced by Spriggs (2007), who 
reported that VIPs who could access a variety of print formats had more employment 
opportunities. 
Although enhancing eye function and adjusting the psychological consequences of being 
vision impaired were major themes in practitioner-educational texts (see Table 4.2), they 
were not the only activities practitioners enacted on VIPs in the sample texts. Other words 
that I categorised as ‗belief‘ words used in the sample texts to express producers‘ ‗stance‘ 
on VIPs were also analysed. Fairclough (2003, p. 109) argues that ‗belief‘ words are 
modal words implying mental processes of evaluation. Applying that argument in this 
study means that text producers were expressing a professional evaluation, opinion or 
assumption about VIPs, with that evaluation supported by their disciplinary credentials 
and their position as producer of practitioner-educational texts. The correlation procedure 
I used in this analysis showed that text producers tended to use ‗belief‘ words (‗believe‘, 
‗think‘, ‗feel‘) with negative-emotion words (‗anxiety‘, ‗depression‘, etc.) (r=605; 
p=.005). These correlated word groups mean that text producers systematically expressed 
their ‗beliefs‘ that VIPs were anxious, depressed and so forth. This tendency was also 
demonstrated in the correlation between words with meanings relating to ‗help‘ and 
‗psychology‘. 
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I also analysed ‗help‘ words using the correlation procedure to explore their use in 
association with other wordings. My aim was to investigate the type of help practitioners 
provided. My investigation of ‗help‘ words was also prompted by text producers‘ 
emphasis on ‗psycho-social‘ topics in the sample texts, and researchers‘ focus on 
individual adjustment in employment-assistance variables in national surveys of disabled 
people, including VIPs (see Section 1.1). I found a statistically significant association 
between words categorised as ‗help‘ words (‗help‘, ‗assist‘, ‗aid‘, ‗encourage‘, ‗care‘, 
‗support‘), and words I had categorised as ‗psychology‘ words (‗adapt‘, ‗behaviour‘, 
‗adjust‘, ‗change‘, ‗psychology‘) (r=.684; p=.001). This associated word use suggests the 
type of ‗help‘ provided to VIPs was psychologically oriented. This orientation can imply 
practitioners‘ insistence on psychologically ‗helping‘ VIPs, or VIPs‘ need of 
psychological help. The following example from Dodds‘s (1993) text illustrates the 
correlation between ‗psychology‘ words and ‗help‘ words in the sample texts: ‗As 
counsellor, you can assist his adjustment and give him positive ways of coping with the 
demands placed upon him‘ (p. 32).  
Dodds‘s sentence can be interpreted as being based on an underlying assumption that 
VIPs lack or need positive ways to cope, and that in their role of counsellor practitioners 
know how to teach those ways of coping with demands. Dodds‘s use of ‗demands‘ 
assumes psychological demands arising from ‗loss of sight‘ (Dodds 1993, p. 32). Another 
underlying assumption in Dodds‘s sentence can be interpreted to mean that practitioners 
can differentiate between positive and negative ways of coping with demands, and claim 
the right/power and ability to teach them to others. Such meanings, when expressed by 
producers of practitioner-educational texts, imply that practitioners are positioned as 
authorities who assess and teach VIPs how to cope with demands. Although Dodds, who 
was a psychologist, may have been able to enact these skills, his readers may not. In 
addition, Dodds‘s assumptions could be understood to be oriented to and constrained by 
his disciplinary knowledge and ideology. 
4.5 Some conclusions drawn from this analysis 
VIPs‘ perceived deficits and rehabilitation practitioners‘ actions of assessing and 
‗adjusting‘ those perceived deficits and maladjustments were the main theme and 
therefore the overall point of the sample texts. Text producers‘ actions were significant in 
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that they revealed (1) their consistent meaning that vision impairment is a biological 
‗loss‘ or deficit; and (2) the influence of practitioners‘ disciplinary knowledge systems 
and ideological interests on the production of their educational texts. This theme was 
sustained across text topic and genre, and endured throughout the 20 years covered by this 
research. When considering the extent and endurance of this textual theme, it must be 
remembered that these analysed texts were selected from a list of texts recommended by 
rehabilitation practitioners, their educators and employers, to educate rehabilitation 
practitioners working in vocational rehabilitation with VIPs. Their recommendations can 
imply that text producers‘ biological deficit meaning of vision impairment has benefits for 
all these participants of vocational rehabilitation available to VIPs.  
The major theme in the sample texts enabled text producers to draw upon meanings that 
‗fitted‘ and legitimated their construction of vision impairment as loss of biological 
function. It also legitimated their assertion that vocational rehabilitation belongs in the 
domain of health-care services. This, in turn, legitimated their involvement in 
rehabilitation as a process of restoring biological functioning or health.  
Text producers‘ ‗biological deficit‘ construction of vision impairment in their texts could 
be seen to maintain health-care practitioners‘ social identities and their asymmetric 
relationship with (in this case) VIPs, in terms of power. Text producers used vocabulary 
to positively position themselves and practitioners, ‗congealing‘ their institutional 
identities as health-care ‗practitioners‘ and ‗workers‘.  
Text producers also negatively positioned VIPs, if somewhat sub-consciously, through 
their use of key words, reproducing their historical social identities by representing them 
as practitioners‘ ‗blind‘ ‗clients‘ and ‗patients‘, upon whom practitioners claim the right 
to enact their activities or practices. Text producers‘ use of these words indicates that they 
drew upon social, everyday discourse (‗blind‘, ‗loss‘) and institutional discourses 
(‗practitioners‘, ‗client‘, ‗patient‘) to represent both themselves and VIPs. In 
poststructural terms, this highlights text producers‘ construction of a dichotomous 
relationship between VIPs and practitioners, with practitioners positioned as the actors or 
‗workers‘, while VIPs were positioned as unknowing, passive ‗patients‘ ‗needing‘ 
practitioners‘ help, especially their psychological help. 
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The dichotomy between VIPs‘ and practitioners‘ social identities or subject positions was 
further implied through text producers‘ heavy use of modality, which conveyed their 
uncertainty about qualities and abilities that VIPs ‗may‘ have. However, text producers 
also positioned themselves as experts through their heavy use of modal auxiliary verbs 
that conveyed their certainty as to what practitioners ‗must‘ and ‗will‘ do.  
Text producers implied their subject position as experts through their actions of producing 
texts to educate vision and vocational rehabilitation practitioners. However, their 
systematic use of vocabulary in their texts revealed not only their claim to expertise as 
producers of educational texts, it also revealed their institutional identities, such as 
doctors, nurses, occupational therapists or psychologists, and thus their ideological 
interests in producing their texts. For example, Dodds (1993) was a psychologist, who 
oriented his text to emphasise VIPs‘ assumed psychological needs. Likewise, Trombly 
(1989) was an occupational therapist, who oriented her text to her discipline‘s interests of 
assessing biological functioning and ‗work readiness‘ to provide disciplinary approved 
goods and services to reduce assessed deficits.  
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Chapter Five 
Analysing Text Participants’ Systems of Knowledge 
and Ideologies 
5.0 Introduction  
In this chapter, my objective was to complete the text analysis with an investigation of 
systems of knowledge and ideologies implicit in practitioner-educational texts. I achieved 
this objective by analysing the most frequently used grammatical and coherence features 
in order to explore how they were used to convey rehabilitation practitioners‘ required 
systems of knowledge and the ideologies that underpin those knowledges. The 
grammatical analysis consisted of the procedures described in Chapter Three (Section 
3.5.1) and focused on how text producers systematically constructed and connected their 
sentences. I followed these analyses with analyses of the way in which text producers 
habitually structured and connected larger sections of their texts to prompt their readers to 
generate particular interpretations of their contents.  
I used these analyses of grammar and coherence to describe systematically used features, 
their functions in the sample texts, and the possible ideological implications of their use. I 
analysed the texts at a sentence level, describing how sentences were constructed and 
connected, who or what was foregrounded and the ideological implications of those 
practices. In the analysis of text coherence, I focused on how larger sections of texts were 
connected, what and how particular topics were foregrounded to imply important or 
required knowledge for practitioners, and how these practices implied ideological 
interests. Fairclough (2001, p. 12) argues that the significance of systematic text features 
is their effects on embedded social practices, enacted through text producers‘ persistent 
tendencies to select some features and topics in preference to others in a significant body 
of texts. Consistent selection of those features and topics can also contribute to the 
construction and reproduction of social identities, relations and systems of knowledge. 
Discourse analysts agree that analysing texts, as instances of discourse, can uncover 
discourse participants‘ social identities and relations, through the vocabulary and 
grammatical features used in those texts, while analysing text themes, topics and 
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coherence or structure can uncover the systems of knowledge text producers drew upon to 
produce their texts (Fairclough 2001).  
Another important property of texts is their ability to contribute to sustaining or changing 
ideas, values and views, i.e., the ideologies subscribed to by text producers. Ideologies, 
discourse analysts argue, can be detected by analysing textual features or patterns of 
language use. In this thesis I used the term ‗ideology‘ in the manner of Hodge and Kress 
(1993, p. 6), as described in Chapter Three (3.1.1)  
Hodge and Kress argue that ideologies implicit in texts are identified only through 
analysing expressed and interpreted utterances, while van Dijk (2000) states that the 
critical element of ideology is associated with power and dominance. Dominance, in this 
thesis, refers to a hegemonic domination by the ruling social groups‘ prevailing ideas and 
beliefs, as described in Chapter Three (Section 3.1.1). Van Dijk argues that the function 
of ideologies is to organise or legitimate the actions of dominant groups (2000, p. 3), 
while Fairclough (2003) claims, ‗Participants‘ ideologies are important components of 
their social identities and relationships…because they guide and legitimate participants‘ 
actions and their interpretation of communications and social interactions.‘ (2003, p. 9) 
To contribute to the explication of social identities, values, beliefs and relationships of 
participant groups constructed in discourses of VIPs and their vocational rehabilitation, I 
applied the above concepts and functions of ideology to the sample texts. Those values, 
beliefs and relationships, discourse theorists argue, legitimise and are legitimised by 
practitioners‘ knowledge systems and their ensuing vocational rehabilitation practices. 
Discourse analysts argue that these ideological effects of texts can be uncovered through 
analysing their systematic patterns of grammatical form and coherence (Fairclough 2001, 
2003; Hodge & Kress 1993, van Dijk 1997, 2000).  
5.1 Grammatical features used in sample texts 
My objective in using these grammatical analyses was to closely investigate the 
grammatical features text producers used to describe rehabilitation practitioners‘ systems 
of knowledge and ideologies implicit in the sample of educational texts. My selection of 
these grammatical features for analysis was prompted by the results of my analyses of 
meanings, identities and relationships implicit in focal or key words in the sample texts. I 
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used the grammatical analyses to identify, code and quantify habitual or systematic 
grammatical forms to determine text producers‘ grammatical preferences, which I then 
described according to discourse and linguistic theories. For example, some language and 
discourse theorists argue that language has ideational, interpersonal and textual functions, 
as discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.0) (Eggins 1994; Fairclough 1992, 2001; Halliday 
1994), and I observed these functions in the sample texts.  
The grammatical features or forms I analysed in this chapter focused on the ways text 
producers chose to construct their sentences, to identify their preferred ways of 
representing the world, and their preferred modalities. In addition to implying social 
identities and relationships, the way in which people represent the world can imply their 
ideologies and knowledge, while modality is a matter of ‗what people commit themselves 
to in statements‘ (Fairclough 2003, p. 165).  
Text producers imply their ideologies and knowledge of the world through grammatical 
features in their texts, such as the types of sentences they construct. Sentences can be 
constructed to convey specific actions or events, for example, through the use of either 
active or passive grammar. In addition to implying actions and events, grammatical 
choices such as the use of agency, nominalisation and tense can explicate implicit 
participant identities and relations. My observation of these grammatical features in the 
texts, together with the prominence of negative representations of VIPs described in 
Chapter Four, prompted me to analyse the incidence of negative and positive sentences in 
the sample texts, and to describe the implications of such sentences. I employed this 
procedure to further explore the negativity text producers expressed towards VIPs through 
negative wordings, as described in Chapter Four. As discussed in Chapter Three (Section 
3.4.1), I used the term ‗negative sentence‘ to refer not to linguistic negation, but to 
statements that implicitly or explicitly attribute negative personal or social qualities or 
identities. 
Therefore, I explored negative and positive values expressed in sentences. The relative 
frequency of negative sentences ranged from 5% to 93% of sentences in the sample texts, 
with an average of 30% of sentences being negative. Further, the concordance procedures 
in the TextQuest program established that negativity always referred to VIPs. By 
comparison, the relative frequency of positive sentences ranged from 0% to 47%, with an 
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average of 14% of sentences being positive. The ratio of negative to positive sentences 
approached the ratio of negative to positive words (3:1) used to describe VIPs. However, 
like positive words in the sample texts, positive values in these sentences referred not to 
VIPs, but to practitioners. This evidence supporting negative values expressed in 
practitioner-educational texts is significant in that it implies a focus on negative values, 
not only towards VIPs, but an overriding focus on negativity that points to the writers‘ 
evaluations of VIPs, their identities and ensuing relations with them in rehabilitation 
situations, their ideologies that organise practitioners‘ systems of knowledge about VIPs 
and their work capacities. It should be stressed that text producers‘ focus on negative 
rather than positive values was their choice, a choice that must have implications for both 
practitioner-readers and VIPs.  
As stated above, discourse theorists postulate that text producers‘ grammatical choices 
encode their knowledge of the world, including their relationships with others and the 
assumptions and values implicit in those representations. In this thesis, these 
representations refer to assumptions, beliefs or mental models of VIPs‘ historical and 
contemporary social identities, the workforce and rehabilitation practices that have 
evolved over many years, leading to embedded representations of VIPs in many types of 
discourse that all social members can draw upon to understand or interpret meanings of 
VIPs (see Chapter Two). Text producers draw upon such representations and knowledge, 
which Fairclough (1992, 2001) calls their MR, to produce their texts. Drawing upon these 
prevailing discourses of VIPs, through their produced texts text producers continue to 
construct and maintain such representations, through their vocabulary and grammatical 
choices, as shown through analyses of meanings in Chapter Four and this analysis of 
negative and positive sentences (Fairclough 2001, 2003; Meyer 2001; van Dijk 1997, 
2000; Wodak 2001).  
According to discourse and linguistic theorists, grammatical features can also imply 
relationships between social and textual participants (Fairclough 2001). This is significant 
in regard to text producers‘ propensity to consistently describe VIPs in negative terms, as 
discussed in earlier chapters. I also analysed the social identities of participants in the 
sample texts, and the relationships between them, through grammatical modality. I 
analysed grammatical modality through text producers‘ choices in their sentence 
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construction (declaratives, imperatives, etc.), and other grammatical features such as 
passive grammar, agency and the use of simple-tense verbs. The centrality or prominence 
of these features in each sample text can imply the identities of text participants, in regard 
to their commitment to the truth, and the necessity in their statements and the power or 
claim of one group to enact their assumptions and beliefs in their ideologies on less 
powerful participants (Fairclough 2003, pp. 165–6). 
5.2 Frequent grammatical forms used in sentences 
The most salient feature I observed in text producers‘ sentences in the sample texts was 
their complexity (e.g., Dodds 1993, p. 32; James 1988, p. 35). Complex sentences are 
characterised by a main clause and varying numbers and types of subordinate clauses. 
Main clauses, which are generally more informationally prominent than subordinate 
clauses, can be used to foreground or emphasise what text producers consider important 
(Fairclough 2003; Stubbs 1996). Many text producers explicitly stated what they 
considered important in the main clause, which tended to be placed prominently, such as 
at the beginning of sentences (Stubbs 1996). For example, Richardson (1993) said, ‗It is 
important for blind people to be in close physical contact with the task at hand‘ (p. 404). 
Twelve of the fifteen text producers used the words ‗It is important…‘ to explicitly 
foreground what they considered to be important knowledge for their readers.  
By comparison, subordinate clauses are often used to provide background information. 
Backgrounding can also commonsensically classify knowledge as presupposed. For 
example, Dodds used a subordinate clause to imply both presupposed knowledge of 
registering VIPs and a naturally occurring consequence of that registration: 
Once an individual has been registered as a visually impaired or blind person, 
there is a period of time during which the initial shock accompanying such a 
radical change of status is gradually replaced by a realization that life will 
never be the same again. (1993, p. 32) 
Dodds‘s initial subordinate clause is associated with a presupposed ‗known‘ event in the 
United Kingdom (UK), where his book was produced. That subordinate clause functions 
as a cue to readers to treat the whole sentence as a ‗known‘ event. His beginning clause 
also implies a time sequence by his use of ‗Once…‘, which suggests that VIPs taking 
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some time to realise that being registered ‗blind‘ radically changes their social status 
forever is a common-sense, presupposed event. Dodds expressed the possibility of such a 
realisation as a fact. He also expressed his negative view of vision impairment as an 
undesirable social identity. All this information was conveyed in subordinate clauses 
referring to the fact that ‗there is a period of time‘, which occurs once a person is 
registered. Moreover, Dodds introduced his negative construction of vision impairment in 
this opening or topic sentence of his chapter on rehabilitation. Its position as a topic 
sentence implies that information in the sentence is pivotal knowledge for practitioner-
readers, and alludes to the topic of rehabilitation. Dodds‘s view of VIPs can prompt his 
reader to draw upon both social beliefs that being vision impaired is a radical or tragic 
event, and draws on the bio-medical model of impairment, i.e., a personal, undesirable 
anomaly or deviation from ‗a generally accepted population standard‘ of health (World 
Health Organisation, 2001). As a social member, a psychologist and a researcher, Dodds 
has social and disciplinary knowledge of bio-medical discourses, and discourses of VIPs‘ 
rehabilitation practices. His implication that changes following registration are mental 
processes ‗fits‘ his background knowledge and experiences as a psychologist, which he 
has apparently drawn upon to produce his text‘s orientation to his disciplinary interests.  
However, Dodds‘s reference to the British system of registering vision-impaired and blind 
people may prompt his Australian readers to draw on other discourses, such as discourses 
of ‗legal blindness‘ discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.5.1), in order to decide when the 
‗initial shock‘, ‗radical change‘ and ‗realisation that life will never be the same again‘ will 
occur. The only certainty that readers have in interpreting the information in Dodds‘s 
sentence is his complex factual or declarative statement that they do occur. Dodds 
constructed his factual or declarative statement through his use of passive grammar, with 
agency omitted and a particular use of tense. His sentence construction could be 
interpreted as prompting his readers to ‗guess‘ the agent of the actions in his sentence. 
Dodds, and other producers of the sample texts, like many producers of textbooks, tended 
to use passive clauses/sentences, recognised by their intransitivity and unclear or absent 
agency, to construct their sentences (Fairclough 2001, 2003; Stubbs 1996).  
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5.2.1 Use of passive  
Dodds, like other text producers, consistently used intransitive sentences to declare his 
view and assumptions of VIPs as statements or declarations of facts or events. He also 
used a temporal conjunction (once) and passive grammar, which can prompt his readers to 
infer his assumptions were sequential events, rather than his assertions (Fairclough 2003, 
pp. 115–18). Some discourse and linguistic theorists argue that text producers use passive 
clauses and sentences and other grammatical devices to assert their assumptions, actions 
and opinions as events or facts (Chilton & Schaffner 1997; Fairclough 2001; Stubbs 
1996). Text producers can also use passive sentences to represent their assumptions or 
‗facts‘ about the world in specific ways. Representations of the world can be expressed as 
actions, events or attributes.  
Dodds described actions in his sentence (registering, realising) as events in which there 
was one participant. Fairclough (2001, p. 100) argues that clauses in sentences can be 
constructed as active or passive. Active clauses/sentences have an apparent agent or actor 
who acts upon a patient or other object, so usually involves two participants. Sentences 
can also be expressed as events, and usually have an agent/subject and action/verb, but 
only one participant, as Dodds‘s sentence had only the individual registered as vision 
impaired.  
Passive grammar and agency can mark two text functions. The first is that it can function 
to imply objectivity in texts (Hodge & Kress 1993, p. 134). The second function is to 
avoid mentioning who or what causes or is responsible for actions in texts (Fairclough 
2001, 2003; Hodge & Kress 1993; Stubbs 1996). Dodds‘s extract (above) stated ‗there is 
a period of time‘; while my experience as a VIP and a practitioner indicates there may be 
a period of time when those social and cognitive events can occur, Dodds, using the 
passive voice, expressed those possibilities as ‗facts‘.  
Dodds also did not mention who was responsible for registrations, just as he did not 
mention causes of ‗radical changes in social status‘, or that VIPs perform the mental 
process of ‗realisation‘.  
Ideologically, Dodds‘s above utterances (1993, p. 32) can be interpreted as expressing the 
consequences of being registered as a ‗shock‘ experience. That experience is expressed as 
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a psychological or emotional process, which ‗fits‘ his disciplinary practices and (possibly 
social) beliefs. Dodds‘s ‗facts‘ and my experiences as a rehabilitation counsellor and a 
nurse prompt me to interpret his statements as concurring both with practices in 
educational textbooks and with discourses and practices of his and allied disciplines 
working in VIPs‘ vocational-rehabilitation services. I also observed that most of the 
clauses in Dodds‘s sentence were passive. 
Some language theorists state that passive grammar has a widely reported usage in 
textbooks and research articles (Fairclough 2001; Stubbs 1996; Swales 1990), where their 
function is, respectively, to represent and to create knowledge through reports of 
‗scientific‘ facts and ‗objective‘ observations. Used in conjunction with ‗factual‘ 
textbooks to educate health-care practitioners, ‗scientific‘ research reports are an attempt 
to convince readers of the value of their contents by ‗talking up‘ their findings or concepts 
to an accepted standard (Swales 1990).  
Some analysts argue that passive grammar is habitually used in such academic texts, 
where its impersonal expression implies fact and objectivity (Hodge & Kress 1993, p. 
134; Stubbs 1996, pp. 140–3). Stubbs (1996) advocates the value of analysing passive 
versus active sentences in texts, arguing that there is a lack of data on their frequency and 
function (1996, p. 140). Like Dodds‘s sentence above, many other text producers 
constructed their main and subordinate clauses in a passive rather than active form. The 
relative frequencies of passive sentences, shown in Table 5.1, ranged from 17% to 72%. 
Further, the table indicates that half the sample texts contained more than the average 
percentage of passive sentences, and all text producers used combinations of passive 
grammar and unclear agency with simple-tense verbs. Text producers‘ actions, even if 
enacted subconsciously, could be seen as expressing their utterances as objective, factual 
declarations.  
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Table 5.1 Sample corpus  
Year of 
Publication 
Text Producer Passive Sentence 
Construction 
% 
Unclear Agency 
 
% 
Use of Simple 
tense verbs 
% 
1999 Keeffe 37.5 75 58  
1999 Wright et al. 49 49 55  
1994 Nowakowski 47 56  9 
1994 Nowakowski 36 40 18 
1993 Dodds 29 30 35 
1993 Dodds 22 33 37 
1993 Richardson 18 64  27 
1992 Holosko 47 47 32 
1989 Allen 63 60  21 
1989 Trombly 45 40 30 
1988 James 57 66  23 
1986 Scholl 38 44 29 
1986 Simpson 21 54  27 
1983 Wade 32 33 24 
1980 Welch 22 23 14 
1973 Pressey 57 68  65 
1973 Smith 17 14  20 
1969 Carroll 58 44 64  
1969 Carroll 72 75 52  
1969 Carroll 41 41 68  
 
5.2.2 Use of agency 
Like passive grammar, agency can be regarded as a linguistic device used to control the 
visibility of who or what is responsible for what is going on in texts, and to present 
actions as events or factual ‗knowledge‘ (Chilton & Schaffner 1997, p. 223; Fairclough 
2001, pp. 100–1; Hodge & Kress 1993, p. 88; Stubbs 1996). Relative frequencies of 
sentences with the agent omitted ranged from 14% to 75% of sentences in the sample 
texts, with an average of 48%. Omitting the agent was the most frequently used 
grammatical device by text producers in the sample of texts used to educate and train 
rehabilitation practitioners working with VIPs. 
In addition to using passive grammar to construct actions as statements of facts and 
events, text producers in the sample also passively constructed their evaluations. For 
example, James (1988, p. 35) said:  
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However, the area of expertise required in the delivery of services to the 
visually impaired is very broad, too broad perhaps for any one worker. I 
believe that whilst the present curriculum for the Rehabilitation Worker Course 
provides a well thought-out core, there are areas of omission. 
James used active grammar ‗I believe‘ to imply her (professional) evaluation of the 
curriculum and her professional identity, adding authority to her evaluation. James also 
prefaced her evaluation with a complex sentence implying reasons for omissions in the 
curriculum. However, her last clause, ‗there are areas of omission‘ in a passive form, 
implies it was her action of omitting the agent responsible for those ‗areas of omission‘.  
James‘s sentences contrasted unclear with stated agency. James‘s agency omission, 
‗However, the area of expertise required in the delivery of services‘, and the stated agency 
‗I believe‘ in her following sentence, suggest that controlling agency can be a conscious 
choice. James‘s two sentences contrast her use of agency to avoid mentioning who was 
responsible for deciding what was the required expertise. She also contextualised her 
criticism of the curriculum in clauses of possibilities, such as ‗perhaps too broad‘, 
implying vague reasons for her second, evaluative statement, which stated who enacted 
the process of believing or evaluating (I believe). However, James‘s second sentence also 
avoided the issue of agency in her last clause ‗there are areas of omission‘ by choosing an 
existential clause structure, which does not permit the realisation of the agent. In this 
clause James nominalised the act of omitting, which also obscures who enacted those 
omissions.  
Such close readings of the sample texts, which explicated text producers‘ implicit 
meanings and practices, together with the frequent use of nominalisations such as ‗loss‘ 
and ‗impairment‘ in the analysis of vocabulary in Chapter Four, prompted me to analyse 
nominalisations in the sample texts. 
Nominalisation can effectively delete actors and action verbs, expressing an action as if it 
were an event that just happened naturally (Fairclough 2001, p. 103; Hodge & Kress 
1993; Stubbs 1996). Nominalising verbs were a regular grammatical feature I observed in 
all the sample texts. The average relative frequency of sentences with normalisations in 
the sample texts was 36%. 
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When applying the functions of nominalisation to James‘s extract above, James‘s 
avoidance of agency can imply her reluctance to openly criticise her colleagues‘ work. In 
such a scenario, James would be sensitive to repercussions from her critique of their 
curriculum, and so she presented her critique as an objective observation of events or 
facts. She also presented her evaluations as events or facts through her use of tense. 
5.2.3 Use of tense 
The relative frequency of simple-tense verbs, in conjunction with passive grammar in the 
main clauses of sentences, is shown in Table 5.1. This table shows that sentences having 
simple-tense verbs in their main clause ranged from 9% to 65% of sentences in the 
sample texts, with an average of 30%. Only verb tenses marking statements of fact were 
included in the frequency count. As discussed in Chapter Three (Section 3.5.2), simple-
tense verbs can be used to imply multiple functions. 
One function of simple-tense verbs in sentence construction is to imply the actions of text 
producers or their intended speech functions, such as expressing assumptions as facts or 
events, or expressing writers‘ commitment to the truth of their utterances. Text producers‘ 
commitment to their utterances, and their act of imposing their certainty on their readers, 
can imply their relationship with their readers in terms of power (Fairclough 2001, 2003). 
The relationship between text participants and text producers‘ commitment to their 
utterances is a form of modality, which can also be analysed through text producers‘ use 
of simple-tense verbs. I was prompted to analyse simple-tense verbs as a form of modality 
by text producers‘ heavy use of modal words reported in Chapter Four (Section 4.4). The 
results of my analysis are discussed in Section 5.3. I was also prompted to analyse the text 
producers‘ use of tense as a component part of their sentence construction, and the 
functions of such constructions. 
5.2.4 Textual functions of passive, agency and tense 
To understand the functions of nominalisation and agency in passive grammar and the use 
of tense is to understand the significance of their use. Functions of the grammatical 
features explored thus far are to represent, in this study, VIPs and their place in the 
workforce from a specific viewpoint, to meet specific purposes (van Dijk 2000). As 
discussed above, producers of research articles and academic textbooks try to persuade 
readers as to the truth of their statements as representations of aspects of the world. 
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Declaring their evaluations, assumptions and ideologies as events or factual truths through 
their use of grammar can allow text producers to avoid ownership of those evaluations, 
assumptions and ideologies, presenting them as ‗truths‘ or knowledge about VIPs and 
practitioners‘ identities and relations in vocational rehabilitation. 
Text producers‘ use of these grammatical devices can also cue readers to interpret the 
writers‘ certainty or commitment to their facts or representations of reality in their texts. 
In the sample texts, writers foregrounded what they considered important knowledge. 
These discursive practices can also reveal text producers‘ identity, through their expertise 
and authority in determining what knowledge was to be known about VIPs and vocational 
rehabilitation. That authoritative position assumes their claim to a more powerful position 
in their relationships with their reader-practitioners, who occupy a less powerful position 
as employees and student-seekers of knowledge. The position of VIPs in the sample texts, 
as discussed in Chapter Four, was that of ‗clients‘ and ‗patients‘, enacted upon by 
practitioners. These identities imply certain relationships between discourse participants. 
Fairclough (2003) argued that people enact their identities through their relations with 
others, stating, ‗Identities are relational; who one is, matters, in relation to how one relates 
to the world‘ (p. 166). Fairclough further argued that identities can be analysed through 
the use of modality, saying, ‗[W]hat people commit to is an important part of how they 
identify themselves‘ (Fairclough 2003, p. 164). 
5.3 Modality in sample texts 
Participant identities and relationships implied through the functions of the grammatical 
features discussed thus far, together with the key words discussed in Chapter Four, 
prompted me to further explore text participants‘ identities and relationships through text 
producers‘ use of grammatical mood and other modality in the sample texts. I explored 
grammatical mood, which is related to the functions of sentences (statement, questions, 
etc.) through producers‘ use of simple-tense verbs, as markers of grammatical mood 
(Fairclough 2003, pp. 115–18). Consequently, in addition to their function of expressing 
utterances as facts or events, simple-tense verbs can be used as a form of modality, 
because they reveal text producers‘ certainty or commitment to the truth of their 
utterances. Simple tense can also imply text producers‘ relational claim to impose their 
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ideologies and knowledge systems on others. The use of simple-tense verbs also plays an 
important role in grammatical mood.  
Grammatical mood refers to how writers construct their sentences, which can be done in 
three major ways, i.e., as declarative, interrogative or imperative. These ‗moods‘ 
correspond to the speech functions of statements, questions and demands (Fairclough 
2001, 2003; Hodge & Kress 1993; Stubbs 1996).  
The declarative is typically used to make a statement of what is, was or has been. For 
example, Dodds declared, ‗As well as being depressed, many blind people are 
simultaneously anxious‘ (1993, p. 36). Dodds constructed this sentence as a declaration of 
fact rather than a question or imperative. That declaration enacted through the verb ‗are‘ 
can indicate not only his relational authority to declare his ‗knowledge‘ to his readers, but 
also his claim to the position of expert, implied through his certainty or commitment to 
the truth of his utterance and his authority to declare it. It can also imply that his 
relationship with his readers, in terms of power, is asymmetric.  
The second type of grammatical mood, the interrogative, is typically used to ask a 
question (who, what, where, why, how, etc.). There were no instances of the interrogative 
found in the sample texts.  
The third type of grammatical mood, the imperative, which I did observe in the sample 
texts, is typically used to give commands or orders. Imperatives often start with a verb in 
the simple tense. I observed that sentences in the sample texts were mostly declaratives, 
interspersed with imperatives. An example of an imperative sentence in the sample texts 
is Dodds‘s sentence, ‗Tell them that you know best, and then go on to prove your point‘ 
(1993, p. 30). In fact, this sentence is comprised of two clauses in the imperative mood.  
Text producers‘ use of declaratives and imperatives can be understood to imply their 
more powerful identities and subject positions in relation to their practitioner-readers. 
Their use of declaratives and imperatives could be interpreted as their claim to expertise 
about vision impairment, VIPs and their rehabilitation, and their authority to impose their 
assumptions about VIPs and practitioners as authoritative knowledge on their readers. 
Their power to act in these ways was exercised inside texts as producers and holders of 
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knowledge, and outside their texts as recognised experts in vision and vocational 
rehabilitation. 
Within texts, writers maintain power through their power to conceptualise and apply 
meanings in texts (van Dijk 2000; Valentine 2002). Their power in texts also comes from 
their control over the choice and sequence of topics, thus controlling the nature and flow 
of knowledge. The text producers claim expertise through their alignment of their texts 
with the prevailing bio-medical ideology of vision impairment, VIPs and the workforce. 
They can substantiate their ideological assertions by citing texts by other ‗experts‘ who 
agree or support their utterances or point of view, as Allen (1989), Dodds (1993) and 
Welsh (1980) cited Carroll‘s earlier (1969) text to substantiate their claims of ‗losses‘ 
from changed eye function.  
Producers of written texts can also impose their claim to the identity of ‗expert‘, and their 
point of view beyond the immediate time and place of their readers‘ interactions with 
their texts, so their effects may continue even if current readers disagree with them. Text 
producers‘ claimed position of expert can be further enhanced through the use of their 
texts in educational and workplace settings, which implies that educators and employers 
of rehabilitation practitioners agree with and endorse text producers‘ statements that 
imply a particular ideology of VIPs and their place in society. This, indeed, was my 
interpretation, as the sample texts analysed in this thesis were recommended and used by 
practitioners, their educators and employers as primary or important texts necessary for 
rehabilitation practitioners assisting VIPs to obtain or retain employment in the general 
workforce.  
My analysis of text producers‘ use of grammatical mood also showed text producers and 
practitioners exercised more power in their relation with VIPs, who were positioned as the 
objects of practitioners‘ actions. This relational power was illustrated by the relationship 
between Allen and her vision-impaired research subjects, of whom she demanded, ‗Tell 
me about your eye problems‘ (1989, p. 641), a demand with which they complied. 
This opening sentence of Allen‘s interviews with VIPs was an imperative. It signalled her 
relationship with interviewees, namely, her claimed right to demand information about 
their ‗eye problems‘. Allen‘s sentence also shows her power to conceptualise eye function 
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as ‗problems‘, and her claimed power to direct the interviews with VIPs. It also implies 
her interests are focused on negative aspects of being vision impaired, and her ideological 
construction of vision impairment as a biological ‗problem‘. Through these discursive 
actions, Allen claimed her authority to classify consequent psychological ‗problems‘ from 
‗vision loss‘. Thus, ideological interests in participant relationships can centre on unequal 
power. Asymmetric power between participants was also encoded through other forms of 
modality. 
5.3.1 Other forms of modality in sample texts 
Modality can be an important text feature encoding both relational and expressive values 
in texts. Modality concerns the writer‘s authority along the dimensions of relational and 
expressive values, depending on the orientation of that authority. As discussed above, 
relational modality refers to the authority claimed by one participant in relation to others, 
while expressive modality signals writers‘ authoritative claims to their certainty of the 
truth of representations of reality in their texts (Fairclough 2003, 2001; Stubbs 1996). In 
Chapter Four, I reported that obligatory or imperative modal words were used in 
association with practitioners and their practices in the sample texts to signal writers‘ 
relational authority to tell or oblige readers as to what they should, must or will do as 
practitioners. For example, Trombly said, ‗[T]he occupational therapist also should 
address the psychological needs of the older person‘ (1989, p. 442). Trombly signalled 
her implicit position of authority to instruct or oblige occupational therapist-readers 
through her use of ‗should‘. Modal auxiliary verbs‘ consistent, frequent use across genres 
implies that relationships between text producers and readers were asymmetric in terms of 
their claimed power or authority. 
As discussed in Section 5.2, simple-tense verbs were also used by text producers to signal 
both their relations with other text participants, in terms of power, and their authority as to 
their certainty of what readers will do as practitioners. The following sentence by 
Trombly (1989) shows how relational modality was encoded in tense. She declared: ‗It is 
important [for you] to identify the person‘s transferable skills if he must change jobs‘ 
(1989, p. 442). Trombly‘s sentence not only highlights her certainty of the truth of her 
statement through her use of the clause ‗It is important‘ at the beginning of her sentence, 
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it also highlights another frequently used grammatical feature in the sample texts, namely, 
the use of pronouns to imply participant relations (see Section 3.5.2).  
I observed the asymmetric power relationship implied between Trombly and her readers 
to be consistent across texts and genres and explored their implied asymmetric 
relationships through text producers‘ use of pronouns. For example, Dodds stated, ‗In the 
second place, you realize the need for the person to acquire some basic independence 
skills as well as having the ability to give these to the client‘ (1993, p. 48). Like Trombly, 
in addition to Dodds positioning himself as having the authority to tell practitioner-
readers what their evaluations of VIPs are through his use of ‗realise‘, his use of the 
pronoun ‗you‘ illustrated that he was speaking to practitioners. As discussed in Chapter 
Three (Section 3.4.1), pronouns such as ‗we‘, ‗our‘, ‗you‘ and ‗they‘ can signal and be 
interpreted as encoding who has group membership, and can be markers of institutional 
discourse (Drew & Sorjonen 1997, pp. 93–4; Fairclough 2001; Hodge & Kress 1993; 
Stubbs 1996). Text producers used inclusive, first-person pronouns (we, our, us) and 
second-person pronouns (you, your) when referring to practitioner-readers‘ actions, such 
as evaluations or rehabilitation practices, and third-person pronouns (they, them, their, 
etc.) when talking about VIPs. As stated above, pronoun usage is significant in that it 
prompts readers to understand who shares membership of the identities, interests and 
resources of a particular group or institution. Text producers‘ use of pronouns reveals 
their claim to share their institutional membership with their practitioner-readers, while 
VIPs were positioned as non-group members. The significance of group membership is 
illustrated in James‘s (1988) concluding remarks that VIPs have historically been 
excluded from positions of practitioners because they are vision impaired (see Section 
5.3.2). 
5.3.2 Ideological interest in modality 
Modality can also be analysed to explore participants‘ ideological interests. Ideological 
interests in relational modality refer to the implicit power claimed by one participant to 
impose their particular viewpoint or ideology on others (Fairclough 2003, 2001; Hodge & 
Kress 1993; Stubbs 1996; van Dijk 2000). The ideological interest in relational modality 
in this analysis was that text producers, identified by themselves as experts, claimed the 
authority to impose their views on text consumers, identified as aspiring practitioners 
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seeking the required knowledge and procedures to become practitioners. Another 
ideological interest relates to text producers‘ certainty as to the truth of their texts‘ 
representations of reality. That certainty in texts, together with the frequent use of 
nominalisations such as ‗loss‘ and ‗impairment‘ in the analysis of vocabulary in Chapter 
Four, was signalled by their factual statements expressed as declarations and demands. 
The final expression of text producers‘ ideology or systematic point of view I explored 
was through the nature of knowledge contained in texts and how that knowledge was 
sequenced or connected to make sense of texts. 
5.3.3 (Ideological) Knowledge in sample texts 
My analyses of the sample texts indicated that the knowledge that text producers 
expressed in their texts met their ideological interests, by legitimating their view of vision 
impairment as biological deficit or ‗loss‘, caused by an intrinsic abnormality or deviation 
from a utopian concept of health (World Health Organisation 2001). That bio-medical 
viewpoint of vision impairment was shared in medically allied disciplines to which text 
producers belong. Ideologically, such beliefs and values can direct and legitimate text 
producers‘ claims to knowledge in text topics. Texts can be structured to meet such 
disciplinary and institutional ideological interests, while text consumers can make sense 
of texts because they share, or aspire to share, text producers‘ knowledge and identities as 
rehabilitation practitioners. Thus, my analyses of text topics and coherence demonstrated 
that text producers structured the knowledge in their texts to prompt text interpreters to 
‗make sense‘ of them in particular ways, as exemplified in the attested data in this 
chapter, e.g., Allen‘s (1989) journal article, Dodds‘s (1993) textbook chapters, James‘s 
(1988) report on a new course for Rehabilitation Workers, Trombly‘s (1989) textbook 
chapter and Welsh‘s (1980) textbook chapter. 
5.4 Analysing systems of knowledge in sample texts 
I analysed how interpreters could make sense of the knowledge structured or systematised 
in the sample texts by analysing text coherence, or how larger parts of texts were 
sequentially connected to prompt readers to make sense of the whole text. Global 
coherence, or how text interpreters connect whole texts to their view of the world (see 
Section 3.5.1), will be discussed in Chapter Six, which deals with the second and third 
stages of a critical discourse analysis; interpreting and explaining the texts in relation to 
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interpreters‘ understanding of VIPs and their vocational rehabilitation (Fairclough 2001, 
p. 65). 
Local coherence in the sample texts, or how producers connected the ‗knowledge‘ in and 
between their sentences, was illustrated in Dodds‘s sentence, ‗Once an individual is 
registered as visually impaired or blind…‘ (see Section 5.2), and James‘s sentences 
(1988, p. 35) (see Section 5.2.2). However, text producers also connected larger sections 
of their texts to ‗cue‘ or prompt readers‘ sense-making or interpretations of the 
‗knowledge systems‘ in the whole text. Text producers guided their readers to make sense 
of these knowledges and the whole sample text by explicit headings and topic sentences. 
Text producers‘ explicit headings and/or topic sentences were the focus of my analysis of 
how text producers sequentially structured their preferred topics to cue or prompt readers‘ 
sense-making or interpretations in particular ways. I analysed how text producers 
structured the ‗knowledge‘ through explicit section headings in texts, and, where headings 
were absent or insufficient, through topic sentences of those sections or paragraphs. I 
profiled headings and topic sentences in the sample texts to depict their overall sense or 
coherence (see Section 3.5.2).  
5.4.1 Structuring knowledge in journal articles 
My profile of headings and topic sentences in journal articles showed that most journal 
articles in the sample corpus shared a common structure of ‗research reports‘, having an 
abstract, followed by section titles ‗Introduction‘, ‗Methods‘, ‗Results‘, ‗Discussion‘ and, 
sometimes, ‗Conclusion‘. Allen (1989) and Keeffe et al. (1999) used this structure. I 
selected these two journal articles to illustrate how text producers systematised the 
knowledge in their texts, because, although Allen (1989) and Keeffe et al. (1999) 
respectively used qualitative and quantitative research perspectives and methods, they 
enacted the same method of structuring their texts, and drew similar conclusions. They 
also used the same genre or purpose of research articles discussed above in this chapter 
(see Section 5.3.1). I use the term ‗genre‘ in this thesis to refer to texts with a common 
communicative purpose or strategy (Hodge & Kress 1993; Stubbs 1996, p. 18). Articles 
not following this specific structure still reported their research as a ‗logical‘ sequence of: 
(1) conceptualising their subject-matter, (2) their investigatory method, (3) their findings 
or consequences, which they discussed, and finally, (4) drew some conclusions from their 
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efforts. For example, Richardson (1993) conceptualised her model of work changes, 
discussed its advantages, and illustrated it with case studies. Similarly, James (1988) 
reported the process used to develop the Rehabilitation Worker Training Course (James 
1988), followed by a discussion of the resulting curriculum‘s merits for practitioners and 
their employing institutions.  
My experience as a researcher suggests that Richardson (1993) and James (1988), like all 
journal article producers, knew that their articles had two common purposes or strategies. 
The first was to produce or create knowledge specific to the researchers‘ disciplinary or 
discursive community that reinforces or extends their ‗knowledge‘ or area of practice. 
The second was to present their work and achievements for peer review and use. From 
conception to publication, these strategies entail a process of creating knowledge or 
‗facts‘ through a complex rhetorical text construction, the aim of which is to convince 
readers that there is no rhetoric, only facts (Swales 1990, p. 112). I discussed the 
grammatical devices producers of the sample texts used to present their utterances as 
‗facts‘ in Sections 5.1 to 5.2.5. Like Swales (1990), some discourse analysts argue that 
research objectives and practices are influenced and constrained by group interests, and 
contribute to the control of disciplinary or institutional knowledge and areas of practice 
(Drew & Sorjonen 1997, p. 106; Fairclough 2001; Stubbs 1996; van Dijk 2000).  
I observed such influences and constraints in texts produced by Allen (1989) and Keeffe 
et al. (1999). These producers‘ institutional interests in VIPs‘ assumed emotional 
dysfunction and physical dysfunction as ‗handicap‘ were reflected in their text titles, their 
research-institutional affiliations (Appendix B), and their disciplinary or institutional 
interests in developing meanings (Allen 1989) and a tool (Keeffe et al. 1999) to measure 
vision impairment as deficit or handicap. Both articles were published in medical 
journals, and both followed the ‗scientific‘ report formats described in Section 5.4. I 
interpret these actions as indicating the intentions of the producers to convince readers 
that their research topics and findings are meaningful to medical and medical research 
institutions, their underlying ideology being a bio-medical construction of vision 
impairment. These disciplinary interests and ideologies in the sample texts are 
exemplified through the following excerpts from Allen (1989) and Keeffe et al. (1999). 
As mentioned above, I decided to analyse these two journal articles because they illustrate 
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the sequential flow of information and the way in which sentences were grammatically 
constructed to assume objective facts rather than disciplinary opinions or beliefs. 
Although Allen (1989) did not use a heading ‗Introduction‘, she introduced her article 
with the heading ‗The meaning of visual impairment‘, which was the title and topic of her 
article. Her topic sentence stated: ‗Visual impairment is a threat to the social and personal 
existence of the individual and reactions to the impairment are based on the personal 
meaning of the events surrounding the vision loss‘ (p. 640). This sentence could be 
interpreted as expressing her construction of vision impairment as biological deficit. It 
also implies her orientation of her research article to negative factors, as did her opening 
sentence to each research participant: ‗Tell me about your eye problems‘ (p. 641).  
Allen‘s ‗Methods‘ section began with the words: ‗To understand and interpret the 
meaning of vision impairment…‘ (p. 640), which implies the report is Allen‘s 
interpretations of the subjects‘ meanings and actions, based on her institutional 
experiences and knowledge of vision impairment. Her understanding and experience of 
vision impairment can be inferred through her demand to tell her about ‗eye problems‘. 
Having elicited ‗eye problems‘ as described in her ‗Methods‘ section, Allen began her 
‗Results‘ section with the sentence: ‗Following the analysis of the texts it was discovered 
that a core process and several distinct categories emanated from the data‘ (p. 641). In this 
sentence, Allen used many of the features of the grammatical analyses described in this 
chapter (see Sections 5.1 to 5.2.5), such as passive grammar, to obscure her decisions in 
collecting and analysing the data, developing categories, classifying data and 
conceptualising a ‗core process‘ of adjustment. Instead, she represented her actions as 
facts that ‗emanated‘ naturally from the data. She then proceeded to categorise her 
collected ‗problems‘ as data. 
However, despite Allen‘ requests for ‗eye problems‘, some participants reported positive 
aspects of being vision impaired. Allen stated: ‗For some, visual impairment also came to 
mean value. These people were able to discuss positive impacts that had occurred in their 
life as an offshoot of their blindness‘ (p. 644).  
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Allen modified (modalised) her statement about positive changes through the phrase ‗For 
some…‘, and the modifier ‗also‘, and through her use of passive grammar: ‗For some, 
visual impairment also came to mean…‘, rather than ‗VIPs came to understand…‘ (see 
Section 5.2.4). Allen‘s sentence implies that, although being vision impaired may have 
positive aspects, her focus and interest are its negative aspects.  
The first heading in Allen‘s ‗Results‘ section was a table entitled, ‗Visual ability of 
informants‘, which listed their measured visual acuity (p. 642). Allen followed this table 
with a discussion headed: ‗Process of adjustment to visual impairment‘, with the last 
paragraph beginning: ‗Although not all informants felt they had adjusted, most perceived 
that they had learned to live with their impairment.‘ In this sentence, Allen chose to place 
the negative attribute first in the sentence, thus foregrounding it. She also modalised her 
positive clause by implying that the informants learning to live with visual impairment 
was something they only ‗perceived‘ rather than a real event. 
Allen‘s next heading was ‗Categories‘, into which ‗data were classified‘ (p. 642), which 
again distanced her from her act of classifying data. The next headings were the listed 
categories and subcategories, namely, ‗Category 1: Things that informants found most 
difficult‘; ‗Category 2: Factors that helped in adjusting‘; ‗Category 3: Factors that do not 
help in adjusting‘; ‗Category 4: Indicators of adjustment‘ and ‗Category 5: Coping 
strategies‘. These headings were followed by subheadings of (1) indicators of adjustment, 
and (2) coping strategies, which briefly discussed these issues. The presentation of these 
five categories implies that Allen ‗found‘ negative meanings of ‗visual impairment‘ that 
she expressed in psychological processes of adjustment and coping, which matches her 
initial demand that research participants tell her their eye problems, but backgrounds the 
fact that most VIPs had learned to live with their changed eye function.  
Allen‘s category headings focused on negative aspects or ‗problems‘. Her back-grounding 
of positive aspects contrasted with her foregrounding of negative ‗knowledge‘ or 
information, for example: 
Depression, self-pity, and withdrawal were common. In addition, there were 
multiple fears during this time; fears about going out alone, fears about 
whether they could cope and fears about the future. (p. 642) 
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Allen foregrounded emotional reactions by positioning them as topic sentences of 
sections and paragraphs. She also foregrounded ‗fears‘ through repetition, using that 
repetition to connect and add other knowledge of negative reactions to vision impairment. 
Negative reactions to vision impairment were also foregrounded by the use of their 
specific names (‗depression‘, ‗self-pity‘, ‗withdrawal‘), while positive aspects remained 
namelessly vague, such as ‗positive aspects‘. Allen‘s foregrounding practices could be 
interpreted as implying what was important knowledge, as her backgrounding and 
omissions could cue readers as to what was not important. The importance of negative 
knowledge in Allen‘s journal article accords with the dominance of negative sentences in 
the sample texts (see Section 5.1). It also accords with a bio-medical model of vision 
impairment, and meets the objectives of health-care practices of ‗adjusting‘ deficit to 
‗normal‘ functioning.  
Allen‘s next heading was: ‗Interpretation of the meaning of visual impairment‘, the topic 
sentence of which was: ‗The meaning of visual impairment refers to the personal 
subjective significance of visual impairment to the visually impaired person and its likely 
effects on the family‘ (p. 643). This long section emphasised the impact of ‗loss‘ on 
individuals and their family. However, effects on the individual and family were the 
limits of Allen‘s discussion, excluding any effects on the community, or VIPs‘ 
community participation, including its workforce. In Allen‘s research study, VIPs‘ 
workforce participation did not exist. 
Allen‘s next section was her ‗Discussion‘, in which the topic sentence stated: ‗The results 
of this study support statements in the literature that there is a process of adjustment to 
visual impairment (Carroll 1969; Cholden 1972)‘. Allen‘s citations (p. 646) not only 
revealed statements in the literature that support her research ‗findings‘, they reveal 
background knowledge she drew upon to conceptualise vision impairment as ‗loss‘, and 
the negative consequences ‗found‘ in her research. Allen‘s citations showed her 
knowledge of Carroll‘s and Cholden‘s texts. That background knowledge was 
demonstrated in her references to ‗indicators of adjustment‘ and ‗coping strategies‘, 
which are traces of Cholden‘s psychological disciplinary knowledge. Her report also uses 
Carroll‘s concept of ‗loss‘ and ‗fears‘, experienced with ‗loss‘ of sight. In addition to 
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those institutional discourses, Allen, as a member of her society, could also draw on 
everyday communicative discourse (see Chapter Two). 
Allen concluded her research report with a section headed: ‗Implications for nursing‘. Her 
concluding remarks were that her research findings will aid nurses in helping their clients 
‗make sense of what is happening to them as they learn to live with their visual 
impairment‘ (p. 645). That statement disclosed her ideological interests in the 
‗knowledge‘ created by her research and the relations between nurses and ‗their clients‘.  
Similar sequential flow and grammatical practices were observed in the journal article by 
Keeffe et al. (1999) written ten years later. This journal article was recommended as an 
important article by a key blindness agency, which stated that using data from an 
employment survey was part of an important project by a leading eye research 
organisation to develop an inventory of the effects of vision impairment that might 
influence rehabilitation practices. The first heading in the journal article by Keeffe et al. 
(1999) was ‗Abstract‘, which stated the study‘s purpose was ‗to develop an instrument to 
describe and quantify handicap‘ assumed to result from ‗eye disease‘ (p. 184). However, 
these researchers later stated in their ‗Methods‘ section, ‗[o]f major concern to the focus 
group were the inability to continue driving, the emotional problems faced upon the 
diagnosis of eye disease, and in younger people, the difficulties in obtaining or keeping a 
job‘ (p. 184). 
Although VIPs expressed employment as a major concern, that reported knowledge was 
backgrounded and omitted from the results and discussion sections. The research group 
further grammatically backgrounded VIPs‘ employment concerns by positioning them as 
the last concern after driving concerns and emotional problems at diagnosis. VIPs‘ 
employment concerns were further trivialised through the phrase ‗and, in younger 
people‘, implying that ‗only a vague group of ‗younger people‘ expressed concerns about 
finding or keeping a job. These grammatical and structural choices illustrate how the 
researchers highlighted or foregrounded their areas of interest. Keeffe et al. (1999) 
illustrated their institutional assumptions about VIPs in another subtle lexical change that 
re-conceptualised ‗emotional problems faced at diagnosis‘ as ‗emotional reaction to 
vision loss‘. This lexical choice in wording changed the concept from a reaction to an 
initial interaction about diagnosis to an ongoing individual experience of ‗loss‘ due to 
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being vision impaired. Although this change in meaning may have been a subconscious 
one, it was nevertheless obvious to me, as an analyst-practitioner who counsels VIPs 
about their chosen and attributed social identities in regard to managing their relationships 
with other people. 
Researchers further foregrounded or prioritised VIPs‘ assumed emotional reactions to 
vision ‗loss‘ in their ‗Results‘ section, which began with the focus group‘s demographic 
characteristics, followed by the topic sentence: ‗The responses were grouped under five 
domains. The first domain was: emotional reaction to vision loss, followed by: personal 
and household care, social and community interactions, mobility and leisure‘ (p. 184). 
Like Allen, these researchers used passive grammar to present their research actions as 
events (see Section 5.2.3), which conceals the researchers‘ responsibility for their 
prioritisation. Expressing this sentence in an active form would read: ‗We, the 
researchers, grouped [or classified] VIPs‘ responses…‘. Such grammatical choices 
illustrate how researchers constructed their reports as ‗facts‘ rather than basing them on 
their assumptions and interests. Their assumptions and interests are indicated in their 
selected ‗five domains‘. These domains are classifications that have been used in 
consecutive SDACs (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998a, b, c; 2003), which Keeffe et 
al. (1999) must have known, and probably drew upon, prefacing them with a category of 
‗emotional reaction to vision loss‘. Use of these classifications again backgrounds VIPs‘ 
concerns about employment.  
The ‗Results‘ section also reported participants‘ medical diagnoses, which implies that the 
researchers‘ interest in ‗vision loss‘ was, in some way, associated with VIPs‘ bio-medical 
status, at least in the researchers‘ minds. Their next sentence reported that ‗emotional 
reaction‘ was not significantly associated with vision impairment‘ (p. 185). However, 
these researchers also reported, somewhat enigmatically, that, ‗[v]ision did not have a 
significant association with problems with work or leisure activities; this is consistent 
with results reported by Burgess (1998) in the employment survey commissioned by The 
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind (p. 185)‘. This study was, in my research, the only 
survey to report such a finding, and is contradicted by all other surveys listed in Table 1.1, 
e.g., Spriggs (2007), who reported that VIPs‘ employment opportunities increased with 
their ability to access multiple visual formats. Like Allen (1989), Keeffe et al. (1999) 
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appear to have selected a citation that agrees with their assertion, ignoring other, 
contradictory evidence. 
The researchers began the ‗Discussion‘ section of their stated research objective of 
developing a tool to measure handicap with the sentence: ‗Emotional reaction to loss of 
vision was not significantly related to degree of vision impairment‘ (Keeffe et al. 1999, p. 
186). Although their research found no association between emotional reaction and 
‗vision loss‘, opening their discussion with this sentence again linked ‗emotional 
reactions‘ to vision loss, and foregrounded a textually created importance and 
relationship. The researchers concluded their research report with the statement: ‗As 
measures of vision impairment do not predict the handicap experienced, there is need for 
instruments such as the Inventory of Vision Impairment, which can profile individual 
strengths and areas of need for rehabilitation‘ (p. 186). 
These researchers‘ actions of profiling and measuring negative consequences (handicap) 
suggest the purpose of their research was to meet practitioners‘ interests of designing an 
instrument so they could continue to measure assumed ‗handicap‘ from eye diseases. This 
aim implies the legitimacy of practitioners‘ negative view of vision impairment and VIPs 
and justifies their ideologies as ‗helpers‘ and ‗researchers‘. Their concluding statement 
that further research is needed to develop their handicap-measuring instrument can be 
interpreted as implying both the value of this study and legitimacy for further research 
activity. 
The research report by Keeffe et al. (1999) highlighted a biological construction of vision 
impairment and consequential handicaps, including assumed emotional reactions. This 
‗finding‘, or knowledge, was consistently highlighted despite the absence of any evidence 
of such a consequence or relationship in this or any other study cited in the article. This 
implies that the knowledge and interests other than those emerging from their 
investigation motivated the construction and the content of their reports. I argue that those 
interests are ideologically driven, constructing vision impairment to meet their 
disciplinary knowledge and practices. Ideological interest in the construction of vision 
impairment was also revealed in the research report by Allen (1989) ten years earlier, and 
implied in attested data I used in the analyses of the sample texts‘ vocabulary and 
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grammatical features. Therefore, I was prompted to analyse what knowledge was 
structured, and how it was structured, in textbook chapters in the sample texts. 
5.4.2 Textbook chapters 
Although journal articles in the sample corpus required analysis of topic sentences to 
determine their topics and coherence, most textbook chapters did not need such close 
scrutiny because their structure was more explicit, indicating the logic or direction and 
nature of their informational flow. However, the coherence or sense-making of textbook 
chapters depended on previous and following chapters, in addition to readers‘ background 
knowledge and assumptions (Fairclough 2001; Stubbs 1996). 
In addition to the sequence of information in the book and in the chapter, I also 
considered other features of constructing texts that might cue readers as to how to 
interpret or make sense of texts. They included the space allocated to specific topics, 
which, in conjunction with their sequence and repetition, can imply their importance or 
priority, as well as the writer‘s knowledge and agreement (Stubbs 1996). As I discussed in 
Chapter Four (Section 4.1), how chapters are sequenced provides not only background 
knowledge for later chapters, but contributes to readers‘ interpretations of the sequence 
and priority of practices in the vocational rehabilitation process.  
Therefore, I described this analysis of coherence in textbook chapters in the sample texts 
through two examples, using explicit section headings and topic sentences, and discussing 
them in the context of placement in their respective books and the significance of their 
topic sequence. The first example describing coherence in textbooks was Trombly‘s 
(1989) chapter, Employment for the Physically Disabled, in her book Occupational 
Therapy for Physical Dysfunction (edited by Trombly & Radomski 1989). I chose 
Trombly‘s text because she produced a seminal textbook for occupational therapists. 
Occupational therapy is a health-care discipline from which many rehabilitation 
practitioners are drawn, and, as Trombly herself claims, occupational therapy centres on 
the nature of work. Although Trombly‘s chapter did not focus specifically on VIPs, it did 
address vocational rehabilitation for disabled people, so I selected it according to my 
sample selection criteria in Chapter Three (Section 3.3.1). My second example of 
textbook chapters was Dodds‘s chapter Models of Rehabilitation, the second chapter of 
his book Rehabilitating Blind and Visually Impaired People: A psychological approach 
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(1993). I selected Dodds‘s text (1) to illustrate the knowledge and practices advocated by 
employers and educators of rehabilitation practitioners; and (2) because it was 
recommended to me as the seminal text, used by the only organisation offering disability-
specific employment services under the government‘s Disability Employment Network 
discussed in Chapter One (Section 1.0). 
I determined similarities and differences between these two texts by their explicit 
headings. Their section headings were similar in that they both focused on practitioner 
roles, activities and the relationship between practitioner and rehabilitee. Their difference 
was in their orientation of rehabilitation activities. However, both Trombly and Dodds 
discussed psychological ‗needs‘, although Trombly, an occupational therapist, allocated it 
much less space than Dodds, a psychologist. Alternatively, Trombly (1989) extensively 
discussed vocational rehabilitation practices, which is the area of expertise claimed by 
occupational therapists. However, that discussion was in relation to assessing and 
designing training programmes for ‗the physically disabled‘. Alternatively, Dodds‘s 
chapter on rehabilitation models gave very little space (3 of 15 pages) to any information 
about rehabilitation practices. Dodds‘s three pages on rehabilitation models contained a 
history of independent living skills training, and he did not address vocational 
rehabilitation, except to refer to Trombly‘s (1983) approach to vocational rehabilitation 
for disabled people as an appropriate approach for VIPs (Dodds 1993, p. 19).  
Trombly‘s (1989) text on employment was the twenty-first of 31 chapters on all aspects 
of occupational therapy ‗for physical dysfunction‘. Entitled Employment for the 
Physically Disabled, this chapter contained the following section headings: 
1. Historical perspective of occupational therapy and work;  
2. Employment/unemployment; 
3. Roles of occupational therapists in vocational rehabilitation; 
4. Personal adjustment training; 
5. Work capacity evaluation; 
6. Physical tolerance or work tolerance screening;  
7. Work hardening and job simulation; 
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8. Vocational training; 
9. Ergonomic job analysis; and  
10. Prevention programs (OHS), and wellness programs. 
 
I understood the pivotal heading to be ‗Roles of the occupational therapist in vocational 
rehabilitation‘, where Trombly introduced subheadings stating occupational therapists‘ 
(OTs‘) activities, and implying their relationships with their ‗patients‘. She discussed 
those activities under the subheadings of assessing VIPs‘ work history, capacities and 
deficits and providing programs and services to rectify their deficits (Trombly 1989, pp. 
442–3).  
I interpreted Trombly‘s subheadings as showing a pattern of assessment or evaluation and 
treatment. Treatment consisted of selecting activities to train the person in work habits. 
Trombly‘s subheadings presupposed practitioners‘ knowledge, skills, abilities and 
responsibilities to perform her listed activities, and their performance which was the focus 
of and which occupied most of the space allocated to the chapter.  
Trombly‘s subheadings of OTs‘ practices could be seen as focal points for readers, 
indicating that the sense of the chapter was the sequence and nature of their employment-
assistive practices. The cues in headings and subheadings were reinforced by the chapter 
and book titles that explicitly state OTs‘ involvement with ‗the physically disabled‘ and 
‗physical dysfunction‘. Dysfunction was a continuing theme throughout the chapter, being 
the object of OTs‘ assessment and training or ‗therapy‘.  
My interpretation of Trombly‘s chapter is that practitioners are able effectively to help 
dysfunctional ‗patients‘ to obtain employment. Practitioners‘ activities, according to 
Trombly, consist of assessing and retraining, which assumes ‗patients‘ lack and ‗need‘ 
work skills (Trombly 1989, pp. 442–3). Thus, Trombly‘s text implied the ‗problem‘ of 
unemployment is located in the individual, an implication based on a bio-medical 
construction of impairment and disability. Trombly‘s implication agreed with that implied 
by Allen (1989) and Keeffe et al. (1999), and was taken up in Dodds‘s (1993) textbook. 
Dodds, who was familiar with Trombly‘s work, also located the ‗problem‘ in VIPs‘ 
psyche. 
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Compared to Trombly‘s‘ focus on assessing and teaching work skills and abilities, 
Dodds‘s text had a psychological focus. The headings in his chapter Models of 
Rehabilitation were: 
1. To see or not to see?; 
2. Roles which the rehabilitation practitioner may adopt; 
3. Technician;  
4. Teacher; 
5. Mentor; 
6. Coach; 
7. Counsellor; 
8. Psychologist;  
9. Advocate; 
10. Friend; and 
11. Playing the various roles.  
 
The only inexplicit heading was ‗To see or not to see‘, which discussed whether VIPs 
could occupy the position of rehabilitation practitioner. Dodds argued that while some 
American VIPs worked as such, they would never be accredited in the UK, because the 
National Accreditation Council‘s criteria of competence include a number of skills which, 
the Council claims, ‗only a fully sighted person can possess, such as being able to monitor 
a client‘s progress at a distance‘ (Dodds 1993, p. 21). 
Dodds reported that practitioners had debated VIPs‘ practitioner ‗competencies‘ in the 
UK for years. The same debate was visited by James (1988) in a text about this (then) 
new rehabilitation workers course. James concluded, ‗Past practice has been to exclude 
VIPs. The debate as to whether visually impaired people can, or should, teach mobility 
will continue.‘ (James 1988, p. 35) Dodds‘s allusion to the same debate in 1993 (above) 
shows that practitioners‘ actions of excluding VIPs from teaching mobility has indeed 
continued. 
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James‘s and Dodds‘s statements confirm the practice of excluding VIPs from professional 
and group membership in the UK. However, the UK is the preferred source of 
practitioner-educational texts for the only organisation offering disability-specific 
employment assistance to VIPs in New South Wales, where this research was undertaken. 
In New South Wales, rehabilitation practitioners are not state-accredited or regulated, 
except as members of their specific disciplines. However, Australian VIPs are rarely 
employed as rehabilitation practitioners. The reason given to me by Vision Australia, the 
only organisation offering disability-specific employment assistance to VIPs, was that 
VIPs could not access the Department of Employment & Workplace Relation‘s database 
to document required statistics (Personal communication, 5th August, 2008). The 
significance of this continuing exclusion is that VIPs‘ employment opportunities as 
rehabilitation practitioners centre on their assumed eye function, with no references to 
common rehabilitation practices with disabled people, or acknowledgement of their 
knowledge, skills or experiences (Dodds 1993; James 1988).  
Dodds‘s and James‘s statements about VIPs‘ practitioner competencies, in addition to 
Michalko‘s comments about practitioners‘ lack of awareness of language functions in 
social interactions (see Section 2.6), imply that practitioners‘ phenomenological 
knowledge of being vision impaired is limited. It could also imply that their statements 
and practices in their texts centre on the notion that who is ‗seen‘ to be capable or 
competent is biologically determined. VIPs‘ social participatory competencies were 
implicit in Dodds‘s text on rehabilitation. 
Having recommended Trombly‘s (1983) approach to rehabilitation, Dodds discussed 
Models of Rehabilitation according to the headings 1–11 listed above. Like Trombly‘s 
text, these sections described practitioners‘ various roles in relation to ‗teaching‘, 
‗counselling‘ and ‗training‘ their vision-impaired ‗clients‘. Cues to making sense of these 
roles come from his prior chapter, which began: ‗Sudden and severe loss of sight can be 
an overwhelmingly distressing experience for the sufferer, and equally, those close to 
hand‘ (Dodds 1993, p. 1). Alternatively, my experiences with VIPs has informed me that 
while sudden and severe loss of sight has occurred, the most common event is a gradual 
deterioration during a person‘s adult years. Dodds‘s professional experiences with VIPs 
and his knowledge of statistical data should have informed him of the common aspects of 
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being vision-impaired, or at least prompted him to research them. Perhaps his topic 
statement was made more for its effect on his readers than its accuracy. A similar 
interpretation could be generated through his statement ending this chapter: ‗Your job is 
to help…and to support your client…rather than allowing them to go for the…option of 
dependency‘ (p. 17). Dodds‘s first chapter detailed the overwhelming effects of vision 
impairment, with the last sentence of this chapter telling his readers that VIPs ‗need‘ their 
help, that the practitioners‘ job is not to allow VIPs to be dependent, presupposing they 
would be if practitioners allowed them to be. This, in turn, implies practitioners have the 
power to dictate VIPs‘ dependence or independence in relation to others. 
The text headings in Dodds‘s second chapter, which was the focus of this analysis, 
address the main point of the text, namely, that practitioners‘ relationships and activities 
will meet their clients ‗needs‘ in adjusting to being vision impaired. His headings of 
practitioner roles indicate that those needs are varied and numerous, as well as implying 
practitioners have more knowledge and skills about being vision impaired than VIPs. 
This, in turn, can be interpreted as implying practitioners‘ claim to a more powerful 
position than the recipient position Dodds attributes to VIPs. Dodds also implicitly claims 
practitioners have the power to mould VIPs‘ decisions about lifestyle. Dodds‘s 
description of the practitioner–client relationship mirrors practitioner–client interactions 
in medically oriented disciplines, with which Dodds and most rehabilitation practitioners 
are familiar. Those familiar practices of psychologically assessing and treating or 
assisting people with their emotional needs was also implied in Dodds‘s headings of 
‗psychologist‘, ‗counsellor‘, ‗teacher‘ and ‗advocate‘. These lexical choices of headings 
have implicit meanings. Headings (‗teacher‘, ‗technician‘) imply VIPs‘ inability to learn 
how to interact with ocular-centric social resources and practices by themselves, and that 
practitioners have that knowledge and are able to teach others. The headings of ‗friend‘ 
and ‗advocate‘ can cue text interpreters that their ‗help‘ includes non-specific emotional 
support, again implying practitioners can, and should, give that support ‗needed‘ by VIPs. 
The sense of the chapter appeared to be that what is important in rehabilitation is 
practitioners‘ ability to meet their clients‘ many needs, which can be met through the 
filling ‗roles‘ in the section headings. The focus of the chapter was the nature of the 
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knowledge and skills practitioners require for vision rehabilitation. The chapter 
concluded: 
If you are already doing most of these things, congratulate yourself: now you 
know why you feel so tired at the end of the day! If you are not doing all of 
these things, then by the time you have finished this book you are in a position 
to do justice to the complex task of rehabilitation. (p. 31) 
The rest of ‗this book‘ discussed, in greater detail, VIPs‘ ‗psychological adjustment‘ to 
sight loss and their ‗Anxiety and depression‘ (Dodds 1993, pp. 33–49), and the effects of 
vision loss on various groups of people, such as children and older people. 
Dodds‘s book talked to practitioners. I explicated this action through his use of pronouns 
and position titles, about systems of knowledge and practices Dodds says are required by 
rehabilitation practitioners. His book repeatedly focused on psychological deficits, 
excluding any positive qualities or references to VIPs‘ working lives, except their 
exclusion from the position of rehabilitation practitioners. 
Both Trombly and Dodds, like Allen and Keeffe et al. (see Section 5.4.1) appeared to 
construct their texts on the basis of their belief that impairment and disablement are 
caused by diverse bodily functions. Their apparent argument was that if such people were 
vocationally ‗retrained‘ and psychologically ‗adjusted‘ through practitioners‘ prescribed 
goods and services, they could become ‗workers‘. Practitioner activities in Trombly‘s and 
Dodds‘s texts could also be understood as being focal cues to interpreting power and 
control in rehabilitation identities and relations. Power and control, expressed through 
activities and relationships of rehabilitation participants, were also ‗cued‘ in the texts by 
names used to describe participants. Practitioners were assumed to have the authority and 
knowledge to initiate and enact producers‘ prescribed activities, that authority and 
knowledge being interpreted as ‗natural‘ reasons for one group to enact their beliefs and 
ideologies on others. However, ideologically guided knowledge conveyed in these journal 
articles and textbook chapters was limited to assessment of sight loss and psychological 
needs of individuals and their families, omitting any knowledge about being vision 
impaired in the society in which they must participate, including its workforce. 
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5.5 Making sense of sample texts 
Describing participants‘ ideological interests and how those interests underpinned their 
knowledge systems implicit in the sample texts was one objective of this comprehensive 
analysis of practitioner-educational texts. This objective arose from the analyses of 
meanings in regard to participants‘ social identities and relationships in terms of power 
(see Section 4.5). These analytical descriptions were necessary in order to make sense of 
the sample texts as would practitioner-readers. 
The various analyses of practitioner-educational texts indicate that the bio-medical 
ideology underpinning the ‗knowledge‘ in the sample texts directed but also constrained 
the topics that could be discussed. A bio-medical construction of vision impairment, and 
assumed ‗psychological reactions‘, was not only the dominant ideology implicit in 
practitioner-educational texts, it was the only perspective of vision impairment. This bio-
medical ideology was described and enacted through text producers‘ discourse practices 
in text used to educate practitioners working with VIPs to obtain or retain employment in 
the general workforce.  
Their construction of VIPs‘ rehabilitation as restoration of biological function was evident 
in the major themes of practitioners‘ activities of assessing, measuring and adjusting 
VIPs‘ eye and other biological/intrinsic (dys)functions, such as their psychological 
‗needs‘ and their ‗need‘ of individual adjustment and training services. The homogeneity 
of these assertions and practices in the sample indicates that a similar analysis of any 
sample of practitioner-educational texts would have produced the same results (Babbie 
1995, p. 215). Similarly, text producers‘ assertions and practices were maintained 
throughout the 20 years covered by this research, even when researchers could not 
produce any evidence of psychological maladjustment subsequent to being vision 
impaired (e.g., Keeffe et al. 1999) (see Section 5.4.1). Researchers‘ failure to produce any 
evidence that ‗vision impairment‘ causes psychological maladjustment argues that such 
assertions in the sample of practitioner-educational texts were based on shared, ‗common-
sense‘ beliefs or ideologies, rather than on research evidence. 
However, the assumed negative psychological consequences of being vision impaired was 
the most discussed topic in the sample texts, with most text producers allocating space to 
VIPs‘ ‗psychological adjustment‘ to vision ‗loss‘. I explicated their focus on 
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‗psychological help‘ for vision ‗loss‘ through the analyses of focal or key words in the 
sample texts (see Section 4.3.1), text producers‘ negative sentences (see Section 5.1) and 
through the titles, headings and topic sentences in the texts, as discussed in Sections 5.4.1 
and 5.4.2. Text producers‘ topical persistence implies that VIPs‘ ‗needs‘ were constructed 
to meet practitioners‘ disciplinary ideologies and consequent knowledge systems, rather 
than research-based evidence. 
My analysis also showed that their disciplinary knowledge was not the only ‗knowledge‘ 
text producers drew upon to produce their texts. For example, Allen (1989) was a nurse 
who drew upon scientific knowledge systems to research the meanings of vision 
impairment to vision-impaired adults. She chose to report the meaning of vision 
impairment as psychological meanings of ‗loss‘ and fear. My close analysis of Allen‘s 
text revealed that she had drawn on Carroll‘s (1969) text on the meaning of blindness as a 
series of ‗losses‘. Carroll‘s construction of vision impairment as ‗loss‘ was also cited by 
Dodds (1993) and Welsh (1980). This shows that text producers also drew on other texts 
as instances of institutional discourses to substantiate their ideology, and to produce 
meanings and knowledge in their texts that met their group or disciplinary interests. 
Drawing on a sole knowledge system of biological deficit or a ‗loss‘ model of vision 
impairment could be interpreted as constraining practitioners‘ systems of knowledge 
about VIPs to a biological focus, and subjecting practitioners in their historical activities 
of assessing biological function, and prescribing medically approved goods and services.  
In addition to constraining or limiting systems of knowledge, maintaining an ideology of 
biological ‗loss‘ perpetuates an asymmetric relationship between rehabilitation 
practitioners and VIPs, in which VIPs are constrained or subjected as patients of 
practitioners‘ actions. 
Asymmetric relationships were indicated between all participant groups in the sample 
texts. Text producers presented their texts as authoritative, through their use of 
grammatical forms and structural devices of educational texts and research reports, to 
position themselves in the more powerful position of ‗expert‘ in relation to their readers. 
Likewise, their texts positioned practitioners in the more powerful position of 
‗practitioners‘ in relation to VIPs as ‗clients‘ and ‗patients‘. These positions, as stated in 
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Section 4.3.2, enabled them to enact on others their bio-medical ideology, their 
knowledge systems and practices subsequent to that ideology. It must be appreciated, in a 
critical discourse analysis, that these meanings and practices are understood in 
practitioners‘ historical roles of ‗providing‘ ‗care‘ for sick and infirm people, a group to 
which VIPs, represented as ‗the blind‘, have historically been subjected.  
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Chapter Six 
Implications of a Bio-Medical Construction of 
Vision-Impaired People’s Vocational Rehabilitation 
6.0 Introduction 
Drawing on Fairclough‘s model of text interpretation, and its underlying linguistic 
theories discussed in Chapter Three (Section 3.6), in this chapter I propose to interpret the 
significant yet implicit meanings I explicated in practitioner-educational texts, such as 
rehabilitation practitioners‘ and VIPs‘ social identities, the ideologies that determine 
rehabilitation practitioners‘ knowledge and practices, and the power relations implicit in 
those identities and ideologies, as would rehabilitation practitioners. I explicated these 
implicit meanings by drawing upon my own MR, discourses prompted by those 
meanings, and the situations in which they are interpreted. Using these interpretative 
procedures, I determined the types of discourse of which these educational texts are a 
part, as would my fellow text producers and readers, and upon which they would draw to 
make sense of their educational texts in relation to their rehabilitation practices. 
To interpret meanings implicit in their educational texts, rehabilitation practitioners draw 
upon their previous assumptions and experiences of the world, including their implicit 
ideologies and values, thereby reproducing or changing those assumptions or ideologies 
(Fairclough 2001, p. 135). This means that reproduction or transformation of previous 
assumptions and ideologies is generally an unconscious, unintended side effect of text 
production and interpretation (Fairclough 2001, pp. 135–6). In this way, rehabilitation 
practitioners are prompted to draw upon previous assumptions and experiences from other 
discourses to explicate meanings implicit in language habitually used by text producers, 
and various properties of the situations in which texts are produced and interpreted. 
Through these textual and situational properties, text interpreters can be prompted to draw 
upon specific types of discourse to make sense of meanings implicit in the text. In doing 
so, discourse analysts argue, text interpreters also draw upon specific ideologies and the 
implicit power relations contained in those discourse types (Fairclough 2001, 2003; Gee 
1999; Pomerantz & Fehr 1997; van Dijk 2000).  
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While practitioners‘ interpretations of their educational texts are concerned with drawing 
upon their assumptions and experiences to make sense of implicit meanings in them, my 
primary concern in this critical analysis of the construction of vocational rehabilitation 
available to VIPs is to explain how that discursive construction, implicit in educational 
texts, is determined by social processes and practices. I aim to show the effects of a bio-
medical construction of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, whether it reproduces or changes 
the social practices that determine it, and the effects of those rehabilitation practices on 
VIPs‘ chances of being employed (see Sections 3.5.2 and 3.6). 
As discussed in Chapter Three (Section 3.6.1), rehabilitation practitioners generate 
particular meanings from habitual or prominent features text producers use as ‗cues‘ to 
prompt those meanings. Interpreters generate meanings by drawing upon aspects of their 
background assumptions, knowledge and experiences – what Fairclough calls their MR – 
for similar meanings and experiences, which they transfer to meanings implicit in the 
current texts‘ vocabulary, grammar and generic structure. Through these interpretative 
procedures, practitioners can interpret the topic or ‗point‘ of texts, the core knowledge 
implied through topics, the limits of that knowledge, as well as the purpose for which that 
knowledge is used, and by whom. By using these interpretative procedures, I was led, as 
would practitioner-readers, to specific interpretations of their rehabilitation-educational 
texts. 
6.1 Interpreting the bio-medical construction of rehabilitation 
texts  
The most powerful meaning I explicated from the implicit meanings in texts used to 
educate rehabilitation practitioners was text producers‘ construction of vision impairment 
as bio-medical abnormality or deficit. Further, through their frequent use of key words 
and grammatical forms, text producers represented ‗blindness‘ and its assumed ‗fears‘ and 
other emotional reactions as VIPs‘ most salient characteristics. According to Wright‘s 
(1988) theory of a fundamental negative bias, discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.1), 
these salient characteristics, and the negative values attributed to them, in contexts of 
practitioners‘ education and workplace practices, are significant because they reproduce 
and legitimate VIPs‘ negative social identities and relations in everyday communicative 
discourses, as described in Chapter Two (Section 2.3.1). Further, interpreted through 
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educational textbooks (see Section 5.4.1), these ‗facts‘ about VIPs‘ salient characteristics 
could be seen to be supported by the evidential proof of practitioners‘ ‗scientific‘ 
investigations (see Section 5.4.2). It is also significant that text producers chose to use the 
word ‗blind‘, when ‗blindness‘ is the most extreme form of vision restriction, and is the 
most feared ‗disability‘ except for mental illness (see Wright (1988). Interpreting these 
discursive practices and meanings in education and workplace settings, practitioners must 
treat them, through the institutions‘ authority, as factual representations of VIPs and as 
important knowledge for rehabilitation practitioners. 
Text producers‘ negative construction of vision impairment underpinned their discursive 
practice of negatively representing VIPs, while positively representing practitioners. Their 
negative construction could be interpreted through the identities, themes and topics in the 
analysed texts. These explicated meanings, in turn, prompted interpreters to draw upon 
bio-medical discourses to generate their interpretations of rehabilitation-educational texts, 
and explain their rehabilitation practices. I observed that this bio-medical ideology was 
sustained throughout the period in which the sample texts were published and used 
(1969–1999), and was implicit in both textbooks and research journal articles. The 
duration and extensiveness of this ideology prompted me to interpret such a bio-medical 
ideology as an enduring, extensive institutional practice, drawn upon to discursively 
construct VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation. I also observed this bio-medical ideology in 
other scientific texts used to profile VIPs‘ employment services in Chapter One (Section 
1.1), and in welfare and workplace discourses, discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.5.2). 
In addition to its use in scientific, welfare and workplace discourses, a bio-medical 
ideology dominated the sample of rehabilitation textbooks and journal articles used to 
educate practitioners, which would prompt interpreters to determine the discourse as 
belonging to medical and other health-care clinical discourses. 
However, language used in their educational texts would also prompt practitioner-
interpreters to draw upon other discourses to interpret their educational texts. For 
example, the terms ‗work readiness‘, ‗work tolerance‘ and ‗work hardening‘ can be 
categorised as belonging to welfare discourses, in which practitioners assess welfare 
recipients‘ work skills (e.g., Trombly 1989). Finally, my analyses of the sample texts 
revealed they contained ‗traces‘ of basic assumptions from everyday social discourses and 
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literary discourses, such as ‗blind‘ and ‗loss‘ (e.g., Allen 1989; Dodds 1993; Nowakowski 
1994). Thus, bio-medical, scientific, welfare and everyday social discourses contain 
assumptions that VIPs are socially dependent, unproductive people who need care (see 
Chapter Two), and that VIPs need assistance to participate in an ocular-centric society 
(again, see Chapter Two). This view of VIPs can also be interpreted through historical 
accounts of their social marginalisation, as discussed in Chapter One (Sections 1.0 and 
1.1). Interpreters of the sample texts were thus prompted to draw upon their more 
subconscious historical and everyday social discourses, through their experiences as 
social members, to make sense of meaning in their institutional discourses. Meanings in 
their educational texts also prompted practitioners to draw upon clinical and scientific 
discourses, as I have done, through their professional membership to interpret 
rehabilitation texts. Drawing upon institutional discourses must, in some way, contribute 
to the verification of social assumptions about VIPs‘ social identities, which, in turn, were 
legitimated by the evidential proof reported in practitioners‘ ‗objective-scientific‘ 
research articles. 
VIPs‘ social identities and relations were thereby discursively constructed and interpreted 
as a sole, accurate representation of them and their place in society. Thus, words used to 
position VIPs in clinical discourses and the sample texts (‗the blind‘, ‗the patient‘, 
‗depressed‘) can be verified through their similar positions in everyday social discourses, 
which are generally shared and accepted as normal, as well as through their use in 
educational and scientific discourses, through which these ‗facts‘ were ‗objectively‘ 
produced (Fairclough 2001; Pomerantz & Fehr 1997). 
As mentioned above, the use of these words in professional or institutional discourses 
transfers their associated values to those discourses (Fairclough 2001; Halliday 1994). In 
rehabilitation discourses, these values and the activities through which they are enacted 
are ‗backed‘ by the authority and power of the institution and the social groups operating 
in them. In this way, a bio-medical ideology, with its underlying values and power 
relations, is the dominant ideology in text contents and the institutional situations in 
which they are interpreted. The power or authority to classify people and socially 
structure them bio-medically has been termed ‗bio-power‘ (see Sections 1.2 and 2.5.1).  
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Health-care practitioners‘ bio-power can be interpreted through text producers‘ 
representations and positioning of VIPs through a bio-medical classification of 
impairment and health in the World Health Organisation‘s ICF. This classificatory 
practice reveals and legitimates health-care practitioners‘ biologically based knowledge, 
resources and interests, which they enact through their gate-keeping role between the 
worlds of welfare and work. It also reproduces and maintains social assumptions that 
VIPs need care because they are ‗blind‘, and legitimates health-care practitioners‘ claim 
to the expertise to help VIPs by enhancing their ocular function and adjusting their 
emotional reactions to being vision impaired. Although these helping professions claim 
their ‗help‘ will ‗enable‘ VIPs, Illich et al. (1977) refer to them as the Disabling 
Professions, because their actions/practices disable people‘s rights to full citizenship. 
Practitioners‘ alternative claim is that transferring their clinical practices to VIPs‘ 
vocational rehabilitation processes will lead to VIPs‘ social inclusion, including their 
inclusion in the workforce.  
However, my various analyses of practitioner-educational texts showed that health-care 
practitioners‘ knowledge is, in a poststructural sense, limited to assessing and enhancing 
biological function, which has been practitioners‘ historical position in vision 
rehabilitation. I interpreted their position, as would other interpreters, through the history 
of VIPs‘ employment services in Chapter One (Sections 1.0 and 1.1), and through text 
producers‘ certainty that practitioners ‗should‘ and ‗must‘ enact assessments and 
treatments upon VIPs‘ eye and psychological conditions. I interpreted text producers‘ 
certainty, not only from the obligation inherent in the modal words and declarative 
statements used in the texts, but also through the institutional power of the educational 
institution and workplace facilities in which the texts are interpreted. 
Further, text producers‘ omissions of VIPs‘ abilities and other positive qualities from 
rehabilitation texts prompt interpretations that educational and workplace facilities 
sanction the view that VIPs are biologically deficient and socially incompetent, as do their 
omission of other issues of social and environmental factors. Practitioners could interpret 
such omissions as indications they were not relevant to VIPs‘ rehabilitation, i.e., that 
practitioners were to focus only on biological deficits as the cause of VIPs‘ social 
exclusion. This interpretation is supported by the plethora of texts discussing VIPs‘ 
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emotional reactions assumed to be a consequence of their eye dysfunction. It can also be 
argued that the assumed psychological consequences of being vision impaired meet many 
interpreters‘ professional interests, but limit rehabilitation knowledge and practices to 
biological issues, constraining practitioners‘ exploration of other social practices that may 
impair or constrain discourses of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation and, subsequently, their 
employment opportunities.  
In addition to the constraints of practitioners‘ disciplinary ideology and knowledge base, 
VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation discourses are limited by social structures and institutions 
that shape rehabilitation discourses and other social practices that control their access to 
rehabilitation and employment, as discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.5).  
Another interpretative conclusion of my analyses of the sample of practitioners‘ 
educational texts is that the sample texts lack knowledge of social events, developments 
or structures that may enhance or impair VIPs‘ employment opportunities, such as those 
discussed in the introduction to this thesis (see Section 1.0). Instead, they focused only on 
biological constraints. Neither employment barriers nor opportunities were discussed as a 
strategic part of rehabilitation practice. In contrast, my review of the literature on VIPs‘ 
vocational rehabilitation (see Section 2.1) showed that research into barriers to 
employment is a legitimate avenue for research. Also, as an analyst, practitioner and VIP, 
I have drawn upon my professional and experiential knowledge of workforce cultures and 
systems, other ocular-centric social practices, and my experiences of being vision 
impaired, to develop rehabilitation strategies to optimise VIPs‘ employment 
opportunities. In a similar way, Andrew Downie, Harald Gration and Sondra Wimberley 
drew upon their experiences with institutional practices and their phenomenology of 
being vision impaired, as described in Chapters One and Two, to optimise their own 
vocational goals. Rod Michalko also drew upon experiential knowledge of a biological 
diversity, impaired by social practices, to analyse and interpret rehabilitation discourses 
(see Section 2.6).  
These phenomenological experiences, and VIPs‘ enhanced employment outcomes, 
demonstrate that these issues are relevant to VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation and should be 
a constituent part of practitioners‘ education. My ability to draw upon this wide range of 
discourses and experiences has contributed to my analysis of the way in which 
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rehabilitation discourses are constructed, and the effects of such discursive construction 
on VIPs‘ chances of being employed (Fairclough 2001). 
Based on these interpretations of the social identities and power relations of discourse 
participants in VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, and the bio-medical ideology that directs 
and constrains practitioners‘ knowledge and practices, I further suggest that practitioners 
consider themselves primarily to be practitioners of restorative health-care services for 
sick and injured people, with their restorative practices ‗fitting‘ their construction of 
rehabilitation as a restorative process, as discussed in Chapter One (Section 1.0). 
Secondly, practitioners consider themselves to be social members whose ideology draws 
upon social structures that control who participates in the workforce. Lastly, they consider 
themselves to be rehabilitation practitioners, and, as such, practitioners would interpret 
vocational rehabilitation with VIPs as an extension of their restorative practices that are 
central to their disciplinary skills and interests. 
Consequently, practitioners‘ positive identities can be interpreted, in a poststructuralist 
sense, as the opposite binary category of the negative identities they attribute to VIPs in 
practitioners‘ educational texts. As discussed in Chapter One (Section 1.2), processes of 
deconstruction can be used to interpret meanings, including implicit social identities and 
relations through which people are socially positioned (Davies 1994, p. 3; Derrida 1978; 
Grosz 1989, p. xv; Lather 1991, p. 13).  
As discussed in Chapter One (Section 1.2), the first step in deconstructing meanings is to 
identify the binary categories and their opposing values. In practitioners‘ educational 
texts, practitioners were constructed as having positively valued identities of agents and 
‗helpers‘, as opposed to VIPs, who were constructed as passive, dependent people who 
‗need‘ help because they are biologically deficient. As discussed in Section 1.2, each 
binary identity depends on the other for its meanings, implying that VIPs‘ existence as 
‗impaired‘, biologically deficient or handicapped depends on practitioners‘ opposing 
identity of ‗helper/expert‘ to define the meaning of their negative identities. However, in a 
poststructuralist sense, understanding practitioners‘ identities, and their relationships with 
VIPs, equally depends on the negative identities attributed to VIPs in order to make sense 
of their own identity as members of the ‗helping‘ professions. In other words, in 
practitioners‘ education the bio-medical construction of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation 
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depends on the historically opposing or complementary identities attributed to 
practitioners and VIPs. 
These opposing identities were implicit in practitioners‘ educational texts, which, as 
found in my analyses of those texts, were directed by a bio-medical ideology that 
postulates that VIPs‘ biological deficit or ‗impairment‘ is the sole cause of their 
workforce exclusion, and practitioners‘ ‗helping‘ or restorative practices will ‗enable‘ 
VIPs to obtain or retain employment. 
6.2 Explaining determinants and effects of a bio-medical 
construction of rehabilitation practice  
While practitioners‘ interpretations of their educational texts are concerned with drawing 
upon their assumptions and experiences to make sense of implicit meanings in them, my 
primary concern, as stated in the introduction to this chapter, is to explain how the social 
construction of vocational rehabilitation available to VIPs, implicit in educational texts, is 
determined by social processes and practices. My aim is to show the effects of a bio-
medical construction of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation explicated through my analysis of 
practitioner-educational texts, whether it reproduces or changes the social practices that 
determine it, and its effects on VIPs‘ chances of being employed (see Sections 3.5.2 and 
3.6). 
As stated in Chapter Three (Section 3.6), the social processes referred to in this analysis 
are the struggles between social groups participating in VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, 
and the social structures (or enduring practices) that are the power relations between these 
groups and the institutions in which they operate. Such an explanation, critical discourse 
theorists argue, can provide directions for change that may lead to altering rehabilitation 
discourses. This, in turn, may lead to enhancing VIPs‘ employment opportunities, which 
is the emancipatory aim of this thesis (Fairclough 2001, Meyer 2001; van Dijk 2000). 
The power relations mentioned above are a consequence of past struggles between VIPs 
and practitioner groups, which they have continued to enact through their discourses, as 
illustrated in the histories of VIPs‘ ‗care‘ and employment assistance, as discussed in 
Chapter One (Section 1.0). These struggles provide an historical context for the prevailing 
bio-medical ideologies and the underlying power relations enacted through rehabilitation 
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discourses. Providing an historical context is significant because social groups‘ current 
power relations are a result of past struggles between those groups to achieve their 
competing interests. 
Critical theorists argue that power relations that shape VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, and 
discursive and other practices can be described at a situational, institutional and societal 
level, and these power relations contribute, however minutely, to their institutional and 
societal struggles. For example, my analysis of rehabilitation texts can be described at an 
individual situational level, in which practitioners have a more powerful position than 
their vision-impaired clients, which enables them to control the nature and direction of, 
and participation in, rehabilitation encounters. Practitioners‘ more powerful position in 
vocational rehabilitation discourses can also be described, at an institutional level, 
through specific goal-directed purposes and practitioners‘ claim to the right, as recognised 
‗experts‘, to speak publicly about VIPs‘ social identities and their access to social 
resources, including access to the workforce. At a social level, practitioners have the 
power to classify and position VIPs as social members to specific social spaces. As 
discussed in Chapter One (Section 1.2) and Chapter Two (Section 2.5.1), health-care 
practitioners claim the power to biologically assign or position VIPs to the specific social 
spaces of welfare or work. These practices, whether described at an individual, 
institutional or social level, it can be argued, impair or constrain VIPs‘ right to determine 
their own social participation or citizenship, and these constraining practices are enacted 
through discourses. Thus, the determinants and effects of the power relations between 
practitioners and VIPs in VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation can be described at a situational, 
institutional and social level (Connell 2002, pp. 54–65; Fairclough 2001, p. 136). 
Exploring social practices that determine VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation discourses and 
the social effects of those discourses at institutional and social levels can readily lead to a 
broad analysis of the society (Fairclough 2001, p. 138). However, Fairclough argues that 
even a quite general account of the institutions and the society, in terms of social 
groupings and relationships, can provide enough of a matrix for the discourse under 
investigation. I adopted such an approach in this chapter, explaining the social practices 
that determine rehabilitation discourses in terms of the power-driven ideological practices 
and processes of the social groups and institutions that construct and shape them. I also 
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aim to explain vocational rehabilitation discourses through their effects on those social 
practices, that is, whether they reproduce and sustain them, or transform them.  
6.3 Power relations enacted through a bio-medical construction 
of VIPs’ vocational rehabilitation discourses 
As stated at Section 6.2, a major conclusion of my analysis of the sample rehabilitation 
texts was that a bio-medical ideology underpins rehabilitation practitioners‘ education. 
Applying that ideology to VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation argues that restoration of 
biological function to a socially constructed ‗normality‘ will enable VIPs to participate in 
the workforce (see Section 2.5.4). This was the underlying tenet in rehabilitation 
practitioners‘ educational texts (see Section 5.5).  
Practitioners‘ focus on the bio-medical construction of vision impairment in rehabilitation 
discourses, and their omission of other factors that may contribute to VIPs‘ low rate of 
employment, implies that biological deficit is the primary reason for VIPs‘ exclusion 
from the workforce. This can explain practitioners‘ focus on restoring VIPs to ‗normal‘ 
biological function. It also implies that VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, as a socially 
oriented process, including job-seeking assistance, can be enacted by biologically oriented 
practitioners. I drew this conclusion, as a discourse analyst, through critically analysing 
the discourse instanced in VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation texts, where practitioners‘ 
biological focus, in addition to discursively stereotyping VIPs as ‗the blind‘, was 
interpreted and explained through practitioners‘ clinical practices of assessing and 
prescribing ‗treatments‘ as their primary focus in the rehabilitation process in individual 
rehabilitation situations. Practitioners‘ focus on clinical practices can only be explained 
through their reproduction of practices commonly enacted in health-care and other 
medicalised clinics, that practitioners have drawn upon to interpret participants‘ subject 
positions, the relationships and practices implicit in those subject positions, and which 
they now apply to rehabilitation situations. Such practices continue to be the primary 
focus of individual rehabilitation situations. That focus is illustrated through Robert‘s 
experience of vocational rehabilitation, conveyed in the following vignette from my files. 
Robert, aged 62, was employed as a showroom consultant, with a carpet and flooring 
manufacturer. He was finding it difficult to read computer screens and other printed 
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materials in his job, as well as in other non-work situations. He had not held a driving 
licence for some years because of his deteriorating sight. 
Robert‘s path to employment assistance started when he phoned the low-vision clinic at 
Vision Australia in 2004. After assessing his vision, the orthoptist at the low-vision clinic 
referred him to Vision Australia‘s Disability Employment Network (DEN) service. The 
practitioner employed by this service completed Robert‘s Job Capacity Assessment 
required by Centrelink, and assessed Robert‘s workplace. 
Following these procedures, and in conjunction with their report of his eye function, 
Vision Australia provided Robert with Zoomtext, a computer screen magnifying and 
reading program, an extra large monitor, a SmartView magnifier to read small-print 
documents, and a small, portable, hand-held magnifier. These vision aids were provided 
through the government‘s Workplace Modification Scheme. 
Despite being provided with all these aids, Robert told me that he preferred to use the 
large-screen monitor, because he could read it without magnification. In fact, Robert did 
not use the Zoomtext program or the SmartView, relying on the large-screen monitor and 
hand magnifier to assist with printed materials in his workplace. 
However, Robert reported other difficulties with his workplace which his vision aids did 
not modify, and which were his reasons for seeking my services. These difficulties were 
that his employer and co-workers regularly expressed their annoyance with having to use 
the large monitor, and complained that the Zoomtext program, installed on the showroom 
computer, affected its speed and efficiency. Robert was embarrassed by their complaints 
and customers‘ remarks about his inability to see what he was doing. His employer also 
wanted him to work at other showrooms, which he found very difficult, because his large 
monitor was not portable, and he had problems moving around unfamiliar places. These 
on-going concerns about his employers‘, co-workers‘ and customers‘ behaviours were 
Robert‘s reason for seeking my services. The service I offered was counselling Robert, 
using a narrative therapy approach (Drewery & Winsdale 1997), to understand the 
dynamics of his various social identities, the social relationships implicit in those 
identities, and how he could manage them. With all these services, Robert was able to 
continue working for some years.  
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Through their assessment and prescription of goods and services for VIPs‘ ‗biological 
deficits‘ in such situations, practitioners exercise their institutional authority to constrain 
VIPs to the specific subject position of ‗client‘, and to control the nature of their 
vocational rehabilitation. As noted in Chapter Two (Section 2.2), practitioners‘ power to 
constrain is enacted through discourse and other institutional practices, as they did in 
assessing Robert‘s eye function, and his ‗need‘ for their prescriptive goods at his 
workplace. Even my services, which focused on counselling Robert on how to manage 
the various social identities, and their implicit relationships enacted with ‗blind‘ people, 
were drawn from my clinical experiences. However, in contrast to providing vision aids, 
they also focused on phenomenological and other social factors that affected his 
employment. It can also be argued that, despite the value of the vision aids reported by 
Robert, practitioners‘ historical and contemporary practices to adjust VIPs‘ eye and 
psychological ‗deficits‘ in vision-rehabilitation and other clinical situations continue. 
Regardless, they have failed to increase VIPs‘ low employment rates. This failure can be 
explained through VIPs‘ enduring and extensive low rates of employment, as discussed in 
Chapter One (Section 1.1).  
Not only have practitioners‘ continuing restorative practices failed to effect an increase in 
VIPs‘ rates of employment, but the findings of my text analysis indicate that practitioners‘ 
ideology has impaired VIPs‘ chances of being employed, through their actions of 
reproducing and thus sustaining VIPs‘ identities as ‗blind‘, dependent, unproductive 
clients who need practitioners‘ clinical practices. My analysis of practitioner-educational 
texts has also shown that, through their bio-medical ideology, practitioners reproduce 
their claim to a more powerful position of expert, and, through that position, constrain 
VIPs‘ subjectivity in individual rehabilitation situations to the position of ‗patient‘ or 
‗client‘, on whom practitioners can enact their health-care practices. Through their 
position of bio-medical expert, practitioners also exercise their institutional power to train 
VIPs to be ‗workers‘, and thus enact their gate-keeping practice of socially dividing and 
distributing VIPs between the domains of welfare and work. 
According to Foucault (e.g., 1970, 1972), constraining others also constrains the 
constrainer to enacting specific activities in a specific subject position. Therefore, 
practitioners‘ actions of constraining VIPs in vocational rehabilitation encounters, 
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regardless of practitioners‘ awareness of their own actions, also constrains practitioners to 
a specific subject position (Tremain 2005). In such situations, practitioners are thus also 
constrained by their ideologically motivated activities to the position of health-care 
practitioner. Practitioners are thus constrained, through their ideology and the position 
they occupy, from exploring non-bio-medical issues that may impair VIPs‘ access to 
employment.  
For example, I discussed practitioners‘ actions of constraining VIPs from the position of 
orientation and mobility instructor in my text analysis, drawing on Dodds‘s (1993) and 
James‘s (1988) statements about excluding VIPs from such positions (see Section 5.4.2). 
The reason they gave for excluding VIPs was VIPs‘ lack of sight, which practitioners 
claim is necessary to be an orientation and mobility instructor. Their argument can be 
explained in terms of historical assumptions and professional interests rather than whether 
VIPs can do the job, as VIPs in the US are employed as instructors, but VIPs in the UK 
are not (Dodds 1993, p. 21). As orientation and mobility instructors perform the same 
tasks in both countries, practitioners‘ exclusion of VIPs in the UK can be interpreted as 
their exclusion being more based on historic-social assumptions about VIPs‘ and 
practitioners‘ historical roles, rather than whether VIPs can ‗be‘ orientation and mobility 
instructors.  
My research has also revealed that practitioners‘ assumptions about VIPs‘ abilities are 
generated through their interpretations of their educational texts. For example, Rod 
Michalko‘s (2002) account of Cheryl‘s claim that ‗blind‘ kids cannot form concepts of the 
sky was based on her erroneous assumption that concepts of the world cannot be formed 
without sight. Using sight to form concepts may have been Cheryl‘s personal assumption 
and experience, which she drew upon to interpret her educational texts about concept 
formation, and thus generate her opinion of Jenny‘s inability to do so. She then 
confidently declared to Rod Michalko, whom she knew to be vision impaired, that Jenny 
had no concept of the sky. Cheryl‘s statement, like James‘s (1988) statement about VIPs‘ 
exclusion from the position of orientation and mobility instructor, was also made through 
her claim to a more powerful position of ‗expert practitioner‘ (see Section 2.6). However, 
Cheryl‘s assumptions that one needs sight to form concepts of the world, or how work 
task objectives can be performed without sight, illustrate her limited knowledge about 
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perceptual systems and the phenomenology of being vision impaired. I argue that 
practitioners‘ limited knowledge about being vision impaired, perception systems and 
how work tasks can be modified are ideological effects of the discursive construction of 
VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation along bio-medical lines. When such institutional 
knowledge is limited, as it was in Cheryl‘s case, practitioners can unconsciously draw 
upon their historical and ‗common-sense‘ knowledge from other discourses, such as 
cultural and everyday social discourses, to interpret meanings in their texts and other 
rehabilitation practices. 
However, like Cheryl, practitioners can claim the power to impose their opinions and 
assumptions on VIPs through discourse in individual rehabilitation encounters, and the 
power to publicly speak about VIPs‘ (dis)abilities in regard to functioning in the world, 
and particularly in regard to functioning in the workplace. This was evident to me in 
Robert‘s narrative of his vocational rehabilitation experience, where technical aids helped, 
but also caused problems for Robert at work, particularly in regard to his relationships 
with his co-workers and their expression of the inconvenience he caused them. This last 
issue was not addressed by his rehabilitation practitioner, whose practices focused solely 
on assessing and prescribing goods and services for his eye (dys)function. 
Another effect of practitioners‘ bio-medical ideology is its power, at an institutional level, 
to impair or constrain investigation of workplace cultures and practices (e.g., multi-
skilling practices that impose more demands on workers to access multiple tasks and 
environments), which may impair VIPs‘ employment opportunities. That power is 
contained in the power relations of social groups participating in VIP‘s vocational 
rehabilitation. For example, it can be argued that enduring social practices, such as 
practitioners‘ practice of marginalising VIPs to workshops ‗for the blind‘, and employers‘ 
practice of not employing people who have ‗seeing‘ problems, have historically impaired 
VIPs‘ participation in the general workforce (see Chapter One).  
Finally, the bio-medical construction of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation discourses 
constrains practitioners‘ exploration of the social factors implied in the WHO‘s definition 
of ‗health‘. As I discussed in Chapter One, social factors are implicit in this definition of 
health as ‗complete physical, mental and social well-being‘ (World Health Organisation 
1946, p. 100). This argument can also be implied in the ICF‘s claim that social resources 
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such as employment and education are ‗health-related domains‘ (World Health 
Organisation 2001, p. 3). These institutional constructions of health argue that such social 
or non-biological factors may also impair VIPs‘ ‗health‘ or well-being. Omitting social 
factors that may impair VIPs‘ employment opportunities, like the omission of 
phenomenological factors, can be explained in terms of their omission from a ‗biological 
deficit‘ construction of impairment. This implies that ‗impairment‘ as a biological deficit 
is the cause of VIPs‘ unemployment, and thus, the focus of their rehabilitation. 
Practitioners‘ focus on biological function, and their neglect of social factors that 
determine well-being, can be interpreted and explained as the discursive construction of 
VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation meeting disciplinary practices and interests rather than 
VIPs‘ health or social well-being.  
The effects of a bio-medical ideology on the construction of VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation can also be explained through practitioners‘ and VIPs‘ historical subject 
positions and subsequent struggles in rehabilitation and employment organisations. 
Practitioners have always been assessors, teachers and instructors in some way, whether 
assessing eye function or teaching ‗daily living or work skills‘ (see Sections 1.0 and 
5.4.2). Practitioners‘ past practices and relationships with VIPs, in terms of power, 
enacted through charitable organisations established to ‗care‘ for VIPs, can contribute to 
explaining past struggles, in relation to who can claim to have the knowledge, and the 
power derived from that knowledge, to determine VIPs‘ social participation, including 
their participation in the workforce. This was illustrated in accounts of employment 
assistance by Downie (1999), Gration (Davis 2001) and Wibberley (Clear 2000).  
Past struggles between VIPs and health-care practitioner groups have been covertly 
enacted through discourses of what practitioners have presented as VIPs‘ ‗need‘ for 
‗care‘. Presenting their subjection of VIPs as a ‗need for care‘ has enabled practitioners to 
claim the expertise and right to ‗teach‘ or ‗enable‘ VIPs to live without sight in an ocular-
centric society (see Section 2.3). Struggles between practitioners and VIPs over VIPs‘ 
social ‗place‘ continue through rehabilitation practices, including employment-assistance 
services, in which practitioners claim the expertise and right to assist VIPs to enter the 
workforce. VIPs‘ resistance to being so subjected can be interpreted through their non-use 
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of such ‗services‘, including vocational/employment services, as demonstrated by the 
empirical data I presented in Chapter One (Sections 1.0, 1.1 and 1.1.5). 
Historically, VIPs have resisted occupying the subject position to which they have been 
assigned in rehabilitation discourses and practices. Their resistance can be explained 
through their unionisation to negotiate better conditions in workshops ‗for the blind‘, and 
through their eschewal of vocational rehabilitation/employment services available to them 
(see Sections 1.1.3 and 1.1.5). Some VIPs‘ resistance could be explained through their 
actions of accepting whatever employment assistance or menial employment was offered, 
while quietly pursuing their own interests and ambitions, as did Downie (1999), Gration 
(Davis 2001) and Wibberley (Clear 2000). However, these VIPs‘ accounts of their entry 
into the workforce revealed their awareness of institutional constraints on their 
employment opportunities. They also revealed institutionalised opinions of VIPs‘ 
productive value. VIPs‘ awareness of practitioners‘ power to constrain and their opinions 
of VIPs‘ productive value were also demonstrated in Sondra Wibberley‘s more overt 
resistance to being placed in menial work, while her subsequent employment successes 
revealed practitioners‘ non-recognition of her productive value (Clear 2000).  
My experiences with VIPs and ‗vision impairment‘ over the past 20 years have confirmed 
that VIPs are aware of practitioners‘ power to direct their rehabilitation and employment 
opportunities, and their own less favourable subject position as ‗blind‘ people, as well as 
practitioners‘ limited knowledge of functioning as a blind person in an ocular-centric 
society. Many VIPs are also aware that practitioners, who are usually younger than them, 
have a more limited knowledge of the world, including the workforce (see Section 1.1). It 
is reasonable to argue that, although practitioners like Cheryl (Michalko 2002) are not 
always aware of their limited knowledge of being vision impaired, they must be aware of 
their limited knowledge of workforce ideology and practice. Practitioners‘ limited 
knowledge of workplace ideology and practice, it must be argued, like their limited 
phenomenological knowledge of VIPs, constrains the discourses and experiences upon 
which they can draw to enact their role of rehabilitation practitioner. Consequently, in 
order to justify their involvement in VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, practitioners are 
constrained to drawing upon their social and bio-medical practices, including their 
discursive practices. Thus, in poststructuralist terms, practitioners‘ core knowledge is 
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centred on, and limited to, their bio-medical ideology. The effects of that bio-medical 
ideology on rehabilitation practices, it can be argued, have, in part, impaired VIPs‘ 
employment opportunities. 
VIPs‘ (and other impaired people‘s) ongoing struggles with employers and rehabilitation 
practitioners can also be ‗seen‘, at an institutional level, in the number of complaints 
about disability discrimination in the workplace. Such complaints made to HREOC and 
the NSW Disability Discrimination Legal Centre were more numerous than any other area 
of complaint, as discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.5.4). More specifically, VIPs report 
discrimination related to workplace practices more frequently than in any other area 
(McFadzean 2002, pp. 6–7). The next highest number of complaints was discrimination in 
the provision of disability-specific services, such as disability employment assistance 
services (New South Wales Disability Discrimination Legal Centre 2000). These 
complaints reveal employers‘ and practitioners‘ power to discriminate against VIPs, 
whose only recourse is to lodge a complaint with regulatory and/or advocacy groups. 
Such complaints explain VIPs‘ experiences of aggrievement, and their lack of power to 
negotiate with their employers or service ‗providers‘.  
Continuing struggles between disabled people, employer groups and the government can 
also explain the inability of these groups to agree on employment standards to support the 
DDA. As discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.5.4), the failure to develop employment 
standards continues more than ten years after the Act was amended in 1997 (see Section 
2.5.4). Such a long delay has not occurred with other standards, such as transport 
standards, which have been developed and implemented. The continuing failure of 
stakeholders to agree on employment standards reveals ongoing conflicts in exercising the 
respective interests in disabled people‘s inclusion in the workforce. 
Against this broader picture of institutional conflict between social groups, it can be 
argued that, at an institutional level, VIPs and health-care practitioners continue to 
struggle over who determines VIPs‘ employment opportunities and barriers. To make 
sense of vocational rehabilitation discourses and understand constraints enacted through 
the power dynamics in those discourses, both practitioners and VIPs are able to draw 
upon various discourses and past struggles over practitioners‘ ‗caring‘, ‗restorative‘ and 
‗normalising‘ practices (Rothwell 2006, pp. 6–8; Wolfensberger 1983; Yates 2005, p. 66). 
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Practitioners‘ restorative or normalising activities can be explained as practitioners‘ 
tendency to draw upon their institutional health-care perspective of rehabilitation as 
restoration, and their social assumptions about their own altruistic motives, and VIPs‘ 
biological deficit, their social dependence and their non-productivity. Indeed, the bio-
medical viewpoint that only optimal-functioning people are healthy, and employers‘ 
insistence that only healthy people can occupy positions as workers, underlies the use of a 
bio-medical ideology in VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, as it has structured the Australian 
workforce for many years (Connell 2002; Hill 1988, p. 269). Thus, a bio-medical 
ideology can be explained as ‗congealing‘ and legitimating an enduring social practice of 
positioning people according to their perceived biology.  
Although an extensive discussion of social practices that position social members 
according to their perceived biology is beyond the scope of this research, there is a body 
of literature on such practices. For example, Raewyn Connell (2002) discusses gendering 
practices that divide and position social members productively, emotionally and 
symbolically in their public and private lives. I observed such gendering practices in my 
analysis of the production of the sample texts (see Section 4.1). In that analysis, I 
observed that women produced shorter, investigative research reports, which are used by 
educators, to support textbook chapters, which tended to be produced by men. Just as 
people can be socially positioned or gendered through their sex, it can be argued that VIPs 
are socially divided and positioned according to their other real or perceived biological 
characteristics, such as their level of function or fitness. Just as Connell (2002, pp. 44–60) 
argued that people are positioned productively, emotionally and symbolically according 
to their sex, I argue that VIPs are socially classified and positioned according to their 
perceived biological functions. Those functions, or their lack, are discursively related to 
their emotions (depressed), symbolic meanings of blind (unknowing), and their 
productive value (unproductive, dependent). These emotional, symbolic and productive 
assumptions about VIPs were revealed through my analysis of texts used to educate 
rehabilitation practitioners.  
This ‗bio-power‘, or power to classify and socially position people based on their biology, 
as discussed in Chapter One (Section 1.2), has historically been enacted by medical and 
other health-care practitioners who claim the biological knowledge and authority to do so. 
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In addition to meeting their own institutional interests, health-care practitioners‘ bio-
power, or bio-medical classificatory practices, meets the government‘s interests of 
controlling access to welfare benefits and services, including employment services. It also 
meets the market‘s interests in maintaining an ‗able-bodied‘ flexible workforce (Stone 
1984, pp. 3–14). 
6.4 Hegemonic effects of a bio-medical ideology  
The broadening of their systems of knowledge and ensuing practices, leading to the 
domination of other discourses, is a hegemonic effect of bio-medical discourses, as 
discussed in Chapter Three (Section 3.1.1). In their colonisation of, or absorption by, 
other discourses, bio-medical discourses reproduce and transfer their contained ideology, 
historical subject positions and power relations that govern medical and other health-care 
clinics and institutions to other discourses, such as VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation 
discourses. Within these discourses, the bio-medical ideology that directs bio-medical 
discourses can be used to meet discourse participants‘ strategic interests. Thus, the 
hegemonic effects of bio-medical discourses, it can be argued, make them a prevailing 
social practice in Australian society (see Section 3.1).  
A bio-medical ideology is evident, for example, in the ABS‘s strategic interests of 
surveying populations of disabled Australians and their employment restrictions, as 
discussed in Chapter One (Section 1.1.3) and Chapter Three (Section 3.1.1). These 
surveys show that researchers chose to use a bio-medical construction of ‗disability‘ to 
categorise disabled people and to construct employment restrictions as results of 
individual deficits. Their constructions of disability and employment restrictions 
presuppose that disabled people, like aged people, are biologically deficient, and ‗need‘ 
some kind of ‗care‘, support or assistance (Stone 1984, pp. 3–14). Further, researchers 
excluded employment from disabled people‘s ‗core activities‘, which presupposes that 
employment is not central to disabled people‘s lives. Therefore, these surveys could be 
seen to not only estimate and characterise ‗non-worker‘ populations, who need or will 
need government-funded care and support, it can be argued that such research practices 
reproduce and sustain their social identities as such.  
Conducting SDACs is an institutional practice that benefits the government, whose 
strategic interests in this activity are to estimate its welfare budget and the composition of 
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the workforce in its management of the country‘s economy. The government also benefits 
financially by selling its statistical products to other institutions and organisations, 
including those offering services to disabled people. These institutions use the survey data 
to plan their health and welfare services, including vocational rehabilitation services 
available to VIPs.  
Another hegemonic effect of a bio-medical ideology is its contribution to the constitution 
of other institutional practices, such as the government‘s Centrelink practices of deciding 
the level of rehabilitation services made available to VIPs, as determined by their 
perceived biological functioning. These practices also meet government interests in 
funding and regulating welfare benefits and employment-assistance services (Stone 1984, 
pp. 3–14). Similarly, employer groups use a bio-medical ideology to exclude workers 
considered ‗unfit‘ for work. As discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.5.2), employers‘ 
interests are to have an unproblematic, flexible, multi-functioning workforce, in order to 
ensure a cost-effective workforce that can be employed and dismissed to meet the 
demands of changing markets. These benefits of a bio-medical ideology make it much 
more useful to the government, its funded service organisations, and employer groups 
than, for example, an ideology of social impairment or constraint, which claims the means 
to benefit VIPs and other impaired individuals to access employment and other social 
resources by identifying impairing social practices.  
This research has shown that the practice f researchers, practitioners and employers to 
reproduce negative identities (‗disabled‘ or ‗impaired‘ persons) for biologically diverse 
people is enacted through language, or more precisely, through identities ascribed to those 
persons through language use. This practice was explicated through my analysis of 
rehabilitation practitioners‘ texts, which illustrated text producers‘ biological deficit 
construction of 'impairment'. This construction of ‗impairment‘ has become so 
discursively embedded that even my use of ‗VIP‘ in this thesis, to represent those 
impaired by vision-centred social practices, and my construction of ‗impairment‘ as social 
practice, could be interpreted by those steeped in bio-medical discourses as biological 
deficit. Such interpretations could be made because text interpreters draw upon their own 
experiences and knowledge of their world to interpret meanings in texts (see Sections 
3.6.1, 4.1, 5.1 and 6.0). However, as 'disabled' Australians have implied, re-constructing 
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'impairment' as social practice may not go far enough to change its 'deficit' meaning 
implicit in prevailing bio-medical discourses. Australians categorised as 'disabled' have 
proposed that negative, bio-medical terms such as 'disability' be replaced by 
representations of their life experiences (Section 1.2.1). 
Discursively categorising biologically diverse people as deficient can be contrasted with 
practices enacted with ethnically diverse people. Ethnically diverse people, who also have 
‗problems‘ accessing social resources – including the workforce – are not attributed 
negative identities, but are included in the society by making information and resources 
available in accessible ways, and by legislating against their exclusion on racial grounds. 
Nor are ethnically diverse people represented as ‗impaired‘ or ‗disabled‘. Rather, they are 
represented as ‗culturally and linguistically diverse‘ (CALD) people, and CALD services 
are accepted as a legitimate right to social inclusion. Although CALD populations are 
monitored, they are not represented as a social ‗burden‘, as ‗disabled‘, and older people 
are represented. I contend that this is so because CALD people (formerly more negatively 
represented as people from Non-English Speaking Backgrounds – NESB) do not ‗meet 
the needs‘ of other social groups,  as do ‗impaired‘ and ‗disabled‘ people ‗meet the needs‘ 
of rehabilitation practitioners for a client group on which to practice their disciplinary 
interventions. Changing to a less negative representation of culturally and linguistically 
diverse populations suggests the same practice is possible in regard to ‗impaired/disabled‘ 
people, who can be represented as Biologically And Interactively Diverse (BAID) people, 
or people with biological diversity. This name change not only avoids ambiguity through 
different meanings ascribed to 'impairment', it removes an implied negative identity, as I 
have tried to do through the use of 'VIP' in this thesis. The term biological diversity could 
also distinguish such people from people who have a chronic illness, injury or health 
disorder. Thus, people who have diverse body structures or functions can be represented 
as being biologically diverse, rather than being identified as deficient, ‗impaired‘ or 
‗disabled‘, in order to meet the interests/needs of other groups who claim the right to 
represent them as dependent on their ‗expert‘ or ‗helping‘ services (McKnight 2005).    
Consecutive surveys of disabled Australians have shown increasing numbers in this group 
are becoming dependent on government-funded income support. As discussed in Chapter 
Two, this information has become economically alarming to the government, prompting it 
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to (1) pass legislation to further restrict disabled people‘s right to income support and 
services, and (2) ‗encourage‘ employers to employ more disabled people, by offering 
employers financial incentives (see Chapter Two). 
The government‘s act of legislatively constraining disabled people‘s access to income 
support and other welfare resources explains its more powerful position in its relations 
with disabled people. However, the government‘s actions of ‗collaborating‘ with 
employer groups, and its obligation to ‗encourage‘ them with offers of financial 
‗incentives‘ to employ disabled people (see Section 2.5.2), explains its less powerful 
relationship with employer groups. Employers‘ more powerful position also explains the 
markets‘ discursive colonisation of other institutional and everyday social discourses, 
with words like ‗collaborative‘ and ‗consumer‘ (Rizvi & Lingard 1996; van Gellecum et 
al. 2008). 
However, the struggle between government and employer groups to control the workforce 
does not only exist in their discourses; it also exists in the material world, enacted through 
conflicts over changes to Workers‘ Compensation and Disability Discrimination 
legislation, and, more recently, through the introduction of neo-liberal workplace 
practices and legislation, through which employer groups have more power to control 
working conditions (van Gellecum et al. 2008, pp. 46–60). Specific struggles between 
employer groups and government over employing disabled people can also be seen in the 
government‘s tangible incentives to employers, such as The Wage Subsidy Scheme and 
Workplace Modifications Scheme in the Employment Incentive Strategy (EIS) (see 
Section 2.5.2).  
Further, these incentives reveal how the government and employers, as social members, 
share the assumption that disabled people are less productive workers and more costly to 
industry. These institutional practices confirm assumptions that people classified as 
‗disabled‘ are less productive and more burdensome, as depicted in historical and 
contemporary everyday social and cultural discourses, discussed in Chapter Two.  
Everyday social discourses, like institutional discourses, have also shown increasing 
traces of market discourses in every aspect of people‘s lives. For example, people are 
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increasingly represented as ‗consumers‘ of goods and services, with their consumerism 
encouraged as a vital constituent of the growth of the country‘s economy.  
In this way, VIPs, like other impaired people, are represented as consumers of 
government and other social goods and services. In a similar fashion, practitioners‘ social 
identities can be explained as consumers of educational goods and services. Identifying 
consumers of educational goods implies that educational institutions are producers and 
‗providers‘ of those goods to rehabilitation practitioners, just as rehabilitation 
practitioners are represented as ‗providers‘ of goods and services to their vision-impaired 
clients or patients in individual rehabilitation encounters (see Section 4.3.1). Similarly, 
the government is the producer and ‗provider‘ of vocational rehabilitation ‗goods and 
services‘ through its vocational rehabilitation practitioner agents.  
Explaining the relationships between participants of vocational rehabilitation services 
available to VIPs in terms of market or workplace discourses reveals a similar 
dichotomous subjectivity between ‗producers‘ and ‗consumers‘ that reproduces the 
asymmetric power relations between ‗practitioners‘ and ‗clients‘ in bio-medical 
discourses. In such situations, producers have greater control over the type and quality of 
the goods and services they ‗provide‘ than do consumers. Producers also control 
consumers‘ access to those goods and services; as my analysis of educational texts 
revealed, text producers had more power than practitioners, who, in turn, had more power 
than vision-impaired consumers, to whom they ‗provided‘ their disciplinary goods and 
services.  
As discussed above, the greater power of the market can also be seen in its power to 
discursively colonise other discourses, which have absorbed words like ‗producer‘ and 
‗consumers‘. Absorbing these concepts, according to Valentine (2002), acknowledges the 
market‘s power to define and conceptualise, and thus position, particular groups of people 
in particular social spaces. 
6.5 Power relations in a bio-medical hegemony 
However, power relations do not only exist in discourses. Historical struggles between the 
government and employer groups over control of the labour market explain the results of 
their past struggles in the material world. These struggles resulted in the government‘s 
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attempts to legislatively control workplace practices. For example, the New South Wales 
Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Act 2000 regulates workers‘ health and safety, 
and the New South Wales Workers’ Compensation Act 1998 regulates practices in 
relation to workers‘ work-related injuries and illnesses. State-based pay rates for specific 
types of work have also evolved through struggles between employers, workers and the 
government over rates of pay. These practices are the result of ongoing conflict between 
the government, employers and workers over safe and fair working conditions, in which 
the government‘s interest is its management of the workforce and the economy, while 
employers‘ interests are focused on profits, as described in Chapter Two. Such ongoing 
struggles, as explained in the introduction to this chapter, contribute to continuing 
fluctuating power relations between employers, workers and the government.  
Past struggles and current power relations between these groups have effected social 
changes, such as the trend towards a neo-liberal ideology in labour-market practices (Gee 
et al. 1996; van Gellecum et al. 2008, pp. 46–60). As discussed in Chapter Two (Section 
2.5.2), these neo-liberal workforce changes over the past few decades have changed 
workers‘ workloads, work systems, hours of work and rates of pay. These changes have 
also led to changes in the power relations between employer groups, the government and 
workers.  
Van Gellecum et al. (2008, pp. 46–60) argue that, in addition to giving more power to 
employers to control workers‘ work tasks, hours and pay, the market‘s neo-liberal 
ideology, as described in Chapter Two (Section 2.5.2), has contributed to decreasing 
government control over workplace and workforce practices. Thus, the government has 
less power to regulate inequality and discrimination. Its decreased power can explain the 
‗softness‘ of its DDA, which carries no penalties for breaches. Rather, its object is to 
‗promote‘ disabled people‘s social inclusion, such as their inclusion in the workforce. The 
DDA places the onus to initiate and maintain any discrimination action on aggrieved 
persons. The most frequent complaint of such persons concerned discriminatory actions 
of their more powerful employers and service ‗providers‘.  
The failure of the government‘s attempts to increase disabled people‘s inclusion in a 
primarily unregulated workforce, where employers have much more power than either the 
government or disabled employees, can be explained through the latest figures on VIPs‘ 
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rate of unemployment. For example, the Department of Family and Community Services 
(2003) reported that one in five unemployed people was disabled, while Spriggs (2007) 
reported that 69% of working-aged VIPs were unemployed, but would prefer to be 
employed – if they could find someone to employ them.   
The imbalance of power between employer groups and the government can also be 
explained through the government‘s reluctance to set employment standards to support 
the application of the DDA, discussed above and in Chapter Two (Section 2.5.4). In turn, 
the DDA‘s lack of employment standards explains statistics gathered by the Human 
Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (2007) and the New South Wales Disability 
Discrimination Legal Centre (2000), which demonstrate that employers continue to 
discriminate against disabled workers. Disabled people‘s complaints about workplace 
discrimination indicate their decreasing ability to negotiate with employers. Their 
negotiating powers are also impaired by the changing power relations of a neo-liberal 
ideology underlying current market practices.  
In addition to their less powerful position to negotiate working conditions with 
employers, and to mitigate against discrimination, vision-impaired workers must manage 
continually changing work systems, workloads, work sites and hours of work in ocular-
centric workplaces. As discussed in Chapter One (Section 1.2.1), self-advocacy with 
one‘s employer requires a degree of assertiveness and negotiation, especially when one is 
injured or impaired through workplace practices, or is perceived to have an impaired‗ or 
less than ‗normal‘ worker identity. 
When excluded from the workforce, both injured and impaired workers become of 
interest to medical institutions and their practitioner-agents, who have alliances with both 
employers and the government, through ‗welfare-to-work‘ practices, including vocational 
rehabilitation practices, workers‘ compensation practices and other work practices such as 
sick leave. Medicine‘s workplace-oriented practices indicate their differing interests in 
whether sick and injured workers are positioned in the workforce or in the domain of 
health care. Positioning people between these domains advantages both medicine and 
employer groups, as when injured and disabled workers cease to be a resource for the 
economic market, they become a resource for the health-care market. Classifying people 
as the market‘s or medicine‘s resources demonstrates another hegemonic effect of 
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medicine‘s bio-medical ideology in classifying people as (able-bodied) workers or 
impaired-disabled people who ‗need‘ health/welfare services.  
Medicine, as the third member in this hegemonic institutional trilogy that constitutes 
VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, enacts a gate-keeping role between the domains of 
welfare and work. Medicine, as gate-keeper, has historically mediated between 
employers‘ constraint over VIPs‘ workforce participation and the government‘s constraint 
over VIPs‘ access to welfare benefits. Medicine‘s authority to enact this role is based on 
its bio-medical knowledge, and its authority to speak publicly about bio-medical matters, 
which is based on social recognition of its bio-medical expertise. Medicine has, therefore, 
the institutional and social power to classify people as ‗worker‘ or ‗non-worker‘, 
‗impaired‘, ‗disabled‘, ‗normal‘ or ‗abnormal‘, and ‗sick‘ or ‗well‘, in addition to 
classifying them as ‗young‘ or ‗old‘ and ‗male‘ or ‗female‘. 
While positioning impaired people to the domain of medicine and welfare is the role of 
medicine and its allied practitioners, these groups also have the role of positioning 
impaired and injured people in the workforce, from which they have historically been 
excluded. Their workforce exclusion, based on the social assumption that people 
classified as ‗disabled‘ are less productive and more burdensome, was also demonstrated 
in historical and contemporary everyday social and cultural discourses in Chapter Two. 
This embedded, enduring social practice of marginalising and excluding from the 
workforce those classified as ‗disabled‘, a group to which VIPs have historically 
‗belonged‘ in Australia, implies such marginalising and exclusion is a social practice used 
to divide and control social members at an individual and societal level (Connell 2002; 
Fairclough 2001). However, in order to explain how the discursive construction of VIPs‘ 
vocational rehabilitation is a part of social processes and practices, it is necessary to 
identify the determinants of those processes and practices.  
A constituent part of bio-medical discourses is their implication that practitioners‘ 
disciplines, their educational institutions and employing organisations (e.g., rehabilitation 
service organisations) are motivated by an altruistic aim of ‗caring for‘ or assisting VIPs 
to become social members. Omitted from bio-medical discourses is the fact that medicine 
and its allied disciplines have political and economic interests in the production and 
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distribution of their goods and services. Their political and economic interests, however, 
become more visible when their practices are explained in terms of market discourses.  
This not only reveals their interests in retaining the power and authority to classify people 
as ‗workers‘ or ‗non-workers‘, for which they are economically remunerated, it also 
explains the source of consumers of their own services, namely those people excluded 
from the workforce on bio-medical grounds. Their consumer sources, in turn, explain 
health-care practitioners‘ benefits from their alliances with employer groups and 
government bureaucracies. Mutual benefits from such relations of power between these 
three social groups sustain the hegemony of a bio-medical ideology. The hegemony of a 
bio-medical ideology is revealed through its colonisation of other discourses, and other 
areas of people‘s lives, such as their productive lives. More covertly, a bio-medical 
ideology has been used to socially classify and thus distribute people to specific social 
positions, with their implicit power relations.  
6.6 Effects of VIPs’ vocational rehabilitation discourses 
The hegemonic effect of bio-medical discourses was a significant explication of this 
critical analysis of the discursive construction of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation. Within 
VIP‘s vocational rehabilitation, the dominance of practitioners‘ bio-medical ideology 
prompted them to draw upon their experiences as health-care practitioners to make sense 
of their education and apply that ideology and knowledge to VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation practices. In doing so, health-care practitioners benefited by retaining 
control of meanings of ‗impairment‘, ensuring a supply of clients or patients for their 
practices. Their clients/patients were referred by both government and employers, who 
paid for the benefits they received from health-care practitioners‘ services. However, the 
dominance of a bio-medical ideology in the construction of rehabilitation discourses also 
presented problems for discourse participants. 
As discussed above, these problems arise from constraints on practitioners‘ exploration of 
other non-biological factors which may impair VIPs‘ employment opportunities. This 
constraint on practitioners‘ knowledge and practice was evident in the findings of the text 
analysis, and in Spriggs‘ (2007) comprehensive report on VIPs‘ employment. Their use of 
a bio-medical ideology was also evident in the government‘s practice of monitoring ‗non-
worker‘ populations (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1998a, 2003). Similarly, Spriggs‘ 
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(2007) use of language (‗client‘, ‗vision impairment‘, ‗loss‘) in his survey report reveals 
that he drew upon bio-medical discourses, thus reproducing their ideology and using it to 
conceptualise and operationalise his survey. Even when he discussed workplace practices, 
such as employers‘ demand for multi-skilled workers, Spriggs focused on individual 
adjustments such as providing screen readers, which assumed VIP‘s ability to access 
information was VIPs‘ only ‗problem‘. This focus ignored the existence of discriminating 
employers or discriminatory workplace practices (Spriggs 2007, p. 33). Spriggs (2007) 
stated that his solution to multi-skilling demands was to modify the job or task to balance 
the needs of both the employer and employees. This, he claims, may be effected through a 
commitment from both the employer and the employee to ‗meet in the middle‘, while not 
compromising other employees or the final product outcome for the employer (p. 33). 
However, Spriggs‘ ‗solution‘ does not acknowledge employers‘ interests in securing a 
flexible, multi-functioning, fast, adaptive and inexpensive workforce to meet changing 
markets. Further, these worker demands do not match the stereotypical ‗blind‘ person 
with which most employers are familiar. Nor does Spriggs address increasing demands 
placed on impaired workers, who must manage ever-changing worksites, workloads, 
work systems and prejudiced work colleagues. Lastly, Spriggs does not give recognition 
to the asymmetric relations of power between employers and impaired workers. However, 
he does concede that Vision Australia, which commissioned his survey and whose 
interests he represents, has not been able to ‗place‘ many of its ‗clients‘ in employment.  
Asymmetric power relations between practitioners and their vision-impaired clients were 
revealed in practitioners‘ problem of not being able to ‗place‘ clients embedded in VIPs‘ 
vocational rehabilitation discourses. Not being able to place clients implies that current 
discourses and practices are problematic for employers of vocational rehabilitation 
practitioners, because the effects of their practices, enacted through discourse in 
individual rehabilitation situations, do not affect the objectives of their employment 
services. This effect is also a problem for the government, which funds and monitors 
these services, because its outlay and employment assistance structure are not achieving 
the government‘s (ostensibly) desired effect of increasing the number of employed 
disabled people. Thus, vocational rehabilitation practices have not effectively reduced the 
cost of its welfare services through reducing the number of welfare recipients. The 
government‘s response to this problem was to introduce its Job Capacity Assessment, 
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conducted by health-care practitioners. The desired effect of this procedure, as discussed 
in Chapter One (Section 1.0) and Chapter Two (Section 2.5.3), was to constrain disabled 
people‘s access to income support, if they were assessed as being able to work 15 hours 
per week. However, there is no evidence that this procedure has resulted in increased 
employment rates for disabled people, including VIPs. It has, according to Spriggs 
(2007), been effective in referring more VIPs to mainstream Job Network services, which 
are less costly to the government. Although the government may have reduced the costs 
of its income support, the effect of current rehabilitation practices is that they have not 
increased VIPs‘ employment opportunities, as Spriggs readily admits and statistics 
demonstrate. 
The statistics I used to profile VIPs‘ employment experiences in Chapter One (Section 
1.1) also demonstrate vocational rehabilitation services have been problematic for VIPs 
(see Section 1.1.4). In addition to survey data, historical and narrative accounts of VIPs‘ 
employment experiences show that they can ‗do the job‘ whenever social conditions or 
practices do not impair them from doing so (see Section 1.1). Even when they were 
impaired in some way, VIPs still chose self-employment where possible. The success of 
self-employment for VIPs has been acknowledged by blindness agencies, which have 
developed guidelines for self-employment for VIPs (Royal National Institute of the Blind 
(2003). While providing advice to VIPs on self-employment, the same blindness agencies 
have failed to affect workplace cultures and practices that restrict VIPs‘ employment 
opportunities. The effect of these institutional practices is to sustain practitioners‘ focus 
on the individual, while backgrounding employers‘ contribution to VIPs‘ un-employment. 
The lack of employment ‗outcomes‘ for VIPs makes current discursive and other 
practices of vocational rehabilitation ineffective or problematic for practitioners. This 
places a demand on practitioners to act in more creative ways, using innovative ideas and 
practices, which can also change their systems of knowledge. Practitioners‘ innovative 
ideas have, so far, extended their knowledge and practices to assisting VIPs in writing 
resumes and other job-seeking practices, and, in my own discipline, a trend towards using 
a narrative therapy approach when counselling clients about workforce and other social 
inclusion (Biggs & Hinton-Bayre 2008; Crisp 2002; Johnstone 2004). However, other 
rehabilitation knowledge and practices have been introduced to practitioners‘ basic bio-
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medical activities by rehabilitation counsellors. Although educators, employers and 
practitioners did not recommend their educational texts for the sampling frame from 
which I selected a sample for analysis (see Section 3.1.1), rehabilitation counsellors have 
introduced vocational assessments of their vision-impaired clients. My rehabilitation 
counselling education also provided some insights into the philosophy and 
phenomenology of impairment and disability, and the impact of biological diversity and 
health conditions on people‘s lives, including their productive lives. However, many of 
these rehabilitation counselling practices are also enacted through the subject positions 
and power relations of ‗expert‘ and ‗client‘ embedded in bio-medical discourses. In fact, 
‗teaching‘ job-seeking skills to clients, and assessing their vocational skills and potential, 
reproduces and extends the subject positions and power relations of bio-medical 
discourses, rather than changing them. The following vignette from my files illustrates not 
only practitioners‘ emphasis on assessment and providing their disciplinary goods and 
services, it illustrates their different purposes and interests of conducting such 
assessments. 
John, whose sight was rapidly decreasing, was a 27-year-old customs inspector with a 
science degree, who worked in first-line management. He supervised a small staff, but the 
bulk of his work tasks required working with computers. In 2008, John reported 
increasing problems reading computer screens and paperwork materials. His employer‘s 
rehabilitation co-ordinator asked a vision-specialist organisation to do a worksite 
assessment. As a result of that assessment, John was ‗provided‘ with a screen reader, a 
magnifier and a desk lamp to assist him to continue working. These aids did not 
effectively assist John to do the work required of him, so John‘s employer recommended 
medical retirement. The rehabilitation provider asked John to do a functional assessment 
and a vocational assessment, which John thought was part of his rehabilitation process. 
John‘s assumption seemed reasonable, as the functional assessment was a four-hour 
assessment of John‘s physical capacities, conducted by an occupational therapist, while a 
rehabilitation counsellor conducted a one-hour assessment of John‘s vocational capacities. 
However, these assessors reported not to John, but to his superannuation fund 
management. They reported that John could work full-time in the general workforce at a 
‗medium level‘. The jobs recommended by the vocational assessor were massage therapy, 
fund-raising co-ordinator and dietary assistant. Although John had completed a diploma 
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in massage therapy some years earlier, he was not qualified to work as such, nor did his 
science degree qualify him for fund-raiser or dietary aide positions. It was obvious to me 
that these positions were all below John‘s intellectual capacity and outside his vocational 
interests and aptitude. It also appeared to me that the rehabilitation counsellor was not 
aware of the tasks and abilities required for these jobs, nor did she match those 
requirements to John‘s work experiences or vision abilities. Although the rehabilitation 
counsellor reported that employers tended not to employ VIPs, this observation was 
merely included as a one-sentence reference to social factors that could impair John‘s 
chances of being employed.  
My critical readings of these reports, contextualised in John‘s experiences with the 
assessors, revealed that the purpose of these reports was not to benefit John‘s 
rehabilitation, but to benefit the assessors of superannuation and pension amounts paid to 
John on his medical retirement, which had been recommended by his employer. John also 
had to obtain access to these documents through the Freedom of Information Act, 1982 
(Cwlth), because the commissioners of these reports, the Public Service Superannuation 
Panel, refused him access to them. 
While this vignette shows practitioners‘ continuing focus on individual capacities, my 
analysis of their practices and situations also revealed that the subject positions of ‗expert‘ 
and ‗client‘ of health-care practitioners‘ bio-medical discourses are firmly embedded in 
vocational rehabilitation practice. My critical analysis of practitioners‘ assessment 
reports, in their institutional context, revealed that the practitioners‘ ‗client‘ was actually 
the Public Service Superannuation panel, and their assessments were meeting the 
monetary interests of this panel in assessing John‘s physical capacity. Finally, the 
rehabilitation counsellors‘ vocational recommendations for John echo practitioners‘ 
historical tendency to ‗place‘, or in this case ‗recommend‘, more menial work for VIPs 
than their qualifications and work experience indicate. The type of work recommended 
for John is also pertinent in relation to the work VIPs have historically performed. For 
example, massage has been considered suitable work for ‗blind‘ people, as depicted in 
Oliver Sacks‘ (1996) story At First Sight in his book To See or Not to See, while the 
assessor‘s recommendation that John raise funds for charitable organisations calls to my 
mind the Quinze Vingt‘s requirement that its residents raise funds to support themselves 
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and the Church (see Section 2.3.1). The last job recommended for John, as a dietary 
assistant, has connotations of consumerism, in its assistance to ‗consumers‘ of food, just 
as John is considered a consumer of rehabilitation services and other social goods. The 
rehabilitation counsellor‘s recommendations could, therefore, be prompted by her 
knowledge and experiences of these traces of other discourses, which she unconsciously 
drew upon to make her recommendations. 
My analysis of John‘s experiences indicates that the assessing practitioners, while 
subconsciously drawing upon their assumptions and experiences from other discourses 
about VIPs to make sense of their rehabilitation practices and make recommendations, did 
not consciously draw upon histories of VIPs‘ employment experiences, or other social or 
workplace factors, such as those discussed in Chapter One. Consequently, as I have 
argued in this thesis, in order to change VIPs‘ low rates of employment, their vocational 
rehabilitation must change to include exploration of historic-social factors. These include 
institutional and social practices and negative social identities, as revealed in the profile of 
their employment experiences and my analyses of practitioner-educational texts, which 
may impair their employment opportunities, as discussed in Chapter One. This, in turn, 
argues that changes to practitioners‘ systems of knowledge must affect the dominance of 
their bio-medical ideology, which maintains VIPs‘ negative subject position in their 
vocational rehabilitation. 
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Chapter Seven 
Re-constructing Vocational Rehabilitation Discourses 
7.0 Introduction 
In this final chapter I discuss reconstructing Vocational Rehabilitation discourses in ways 
that may lead to increasing the employment opportunities of people impaired by vision-
centred practices. Such re-constructions are based on the conclusions I drew from my 
critical discourse analysis of the ways in which their vocational rehabilitation is 
constructed and practised. My analysis found that rehabilitation practitioners‘ education is 
constructed on a bio-medical ideology of vision impairment. Consequently, rehabilitation 
practitioners‘ education can be seen as contributing to the constitution and reproduction of 
an individual biological deficit model of ‗impairment‘. This construction of ‗impairment‘ 
orients practitioners‘ rehabilitation practices to reducing biological deficits, or restoring 
‗health‘, through the prescription of their disciplinary goods and services, which, it has to 
be assumed, will socially reposition vision-impaired people as ‗workers‘. However, VIPs‘ 
history of employment and employment assistance belies the efficacy of these 
institutional assumptions and practices.  
Alternatively, I propose a re-construction of vocational rehabilitation discourses through a 
re-construction of ‗impairment‘ in rehabilitation practitioners‘ education, by broadening 
its focus from an individual biological deficit to one on social practice. In poststructural 
terms, this not only allows practitioners to continue enacting treatments for the effects of 
acute disease processes and chronic health conditions on VIPs‘ employment 
opportunities, it allows them to act upon the effects of other non-biological impairing 
practices, such as discriminating workplace practices and the social identities ascribed to 
VIPs, such as ‗the blind‘. Because the ascription of such social identities is social 
practice, the ways in which VIPs can manage these identities also comes within the 
province of rehabilitation practice, as does the phenomenology of living in an ocular-
centric society with limited sight. The management of impairing social practices and 
diverse eye functions, in re-constructing VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation/employment 
assistance through rehabilitation practitioners‘ education, may in turn lead to increasing 
VIPs‘ employment opportunities. 
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Disclosing such a possible re-construction or change is a valuable outcome of this 
research, which can benefit all participants in vocational rehabilitation / employment 
services. Other benefits or values of this research, such as how it adds to the current body 
of research about VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation and employment experiences, profiled in 
Chapter One, will be discussed in the final section of this chapter 
One valuable aspect of this research, and an indication for re-constructing VIPs‘ 
vocational rehabilitation, was the basic tenet of this study, that ‗impairment‘ is socially 
constructed. Consequently, just as it has been constructed as impairing biological 
anomalies or deficits in bio-medical discourses, to meet ideological interests of specific 
social groups, it can be re-constructed, as it has in civil rights discourses (see Section 1.2), 
to a knowledge of impairing social practices that enable one group to impair the rights of 
others to determine their own social identities, relations and social participation, such as 
their participation in the workforce. 
In my social model of impairment (see Section 1.2.1), I posit that although VIPs‘ diverse 
eye functions may restrict, in some way, their access to ocular-centric social practices, 
including workplace practices, their employment is also constrained or impaired by those 
social practices, including the bio-medical construction of impairment that impairs their 
rehabilitation opportunities. My social model of impairment challenges the bio-medical 
construction that dominated the sample of practitioner-educational texts, as described in 
Chapter One (Section 1.2). A social construction of impairment, I proposed in this thesis, 
also reveals medicine‘s discursive control over meanings of ‗impairment‘ and ‗disability‘ 
as individual biological deficits, which subjects people classified as impaired or disabled 
as non-workers needing the care of others, such as health-care practitioners. Medicine‘s 
discursive control in Australia can be inferred from policy-makers‘ and service providers‘ 
insistence that ‗disabled‘ people be represented as ‗people with disabilities‘. The use of 
this term, which they claim is the politically correct term, maintains the negative identities 
ascribed to biologically diverse people (Titchkosky 2001), as well as to people suffering 
chronic illness or injury. 
My deconstruction of meanings implicit in the contents of practitioners‘ educational texts 
revealed that, in addition to constructing vision impairment as a biological deficit, 
producers of texts used to educate rehabilitation practitioners always represented VIPs in 
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negative terms. This discursive practice reproduced and authenticated VIPs‘ negative 
social identities and relations in social and other cultural discourses (see Chapter Two). 
Counteracting that negative stereotyping practice began with my use of the positive 
connotations of the acronym ‗VIP‘ to refer to vision-impaired person(s) in this thesis (see 
Section 1.2.1). However, changing habitual negative representations of VIPs is only an 
initial step in altering their negative subject positions in discourses of VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation, and subsequently their employment status.  
7.1 Directions for change 
My analysis of rehabilitation practitioners‘ texts in this research suggests that 
practitioners‘ education is a possible site of re-constructing discourse, as do other 
discourse theorists (Fairclough 1992, 2001). Fairclough stated: ‗In the words of Michel 
Foucault, ―…any system of education is a political way of maintaining or underlying the 
appropriation of discourses, along with the knowledges and powers which they carry‖.‘ 
(Fairclough 2001, p. 54)  
The system of education through which I propose VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation can be 
re-constructed is the system of educating rehabilitation practitioners. Rehabilitation 
practitioners‘ education, I have argued in Chapter Three (Section 3.0), is represented as a 
repository of ideologies and practices that contribute to the determination and shaping of 
vocational rehabilitation/employment assistance available to VIPs. This argument 
contributed to my decision to investigate the construction of VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation through a critical discourse analysis of texts used to educate rehabilitation 
practitioners, as these practitioners are the agents of rehabilitation practices. Based on 
Fairclough‘s and Foucault‘s argument that educational systems maintain systems of 
knowledge and their contained power relations (Fairclough 2001, p. 54), it is also 
reasonable to assume that changing the core and limits of practitioners‘ core knowledge 
system, and their contained power relations, can lead to possible ways of increasing VIPs‘ 
employment opportunities. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that extending 
rehabilitation practitioners‘ education, to enable them to identify and address social 
factors impairing VIPs‘ employment opportunities, can increase VIPs‘ chances of 
obtaining or retaining employment. This proposal implies that all rehabilitation 
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practitioners can have the power to explore and reduce social practices that may impair 
VIPs' employment opportunities. 
For example, changing practitioners‘ knowledge of ‗impairment‘ to include impairing 
social practices can increase practitioners‘ awareness of such social practices, in addition 
to increasing their knowledge of biological diversity as a separate entity from acute 
disease processes or chronic health conditions that need treatment or management.  
These separate biological states can then be incorporated into vocational rehabilitation 
practices. VIPs‘ biological diversity can thus be a basis for investigating ways in which 
VIPs interact with social members and practices, including workplace practices. The ways 
in which VIPs interact with social members and practices, including workplace practices, 
can be explicated through further research. Their interactions with workplace practices 
can be guided by increasing practitioners‘ knowledge of workforce cultures and practices 
that may impair biologically and interactively diverse (BAID) workers, such as workers 
impaired by vision-centred work practices. Impairing social cultures and practices are the 
impairments to VIPs‘ employment, as shown in research by Roulstone (1998) and others. 
These researchers consistently found that negative social assumptions and practices were 
major impairments to VIPs‘ employment. These researchers‘ findings challenge the 
implication of health-care practitioners‘ education, which implies VIPs‘ biological 
deficits are the sole cause of their social exclusion, including their exclusion from the 
workforce. Despite these challenges, the biological deficit model of ‗impairment‘ remains 
entrenched in VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation discourses, indicating the force (power) that 
gives primacy to this knowledge. 
Choosing practitioner education as a possible site of changing VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation discourses argues for interactional changes between practitioners and VIPs 
at an individual situational level. Individual rehabilitation encounters can be effected 
through practitioners‘ knowledge systems, as described above, and their ensuing practices 
in vocational rehabilitation encounters. Changing the limits of rehabilitation practitioners‘ 
knowledge, in a poststructural sense, argues for changes in subject positions and their 
power relations by extending the limits of practitioners‘ knowledge, as they are normally 
constrained to the position of ‗providers‘ of bio-medical goods and services for VIPs‘ 
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biological deficits, as found in my analysis of practitioner-educational texts, and 
described in the vignettes from my clinical files.  
Extending practitioners‘ core knowledge may lead to altering practitioners‘ and VIPs‘ 
subject positions, and the power relations in those positions. Their power relations may 
also be altered through practitioners‘ recognition of VIPs‘ knowledge of the history and 
the ontology of living with diverse eye functions, which VIPs can contribute to a 
vocational rehabilitation practice of investigating ways in which VIPs interact with their 
community, including other community members. These factors have not historically 
been part of rehabilitation practitioners‘ bio-medically oriented knowledge systems and 
practices, but they are part of VIPs‘ workforce knowledge and experiences, as depicted in 
my profile and analysis of their employment experiences in Chapter One (Section 1.1).  
My analysis of multiple data sources for that profile revealed that, although survey 
researchers produced particular knowledges about VIPs, their production was purposeful. 
This was especially apparent in surveys conducted by government and blindness agencies 
that monitored populations of disabled people and their employment restrictions (see 
Section 1.1).  
Introducing VIPs‘ knowledge of the ontology of living with diverse eye functions to 
rehabilitation practices is equally purposeful, because, in terms of deconstructing their 
relationships with practitioners, it can change their identities from being passive recipients 
of practitioners‘ actions to being participating partners in rehabilitation processes, as 
proposed in the DSA. As partners, VIPs can contribute valuable knowledge of accessing 
and interacting with workforce systems. This relational change can also change 
practitioners‘ obligation to know all that is required to enhance VIPs‘ employment 
opportunities. 
Reducing practitioners‘ required knowledge, and reducing the bio-medical constraints on 
vocational rehabilitation discourses, can lead to changes at an institutional level, in that 
extending practitioners‘ educational curriculum to include knowledge of social practices, 
such as workplace cultures and practices, and social members‘ biological and inter-
actional diversity, is tantamount to reducing the dominance of a bio-medical ideology in 
their future rehabilitation practices. According to discourse theorists, extending 
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practitioners‘ knowledge, and their ensuing practices, can lead to a change in their power 
relations with other social groups. For example, changes in practitioners‘ relations with 
employers can occur if the basic tenet that VIPs‘ ‗biological deficit‘ is no longer seen as 
the sole determinant of their productive identities. In addition, practitioners‘ exploration 
of impairing workplace practices extends practitioners‘ bio-medically oriented role of 
gate-keepers between the world of ‗healthy‘ workers and ‗un-healthy‘ welfare recipients. 
Practitioners‘ role can include a role of supporting and/or advocating for VIPs in the 
workplace. Apart from paperwork restrictions, the absence of support in the workplace 
was the most frequently reported restriction or impairment by VIPs in my secondary 
analysis of the Confidential Unit Record File of the 1998 SDAC (see Section 1.1). 
Support in the workplace is important, because, as I argued at Section 1.2.1, advocating 
for oneself with more powerful employers is very difficult for VIPs and workers 
otherwise categorised as ‗impaired‘ or ‗disabled‘. 
Practitioners‘ power relations with other social groups can also change through extending 
practitioners‘ authority to explore social and institutional factors that may impair VIPs‘ 
employment opportunities. Some evidence of this trend can be seen in Winyard‘s (1996) 
report that British employers would not employ people with ‗seeing‘ problems (see 
Section 1.1); the rehabilitation counsellors‘ reference to employers‘ rejection of VIPs in 
the vignette of John‘s vocational assessment; and in Spriggs‘ (2007) discussion of multi-
skilling work practices in his survey of VIPs‘ employment (see Section 6.6). For example, 
multi-skilling refers to employers‘ demand that workers be productively and 
geographically flexible, autonomous and collaborative. While multi-skilled, flexible 
workers meet the interests of employers, employers demand more of workers themselves 
(Kim & Park 2003). Despite his introduction of employers‘ demands on workers‘ 
productive practices, Spriggs (2007), like many other researchers, focused on individual 
ability rather than social and institutional factors that can impair VIPs‘ chances of 
obtaining or retaining employment in such workplaces. 
Knowledge of how workplace and other social factors can impair VIPs‘ employment 
opportunities was omitted from the sample of practitioners‘ educational texts. Although 
some practitioners must be aware of these practices in their own work experiences, 
management of such practices has not been addressed in their educational texts. Such 
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knowledge was omitted from my own education as a rehabilitation counsellor, during the 
years covered by this research, as it has been from many other disciplines. One reason for 
such omissions could be the difficulty in accessing such knowledge. Indeed, retrieval of 
the article on multi-skilling by Kim and Park (2003), published in the Seoul Journal of 
Economics, required some innovative, persistent research.  
Thus, researching and teaching current workplace practices that can impair or enhance 
VIPs‘ employment opportunities can be problematic for educators and employers, as can 
educating health-care practitioners about the biological and interactional diversity of 
VIPs. The latter can be especially problematic in regard to practitioners who are able to 
enact their ‗expertise‘ on others, as they are obliged to meet knowledge and practice 
standards imposed through their academic and disciplinary accreditation procedures. 
Explicating these institutional ways through which the bio-medical construction of VIPs‘ 
vocational rehabilitation discourses has been maintained through rehabilitation 
practitioners‘ education, together with the knowledge and power in those discourses, is a 
valuable outcome of this research. My explication of the ways in which a bio-medical 
ideology was reproduced in rehabilitation practitioners‘ education showed that such a 
construction also constrained practitioners‘ exploration of other, non-biological 
impairments. This was another valuable contribution of this thesis, and points to possible 
ways of changing vocational rehabilitation practitioners‘ knowledge in their education 
and subsequent practice.  
7.2 Values of this research 
Explication of a bio-medical construction of ‗impairment‘ driving the construction of the 
vocational rehabilitation available to VIPs can be considered the most valuable outcome 
of this research. This research also explicated how that ideological, deficit construction of 
impairment has been reproduced and maintained through various rehabilitation discourses 
and other practices, contributing to VIPs' social identities and relations. The prominence 
of these embedded bio-medical discourses in society, including its workforce, is an 
equally valuable outcome of this research. 
Alternatively, I have argued that ‗impairment‘ can be constructed as a social practice, 
enacted to constrain VIPs‘ right to full citizenship. I have also argued that impairing 
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VIPs‘ right to citizenship or social participation is an enduring, extensive social practice 
of disabling them, through bio-medical discourses, to the specific social group of ‗the 
blind‘. ‗The blind‘ have historically been assumed to be unproductive, which, in turn, was 
assumed to be the result of their ‗blindness‘ or biological deficit.   
My arguments in this thesis are based on poststructural theories that rightly postulate that 
social members‘ identities are constituted through social assumptions, practices and 
relations, in terms of power. The theoretical underpinnings of these arguments are a 
strength of this research. 
In this research, I used a critical discourse analysis, a poststructural methodology, to 
explore current rehabilitation practices with VIPs, and how ‗impairment‘ is constructed in 
those practices. Such a methodology is consistent with the emancipatory goal of this 
thesis, which is to free VIPs from their workforce exclusion (see Section 2.0 and Section 
3.1.1). To achieve the aim of this research, I applied poststructural concepts of major 
poststructural thinkers, such as Derrida‘s concept of deconstructing meanings and texts 
and discourses, and Foucault‘s propositions about the relationship between history, 
knowledge and power, as described in Section 1.2 and Section 2.2. I used these 
poststructural theories to deconstruct meanings of ‗vision impairment‘ through 
documented histories, narratives, survey ‗findings‘, and knowledge systems contained in 
rehabilitation practitioners‘ education. 
Poststructural theories also enabled me to point to possible ways of re-constructing 
discourses of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation. As I did with Robert (see Section 6.3), 
practitioners could use a poststructurally based approach to rehabilitation counselling, 
building on their existing biological knowledge and employment-seeking practices to a 
more comprehensive knowledge of managing both individual diverse biologies, and ways 
in which such biologically and interactively diverse (BAID) people interact with broader 
social factors that may impair their employment and wider social participation. Providing 
a way in which changes can be made to increase VIPs' social participation is another 
valuable outcome of this research.  
Thus, the poststructural theories guiding this research provide a direction for changing the 
rehabilitation currently available to VIPs, in addition to providing the methodology to 
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investigate those current rehabilitation practices. Although critical discourse analysis is 
able to analyse complex social phenomena, it has, as do all research methods, its 
problems (see Section 3.1.1).  Problems with discourse analysis outlined by Burman and 
Parker (1993) can be used to evaluate this study. One limitation of qualitative research, 
according to Burman and Parker (1993), is generalising from a sample. While my sample 
of texts was not randomised in a statistical sense, I tried to make it reflect, as far as 
possible, texts used to educate health-care practitioners employed to work in vocational 
rehabilitation services available to VIPs. Also, as I discussed at Section 5.5, the level of 
homogeneity, in regard to text producers‘ assertions and practices in the sample texts, 
indicates that such a critical analysis of any sample of practitioner-educational texts 
would produce the same results.  
I also discussed, at Section 3.1.1, how I have tried to reduce, as far as possible, limitations 
arising from the use of a specific research perspective. To do this, I used both quantitative 
and qualitative research methods, arguing that they are dynamically related, their use 
determined by the research objectives. An advantage of using a multiple research 
perspective is that it can be used to examine different types of knowledge, that are part of 
discourses, on which text interpreters draw to make sense of both their texts and their 
world.  
Another advantage of using a multiple research perspective is that it enables examination 
of researchers‘ overt and covert objectives, and their produced knowledge. Exploration of 
covert, in addition to overtly stated, objectives speaks directly to best practice in research. 
Covert objectives can be inferred, for example, in the production of specific knowledge 
through the ABS‘s researchers‘ actions of excluding VIPs with ‗correctable‘ sight from its 
disability group in the 1998 SDAC (Section 1.1.3). The objective of this action could be 
interpreted as a covert or hidden action, namely, to produce specific knowledge about the 
limited size of the vision-impaired population, which, in turn, reduces any need to address 
employment restrictions of this population. Another explanation for the  ABS‘s action 
could be, as I stated at Section 1.1.5, that diverse eye functions are so common, it can be 
considered ‗normal‘, and therefore, not a deficit but simply 'diversity'.  
My use of both quantitative and qualitative research methods in this research is innovative 
in that I combined them in a dynamic process of profiling the history and extent of VIPs‘ 
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employment experiences to propose that their workforce exclusion is an enduring, 
extensive practice. My quantitative analysis of the sample texts produced knowledge 
about text producers‘ habitual ways of representing vocational rehabilitation participants, 
and the comprehensiveness or homogeneity of those representations in the sample. My 
qualitative procedures extended that knowledge, enabling me to produce the knowledge 
implied through those representations. 
I also attempted to reduce bias from self-reporting methods of data collection by using an 
unobtrusive research method, which also addressed the issue of researching-sensitive 
topics (see Section 3.2). My use of all these research perspective and practices speaks to 
best practice in research, as it enabled me to produce a comprehensive research report on 
factors determining VIPs' continuing low rates of employment, particularly when that low 
rate is compared to their higher rate of self-employment than that reported in the general 
workforce. 
Despite my use of multiple research perspectives, my research is poststructurally 
positioned, positing that social identities and relations and systems of knowledge are 
produced through social practice. In a poststructural sense, I am aware that my 
interpretations of the sample of texts are my interpretations, generated or produced by 
drawing on my own experiential knowledges as a health-care practitioner, educated in a 
health-care educational facility, and practising in vocational rehabilitation with VIPs and 
other biologically diverse people. I have also drawn on my experiential knowledge of 
being a VIP in the workforce to generate my interpretations. My interpretations, as 
discussed in Chapter Three, are also based on social, linguistic and discourse theories. 
However, my interpretations were also triggered by text producers‘ explicit wordings in 
their educational texts, those wordings being concrete, tangible features that could be 
‗seen‘, contextualised and counted (or quantified). Consequently, my use of both 
quantitative and qualitative approaches to analysing practitioner-educational texts about 
VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation is an innovative approach to discourse analyses in this 
research topic.  
The fact that I could find no other research investigating discourses of VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation/employment services, and the effects of those discourses on VIPs‘ or other 
people‘s vocational rehabilitation/employment services, not only highlights the innovative 
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nature of this research, but implies that more research into such social problems is needed. 
Other areas for further research could be the development of tools to measure impairing 
social practices, including impairing work practices. Further research areas could also be 
the theoretical grounding of rehabilitation practices, and practitioners‘ critical 
examination of their professional discourses and practices, as rehabilitation counsellors 
critically explore and theoretically ground their counselling practices.  
The proposal that rehabilitation practitioners' knowledge be extended to include 
knowledge of workplace cultures and social practices that can impair VIPs' social 
participation is a valuable outcome of this research. Another is the explication of VIPs' 
experiential knowledge of their employment opportunities. These knowledges can extend 
the knowledges gained from other reviewed studies of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation and 
employment in this research, which were either surveys of the incidence of ‗vision loss‘, 
as part of national population surveys conducted by government bureaucracies, or surveys 
of VIPs‘ employment conducted by blindness agencies, which tended to survey their own 
client base, thus evaluating their own services (see Section 1.1). In addition to profiling 
employment surveys, I reviewed other surveys of attitudes towards VIPs and ‗disabled‘ 
people generally, conducted around the time of the civil rights movements and the 1990s 
(see Section 2.1).  
However, none of those studies extended their research, as I have done, to explore 
ideologies that determine those incidences, events or attitudes, nor did they explore 
directions for change. To understand discourses of VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation, as 
Sarangi and Roberts (1999) rightly argue, one must locate them in their histories, and 
other institutional and social practices that constitute and shape them, as was my aim in 
this research. 
However, my research found no evidence that discourse participants were aware that their 
historical or contemporary subject positions and practices contributed, in any way, to 
VIPs‘ low rate of employment. Rather, their focus was on VIPs‘ biological function, or 
dysfunction. Such an ideology does not require a social theory. The lack of a theoretical 
and social perspective, it can be argued, accounts partly for rehabilitation practitioners' 
focus on ‗impairment‘ as individual biological deficit, which meets the interests of many 
groups involved in VIPs‘ vocational rehabilitation and employment opportunities. It also 
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accounts in part for the lack of practitioners‘ awareness of their own discourses. Instead, 
they focus on VIPs‘ biological deficits, rather than themselves, as the dominant speakers, 
who claim the right to interpret and comment on VIPs‘ social value, including their 
productive value.  
The values of this study to the current body of research, in the end, can only be 
ascertained by asking what we know that we did not know before, and what implications 
this new knowledge has for practitioners assisting VIPs with employment opportunities. 
This study revealed the ways in which a bio-medical construction of VIPs‘ vocational 
rehabilitation discourses positions and constrains practitioners and VIPs to specific 
subject positions that enact specific actions. This constrains exploration of other factors 
that may impair VIPs‘ employment opportunities, maintaining their low employment rate, 
as evident in the profile of VIPs‘ employment experiences in Chapter One. This study has 
shown that new understandings arise from discourse analysis that have implications for 
rehabilitation practitioners, their institutions and VIPs. One implication is the need to 
raise practitioners‘ awareness of the ideology in their core knowledge, the purposes for 
which their knowledge is produced, and how that ideology constrains their knowledge 
systems and vocational rehabilitation practices, thus constraining vision-impaired job 
seekers. One practice that can be changed, especially for rehabilitation counsellors, is the 
nature and objective of their practices, towards one of collaboration with VIPs to manage 
the negative identities assigned to them in society and its workforce. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Word categories 
Word categories generated through the TextQuest computer text analysis program are 
those used to analyse text producers‘ vocabulary (.dic) files in the TextQuest assisted text 
analysis computer program. The categories developed were: 
Negative-emotion words 
001 u ‗ sad‘ 
001 u ‗ depress‘ 
001 u ‗ despair‘  
001 u ‗ suicid‘  
001 u ‗ morale ‗ 
001 u ‗ fear‘ 
001 u ‗ stress‘ 
001 u ‗ anxi‘ 
001 u ‗ suffer‘ 
001 u ‗ low ‗ 
001 u ‗ severe‘ 
001 u ‗ bad ‗ 
001 u ‗ poor ‗ 
001 u ‗ anger ‗  
001 u ‗ angr‘ 
001 u ‗ frustrat‘ 
001 u ‗ lack‘ 
001 u ‗ death ‗  
001 u ‗ threat‘ 
001 u ‗ negat‘ 
001 u ‗ hostil‘ 
Non-valuing emotion words 
002 u ‗ abilit‘ 
002 u ‗ norm‘ 
002 u ‗ average ‗ 
002 u ‗ emotion‘ 
002 u ‗ feel‘ 
002 u ‗ compreh‘ 
002 u ‗ competen‘ 
002 u ‗ quality ‗ 
002 u ‗ calm ‗ 
Positive-emotion words 
003 u ‗ stable ‗ 
003 u ‗ happy ‗ 
003 u ‗ happi‘ 
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003 u ‗ elat‘ 
003 u ‗ capa‘ 
003 u ‗ manag‘ 
003 u ‗ confiden‘ 
003 u ‗ able‘ 
003 u ‗ eas‘ 
003 u ‗ empath‘ 
003 u ‗ high‘ 
003 u ‗ best ‗  
003 u ‗ achiev‘ 
003 u ‗ content‘ 
003 u ‗ joy‘ 
003 u ‗ great‘ 
003 u ‗ good‘ 
003 u ‗ love ‗ 
003 u ‗ plea‘ 
003 u ‗ cop‘ 
Negative action words 
004 u ‗ depriv‘ 
004 u ‗ passiv‘ 
004 u ‗ struggl‘  
004 u ‗ slow‘ 
004 u ‗ clums‘ 
004 u ‗ avoid‘ 
004 u ‗ depend‘ 
Non-valuing action words 
005 u ‗ cho‘ 
005 u ‗ recogni‘ 
005 u ‗ access‘ 
005 u ‗ counsel‘ 
005 u ‗ receiv‘ 
005 u ‗ motivat‘ 
005 u ‗ task‘  
005 u ‗ attempt‘  
005 u ‗ impact‘  
Positive action words 
006 u ‗ learn‘ 
006 u ‗ agil‘ 
006 u ‗ grac‘ 
006 u ‗ imagi‘ 
006 u ‗ progress‘ 
Negative cognition words 
007 u ‗ aware‘ 
007 u ‗ demand‘  
007 u ‗ differ‘ 
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007 u ‗ blind‘ 
007 u ‗ los‘  
007 u ‗ impair‘ 
007 u ‗ stigma‘ 
007 u ‗ repress‘ 
007 u ‗ prejudic‘ 
007 u ‗ difficult‘ 
007 u ‗ problem‘ 
Non-valuing cognition words 
008 u ‗ restor‘ 
008 u ‗ identit‘ 
008 u ‗ attitud‘ 
008 u ‗ commun‘ 
008 u ‗ value‘ 
008 u ‗ expect‘  
008 u ‗ underst‘ 
008 u ‗ decid‘ 
008 u ‗ goal‘ 
Positive cognition words 
009 u ‗ prov‘ 
009 u ‗ skill‘ 
009 u ‗ resourc‘ 
009 u ‗ asset‘ 
009 u ‗ benefi‘ 
009 u ‗ excel‘ 
009 u ‗ assur‘  
009 u ‗ solv‘ 
Negative description words 
010 u ‗ handicap‘ 
010 u ‗ need‘ 
010 u ‗ fail‘ 
010 u ‗ hopeless‘ 
010 u ‗ marginali‘ 
010 u ‗ other‘ 
010 u ‗ old ‗ 
Non-valuing description words 
011 u ‗ client‘ 
011 u ‗ patient‘ 
011 u ‗ consumer‘ 
011 u ‗ person ‗ 
011 u ‗ persons ‗ 
011 u ‗ people ‗ 
011 u ‗hey ‗ 
011 u ‗ them ‗ 
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Positive description words 
012 u ‗ prestig‘ 
012 u ‗ famous ‗ 
012 u ‗ relax‘ 
012 u ‗ remarkabl‘ 
012 u ‗ succe‘ 
Belief words 
013 u ‗ belief ‗ 
013 u ‗ believ‘ 
013 u ‗ think ‗ 
013 u ‗ assum‘ 
013 u ‗suspect‘ 
013 u ‗ propos‘ 
013 u ‗ suggest‘ 
013 u ‗ guess‘ 
013 u ‗ perce‘ 
013 u ‗ suppos‘ 
Help words 
014 u ‗elp‘ 
014 u ‗ assist‘ 
014 u ‗ aid‘ 
014 u ‗ encourag‘ 
014 u ‗ care ‗ 
014 u ‗ caring ‗  
014 u ‗ support‘ 
Imperative modal words  
015 u ‗ always ‗ 
015 u ‗ never ‗ 
015 u ‗ ought ‗ 
015 u ‗ has to ‗ 
015 u ‗ have to ‗ 
015 u ‗ very ‗ 
015 u ‗ should ‗ 
015 u ‗ will ‗ 
015 u ‗ would ‗ 
015 u ‗ must ‗ 
Qualifier modal words 
016 u ‗ may ‗ 
016 u ‗ might ‗ 
016 u ‗ could‘ 
016 u ‗ perhaps ‗ 
016 u ‗ but ‗ 
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Work words 
017 u ‗ employ‘ 
017 u ‗ career ‗ 
017 u ‗ occupation‘ 
017 u ‗ vocation‘ 
017 u ‗ work‘ 
017 u ‗ job‘ 
Behaviour words 
018 u ‗ adapt‘ 
018 u ‗ behav‘ 
018 u ‗adjust‘ 
018 u ‗ chang‘ 
Psychology words 
019 u ‗ psycho‘ 
019 u ‗social‘ 
020 u ‗ function‘ 
020 u ‗ teach‘ 
020 u ‗ train‘ 
020 u ‗ instruct‘ 
Rehabilitation 
021 u ‗ rehabilitat‘
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Appendix B: Sample Texts  
The sample texts selected from a list of texts recommended and used by rehabilitation practitioners, their educators and employers, show the 
author(s), their sex and discipline, the name of their text(s), the year of publication, the country in which their text(s) were published, and 
who recommended the text(s) for this research. 
1. Keeffe, JE, McCarthy, CA, Hassell, JB and Cilbert, AC. Principal text producer was female,  but did not indicate her discipline, 
stating PhD as the only indication of qualification.  
Text name: Description and measurement of handicap caused by vision Impairment, in Australian and New Zealand Journal of 
Ophthalmology, 27, pp. 184–186. 1999. Recommended by blindness agency. 
2. Wright, SE, McCarthy, CA, Burgess, M, Keeffe, JE and The Steering Committee for the RVIB Employment Survey. Principal 
Author: female, BA  
Text name: Vision impairment and handicap: The RVIB Employment Survey, in The Australian and New Zealand Journal of 
Ophthalmology, 27, pp. 204–207, 1999. Recommended by blindness agency and practitioners. 
3. Nowakowski, RW, male ophthalmologist.  
Text name: Vision Impairment and its Rehabilitation (Chapter 1), in Primary Low Vision Care. 1994, USA. Recommended by 
Educator (Head of School). 
4. Nowakowski, RW, male ophthalmologist. 
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Text name: Psychosocial Aspects of Vision Impairment (Chapter 2) in Primary Low Vision Care. 1994, USA. Recommended by 
Educator (Head of School).  
5. Dodds, A, male psychologist.  
Text name: Models of Rehabilitation (Chapter Two) in Rehabilitating Blind and Visually Impaired People: A psychological approach. 
London: Chapman and Hall. 1993, UK. Recommended.  Reference Librarian and Educator. 
6. Dodds, A, male psychologist. 
Text name: Psychological adjustment to sight loss (Chapter Three) in Rehabilitating Blind and Visually Impaired People: A 
psychological approach. London: Chapman and Hall. 1993, UK. Recommended by Reference Librarian and Educator. 
7. Richardson, J, female occupational therapist.  
Text name: Three Classes of Change to Improve the Daily Living Skills of People with Visual Impairment, in Journal of Vision 
Impairment & Blindness, December, pp. 402–404, 1993, USA. Recommended by blindness agency. 
8. Holosko, MJ male social worker.  
Text name: Counselling people who are unemployed (Chapter 9) in SE Robertson and RI Brown (Eds) Rehabilitation Counselling: 
Approaches in the field of disability. 1992, UK. Recommended by librarian and educators.  
9. Allen, MN, female nurse.  
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Text name: The Meaning of visual impairment to visually impaired adults, in Journal of Advanced Nursing, pp. 640–646. 1989, 
Canada. Recommended by librarian and educators. 
10. Trombly, CA female occupational therapist.  
Text name: Employment for the Physically Disabled in CA Trombly and MV Radomski (Eds) Occupational Therapy for Physical 
Dysfunction. 1989, USA. Recommended by educators (OTs), University reference librarian, OT students and cited in Dodds. 
11. James, P, female, principal of the National Mobility Centre. 
Text name: Broadening the skills of professional workers – The Rehabilitation Worker Course, The New Beacon: The Journal of Blind 
Welfare, Volume LXXII, 849, pp. 33–35. 1988, UK. Recommended by educators and cited in Dodds. 
12. Scholl, GT, female, Professor of Education, Secretary of the Board of American Foundation for the Blind of Education  
Text name: What does it mean to be blind? (Chapter 2) In GT Scholl (Ed) Foundations of Education for Blind and Visually 
Handicapped Children and Youth: Theory and practice. 1986, USA. Recommended by Reference Librarian, Royal Institute for Blind 
and Deaf Children. VA Librarian, Faculty of Education, University of Newcastle.  
13. Simpson, F, male, National Employment Consultant for American Foundation for the Blind.  
Text name: Transition to Adulthood (Chapter 22), in GT Scholl (Ed) Foundations of Education for Blind and Visually Handicapped 
Children and Youth: Theory and practice. 1986, USA. Recommended by Reference Librarian, Royal Institute for Blind and Deaf 
Children. VA Librarian, Faculty of Education, University of Newcastle.  
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14. Wade, AS, female Occupational Therapist.  
Text name: Occupational Therapy for Problems with Special Senses – Blindness and Deafness (Chapter 28), in HL Hopkins (Ed) 
Willard and Spackman’s Occupational Therapy, 6th edn, 1983, USA. Recommended by University Reference Library, Head of 
School, university students. 
15. Welsh, RL, male, PhD (Rehabilitation Counselling), Master‘s in Mobility (M).  
Text name: Psychosocial Dimensions (Chapter 8), in RL Welsh and BB Blasch (Eds) Foundations of Orientation and Mobility. 1980, 
USA. Recommended by Client Services Manager, blindness agency.  
16. Pressey, NW, male, Head of Department, Orientation and Mobility, The Association for the Blind.  
Text name: History of Rehabilitation for the Blind in Australia, in The Blindness and Low Vision Conference, pp. 77–90, 1973, 
Australia. Recommended by blindness agency Client Services Manager, blindness agency.  
17. Smith, W, male, Orientation and Mobility Instructor at the Royal Blind Society of NSW. 
Text name: Mobility – Motivation – Employment, in The Blindness and Low Vision Conference, pp.103–106. 1973, Australia. 
Recommended by Client Services Manager, blindness agency.  
18. Carroll, TJ, male, priest.  
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Text name: Loss of Appreciation (Chapter 5), in Blindness: What It Is, What It Does, And How To Live With It. 1969, USA. 
Recommended by University of Sydney Librarian, students and lecturers; also cited by other text producers listed above: Allen 
(1989), Dodds (1993) and Welsh (1980).  
19. Carroll TJ, as above text. 
Text name: Losses concerning Occupational and Financial Status (Chapter 6) in above book by Carroll.  Year and country of 
publication as above; recommended as for No. 18. 
20. Carroll, TJ. as for previous text. 
Text name: Restoration of Occupation and Financial Status (Chapter 15). Details of author and texts as for No. 18.  
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Appendix C: Correlation matrix of key word categories and text producers used in the sample texts  
Word 
Categories 
  Negative 
Emotion 
Positive 
Emotion 
Negative 
Cognition 
Positive 
Cognition 
Negative 
Description 
Positive 
Description 
Belief  
Words 
Help  
Words 
Imperative 
Words 
Qualifier 
Words 
Work  
Words 
Psychology 
Words 
Negative 
Emotion 
Correlation  1.000 -.370 .017 -.228 -.515 .304 .605 .379 .127 -.130 -.445 .455 
Sig (2-tailed)  .108 .942 .333 .020* .193 .005** .099 .593 .586 .049* .044* 
Positive 
Emotions 
Correlation  -.370 1.000 -.239 .354 -.151 -.115 -.107 -.260 .284 .570 .394 -.178 
Sig (2-tailed) .108  .311 .126 .526 .629 .652 .268 .224 .009** .086 .453 
Negative 
Cognitions 
Correlation  .017 -.239 1.000 -.564 -.053 -.384 -.069 -.257 -.280 -.144 -.683 -.481 
Sig.(2-tailed) .942 .311 . .010** .826 .095* .771 .273 .232 .546 .001** .032* 
Positive 
Cognitions 
Correlation  -.228 .354 -.564 1.000 -.051 -.083 -.105 .208 -.006 .053 .653 .176 
Sig.(2-tailed) .333 .126 .010**  .830 .727 .661 .378 .980 .825 .002** .459 
Negative 
Description 
Correlation  -.515 -.151 -.053 -.051 1.000 .270 -.201 -.099 .105 -.078 .159 -.007 
Sig.(2-tailed) .020* .526 .826 .830  .250 .395 .677 .659 .745 .504 .977 
Positive 
Description 
Correlation .304 -.115 -.384 -.083 .270 1.000 .135 .167 .592 .179 .153 .301 
Sig.(2-tailed) .193 .629 .095 .727 .250 . .570 .482 .006 .450 .520 .197 
Belief words  Correlation  .605 -.107 -.069 -.105 -.201 .135 1.000 .321 .251 .068 -.491 .449 
Sig.(2-tailed) .005** .652 .771 .661 .395 .570  .168 .286 .776 .028* .047* 
Help words  Correlation  .379 -.260 -.257 .208 -.099 .167 .321 1.000 .070 -.300 -.126 .684 
Sig.(2-tailed) .099 .268 .273 .378 .677 .482 .168  .769 .199 .595 .001** 
Imperatives  Correlation  .127 .284 -.280 -.006 .105 .592 .251 .070 1.000 .614 .149 .124 
Sig.(2-tailed) .593 .224 .232 .980 .659 .006** .286 .769  .004** .531 .602 
Qualifiers Correlation t -.130 .570 -.144 .053 -.078 .179 .068 -.300 .614 1.000 .118 -.154 
Sig.(2-tailed) .586 .009** .546 .825 .745 .450 .776 .199 .004**  .620 .516 
Work words Correlation  -.445 .394 -.683 .653 .159 .153 -.491 -.126 .149 .118 1.000 .032 
Sig.(2-tailed) .049* .086 .001** .002** .504 .520 .028* .595 .531 .620  .892 
Psychology 
words 
Correlation t .455 -.178 -.481 .176 -.007 .301 .449 .684 .124 -.154 .032 1.000 
Sig.(2-tailed) .044* .453 .032* .459 .977 .197 .047* .001** .602 .516 .892 . 
* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). ** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). N=20 
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